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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

é FOREST SERVICE 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

igi) 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

DIRECTOR Fprusnisor newt 

AND REFER TO FORT COLLINS, COLORADO 

RR - RM February 21, 1940. 
Supervision 
Biological Factors 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am pleased to learn that your students are interested in 
phenology and that you have found Tech. Bull. 686 useful in your 
work. Mr. Price and I derived a lot of pleasure in seeing the 
results appear as the data were analyzed. 

I am not an authority on animal phenology but I can see 
the desirability of such observations being kept parallel with plant 
records. We are not aware of any society or bureau that fosters the 
keeping of such records and this station is not prepared to maintain 
an activity of this kind at the present time. However, the idea has 
such a wide application that it appears to deserve further conside- 
ration. 

We are taking the liberty of forwarding a copy of your letter 
to Mr. W. R. Chapline, Chief, Division of Range Research, Forest 
Service, Washington, D. C., who is in a better position to state 
the part the Forest Service is willing to play in furthering this 
activity. 

Assuring you of our interest and willingness to cooperate 
insofar as we are able, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

D. F. COSTELLO, 

Assoc. Forest Ecologist. 
ec-Mr. Chapline



heh University Farm Place 
February 10, 1940 

Mr. David F. Costelle 
Intermountain Forest & Range Yxperiment Station 
Ogden, Utah 

Dear Mr. Costello: 

Seaton on your phenological bulletin (Tech. 
Bull. U.S.D.A. ). My students are all interested in phen- 
ology so I am letting them know of this publication. 

I think there ie great nood of animal phenology 
records, kept parallel with plant receris. Do you know of ! 
any burem or scientific society fostering the keeping of such 
records? If not, have you any ideas who should? Would the 
Heological Society be the best central agency, or the U.3.¥.5.7 
Do you think the U.5.F.8. research branch would be willing to 
teke this under ite wing as 5 contiming activity? 

I started to launch the WAldlife Society on this, tt 
was reminded, I think properly, that we are a professional, 
not a scientific society. We would help, tat somebody else 
should carry the ball. ho? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Gahalane 
Wade 
Hawkins 
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Rae hak University Parm Place 
‘ May 14, 1940 

Prof. John M. Fogg, Jr. 
University of Pennsylvania 
Botanical Laboratory 
38th St. and Woodland Avenue 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Professor Fogg: 

Douglas Yade had told me about your phenology record 
end I appreciate your sending it on. I have been flirting with 
the same idea; that is, having my wildlife ecology class keep 
a record, only in this cage it wlll be both plants and animals. 

Prompted by your exemple I have now drafted a form and 
when it has been mimeographed I will send you a copy. 

Despite the necessary simplicity of such a class 
record, I agree with you that ite availability for a pericd of 
years would have selentific as well as training value. 

Sincerely yours, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Wade
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Botanical Laboratory May 9, 1940. 

38th St. and Woodland Ave. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

At the suggestion of Mr. Douglas E. Wade, of the 
Pennsylvania Game Commission, I am writing to inform you of 
a project which we have under way at present as part of a 
program to interest amateurs in scientific work. The enclosed 
sheets are, I think, self-explanatory and require no comment 
other than the explanation that this project is an extremely 

elementary one, designed for application only to the Philadel- 
phia.. metropolitan area. However, I thought you might like to 
know of the effort being made by the American Philosophical 
Society to stimulate amateurs interest in the field of scien- 
tific research. With the present project as an entering wedge, 

' it is my intention to broaden this type of observation over 
a wider area, and include a greater variety of plant forms. 
I realize that the present list of species is a very inadequate 
one; that the whole idea is to get the thing started in peoples’ 
minds, and to render them receptive to more detailed requests 
which we hope to make in the future. 

I shall be glad to know of your reaction to this 
simple project, and to learn whether you have had any experience 
in enlisting the cooperation of volunteer observers in this 
sort of work. 

Sincerely yours, 

oe YW. 04s Yr 

John M. Fogg, Jre 
IME/LV Ass't. Professor of Botany 

Ene.



: ACTIVITIES IN SCIENCE IN THE PHILADELPHIA AREA 

Issued by 

The American Philosophical Society's 

Committee on Education and Participation in Science 

June 1, 1940 - No. 8 

This circular of information presents a selection of events and activities for men and 
‘women in the Philadelphia Region interested in learning and participating in the various 
fields of the physical and natural sciences. (All addresses given are in Philadelphia unless 
otherwise stated.) 

Space permits only a partial list of scientific clubs and societies. 

Amateur scientists, unaffiliated with clubs or societies, are requested to send for a 
questionnaire prepared by the Committee to aid its survey of amateur science. Persons 
desiring questionnaires and extra copies of this circular should communicate with W. Stephen 
Thomas, Executive Secretary, Committee on Education and Participation in Science, Amer- 
ican Philosophical Society, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. LOMbard 
3280. 

VOLUNTEER NATURALISTS NEEDED TO STUDY LIFE-HISTORIES OF 

INSECTS, AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES, ETC. 
‘ By 

Roger Conant, Consultant, Executive Staff 

and 

Curator, Philadelphia Zoological Garden 

How would you like to make a real contribution to zoology? How would you like to 
discover some brand new fact that no one ever knew before? Perhaps you think that to 
do so would require your going to Africa or to Antarctica or to some other remote part of 
the world. On the contrary, your field of operations need not be far from your own home. 
For oddly enough, the amount of information available on some of our most common native 
animals is appallingly meagre. Indeed, it can be said that man knows far more about 
elephants and lions than he does about a great many of the animals which inhabit his 
largest cities and their environs. 

It is now being made possible for you and other serious-minded amateurs to make 
scientific observations which can be used and published—observations which you can 
make while pursuing your natural history hobby. The plan, in brief, (in zoology) is to 
mark individual animals so that they can be identified with absolute accuracy at some 
future date. By the term “animals” is meant all kinds of animals—insects, amphibians, 
etc.—and not just mammals. You are familiar, no doubt, with the work which the United 
States Biological Survey has been doing for the past two decades by banding birds. As 
a result of the placing of tiny numbered bands on the legs of thousands of birds, a vast 
amount of information has been accumulated on such fascinating and useful subjects as 
migration, length of life, homing, etc. A great deal of work also has been done with | 
fishes, but, comparatively speaking, very little has been undertaken with other kinds of ' 
animals. 

Near you—perhaps in the empty lots near your home, or at the end of the car line, 
or close to your favorite picnic spot—are thriving colonies of animals, individuals of which, 
with a little practice and instruction, you can catch with ease, mark or tag in some Manner, 
and then release where you find them. On your next trip to the same spot you again catch 
as many as you can. Some of them, you will discover, are the ones which you have marked 
previously, and when you check the numbers on the specimens with your notes you may 
be surprised to discover that the individual has grown considerably since you saw it last, | 
or perhaps that it has travelled a considerable distance (for its size and powers of locomo- 
tion) from the spot where you first found it. By keeping a careful record of when and | 
where you capture or recapture specimens and noting other pertinent data, you soon will 
have a great deal of truly worthwhile information. And that, in brief, is all you need to 
do unless, of course, you wish to delve more deeply into the problem. It cannot be stressed | 
too strongly that the more animals you mark and the more recaptures you make the more 
information you will contribute to science. The amount of time you spend on the work 
depends entirely upon yourself. | 

The information which you obtain will be correlated with the work of others, the facts 
will be interpreted, and when a sufficient amount of data are assembled they will be 
prepared for publication. 

The big problem of getting adequate data on the life histories of some of our most 
common animals is one of the greatest needs in the field of zoology. Your help, no matter 
how slight it may be, will assist toward this end.



The Committee on Education and Participation in Science of the American Philosophi- 
cal Society is prepared to assist you and others who wish to undertake such work by 
supplying data sheets, tags, expert advice and instruction. 

NOTE: 
If you are seriously interested in this work, then communicate at once with W. Stephen 

Thomas, Executive Secretary of the Committee, 104 South 5th Street, Phila, Penna. who 
will make appointments for volunteers to meet with Mr. Conant. 

STUDY OF GROWTH RINGS IN TREES PROGRESSES 

Since the announcement of the tree ring study was made last month, the Committee 

has received offers of cooperation from over 60 persons in 35 different towns and cities in 

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland. More of these offers are arriving 

daily. 

As the volunteers live in widely scattered localities, Dr. Edward E. Wildman, Con- 

sultant of the Executive Staff in charge of the study, believes that it is not necessary for 

them to meet before the autumn for reports on this work. Dr. Wildman also suggests a 

method of getting records of growth rings that does not involve cutting sections of stumps, 
logs, or old timbers. 

This suggestion is to make a paper record of the rings as follows:— 

Lay a strip of paper (say two inches wide) across the stump or log, long enough to 
reach from its center out to the bark. 
Pin it there. Slip a card under the edge of the paper and with a well-sharpened 

pencil, mark the outer edge of each ring on the edge of the paper with a short, 

straight line, say a quarter of an inch long. Label the line marking the “center” 
and also the line marking the last ring next to the bark. If possible, write the year 
in which that ring grew. Then count back, ring by ring, to the center, and write the 
year in which the first ring grew. In case the tree was dead when cut, try to learn 
the year in which it stopped growing. Label the last ring with that year, and count 
back to the center. 
Paper records of timbers can be taken in the same way. Timbers from old barns or 
mills often have the bark still on them. The year in which the building was erected 
would probably be the last year the tree grew, but the timber might be much older 
than that. Determining the age of such timbers will be one of the most interesting 
objectives of our study. This can be done by finding similar bands of rings in tree 
records of known age and in these old timbers. Hence, we shall need as many re- 
cords as possible of trees of known age and of old timbers. 

Anyone interested in making these paper records is asked to mail them by June 25th, 
if possible, to Dr. Edward E. Wildman, American Philosophical Society, 104 South Sth Street, 
Philadelphia, Penna. Any special information or queries may be addressed to him at the 
above address. 

Persons working on the tree ring study will find useful the following references. The 
publications which contain the articles may be consulted at the following libraries, among 
others, Academy ‘of Natural Sciences, 19th Street and the Parkway; American Philosophical 
Society, Drexel Building, 5th and Chestnut Streets; Free Public Library of Philadelphia, 
Logan Square, Phila. Penna. 

Brown, F. Martin: “Dendrochronology.” Antiquity: A Quarterly Review of Archaeology. 
Vol. 11, 1937. p. 409-426. 
Douglass, A. E.: “Climatic Cycles and Tree-Growth: A Study of the Annual Rings in 
Trees in Relation to Climate and Solar Activity. Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Pub. 287. Vol. 1, 1919; Vol. 2, 1928; Vol. 3, 1936. (Last has excellent bibliography). 

Glock, Waldo G.: “The Language of Tree Rings.” Scientific Monthly, June, 1934. Vol. 
XXXXVIII. p. 501-510. 

Glock, Waldo G.: “Principles and Methods of Tree Ring Analysis." Carnegie Institution 
of Washington. Pub. 486. Washington, D. C. 1937. 

Lyon, Charles J.: “Rainfall and Hemlock Growth in New Hampshire.” Journal of Fores- 
try. Vol. 33, p. 162-168. 1935. 

WILD FLOWER OBSERVERS ASKED TO MAKE REPORTS 

The many persons who have so kindly cooperated with Dr. John M. Fogg, Jr. and the 

Committee are asked to return (before June 15th) the charts previously issued to them, 

with whatever dates they may have recorded for the appearance and bloom of the species 
of wild flowers listed. 

All those volunteers who would like to meet with Dr. Fogg to discuss problems con- 
cerning their work and would like to ask questions are invited to attend an informal meet- 

ing which will be held on Saturday, June 15th, at 1 P. M. at the American Philosophical 
Society, 104 South 5th Street, Phila., Penna., if a sufficient number of persons are interested 
in making such an engagement. Kindly drop a post card or note at once to W. Stephen 
Thomas at the above address.



If amateur naturalists and others would be interested in making similar observations of 
a@ number of summer-blooming species of our common wild flowers, they should write to 

Dr. John M. Fogg, Jr., Department of Botany, University of Pennsylvania, Phila., Penna, or 
else address their request, in person, at the time of the meeting on June 15th. 

Beginning botanists who may care for some instructions on methods of collecting and 
preparing plant specimens are recommended to secure a copy of the pamphlet, "Plant 
Collecting for Field Anthropologists,” by Dr. F. R. Fosberg. This pamphlet may be obtained 
for 35 cents per copy from the American Fibre-Velop Co., 229 N. 63rd Street, Phila., Penna. 

SCIENCE BOOKS FOR LAYMEN 

Readers of this circular include many persons who desire to keep up with the progress 

of modern science and also to read interpretations of the pure sciences. In the welter of 

popular accounts are a number which can be recommended. These titles are listed with 

the interest of amateur scientists in view. 

Astronomy: 
The Story of Astronomy by Arthur Draper and Marion Lockwood. Dial Press, N. Y. 

1939. $3.00. Popular account fitted for persons whose interest is aroused by a 

planetarium demonstration and for others. 
The Pinpoint Planetarium by Armand N. Spitz. Holt, N. Y. 1940. $2.00. Star diagrams 
to be made with scissors and paste. Good descriptions of the constellations. 

Botany and Horticulture 
Complete Guide to Soilless Gardening by W. G. Gericke. Prentice-Hall. 1940. $2.75. 
Manual of plant growth in nutrient solutions, describing the necessary apparatus, 

conditions, etc. 

Chemistry 
An Introduction to Chemical Science by W. H. Hatcher. Wiley, 1939. $3.00. Seeks to 

present chemistry from a cultural rather than a technical approach. Designed for 
liberal arts students. 

General Science 
Science for the Citizen by Lancelot Hogben. Knopf, N. Y. $6.00. Excellent text book 
for reference covering fields of the pure sciences. 
Science for the World of Tomorrow by Gerald Wendt. Norton, N. Y. $2.75. Points out 
social implications of science and shows role of leisure-time scientists. 

Hobbies—General 
The Book of Indoor Hobbies by E. Stieri. Whittsley House, 1939. $3.00. Describes hob- 
bies for city-dwellers, such as window box gardening, roof gardening, terrariums, 
cacti collecting, aquariums, etc., which can lead to further interest in science. 

Physics 
‘Atoms in Action by George Russell Harrison. Morrow, 1939. $3.50. Account of creative 
physics, including energy, farming, sound, glass, light, electrons, spectrograms, radium 
lenses, television, photography, music, weather, aviation, etc. 

Radio 
The Radio Amateur’s Handbook. 1940. (17th ed.). American Radio Relay League. 
575 p. $1.00. Paper. Rewritten. 

Zoology 
American Mammals: Their Lives, Habits and Economic Relations by W. J. Hamilton, Jr. 
McGraw-Hill, 330 W. 42nd St., New York City. $3.75. 
Field Guide to Lower Aquarium Animals by Edward T. Boardman. Cranbrook Insti- 
tute of Science, Bloomfield Hills, Mich. Cloth, $1.50, paper, $1.00. Useful alike to begin- 
ning classes in hydrobiology and to the field naturalist working “on his own.” 

PHILADELPHIA COUNCIL OF AMATEUR SCIENTISTS ORGANIZED 

Amateur scientists in the Philadelphia region, including those who may not be affiliated 

with any club or society, will be encouraged to know of an organization recently launched 

which should be of service to amateur science. The American Philosophical Society's Com- 

mittee on Education and Participation in Science, in the course of a survey, has shown 

that there are some 32,000 adult men and women within thirty miles of Philadelphia who 

are enrolled in approximately 287 different organizations devoted to various phases of the 

pure and applied sciences. These groups, among other fields, include the following: 
astronomy, aviation, botany, bird study, gardening and horticulture, general natural history, 
geology, microscopy, mineralogy, photography, physics, and zoology. 

On their own initiative, certain of these bodies suggested an informal meeting to dis- 
cuss common interests and problems. Such a meeting, held on February 22, 1940, in the 
Hall of the American Philosophical Society, was attended by thirty delegates from a total 
of twenty-five different organizations. This assembly, with Mr. Charles M. B. Cadwalader, 
President of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, in the Chair, appointed a 
temporary organizing committee to draw up plans for a permanent affiliation of clubs and 
societies devoted to amateur science. This committee, with Mr. Arnold V. Stubenrauch,



President of the Philadelphia Council of Camera Clubs, as Chairman, also included Miss 
Lydia P. Borden of the Philadelphia Natural History Society and the Delaware Valley 
Naturalists’ Union, Mr. Francis Hyslop of the Haddonfield, New Jersey, Natural Science 
Club, Mr. Roland V. Shutts of the Amateur Astronomers of The Franklin Institute, and Mr. 
Edward V. Streeper of the Delaware County Institute of Science. 

On May 13th, this organizing committee reported that it had launched the Philadelphia 
Council of Amateur Scientists. The purposes of the Council are to: 

1. Act as a clearing-house for information on all amateur scientific organizations in 
the Philadelphia area and coordinate their purposes and activities to their mutual 
advantage and for the advancement of science and the amateur spirit. 

2. Increase the membership of the individual organizations by publicizing the aims 
and programs of the affiliated groups. 

3. Exchange program material and ideas among the different clubs and societies. 

4. Focus attention on the several branches of science. 

5. Develop an understanding of the cultural and intellectual aspects of science and 
. endeavor to bridge the gap between science and the general public. 

With these aims in mind, the organizing committee is about to issue an invitation to 
the various local clubs and societies engaged in amateur science to cooperate. The com- 
mittee requests these organizations to appoint, as promptly as possible, an official delegate. 
It is planned that the delegates will meet together on September 23, 1940, and select a 
representative for each interest group in the various categories of amateur science who 
will serve as a permanent Council and draw up by-laws for its perpetuation. 

If any officers or members of the clubs concerned have suggestions or comments con- 
cerning the Council, they are requested to write at once to Mr. Arnold V. Stubenrauch, 
725 N. Jackson Street, Media, Penna. 

SPECIAL NOTICES 

This is the last issue of the circular for the current season 

“Cold Blooded Animals - Amphibians and Reptiles of the Philadelphia Area, also Sea- 
shore Life." Exhibit at The Academy of Natural Sciences, 19th Street and the Parkway. 
June Ist through June 30. 

Beginning June 2Ist, The Strawbridge Observatory of Haverford College will be open 
to the public every Friday (clear evenings only) at 8:30 P. M. 

Radio broadcasts every Saturday afternoon at 1 P. M., Station WPEN, directly from 
the Philadelphia Zoo. Interviews with Zoo visitors on “What Do You Know About Animals?” 

“The Midnight Sun and the Southern Cross." Fels Planetarium of The Franklin Insti- 
tute. Demonstrations everyday 3 and 8:30 P. M.; Saturday at 11 A. M. “Children’s Hour” 
(Adults admitted) and 3,4 and 8:30 P. M. Sundays, 3, 4, and 8:30 P. M. 

The Observatory of The Amateur Astronomers and Telescope Makers of Sharon Hill 
is open to the public Saturday and Monday evenings. Take bus from Darby marked either 
“Sharon Hill” or “Folcroft’ and get off at Elmwood Ave. and Hook Road. Observatory is 
located on the grounds of the property on this corner. 

“Let's Visit the Zoo." Radio broadcast every Saturday at 1] A. M,, Station KYW. After 
June 15th, these broadcasts will be quiz programs. 

“Scientific Wonders.’ Radio broadcast sponsored by The Franklin Institute. Innumer- 
able phases of physical, chemical and industrial science. Station WCAU, 1 P. M. Every 
Saturday. 

FIELD TRIPS 

Date Time Meeting Place Sponsoring Organization Destination i 

Academy of Natural ‘ June 1 2P.M. Wayne Ave. & Johnston St. SGisneee Clifford Park 

June 8 1:30 Chestnut Hill Station poe Society of Gillin's Nurseries 

Custom House, 2nd and __ Rittenhouse Astronomi- U.S. Weather 
June 14 8P.M. Chestnut Streets cal Society Bureau 

Ehule. Nope History si 
‘ ' . ociety an oodward's June 15 1:50 Allen's Lane Station Botanical Soctety of Gardens 

Penna. 

Academy of Natural 
June 16 9AM. peodeny ot Natural Sciences. First 35 Perenee State 

people who register Cree 
Barnegat (New Jersey) Torrey Botanical Club 

pee eee Station, CR.R.NJ. of New York Gey bE 
Margaret St. exit of Academy of Natural June 29 2P.M. Fronkiord 5. Scletoes Pennypack Park
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OBSERVATIONS ON SUMMER-ELOWERING PLANTS 
Program for Volunteer Observers 

Arranged by Dr, John M. Fogg, Jr., Consultant in Botany 
American Philosophical Society's 

Committee on Education and Participation in Science 

104 5, Sth Street, Phila., Pa. 

Nature of the Project 
There is great need for accurate observations on the blooming and fruiting be~- 

havior of our summer-flowering plants. Detailed records of this sort will shed con- 

siderable light on such matters as the sequence of blooming, the influence of tem- 

perature and the time interval, if any, between opening of the petals and libera- 

tion of the pollen, 
Of the plants which flower in July and August, the following 85 have been se- 

lected as among the most familiaz and widespread. ‘Individual observers will prob- 

ably wish to include others. These plents are arranged on the accompanying log- 

sheets in systematic or family sequence, rather than in the supposed order of their 

blooming. No reliable chronological arrangement can be attempted untilimore in- 

formation concerning their flowering dates is placed on record. 

Explanation of log-sheet headings. 
Opening of petals: By this is meant that the observer is to fill in the date of 

opening of the first flower of a plant or colony. In some cases, plants have their 

flowers aggregated in spikes or clusters, and it may be several days before all the 

flowers of an inflorescence have opened, To avoid confusion, it is, therefore, de- 

sirable to note only the complete unfolding of the first flower. 

Shedding of pollen: In many species the anthers liberate their pollen as soon as 

the petals are opened and the dates under these two headings will be the same. In 

other cases, however, there is a lapse of time between these two events, calling 

for continued observation of the same flower at daily intervals. 

To determine that pollen is being shed, it is helpful to tap the flower vigor- 

ously over a piece of dark-colored paper. The fine yellow grains can then be 

plainly seen. In cases where the pollen is sticky and not readily loosened, a small 

pocket lens will help to reveal it and will also show the slit or opening in the 

anthers which permit its escape. 

Weather conditions: Climatic conditions play om importent part in the opening 

of the corolla and the shedding of the pollen. Hence the importance of a brief 

note (e.g., "Clear", "Cloudy", "Rainy", etc.) on the state of the weather, es- 

pecially on the day the pollen is first shed. 

Maturing of the fruit: It is not always easy to ascertain the exact date on Z 

which the fruit may be considered mature. Moreover, as there are many different 

types of fruits, no single rule can be applied which will serve in all cases. In 

general, however, fleshy fruits change color when they ripen. Other fruits, such 

as pods and capsules, split open when ripe, liberating their seeds. In still others, 

the entire fruiting head breaks apart or falls from the plant. The observer should 

feel free here to apply such standards as he sees fit, making comments to that ef- 

fect in the mrgin, Of all of the observations called for, this one is most in 

noed of careful study and recording. 

July 1, 1940



FLOWER CBSERVATICN BY VCLUNTEERS: 
Program of Research by Amateur Scientists 

Arranged by John M. Fogg, Jr. 
of the 

American Philosophical Society's 
Committee on Education and Participation in Science 

When Do Our Wild Flowers Bloom? 

Although our local wild flowers have long been classified by botanists, many 

facts about their lives as plants are unkmowm to science. The actual dates of leaf 

opening, blooming and shedding of pollen in even such common spring harbingers as 

the skunk cabbage, bloodroot and hepatica, have never been extensively determined. 

Then, there are a host of other facts to be discovered, such as the effect of 

rainfall, temperature and type of soil on the flowering of plants, the sequence of 

blooming of some varieties, the regularity of a single wild flower species in ap- 

pearing in the same locality over several years. Such problems represent details 

which seem trivial in themselves but upon these factors depend such important events 

in nature as the appearance of spring end the progress of the seasons. 

Volunteer Cbservers Needed. 

Interestingly enough, the matter of solving some of these problems of our lo-— 

cal plant life need not be a difficult one. What are needed are a great number of 

accurate records of the simple facts of plant appearance and bloom, as well as of 

the bearing of seed and fruit. These records should be made carefully over an ex— 

tended period of time during the appropriate seasons by many qualified observers in 

scattered localities. Volunteers are urgently needed. 

Program in Research Offered by the American Philosophical Society's Committee. : 

In view of the needs of this problem and to further an understanding of science 

among men and women who pursue such an interest as their avocation, the American 

Philosophical Society's Committee on Education and Participation in Science has de- 

signed a special program of original investigation for amateurs under the guidance 

of trained scientists. The study, which is one in several different fields of pure 

science, involves the keeping of a daily record of observations of certain plents 

over a definite period of time. 

Who Is Qualified To Volunteer? 

The challenge of aiding science through contributing simple observations should 

appeal to all sorts of persons who have the spirit of adventure. A genercl interest 

in the out-of-doors and in the world of nature would be assumed. Especially, should 

suburbenites and persons living in rural or semi-rural localities be interested. 

Many of these individuals would be gardeners, members of garden clubs, smateur bota- 

nists and nature lovers of all types. No compensation can be given for services 

rendered by the volunteers but these investigations offer the opportunity to gain 

knowledge and experience while participating in the gathering of facts. Furthermore, 

the volunteers will have the satisfaction of aiding an experiment, the results of 

which should advance science.
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Requirements for Observation. 

No apparatus or equipment is required except a mimeographed form, (attached), 
supplied by the Committee, upon which the observer will record the dates when the 
first leaf opened, the first petal opened, the pollen shed and other facts about a 
selected list of common spring plants. An ability to identify, with accuracy, the 
desired plants is, of course, a requisite, but the knowledge for doing so can be 
easily acquired. Also, it must be pointed out that potential observers should have 
ready and regular access to a locality out-of-doors, such as woods, fields, swamps, 
or other suitable spots, Sufficient leisure to make the visits to the plants being 

studied and the observation of the living specimens at frequent intervels (prefer~ 

ably daily) over a period of six weeks to two months are essentials. Completed 
records can be mailed to the Executive Secretary of the Committee, 104 South 5vh 
Street and if problems or questions arise concerning the individual investigations, 

opportunity for consultations with the scientists supervising the studies will be 

given. 

How To Make Cbservations. 

The Log 
The attached log contains the names of thirty of the most familiar native spring 

flowering plants to be found in eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and 
4 southern New Jersey (not including the Pine Barrens). They are arranged, approxi— 

. mately, in the order of the appearance of their flowers. 

Besides the name of each species are spaces for recording, in order, the dates of 
appearance of the first leaf, opening of the first flower, shedding of the first 
pollen by the anthers and the maturing of the seed—vessels or fruits. Of all these 

colums, one of the greatest interest to the botanist is that concerned with the 
shedding of the pollen, for e plant is not to be considered “in flower" until this 
event occurs; mere opening of the petals does not constitute flowering. It is re— 

, alized that, in many cases, the information on the maturing of fruit cannot be se- 
« cured, but the need for data on this matter is great and such observations as can 
be made will be of great value. 

Weather Conditions 
In the column headed "Weather" a brief entry should describe the weather as ob~ 

served on the day when the plant was first found shedding pollen. The points to be 
noted are whether the day was clear or cloudy, and such features as high wind, 
frost, snow, etc. Those who may wish to follow these factors in greater detail 
would do well to keep a meteorological log on a separate sheet, noting,day by day, 

the temperature at noon and the amount of rainfall in inches, etc. These statis— 

tics can usually be secured from the daily newspaper. 

Special Note 
Wherever possible, the facts desired in the record should be established by making 

repeated visits to the same locality. When two or more stations are under observa— 
tion, a separate log should be maintained for each. It is strongly recommended that 
all records be kept in duplicate; one sect to be submitted to the Executive Secretary 
of the Committee on Education and Participation in Science, 104 South 5th Street; 

the other to be retained by the observer. It is believed that even more interesting 
than the accumulation of the first spring's records will be their comparison with 
the dates observed the next and succeeding years. Incidentally, repeated annual ob- 
servations of this sort will go far toward settling the question as to whether the 

advent of spring, as reflected in the opening of flowers, is a regular phenomenon or 
one which is subject to fluctuations induced by local climatic conditions.
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4oh University Farm Place. 
July 27, 1940 

Mr. W. Stephen Thomas 
104 South Fifth Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

I am surprised and pleased that the Carnegie 
Corporation has recognized the opportunities for educating 
laymen through volunteer collecting of natural history data. 

I had seen the phenological record sheet and 
promptly copied it for use in my wildlife ecology class. 
I am mech interested in your whole idea and would like to 
keep in touch with its spread, for I am sure that it is 
destined to spread. Let's keep in contact. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION IN SCIENCE 

. UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF 

Tue AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY 
Committee on Organization E: ive Staff 

i i INDEPENDENCE SQUARE Bicsot Nace, ol 
Anton J. CarLson PHILADELPHIA Rocer Conant, Zoology 

Kart K. Darrow ‘ Joun M. Foaa, Jr., Botany 

Luruer P. E1senHART Serce A. Korrr, Physics and Astronomy 
C, E, Kenneru Mees Epwarp E, WitpMan, Education 

Oscar RippLte 

Harrow SHAPLEY aT Tea 
cons Sieeeen W. SrerHen THomas, Executive Secretary 

Epwarp L. THORNDIKE Office eo ce Street 

Taney S: Mie Ex-officto July 25, 1940 ‘Telephone: LOMbard $280 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Wildlife Management Department 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor Leopold: 

I am writing you at the suggestion of Mr. Douglass Wade, Research Investigator 
of the Pennsylvania Game Commission. He believes that you would be interested 
in the work of our Committee,aimed to secure the cooperation of amateurs in 
compiling and recording data in several scientific fields. The purpose of the 
work is not only to secure material for the research scientist but, also, to 
spread a wider understanding of knowledge among non-professional people. We 
are working on a grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York, which has 
been extended to June, 1941. 

Two of our projects, one on phyto~-phenology, the study of blooming of wild 
flowers, and another for recording the life histories of certain reptiles and 
amphibians, should interest you. Possibly we can extend it later to include 
mammals. I believe the enclosed literature will explain the general nature of 

our work. 

As I am well aware of your own work and your wide contacts with research men in 
game management, it seemed well to inform you of our program. At the present 
time we are working intensively in the vicinity of Philadelphia, using this re- 
gion as an experimental area. We hope, however, that the effect of our work may 
be spread to other parts of the country. In this connection, it appears that 
the personnel of the various game commissions could certainly be most helpful in 

sponsoring programs for amateur naturalists in their own communities. Such 
work could be carried on on a simple and not costly basis. 

If it ever happens that you are in this vicinity, it certainly would be a privi- 
lege to me to have a brief chat with you and perhaps you might be willing to 
give some reactions and comments to our work. 

Sincerely yours 

4 y 

Encl. W. Stephen Thomas 

Wst:dW Executive Secretary
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATICN IN SCIENCE ; 
under the supervision of 

The American Philosophical Society 
104 South 5th Street 

Philadelphia 

September 9, 1940 

Dear 

You will probably remember the chart of summer wild flowers which we 
sent to you around July 1. We hope that in the course of the past sum- 

mer you have had an opportunity to observe some of the flowers listed 
on this chart. Whatever observations you have recorded will certainly 
be of great use to the specialists in this phase of phyto—phenology — 
the order of bloom in flowers. 

Our Committee is calling on informal meeting especially for all those 

persons who took part in the summer wild flower project. It will be 
held on Saturday afternoon, September 21, at 1 P. M. here at the Amer— 
ican Philosophical Society and we urge you to attend if at all possible. 
Dr. John M. Fogg, Jr., our Consultant in botany, will be present and 
will discuss the problems which have arisen in the course of this work. 
It will be an unusual opportunity to learn results of others who have 
taken part in our program. A similar meeting held last June in con- 

: nection with the spring blooming plants was most enjoyable. 

Enclosed you will find a mimeographed copy of a radio talk by Dr. Fogg 
presented as a nation-wide broadcast in the "Adventures in Science" 
series on Thursday, June 20. We hope that you will read this account 
with interest. 

Kindly let us know whether or not you will be able to attend the meeting 
on September 21. If you cannot attend and have made observations, will 
you kindly return one copy of the chart to us in the enclosed envelope? 

Sincerely yours 

lu & Tephers / heuad 
Encl. W . Stephen Thomas 

WST: JW Executive Secretary 
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AVATEUR SCLENTISTS AID 1N SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

Hobbies today are becoming important to many persons, for while they may 
offer relief from the strain of modern living they can be, at the same time, lead- 
ing to the self-improvement of the hobbyist. Particularly do hobbies in the field 
of science provide special advantages. Many of them appeal to both hand and brain 
and can be educational as well as recreational, Splendid examples of this type of 
hobby can be found in the fields of aviation, gardening, photography, radio, and 
model-ma'ing -—- all forms of applied sciences, But equally satisfying and, at the 
same time, exciting, can be the hobbies of.astronomy, botany, chemistry, physics, 
geology and mineralogy, and zoology, which involve the pure sciences, © 

An unusual experiment which seeks to stimulate a broader knowledge and 
understanding of the pure sciences. on the part of average.citizens is now being 
condueted in Philadelphia and its vicinity, With that region as an' experimental 
area for the entire country, a committee of distinguished professional scientists, 
representing the American Philosophical Society, founded by Benjamin Franklin, is 
sponsoring a series of procrams for amateur scientists. In thesé programs, cover— 
ing the fields of botany, climatology, physics and zoology, several hundred men 
and women, in their leisure time, are making. observations and compiling data which 
will be of great value to research scientists, But while these laymen-scientists 

function as volunteers they are storing up a fund:of information through self-edu- 
cations They are also having the satisfaction of adding to the sum of human Imow- 
ledge and are getting fun from the experience, * A 

i One of these experiments designed. for amateur scientists is described 
below by Dr, John M, Fogs, Jr., Assistant Professor of Botany of the University of 
Pennsylvania anc Consultant of the Sxecutive Staff of the American Fhilosophical 

Society's Committee on Education and Participation in Science, 

If any »ersoas fegire further information about the work of the Com- 
mittee, they are urged to write tot W. Stephen Thomas, Bxecutive Secretary, 104 

South 5th Street, Philadelphia, Pa, i i 

SPRING FLOWERS 

(Radio tall: delivered by Dr, John M, Fogg, Jr., under. the auspices of Science Ser- 
vice in the Adventures in Science series over, the Columbia Broadcasting System. ) 

To the field botanist working with native plants the progress of the 

seasons presents a phenomenon of absorbing interest. To him, as well as to the 
astronomer, there is food for thought in the orderly reappearance, year after 

year, of the familiar constellations of his botanical firmament. 

Another spring has drawn to a close and our thoughts turn naturally to- 
ward summer, Yet, before laying aside the chapter we have just read, let us turn 
back over some of its pages to see what lessons we can draw from the nature and se~ 

quence of its events, In so doing we shall be delving into a phase of biological 
science known as phenology, or the development of plants and animals as affected 

by climatic conditions,
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| Probably all of us engage in phenological observations to a certain ex- 
| tent. We are aware that a certain kind of tree or shrub flowers on or about the 

same date in succeeding years, We may have kept a chart or log of the blooming 
dates of the plants in our gardens or in the woods about us, In rural sections 
some of these dates were and, to limited degree, are still utilized as valued re- 
minders of important duties or events, Fishermen on the Eastern rivers began to 
spread their nets for shad about the time that catkins softened on the alders 
along the shore, Oats were planted soon after strawberries came’ into bloom. The 
flowering of the mayapple indicated the proper time for the sowing of certain 
crops, such as corn, melons and potatoes, All of this points to a widespread sup- 

position that the advent of spring, as reflected in the reactions of plants and 
animals, is a regularly recurring cycle, That this belief, like so many popular 
ones, rests on solid ground is attested by careful observations made over a rela— 
tively long term of years, An occasional spring, like that of 1906, may be un— 
usually forward; another, like the present one, may prove remarkably backward} 
but when viewed over a period of years the departures from established average 
dates are surprisingly slight. For example, records kept for over 40 years show 
that, in the neighborhood of Philadelphia, the silver maple opens its flowers 
about the 15th of March, in all but a few abnormal seasons.: Its cousin, the 
red maple, generally follows it by about 10 days, Thus inaugurated, there is 

then ushered in the familiar legion of’ early spring favorites. Spring beauty, 
hepatica, bloodroot and trailing arbutus form the vanguard, flowering usually 
about April 1. Toothwort, rue anemone and spicebush are close on their heels, 

and are, in turn, soon followed by Quaker-ladies, saxifrage and Dutchman's 
breeches, Although not as reliable in their performance as the returning mi-~ 
grant birds, which appear with almost clocklike precision, these and a host of 

other plant species seldom miss their entrance cues more than a very few dayse 

The underlying reasons forthe flowering habits of spring plants are 
not too well understood, Certainly temperature plays an important role, By this 
is meant not only the daily spring temperatures but, very probably also, the tem 
perature units stored up during the preceding autumn and winter months, Contrib- 
uting factors, such as exposure, amount of precipitation, hours of sunlight and 

direction of the sun's rays also need to”be’ considered. 

Furthermore, although accurate records of flowering dates have been 
preserved at a few localities, there is a real need for more extended observa~ 

tions. When exhaustive data are svailable from a number of widely scattered 

stations, it will be possible, among other things,’ to learn something definite 
about the northward advance of spring, ‘It will be’ decidedly helpful to horti-~ 
culturists, for instance, to know how the flowering dates of one locality com 

pare with those of another, The statement has been made that along a line, all 
points of which heve the same altitude, spring proceeds northward at the rate of 

10 miles a day, This would means that for the blooming of a given species - 
Philadelphia would be 14 days later than Washington but 9 days earlier than New 

York, This is largely an assumption, based upon insufficient evidence; numerous 

observations are needed to establish it as a fact. :
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With these and other objectives in view and in the hope of stimulating 

the spirit of scientific investigation among amateurs, a project was launched 

early this spring by the Jommittee on Bducation and Participation in Science of 

the American Philosophical Society, To more than 300 amateur observers, who sig- 

nified a willingess to cooperate, there were distributed copies of a log on 

which they were asked to enter the leafing, flowering and fruiting dates of some 

30 familiar spring plants. Information was also requested on the nature of the 

locality und-r observation (its exposure, degree of moisture, soil-type and the 

like) as well as a daily statement of weather conditions, The response to this 
experiment has been most gratifying and it is planned to repeat it each year and 

perhans to extend it to other seasons. 

These logs are now starting to come back to us aml we have in hand for 

condensation and interpretation an enormous body of valuable information, While 

it is still too soon to draw any far-reaching conclusions from the data thus 

amassed, a few points stand out clearly, The advent of the spring just past was 

retarded by nearly 3 weeks, This wag in large measure due to the monthly mean 

average temperaturesin winter which, with the exception of December, were from 

15% to 25% colder than normal, Once well under way, however, pre ress was rapid 

and spring nearly "caught up with itself,® Then warm temperatures lagged slight- 

ly and by the end of May events were just about a week behind schedule, The mid~ 

dle of June found most plants still 3 or 4 days later than their average perform— 

ance for that date, The spring of 1940 will go down in phenological ardhives as 

one of the tardiest on record. 

SCLENCE SERVICE 
2101 Constitution Ave, 
Washington, D.C.
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I like your 1S very much -,it's, damnogoodt ‘i 

I have only a few and minor..comments: ; 

P.4, last para. under "Scope", 2nd sentence: "We are aware .that there 

is a lerge Burovean literature," »etes!)/A might be dorréect,.fut it 

still sofinds awkward. OK naw ei 

oa, at end of either of the two varagraphs oreceding ‘"Hlevations" it i 

would seem very fitting to mention ecotone of prairie, Canadian 

om forest and Aonalechian forest, or are you too too much agin guch 

Ue slanguege? Wertions neh U fir negro s ‘ 

P. 11, 4th mera. under "Sharpness" “.séeit isvharder to detect first 

ol Bloom." Difficult instead of harder would be more correct. 

OK . tor May: I can't"see" your Franklin ground squirrel records!3 

pi I think Ly¥e"would agree if pinned down. T? Pern, chomremrns Tyngdr Giga 

P.17, 2nd, vara. from bottom:. When is "Dr." sunposed to be used? See 

also P.47, 8th line from bottom and on the same P., 9th line from 

ie the ton - both have Doctorates - why differentiate. I prefer not . 

ol isting it at all in text weferences or bibliography. Your references 

12, P,.50,; and 18, P.51,, properly ere without it. 

\ P.24, entire 2nd para. is without reference to ragweed. This might 

0 "stumo" the shineand-stop reader who "cestches" the summery. | 

wB 26-27% Gantt say how much this will imynrees most of your readers - 

ont ot “Computations”. 
te ¢ 

eget PJSL, 2nd vara from tottom: Also consvicuous in 1946! Reflected by 

fully very early phessant nesting which’ suddenly shited to lateness. This 

strikes me 2s being important in 1945 pheas low. Will 1946 bear it 

out? I. think:so. 
, 

yw P.36, 13th line from bottom: I nrefer severe winter instead of "hard™ 

ian #2 winter. 

Pi.40, under "1.": The word cold is used. Should this te written 

with quotes? Scientists say there is no such thing as Peo ld". 

ud : : ; y 

Pad, ist. liner” Should Bidens he underlined? 

agit P.49, 2nd bara. Ist sentence, not clearly written. 

Incidentally, you tend to use the word thus a ¢reat deal in your 

recent writings, elthough not as slarmingly as Alvert used It in his 

duck books . 

P.19 4 2nd Line Lr wut ne ar 

P.14 - 2nd line owt 
i ».14.~ 2nd vars under "Abnormal Items" 

" De1B = Sth line from bottom el Gawe ana 

17 - 6th line from bottom wf ‘ 

M22 - 2nd line from, top ‘ 

Le p.22 - 15th line from top : 

chet 1.22 ~- 16th line from top oi 

622 - 9th line from bottom bum 
p.23 - 1st line)from top bwin ; 

4 (over)
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A De23 = llth line from top of page Lenue nar ! 
he 9.24 - 4th line from bottomoln + | | 
P pe25 - llth line from top Lecutn a0 { 

p29 =-)1lth line from top Buus! : E p-29 - Sth line from bottom leuotas ' 
. p.30 - 6th line from top Leuven a0 Y 
Nis p.50 4+ Sth line from bottom ol: 
i p.3e- 8th line from botton ol< 
Ks p.3%- 4th line from tottome ix : 
if p36 - 9th line from kottomo< 
E 0.36. - BSth line from: vottom Ol< , f ‘ 
Bi p.S7 = 6th linesfrom stop OK s } 
is PS = Sth Tineifrom top (not -trolealiy used) “ ' 
Ee 9640 - 7th Line fram bottom ive 

j D.4% - 1th linesfrom ton ue 
p.49 - 4th line from Yottom git 

F F } ; 

| ; Thawe not ‘tried to list 411 of them, but these rill point out 
* what I means ; s 5 : 
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DAILY] EGG RECORD FOR ENGLISH JRINGNHCKED HHEASANTS 
AT STATE EKP. G. & HUR FAR 

April} 19h 
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6,664 English Ringnecked hens in breeding pens in 1944, ; 
6,762 English Ringnecked hens in breeding pens in 1945 

The English ringnecks exceeded a total of 5,000 eggs April 17th in 1944 ana 
on April 10th in 1945, 

As for the date of the first egg; apparently no attempt was made to gather eggs 
before April 2nd in 1945, 

In checking the breeding records, I find that the Blue fox female mated on 
April 19th, 1944 and March 24th, 1945. Twenty-six days variation. It was 
the same male and same female penned in the same pen as in 1944, The cereal 
portion of the ration may have varied a little not in quantity but in the 
cereal mixture make-up. Total protein and carbohydrate content of the ration 
varied but very little if any.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN / f bho 1 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Went 
MADISON 6, WISCONSIN 

June 1, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102.014 Entomology 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed, herewith, are the dates when seeding was 
begun in our experimental small grain nursery at Madison. The 
earliest date during the time from 1935 to 1945 inclusive is 
Merch 27 for this year and the latest is that of May 8 in 1937. 

when frequent showers or ye planting. It was not particularly 

cold in either 1937 or 194+ when our dates are relatively late. 

Trusting this will be of value to you, I am 

; Yours truly, 

HLS: JS Eq. b, Shands 
Enclosure Associate Prof, of Agronomy



Date of seeding experimental grain nursery 
at Madison, Wisconsin. 
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1935 April 22 2u 

1936 April 18 , 

1937 May 8 re 

1938 April 21 a 

1939 "27 " 
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1945 March 27 i 
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The New Bork Public Library Se 
Astor, Lenox and Tilden Roundations 

REFERENCE DEPARTMENT 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF 

. Firru AvENUE & 42ND STREET 
New York 18, N.Y. New York, July 14, 1945 

Miss Virginia Kiesel 
Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
The University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Kiesel: ; 

in answer to your letter of July 5, we have 

no record of the British Journal of Phenology in the 

library. The principal journal of phenology in Great 

Britain seems to be the Royal Meteorological Society, 

Quarterly Journal published at 49 Cromwell Road, South 

Kensington, S. W. 7. The price is 350/- a year. 

Very truly yours, 

Pek V1.4 [eee 

Paul North Rice 
Chief of the Reference Department 

515-SL 
RO



‘ THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN gy 

MADISON 

ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY 

July 20, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 Univ. Farm Place 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Following up on our telephone conversation this 
morning, I submit the information requested in accordance 
with my promise. 

; The common dog-day cicada or harvest-fly is the 
f species Tibicen linnei. This is the one that is well known Miers 

because of its shrill sound, but it does have several fair- 
ly closely related species. The family name of the entire 
group is Cicadidee which certainly could be used with com- 
plete safety. f 

; The socalled fireflies all belong to the family 
Lampyridae and, according to Comstock, more than fifty species 
of this family are found in this country. I don't know just 
how many species we have in Wisconsin but I know there are 
several. In this case I think you should, by éll means, use 
the family name which you can do with perfect propriety in 
a manuscript of the type you ere preparing. 

2 
Since it has a bearing on what you are doing, I am 

quoting below Comstock's introductory paragraph to his dis- 
cussion of the firefly family: 

"During some warm, moist evening early in our 
northern June we are startled to see here and there a tiny 
meteor shoot out of the darkness near at hand, end we sudden~ 
ly realize thet summer is close upon us, heralded by her 
mysterious messengers, the fireflies. A week or two later 
these little torch-bearers appear in full force, and the 
gloom that overhangs marshes and wet meadows, the dusk that 
shrouds the banks of streams and ponds, the darkness that 
haunts the borders of forests, are illumined with myriads 
of flashes as these silent, winged hosts move hither and 
thither under the cover of the night." 

Very truly yours, 

az B. Lilly 
Assoc. Prof. of Zool 
& Econ. Entomology 

JHL:MP 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE cy ie ' 

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE ae 

Pe wh 
co 

al 
Box 29, Antigo, Wis 
August 20, 1945 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

Reference is made to your letter of August 6, 1945 in regard 
to phenological data. I have just become interested in the hobby 
during the past few seasons, and over a period of years I hope to 
accumulate information for the northeastern part of the state. 

I would certainly appreciate receiving a copy of your 
phenological paper as soon as reprints are available. I shall 
also be glad of the opportunity to discuss this mutual hobby with 
you on one of my infrequent trips to Madison. 

Thanking you for informing me of your interest in this 
subject, I am 

Sincerély yours, 

Ka Cb2te.__ 

Ray Weber, Pathologist | 
Plant Disease Control 

!
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f THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 0 & g} Se" 

ge ; STATE OF WISCONSIN GENERAL HOSPITAL VAs" 
1 MADISON 6 y p 
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MEDICAL DIVISION December 28, 1945 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Unfortunately I cannot, as you will note 

from the figures on the blanks you sent me, fill 

out the dates of the earliest appearance of ragweed. 

We ordinarily do not begin to count ragweed until 

August 1, and I find that our counts for 1943 and 

1944, up to August 10, are missing. We were com- 

pelled to put down these figures from the graph 

which we keep from year to year and our graphs 

Start August 4. 

I am quite certain you are probably 

right in your assumption that some pollen is 

blown in earlier than our local plants bloom. 

f If you are at all interested, we will be glad to 
begin a count as early as you suspect there may be 

any pollen in the air. It will certainly be an 
interesting thing to know. As you are aware, patients 

rarely have symptoms from ragweed before August 10 
at the earliest in this particular locality. Usually 

individuals whose difficulties begin early are sensitive 

to the alernaria mold spores. 

We will be glad to cooperate with you in any 

wWaye 

Very sincerely yours, 

William 4, Mowry, M.D. 

| WAM/1p 
Enc. 

\
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if F 2114 Van Hise Ave. 

Fi Madison, 5, Wis. 
1/29/46 : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm place 
Madison’&, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In answer to your letter of 12/20/45, here is 
what I can find about the confusing Liatris group, and 

about Desmodiun. ; 

The two common species of Liatris are L. spher- 

oidea (8/12, #332) and L. pyenostachya (7/20, #305), and 
these species are the only ones present in large popu- 

lations on the arboretum. I have two records for spher- 

oidea:.the small form on the southeast corner of the . 
Grady Tract began on 8/7, and the robust form on Sperry's 

prairie on 8/103 the iater grea also has a much later 

form that was still in bloom after frost. I missed the 
( date on pycnostachya. 

i Liatris ligulistylis ia distinguished from the : / 
rest of the scariosa group (which includes spheroidea) is 
by the terminal head, which is larger than the rest be- 
low it. Mr. Greene has planted a few ligulistylis on os fs 

i his prairie. The 7/28 entry on the prairie flora graph“ 

must refer to these few plants. I have no record on their 

bloon, ; 

Liatris scariosa now refers to a species of the 
: scariosa complex confined to the Appalachian region. 

Since L. spheroidea was formerly named L. scariosa, the 

7/25 entry on the prairie flora graph might refer to 
‘ an exceptionally early form of spheroidea, whose var- 

ieties are very different from each other in appearance 

: sometimes, I shall ask Libby where these particular 

plants were on the arboretum. : 

t Liatris spicata is closely related to L. pycno- 

stachya, looks like it, and may grow with it. The dif- i 
ference between’ them is based on (a) the shape of the 

involucral bracts and (b) the number of flowers per head 
‘i (more in spicata than in pycnostachya). Judging from 

Mr. Greene's desire to obtain some plants of spicata 

for the arporetum, there evidently are none known to be 
there at present. : 

t ib i A aM a
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A fourth species on the arboretum belongs nei- 
ther to the scariosa nor the pycnostachya groups. This 
is L.cylindracea, which was planted by Mr. Sperry 
north of the pine plantation and east of the Eryugiums. 
Its characteristics are: (a) the leaves are very stiff, 
(b) the plant is rather small with relatively few heads, 

(c) the corolla is hatry within, unlike all of the 
other species mentioned so far, and (d) the involucral 
bracts are green, very stiff, and are closely appressed. 
It is probable that L. spicata (8/9) of the prairie 
flora graph refers to this L. cylindracea, since I have 
a record of its beginning to bloom between 8/6 and 8/9. ies 

The fifth’and last species on the arboretum, L. 
elegans, is an exotic imported from Arkansas, and these 
few plants did not bloom until 9/15. It is very differ- 

ent in appearance from all the other Liatris species. 

Libby's mounted specimens include one of L. 
spheroidea and one ef L. cylindracea (labelled L. squar- 

rosa by mistake). L. squarrosa, related closely to L. 
cylindracea, does not occur in Wisconsin, 

The sixth species of Liatris in Wisconsin, and 
the last, L. punctata, occurs omly in the textreme:.north- 
western part of the state, and is not on the arboretum. : 

As t6 the sandy soils of northern Sauk County, y 
aside from L. pycnostachya and L. spicata on the lower 
dand, probably the only possibilities are L. spheroid- 

i ea and L. cylindracea, which are, luckily, as distinct 
from each other as any two Liatris species could be, 
though hybrids have been recorded. L. punctata is re- 
stricted to northwestera counties, and L. ligulistylis 
occurs (a) in northwestera Wisconsin, (b) in one pecul- 
iar original stand in southeastern Wisconsin, and (c) 
occasionally as an escape elsewhere in the state along 
roads and railroads. Both L. spheroidea and L. cylin- 
dracea occur at Beech's wood. 

incidentally, probably one ought to study the | 
bloomfing periods of L. pycnostachya and L. spicata : 

“ separately. I hope they are the same, for then one 
might lump them and forget about the hairline differ- 
ence between them, 

Here is a summary of Liatris species: 
Prairie graph On arboretum In Wisconsin | 
spicata, cylindracea cylindracea 
ligulistylis ligulistylis Ligulistylis 
spheroidea spheroidea spheroidea 
pycnostachya pychostachya pycnostachya 

: ie outa elegans i ae aegis 
Stern ti bails uth makes spicata 
Renee Stee ie a Gees punctata 
scariosa (spheroidea? ) Selita
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The two Desmodiums commonly occurring on prai- 

; rie sometimes do look somewhat similar, but there is 
an easy way to distinguish them: press the fingers on, 
but do not rub them along, the under~surface of 4 
leaf. If the leaf sticks to the fingers, it ié D. 
illinoense, because it has hooked hairs while D. -can- 
adense does not. Under a binocular even a dead, last- 
year's leaf should be easily identified by observing the 
hairs. The main differences between the two species 
are as follows: 

character illinoense ; canadense 

pubescence of hooked hairs no hooked | 
veins on low- present hairs | 

‘ er side of 
leaf 

inflorescence very long, shorter, - 
wand-like, with many 
not much branches, or 
branched at least 

several of i 

equal Length 

stipules ovate- long-trian- ; 
triangular, cular (seldom 
persistent over 2 um. wide), 

soon, dropping 

hairs of jointed and mostly hooked; 
rachis of ‘sland-tipped no joints en the 
inflorescence gland-tipped 

ones, ifany. 

Both species are present on the arborevum, 
and probably both are present at the shack. Libby's 

y specimens include both species. Illinoense is. strict- 
ly a prairie plant, while canadense often grows in 
open woods or at the edges of woods, as well as on 
the open prairie. 

Sincerely, 

c Jones
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‘ October 17, 1946 

Dy. Norman Fassett 
Biology Building 

Deay Normans 

I want to thank yo. for going over the phenology mamscript. 

The question of what Latin names to use is puzzling because 
they seem to change faster than we can revise the tables 
and diagrams; hence we have decided to follow “Spring Flora 
and Deama, except in a few casa where this would be mis- 

: leading. The attached list indicates the action taken on 
your suggestions. After you have looked it over, kindly 
return it for our records, 

Thanks again for your help. 

Sincerely, 

4 

Aldo Leopold 

| 

ec Jones 

a 

bee 
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10/17/46 

Changes on Phenology Paper 

# 4 Wolfgangiana. Cap. 

# 88, Left it Querous borealis var, maxima, accosding to Deams 

# 94. Prams pemgsylvanica, Left 2 n"s as both Fassett % Deams (published) 
spell it wth two "ns. 

#107. ‘left Veccinfirm yennsylvanicug according to Fassett's "Spring Flora", 

#118, Left Arisaema trinhyilum according to Fassett's "Spring Flora", 

#159. Left Spiderwort as Tradescantia reflex according to Fassett's “Jpring?lora" 

#162, Changed spelling of Penstemon. 

#174, Changed spatterdock to Nuphar variegata according to Deams, 

#184, Added yare Shreves, to Iris vincinica. 

#191. Changed spelling to gaerulea. 

#220, Cotula. Cap. 

#236. Left it Yeronicastrom as Deams calls it "Gulver's Physic" instead of 
“Gulver's Root", 

#245, Changed "Zee Balm" to “Horsemint". 

#250. left it "Pennsylvanicum" according to Deams 

#272. Removed underlining from “var, Vicklend". 

#291. Strobus. Cap. 

#298. Changed it to Ambrosia artemisiifolia. y 

#307. Left it at Bidens as Deams calls it "Nodding Dur-Marigold". 

#313. Strobus, Cap, 

#318. Banksiana. Cap. 

Yoods ne * a ~ Gardinalis, Cap. left Desmodium acuminatum according 

Prairie & Sand Plants Chart - lineariloba. Lower case. 

Changed Puceoon to two “c's, 

Compassvlant instedd of "Cutleaf Silpidum". 

left Iatris oyenostachya and JAgatris suhegroidea as Idfatris. 

Weeds Chart - f syriaca. Lower case, 

Marsh Plants ~ Senicig. Spelling. 

s



Decenbor 1, 1946 

Dy. ¢. F. Korstian 

Seater ores Ca Durham, North ina 

Dear Olarences 

I am sending you under separate cover, for possible publication 
in Yoological Monographs, a manusoript entitled "A Phenologieal 
Record for Saul and Dane Counties, Weconsin, 1935-1945", 

Singe this deals with beth plants and onimals I am a little in 
doubt as to which member of the editorial board should pags on it, 
tut since the preponderance of the subject matter is plants I an 
sending 1% to you. 

The corauthor of this paper 4s Sarah Mlicabeth Jones, who is now 
an instructor in your Zoology Department. Any questions arising 
in your mind which might be best settled by personal conference — 

f @ould be very easily handled by Miss Jones. 1! am sending her a 
sopy of this letter so that she will loww that the mamecript 4s 
in your hands. 

All of the nine figures are being sont you in the form of letter 
size or smaller photographic reductions. ‘This is to avoid bumiening 
your desk with a Lot of "wall paper”. I am holding the originals 
to be forwamied 4f and when needed. 

a ee ee ee cen as he ae vee Nees 
in their form. Should the mamuscript be anespted, tho 
printer oon undoubtedly work better from the originals. I am not 
writing titles for Tables 1-12 because the title appears at the 
top of each table. 

I have not published through Meological Monographs and realize 
that I am unfamiliar with the procedure. Do not hesitate to straighten 
me out on anything that will ease your labors on this job. 

If thie ts acoepted I will want a lot of reprints and will appreciate 
your sending me the standard order blenks at the proper times 

With personal regards, yours sincerely, 

Aldo 
o¢ 8.8.Jonea aa
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Duke University 

School of Forestry 

Office of the Dean December 23, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of December 11, 

At this time, I should like to acknowledge receipt of 
the manuscript "A Phenological Record for Sauk and Dane Counties, 
Wisconsin, 1935-1945", A cursory examination makes me believe that 

we shall want to publish it in ECOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS, ‘The main 
suggestion that this preliminary review brings forth is that in view 
of the international circulation of the MONOGRAPHS, it will probably 
be desirable to give the botanical name of the plants at the point 
where each is first mentioned, 

As soon as the review has been finished,! will get in 
touch with Miss Jones concerning this if you feel that she can handle 
it satisfactorily. 

In view of the strong probability that we would like 
to publish it, may I suggest that the originals of the illustrations 
be sent on to me. Should the finel decision be favorable, as I con- 

fidentally expect, I hope we can get the manuscript into the printers 
hands without much delay. 

With kindest regards and the best of seasonal greetings, 
I am 

Cordially yours, 

—~C. F, Korstian : 

CFK:mh
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Deaenber 26, 1946 \ 

aM 
Dr. G. F. Korstian : x 

School of Forestry 4 
Duke University i" 
Duyham, North Carolina 

Dear Clarence: } 

I am pleased to hear that the phonology paper will probably i 
be acceptable and especially that if aeéeptable, an early : 
date of publication is possible. 

You may not yet have noticed that each first mention of a 
species carries a serial muber referring to Tables 1-12 
in which all Latin names are given, I used this device 
to avoid overloading the paper with Latin names. However, 
should you prefer the full Latin name at each first 
nention of a species, the mumeeript can of course be 
readily changed. 

In ateordance with your request, I an forwarding the originals 
= Folin & Ge bakes Maes, tae ee ks ee 
Puke Rane & teas mee Cree a Harsh 
Plante; Plows 2 Fruita; Figure 6, Variability of Dhinele; 
meee te whe Bh igranigg Bt pgp dlp ogee» 

9, Phonograph for 19%}, and also Tables 1-12. 
The complete titles for the Figures are on the prints 
which you have. } 

I am sending a copy of this to Misa Jones and she will be 
@iad to talk to you about any questions pertaining to the 
manusoript. I would like her to meet you in any cane 
because I think you will like her and you will find her 
deeply interested in your kind of botany. 

With personal regaria, yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.3. Should you deeide to insert the Ietin names, 1¢ might 
be, unless you want a retyping, that Miss Jones could insert 
them at the proper points. 

ee Jones



March 20, 1947 : 

Sent 3/20/4 ps « 

Dr, C, F. Korstian 
Duke University 
Durham, North Carolina : 

Dear Clarence: ( 

I return herewith the galley proof for the phenology paper, My over=- 
all impression is that your printer has done a very careful job and 
I am surprised at the small number of errors, 

Corrections have been entered in red and I will cover chronologically ; 
those that need comment: s 

p.5D - 1042, This is a substitute version based on information 
reaching me since the paper was written, I would be glad to be 

charged with the cost, 

p.6D - 1381, The present form of the text table makes it hard 
to compare "with springs" and "without springs", I have shortened t 

the wording, hoping to squeeze the material into a single 
column, 

p.8D - 1354, phd cut for Fig. 23 through oversight on my part, 
the drawing for this cut contained pencil corrections for spelling 
of "puccoon" in three species and "penstemon" in two species, 
These drawings should have been either pasted over, erased, or 
re-typed before leaving here, I suggest that Libby Jones 
paste over your copy with corrected strips and that a new cut 
be made and charged to me, A 

p.15D - 836, Table 15 is misplaced, It should come at the : 
end of Sauk vs, Dane Stations" and previous to the center i 

caption "Hopkins! Law", 

; p.16B - 612, In Table 16 you have changed the abbreviation of 
' Waverage"to “ave.", I have not marked this, but it would seem. 

to me that if room allows "Aver." is clearer, 

I request that you let Libby Jones look at the corrected galley to 
see if she catches anything I have missed, I am sending her a copy : 
of this letter, 

My ope attached, \Tharee-hundred Of these I would 
likevwith official Arboretum covers, I am enclosing a samplé and 

. also the Arboretum cut.9j Likewise an abstract is enclosed for Biological 
| | Abstracts. ‘ Me ‘ 

With personal regards, yours sincerely, ‘ 

cc Jones ' ; Aldo Leopold



; ABSTRACT 

Leopold, Aldo, and Sara Elizabeth Jones (University of Wisconsin, Madison). A phenological 

' record for Sauk and Dane Counties, 1935-1945. Ecological Monographs 17(1):$1-122. Dates 

of 328. seasonal events, including flowering ang fruiting of plants, arrival of migratory 

animals, emergence of hibernating animals, and thawing and freezing of waters. Charts of 

average dates are presented for 34 woods flowers, 59 prairie plants, 46 weeds, 28 marsh ‘ 

plants, and 27 wild fruits. Spring events in 1935-1945 were found to be two weeks earlier 

than the same events in 1831-1885. The difference in dates between the two counties was 

found to be twice the expectation under Hopkins! Law. Year-to-year deviation of events 

from their own averages decreased pebble ively from early to late spring, and varied by 

species. Standard deviation was least in white clover (2.4 days) and upland plover (3.2 

‘ days). Animals responded to changes in temperature sais more rapidly than plants; 100 

plants ahones an average lag of 29 days after a change from warm to cold on April 14, 1945. 

Abnormal cold in June 1945 lengthened the duration of bloom in 8 forbs by 84 percent, as 

compared with a newer June in 194, An analysis of observational errors showed that 

over a decade 10 observers of bird migration got dates 5.6 days earlier than one observer; 

two independent observers over a 4-year period got identical dates on a third of 39 items, 

(mostly plants); 1-2 days difference on a third; and 3-11 days difference on a third. 

(
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dune 30, 1947 

Dr. C. PF, Korstian 

2 Dake University 

Durham, North Carolina 

Dear Clarence: 

I have been meaning to write you to thank you 
for the excellent manner in which the phenology 
paper was handled. Your printer likewise did 
a good job and the errors I have found so far 
are insignificant. \ 

No reprints have arrived as yet and I am wondex 

ing whether they might xo ae“? at the printers. 

If there is any ambiguity about the reprint 
order I would appreciate hearing from the printer 

since I could possibly clear it up. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold



Yr 

duly 28, 1947 

Dr. C. PF. Korstian ' 

Duke University 
Duvhan, North Carolina 

Dear Clarence: — “oF | 

I have your letter of July 22. 

I had the impression that I had written an abstract, tut I | 
can't find it so I have written another which I am sonding i 
herewith. | 

You enelosed a reprint order without saying anything about 
sy letter of June 30 asking whether the reprint order had 
been hung up. the reprint order was originally sent you 
attached to my letter of March 20. There was also sent you ; 
at that time a special Arboretum aut which ma to be added 
to 200 of the reprints ordered for the University of Wie- 
eonsin Arboretun. 

Unfortunately I did not keep a copy of my original order 
so I now face two difficulties in eubnitting a new one: : 
(1) A change that the new one my differ from the original 

ag to number, and (2) The possible loss of the special eat 
which may have been misplaced in your offices. 

Rather than yun the chance of having no order on file with ; 
you, I am submitting a new one consisting of: 

200 reprints with covers $25.25 ~ 
400 reprints without covors see | 

; if you are unable to find the out, please let me know and . 
I wil) try to furnish an additions! one. In any event I hope 
the reprints without covers my be shipped whether or no there 
ia a delay in making the shipment of reprints with covers, 
including the special out. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, . 

ALIPH Aldo Leopela



Duke University 

School of Forestry ; 

Glffice of the Bean July 22, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management ‘ 

University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We failed to find an abstract of your paper "A 

Phenological Record for Sauk and Dane Counties, Wisconsin", which 

appeared in January, 1947 issue of BCOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS. Did 
you give us an abstract? If so, could you let us have a copy. 
If not, would you be good enough to let us have one for biological 
abstracts. 

With kindest personal regards and best wishes, I am 

Cordially yours, 

=e (¢ fi Kor stian 

CFK: mh 

|



nt Oa. 

Qer” 
Anke University era 

Sehool of Forestry 

ii ken August 9, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am very glad indeed to have your letter of July 28 
upon my return from a field trip to South Carolina and Alabama. I 
appreciate very much having the abstract of your paper. 

I regret that we inadvertently included a blank reprint 

order as the printers already have a reprint order from you so we will 

let the original order stand since the reprints have already been 
printed. The delay has been caused primarily in their mechanical 

department, but they have just assured me that barring unforeseen 
delays, such as an unprecedented blizzard or hurricane they expect to 
ship your reprints next week. The cut to which you refer is in the 

\printers' hands and was used in making the reprints as requested. 

I sincerely hope that the reprints will get to you soon and that we 

will not have any further embarrassing delays. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

tL Lf Korstian 

OFK :mh



August 22, 1947 7 

‘ Dr. G. F. Korstian 

eaten’ Bere toseltah | 

Doar Clarenses 

The reprints were received promptly after your 
recent letter and I thank you for stirring the 
mabter up. 

You have probably noticed yourself that the phen- 
ology paper was credited to Michigan at the 
bottom of the blue cover, and probably conversely, | 
the Michigan was ascribed to Wisconsin. This of 
course was @ printers error which I had no chance 
to detect, but I did not wish to wait any longer, | 

ami hence I am crossing out the erroneous Line. 
I thought you might want me to bring this te your 
attention as something to take up with your printer. | 

T agsume the bill for reprints will cone directly 
from the printer. - ! 

Lost is be forgotten, I would also appreciate the | 
printers returning the cut (University of Wisconsin 
Arboretum) which appeared on the cover. | 

Yours sincerely, | 

ALsPH Aldo Leopold 

. 

A |
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Mz. Keith Denis : 
P, O Box 416 i) ae 
ort Aytur, Ontarte 14 
Dear Mr. Danie: ‘4 
I am meh pleased to hear from you and glad i 

j that you found the book list of some use. ‘Tony a 
de Vos told me about your interest in phenology, en 

and I am glad to eend you an oxtra copy. I will ce 
T also send you, within « week or two, a sample rem 

page from the record I use for putting down A 

current observations. he ay 
y Aang wel a 

There is clan tever about the value “ 
of ph observations, partioularly in ¥ 

your, ty. The value is of course both local wa 
and/with other spots that are keeping records, 
The list of items should of course be adapted ue 
to your local conditions, let me imow any e 
time that I can be of use to you in this or other yA 
matters, aan 

1 

Yours sincerely, a 
‘ 

Alpe Aldo Leopold 7 

cow ‘i 

, he 
Z 

a 
si iy bi i i i. z su ‘ CN 

SE ce MA i ceded latin ie a ee Hi



Siiadas Bay Fall Oiturnliats Chub 

Pot Cidhun aad font Willian 

P. 0. Box 416, 
Port Arthur, Ont. 
7 April, 1948. 

Proféssor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, Madison. 

‘ Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Two years ago you helped us by 

sending a list of books of interest to persons who 

desired more knowledge of game management problems. 

Today, between the library and private collections 

among our members, all those books are available to 

us. We have found the books informative and a help 

in framing resolutions regarding game matters. We 

are truly grateful for your assistance, 

Recently Mr. Anton de Vos loaned 

me his copy of "A Phenological Record for Sauk and 

Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945." It was most 

interesting and some of our members believe that we 

could make a modified record of this type. I would 

appreciate your comments on this. If it is available 

a copy of your monograph would be welcomed. 

Under separate cover we are for- 

warding copies of our latest bulletins. 

Yours sincerely, 

Keith Denis, 
Secretary.
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Mii glaciated RR iar ae) 2: ty y 
DHS du A Ue 5” Sai i A aa | 
‘ae aie tae ae pha Meee 
ad OTi OU ” tQ ry 

Lake Mendota Lake Monona | 
Winter Closed Opened | Winter Closed Opened 

1859088) vavehassuie bets 6.) TERR Das pey 7 Seer eee 38 Ras 
1853-54.,.40++4++..Dec. 27 1853-54. .0......+..Dec. 22 
1854-55. ecccerscoe 1854-55. coceesesens : 
1855-56....04..+..-Dec. 18 April 14 | 1855-56............Dec. 18 April 14 
1856-57. 0 ....24...Dec. 6 May 6 | 1896-57............Dec. 4 May 4 
1857-58..6-++e000..NOV. 25 Mar. 26 | 1857-58............Nov 23 Mar. 22 
1858-59............Dec 8 Mar, 14 | 1858-59.,..,.......Dec. 11 Mar, 15 
1859-60...1-.e+005-Dec. 7 Mar. 26 | 1859-60..........,.Dec. 6 Mar. 26 
1860-61..¢.......+.Dec, 14 April 10 | 1860-61.,.,.,......Dec. 2 April 10 
1861-62....++...+..Dec. 2 April 13 | 1861-62. ..4,01..,..Dee 2 April 13 
1862-63............Dec. 26 April 9 | 1862-63............Dec. 7 April 5 
1863-64, ..,0...00..Dec 18 April 21 | 1863-64...,........Dec. 11 Apri} 20 
1864-65..4,+.+....-Dec 8 April 5 | 1864-65............Dec, 9 April 5 
1865-66. ..+..+00--Dec. 18 April 20 | 1865-66..........,. Dec. 14 April 13 
1866-67..,.+++.....Dee. 13 Aori} 30 | 1866-67...,..,....,.Dec. 12 April 19 
1867-68...+..6+0++.Dec. 12 Mar, 31 | 1867-68...,........Dec. 14 Mar, 31 
1868-69. .........+.Dec. 10 April 16 | 1868-69... 225.11! Dec. 10 April 15, 
1869-70. ....065:+..Dec 2 April 12 | 1869-¥0............Nov. 24 April 11 
1870-71. ,..0002+---Dec. 24 April 2 | 1870-71...,.......,.Dec. 22 April 1 
1871072... sesese0. DEC. 19 April 23 | 1871-72...,..,.....Nov 30 Apri} 20 
1872-73. ...++00+---NOv. 30 April 23 | 1872-73.......,06.,NOv 28 April 18 | 
1873-74... eeceeeesNOV. 29 April 14 | 1873-74...,...04+..NOV. 29 April 14 
1874-75. .e.eccee+e Dec 10 April 15 | 1874-75............Dec. 12 April 14_ 
1875-76...-+++..---dan 10 April 10 | [875-76....,,......dam,. 10 April 10 
B76-77...-.-+.++-.Dec. 8 April 17 |1876-77...,........Dec. 5 April 16— 

7-78. ..:eeer0e.-Jan. 6 Mar. 9 | 1877-78...,,.....,.Jan. 6 Ma 2 
B-79...-00+00++-DeC. 21 April 12 | 1878-79...,.....,,.Dec. 16 April 10 
79-80. ..; +eeee40+DeC. 17 Mar. 25 | 1879-80...,........Dec. 16 Mar. 18 
B0-B1..4.+e2+.24.NOV. 23 May 3 | 1880-81...,........Nov. 22 I 
81-82. ,,.0cee0-.0an. 2 Mar. 21 | 1881-82,..........-Jan. 1 Mai 9 
B82-83....+..4+-+-Dec. 10 April 13 | 1882-83............Dac. 7 Avril 13 
B3~84,...66++00..Dec. 18 April 15 | 1883-84.....,.400..Dec. 17 AD) \! 
B84-35.....+..06.-Dec. 17 | April 20 | 1884-85...,,......,Dec. 17 ADI Z 
B85-86..61.+++.+4.Dec. 12 Apri} 19 | 1885-86...,.,......Dec. 7 April 17° 
886-87. .4,000+++2.DeC. 5 April 15 | 1886-87.........,..Dec. 5 AD: 5 
B7-88.,..<++--.--Dec. 24, April 15 | 1887-88............Nov 28 April 3 
83-89......-.00.,Jan. 2 Mar. 31 | 1888-89.....,....,.Dec. 29 M 26 
89-90..,.eee0,0.Jan 14 Mar. 30,| 1889-90...,.......,dam. 14 Mi 9 

BO0-91. .s2++e2-..Dec. 26 April 16 | 1890-91...,.,......Dec, 24 April 16 
91-92. .sraveesee Dec. 27 ‘April 2 | 1891-92....,........Dec 27 Pel } 
02-93. .reeevee.-DEC 16 April 7 | 1892-93.,...002... Dec. 11 ue 
93-94. .sreeeeess DOC. 4 Mar. 15 | 1893-94............Dec. 2 dL 
94-95. ...0++00+.DOC. 23 Aprit 8 | 1894-95......6....Dec. 25. pr) 8 
$95-96...,++0+.-6.dan. 6 April 5 | 1895-96........0.«-Dec. 4 r 
96-97... ..6+s004.. DEC. 21 April 10 | 1896-97............Dec. 3 ‘ 
197-98. .cieeeeeee DOC, 17 Mar. 27 | 1897-98..,.0..000..Dec. 15 ar. 26 
98-99... -04++0-..Dec. 9 April 18 | 1898-99............Dec. 7 aril 15 
199-00...........,. Dec, 27 April 17 | 1899-00............Dec. 25 p 16 
00-01...++++.+..-Dec. 25 April 11 | 1900-01...,.,......Dec 14 11 

901-02. .4.++++..0+Dec. 15 Mar, 30 | 1901-02............Dec. 14 iat. 
02-03. ..-600.--.-Dec 25 Mar, 24 | 1902-03...........-Dec. 26 ir. 21 
03-04..,,e++++-+-Dec. 13 April 17 | 1903-04....44......NOv. 27 pril 15 — 

104-05. .evereseee DEC 14 April 1 | 1904-05............Dec. 13 rik 3 
905-06.....+....¢.dan. 1 April 8 | 1905-06.,.........,Dec. 14 ri) 8 
06-07.,.4++......Dec. 20 Mar. 24 | 1906-07....4......-Dec. 8 ir, 24 
O7-08...200++..e.dan } Mar. 24 | 1907-08...,..e000--Dec. 11 ir. 26 | 
08-09. ,..6..+4+6,Dec. 22 April 7 | 1908-09...+........Dec. 9 pril 6 
09-10. ,.»+ee-++- Dec. 18 Mar. 26 | 1909-10.,.0...+++..Dec. 18 far, 24 
20-11 ee ersseesseeDec 9 Mar. 20 | 1910-11.......000--Dec. & sco 
11-12, ..++00+04.DeC. 28 April 14 | 1911-12........0++.-Dec, 18 pone 9 
12-13. .eceeerenesDec. 24 Apri) 2] 1912-13...:........Dec. 19 April 2 
912-14.,.,ee00e05.dan. 12 April 10 | 1913-14. .....0000--Dec. 27 ‘April 2— 

1914-15... .,...+0++.Dec. 16 April 10 | 1914-15.0..eece06..Dec. 15 April 9 
115-16, ..+0.0004.-DEC. 28 April 8 | 1915-16..,.,..++«..Dec. 15 April 4 

I916-17.....4+0..0.Dec 16 Apri! 11 | 1916-17, ,.2..+4++.,Dec. 16 Apri} 11 
Ni-1B...-eseee0+.Dec. 17 April 5 |1917-18....cseee0-sDec. 8B April 4 
MB-19...,+¢0...0.9an, 3 Mar. 26 | 1918-19..........,.Dec. 27 Mar. 20 

1919-20. ....02.+.--Dec. 9 Mar. 28 | 1919-20.........,.-Dec. 3 Mar. 28 
1920-21... .-eeeeeee-Dec 25 Mar. 31 | 1920-21... ee++000.Dec. 21 Mar. 16 
1921-22. ...ee004+-DeC. 25 Mar. 81 | 1921-22. ..2...-+0..Dec. 19 Mar. 25 
1922-23... ..eseeeee.Dec. 16 April 20 | 1922-23...,..2+-+..Dec. 13 April 19 
1923-24. .eseee0e--.dan. | April 14 | 1923-24...:+0..06..Dec, 1 April 13 
1924-25. .ceeeereee DEC. 19 April 3 |1924-25.....+00000Wec. 14 Mar. 27 
1925-26.....+0+06..Dec, 16 April 19 | 1925-26............Dec. 10 April 15 
1926-27... .esesee0-Dec. 6 Mar. 19 | 1926-27......ecs0s Dec 5 Mar. 5 
1927-28,...6++++6,.Dec, 17 April, 1 | 1927-28. .e2se0s00,.Dec 9 Mar. 26 
1928-29.,.:0000+-0-Dec. 28 Mar. 27 | 1928-29...,..0.+-..Dec. 21 Mar. 27 
|1929-30...-ceec00,.Dec 3 Mar. 27 | 1929-20... ee...-..Dec. 3 Mar. 16 
1930-31. ..0e+ee++0eDec. 16 Mar. 24 | 1930-31....0+.....Deu. 16 Mar. 24 
1931-32....+0+05+..Jan. 30 April 4 | 1931-32....60..++..dan 30 Mar. 30 
1932-33... --eceee0--Dec. 10 April 4 | 1922-33......+.+...Dec. 10 Mar, 37 
1933-34.'..,.seee++-DeC. 25 Mar, 26 | 1933-34...2....+-..Dec. 13 Mar. 26 
1934-35. .,-s0re+e0.DeC. 24 Mar. 28 | 1934-35.....e++0¢-.Dec, 20 Mar. 28 
1935-36. ..:eceees+.DeC. 20 Mar. 30 | 1935-36...-00..-...Dec. 11 Mar. 27 
1936... serecseees Dec, 7 Dec. 30 | 1936... .cenessevee-DeC. 4 Dec. 30 
1936-37 .eceeeeeee.an. 5 Avril 13 | 1936-37..,.........Jan. 5. April 12 
1937-38. .+-cee+e0.-Dec, 7 Mar. 22 | 1937+38..4.+++40...Dec, 1 Mar. 22 
1938-39. ...2+00+,,Dec. 28 ‘April 4 | 1938-39...+........Dec. 19 Mar. 31 
1939-40, ..seeeeee. dan. 2 April 16 | 1939-40....0...+...Dec, 31 Apri) 11 
1940-41..,,0+4..+,.Dec. 14 April 11 | 1940-41......00...-Dee. 3 April 9 
1941-42. ,,...6.,.0.dan 2 Mar. 26 | 1941-42. ...........Dec. 29 Mar, 24 
1942-43... ,......5.Dec, 7 April 2 | 1942-43... .....,..Dec. 7 Mar. 31 
1943-44, ....++-....Dec. 16 April § | 1943-44...,........Dec, 14 Mar. 24 
1944-45..,.5.......Dec. 18 Mar. 20} 1944-45,..4........Dec. 18 Mar, 17. 
1945-46..,.........Dec. 13 Mar. 21} 1945-46...,0+......Dec. 12 Mar, 21 
1946-47.,..........Dec. 19 April 10] 1946-47..,....6..+-Dec. 18 April 5 
1947-48... ..3.....Dec. 9 April 3 | 1947-48. ..:...0....Dec 9 Mar, 26 
'1943-49..,../.+..:.Dee. 24°) Mar. 30-}1948-49.............Dec., 24 Mar, 26 
1949-50... ....5+ + Dee 23 April 11/1949-50............Dece. 15 April 7 
11950-51............Dec. 11 April. 12) 1950-51............Dece. 11 April 8 
1951-52... ...05-+.--Dec...16 AD $11951-52..........-. Dec, 16 April 6 
1952-bige ear esa ne Mar. 21 |1952-53....... Dec.18 _ Mar. 20 

94s eee eee DOC. 30 Mar. 25 |1953-54............Dec. 30 ar. 
1954-55 veevees Jan, 20 ADE 4| 1954-55... Tee: 33 "Mar, 24 Average...........Dec. 19. . April 6’ Average .../.-.../Dec. 14. April 5



| | | ae Chance Error in Phenology ae | | | Shot Kf | 

ec Actual Tallies of 8 Events, at Madison, Spring of 1945 Pe aaah es Rd 
| | January | February | March | | ot 

; Poca § 10 15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25 pect boa ee bt 

| 1. Skunk emerges , xe ge A ee a he lah | | | eae | 

3. Cardinal sings a te “x at oS eee | 

4, Pheasant crows ML iad oN Oe Bee See 

5. Marshhawk arrives | x | eat | | 

8. Chipmunk emerges ne " bag et | | 

_ 23. Brown bat flies x eo Lyte! | | | 

39. Raffed grouse drums % toch ee “ | 

Garter snake out poo * Ponte ce of | 1 

Actual Tallies of 8 Events, Fall of 1945 

| | October | November | December _ | | | Eig 

| | § 10 15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25 | | \ 

316 Inffed grouse drums x og 00 00 x x — oO | L i } } 1 

Chipmunk still RuVEMEY KE EW KE KK SS t T | 
out ; : 

Spermophile still cvsveiew | ele ee | | | 
} out 

Pheasant crows , xxx * “0 apt | | |



Chance Error In Phenology : 

Eight Hypothetical Events, all starting Monday. (This does not take account of abundance). 

Event | Mon | Tues | Wed | Thurs | Fri | Sat | Sun | 

Weather in | Wind _ Wind__ Rain Wind 

es jee 7h I 4) 4] fo te 71% 

Flower blooms cerned 1 pet hal ae es pe ase | Ne dae 

Pea haa pone ea ee 
pa bt Pin Pee 

Mammal emerges = Reed Eee inh z - “4 —_— fe adele Soke 
Reade ah 4 “ bi ed ghee ob 

Bird arrival, bead Pa (Y eae ea sh Lacks 
Wy stent oT ree] 2 fret ce = — “ieee a 2 

Sy Eee o yl At Pare ot ote 
Bi od ede s r Nhe WIE TE 2 ae he ra Oe — M Pete ee i oe ee feted PatsbeL- rl a7 

Frog calling maid 2 ro aussie bit Ladue Z es 
ed saa) aot yet tet ae 

: ci oY ot a aur] ee . ‘- ee io - 3 7 

First plowing page) vars Polit [ety ele 

foes sy - i AF u “a si 5 “ an 

First seeding pee eae Cle : ee ead ee 
fod 717 4) 2 Pang Ture dest wali 

Boel ys ae , zi Basra Aa ne , ee 

i hed: PA RE | Lg et Pes toys aye aoe 

| Insect flies, evening pecs EHO Reka Gul ONE pee pe Be boosie Pace ccd 
oy Sag eee Pas deag face Ue teat 

Score by ¢ days LIS hia kh ele is ee ei sie ek Sie 6 lel Ss) ples Ri Sis 

% days Se a eee ee de ee 

whole days 1 7 3 y g 7 5



AR SPRCLES Operator: 
Sex: - Code No. of Specimen: 
aeolian 
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2 : COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND 
Ea oe ; PARTICIPATION IN SCIENCE 

PHI OPHICAL SOCIETY ~ 
E UARE 

i 4, PA 
LOCALITY UNDER CBSERVATION: 

NAME OF OBSERVER: 

First First 
Name of Plant Leaf Petal Pollen Fruit Weather 

Opened Cpened Shed Mature Conditions 
Skunk Cabbage ' ‘ i 
(Symplocarpus foetidus) i i ' \ 

Silver Maple i | | 
Acer Saccharinum) { i | 

Red Maple \ | 
Acer rubrum | | | 

Alder | | | 
Alnus rugosa | | 

Bloodroot | 
Sanguinaria canadensis | 

Hepatica americana i | 
Trailing Arbutus | | | 

Epigaea repens | 
Spring Beauty | | | 

Claytonia virginica i oes 

Benzoin aestivale 

Dentaria laciniata \ 
Rue Anemone | eee ! 

Anemonella_thalictroides) | 
Quaker Ladies, Bluets i | 

Houstonia caerulea | 
Early Saxifrage ! 

Saxifraga virginiensis | 
Dogtooth Violet, Trout Lily| Oe ! 

Erythronium americanum i 
Dutchman's Breeches | | oe | 

Dicentra Cucullaria i 
Wood Anemone, Windflower ' 

Anenome quinguefolia | 
Dwarf Ginseng 

| 
Panax _trifolium | : | 

Jack-in-the-Pulpit ! | i 
Arisaema _triphyllum | 

Wild Ginger i : 
Asarum_ canadense I 

Mertensia, Lungwort t | ! 
Mertensia virginica | ' 

Dogwood i i ; 
(Cornus florida) ; | i \ | 

Wild Geranium | \ | | | 
(Geranium maculatum) i | I 

Jacob's Ladder : ' I : | 
(Polemonium reptans) i i | | i | 

Wild Lily of the Valley | ! ' i | 
(Maianthemum canadense) | i i | 

| 
| 
|



tae 

LOCALITY UNDER OBSERVATION: 

NAME OF OBSERVER: 

First First 
Name of plant Leaf Petal Pollen Fruit Weather 

Cpened _ Opened Shed Mature Conditions 
Star of Bethlehem : i i : 
(Ornithogalum umbellatum) | | | pene | 

Waterleaf : i \ 
Hydrophyllum virginianum) | | | | I 

True Solomon's Seal i j | j 
Polygonatum biflorum : ! | 

False Solomon's Seal i | ' 
Smilacina racemosa I | | 

Columbine | | i ' 
Aquilegia canadensis | | | i 

May Apple | | 
(Podophyllum peltatum) | | i i i



LOCALITY UNDER CBSERVATICN: 

NAME OF OBSERVER: 

First First 
Name of Plant Leaf Petal Pollen Fruit Weather 

Opened Cpened Shed Mature Conditions 
Skunk Cabbage ' i 
(Symplocarpus foetidus) | ' ! i 

Silver Maple i \ | | 

Acer Saccharinum) i | | 

wr esge | ee Roe Acer rubrum | \ 
Alder. ' ! 

Alnus rugosa | i t 

Sanguinaria canadensis 

Hepatica americana 

Trailing Arbutus | 

Epigaea repens 

Claytonia virginica | 

Benzoin aestivale 

Toothwort See I 
Dentaria laciniata | | i 

Rue Anemone | as 
Anemonella_ thalictroides) i | 

Quaker Ladies, Bluets i | 

Houstonia caerulea \ 
Early Saxifrage Pa | 

Saxifraga virginiensis) | | 

Dogtooth Violet, Trout ted ee 
Erythronium americanum | 

Dutchman's Breeches | ' ae i 
Dicentra Cucullaria i i 

Wood Anemone, Windflower i 
Anenome quinquefolia : { 

Dwarf Ginseng | 
Panax trifolium | | 

Jack-in-the—Pulpit | | 
Arisaema _triphyllum | 

Wild Ginger | i fi : 
Asarum canadense | 

Mertensia, Lungwort ! | 
Mertensia virginica | ! 

Dogwood i 

Cornus florida i | 
Wild Geranium | i 
(Geranium maculatum) | 

Jacob's Ladder ' i | ! | 
(Polemonium reptans) i | i i 

Wild Lily of the Valley | 1 | i 

(Maianthemum_canadense) i: i ' :



nos 

LOCALITY UNDER OBSERVATION: 

NAME CF CBSERVER: 

First First 
Name of plant Leaf Petal Pollen Fruit Weather 

Opened _ Opened Shed Mature Conditions 
Star of Bethlehem : | i i 

Ornithogalum umbellatum) | I i | 
Waterleaf i | 

Hydrophyllum virginianum) | \ | 
True Solomon's Seal | j 

Polygonatum biflorum 
False Solomon's Seal i | 1 

Smilacina racemosa | | { | 
Columbine ' | | 

Aquilegia canadensis | ! 
May Apple ' i | 
(Podophyllum peltatum) | | i : i



po 
| 

LOCALITY UNDER OBSERVATION: 

TYPE (OR TYPES) OF HABITAT: 

NAME OF OBSERVER: 

Name of Plant Petals Pollen Weather Fruit - 
Opened Shed ___ Conditions Mature 

Arrow-head 

(Sagi ttaria latifolia) Peas ; 

Pontederia cordata) 

ian leet oe a Allium tricoccum) 

“loaapeiase tee ew Hemerocallis fulva) 

(Lilium canadense 

“iti anes Ce ORO Lilium superbum) 

“(hiltum pntlade a Cae (Lilium philadelphicum 

Wild Blue Flag Bag 
Iris versicolor) 

Rattlesnake Plantain Bea ret g 
Goodyera_ pubescens) 

Habenaria blephariglottis) 

eos de Tate ea Saururus cernuus 

*Gnytol a ee (Phytolacca americana) 
Bouncing Bet, Soapwort Pe ee od 

Saponaria officinalis) 
Cow Lily, Spatterdock ae 
(Nuphar advena) 

White Water Lily 

(Nymphaea odorata) 
Anemone, Thimble-weed ae 
(Anemone virginiana) 

(Cimicifuga racemosa) 

(Clematis virginiana) 

_(Thalictrum polygamum) 

(Hydrangea arborescens 

Rosa _carolina) 

(Spiraea alba) 

Tee Spiraea_tomentosa) 

Baptisia tinctoria



| 

eas 

Petals Pollen Weather Fruit 
Name of Plant Opened Shed Conditions Mature | 

Wild Senna CRE | 
Cassia marilandica | 

Upland Sumac | 
Rhus glabra) : | 

aaa ane Bh Rhus_typhina) | 

Celastrus scandens) 

Spotted Jewel-weed Res 
Impatiens biflora 

Impatiens pallida) 
New Jersey Tea 

(Ceanotims americanus) 

“(Ribiecue Mosohe ae. (Hibiscus Moscheutos) Pa 

Malva rotundifolia) 

ypericum perforatum) 

Hypericum virginicum 

Lythrum Salicaria) 

A ae as ETE Rhexia virginica) | 

Ocnothera_biennis 

(Ludwigia alternifolia) 

pilobium angustifolium 

Daucus Carota 

Heracleum lana tum) 

Pastinaca sativa 

Clethra alnifolia) 

Rhododendron maximum) ‘ete 

Lyonia ligustrina) 
Swamp Candles, Loosestrife De ee a 

Lysimachia terrestris) 
Fringed Loosestrife ee a 
(Lysimachia ciliata) us 

(Apocynum androsaemifolium) 

(Asclepias syriaca)



<5 
Name of Plant Petals Pollen eather Fruit 

Opened Shed Condi tions Mature 
Butterfly-weed 

Asclepias tuberosa) 

(Convolvulus sepium) 

"tere ah Verbena _hastata) 

Verbena urticifolia) 

Scutellaria lateriflora 

Scutellaria integrifolia) 

Nepeta Cataria) 
Motherwort ae. 
(Leonurus Cardiaca 

Oswego Tea, Bee Balm ae 

(Monarda didyma) uae 

oe Monarda fistulosa aS 

— ME 0, (Hedeoma pulegioides) 

Satureja vulgaris) 

te oo Pycnenthemum incanum) 

Collinsonia canadensis) 

Trichostema dichotomum) 

(Datura Stramonium) 

Solanum Dulcamara) 
Horse nettle | 
(Solanum carolinense) 

Verbascum Thapsus) 

(Verbascum Blattaria 

oe aT (Gerardia purpurea) 
Downy False Foxglove oe 

Aureolaria virginica) 
Monkey Flower co 
(Mimulus ringens) 

Toadflax, Butter and Eggs ee 
(Linaria vulgaris) 

(Cephalanthus occidentalis) 
Elder | 

Sambucus canadensis) 

co a ed _(Campanula_smericana)



=4- : 

Nome of Plant Petals Pollen Weather Fruit 

Opened Shed Conditions = Mature __ 
Blue Lobelia ; i | | 

Lobelia siphilitica) i ; 
Cardinal Flower 

(Lobelia cardinalis) 
Common Daisy 

Chrysanthemum Lex canthemum) 
Yarrow, Milfoil 

Achillea Millefolium) 
Chicory 

(Cichorium Intybus) 
Black-eyed Susan 
(Rudbeckia hirta) ‘ 

Tall Cone flower 

Rudbeckia laciniata) 
Jerusalem Artichoke 

Helianthus tuberosus



a, COMMITTEE 
PARTICIPATION BTN ae 

AMERICAN PHILOS@PHICAL = | 
B INDEPENDENCE SeuaRR rr | 

LOCALITY UNDER OBSERVATION: PHILADELPHIA, Pa, 

TYPE (OR TYPES) OF HABITAT: 

NAME OF OBSERVER: 

Name of Plant Petals Pollen Weather Fruit - 
Opened Shed Conditions Mature 

Arrow-head 
(Sagi ttaria latifolia) ie esa é 

tbe. EO Pontederia cordata) 

Allium tricoccum) 
Tawny Day Lily Be 

Hemerocallis fulva) 

Lilium canadense) 

“Te aac oN aS Lilium superbum) 
Red or Wood Lily te 
(Lilium philadelphicum 

Wild Blue Flag Ee 
Iris versicolor) 

Rattlesnake Plantain ecg 
Goodyera_ pubescens) 

Habenaria blephariglottis) 
Lizard's Tail Pe ees 
(Saururus cernuus) ey | 

(Phytolacca americana) 
Bouncing Bet, Soapwort ae 
(Saponaria officinalis) 

Cow Lily, Spatterdock ea 
Nuphar advena) 

Voite Water Lily a 
(Nymphaea odorata) 

Anemone, Thimble-weed es 
(Anemone virginiana) 

eee (Cimicifuga racemosa) 

(Clematis virginiana) 

ae Soe (Thalictrum polygamum) 

oe haa (Hydrangea _arborescens 

Low Wild Rose 
Rosa carolina) 

Meadow sweet eae 
(Spiraea alba) 2 a Ee (Spiraea tomentosa) 

Baptisia tinctoria



wes 

Petals Pollen Weather Fruit 
Name of Plant Opened Shed Conditions Mature 

Wild Senna i) ; 
Cassia marilandica) a 

Upland Sumac ee 
(Rhus glabra) i 

Rhus _typhina) 

(Colastrus scandens) 

Impatiens biflora 

Impatiens pallida) 
New Jersey Tea 
(Ceanotms americanus) 

amp Rose Mallow nao. dL 
Cheeses, Dwarf Mallow og 

Malva rotundifolia 
Common St. John's-wort ee 

ypericum perforatum) 

oe | CL lypericum virginicum 

Lythrum Salicaria) 

eee Rhexia virginica) 

eee Ocnothera biennis) 

(Ludwigia alternifolia) 

(Epilobium angustifolium) 

Daucus Carota 

Heracleum lana tum) 

Pastinaca sativa 

“(clethra alnifol oe ed Clethra alnifolia) 

(Rhododendron maximum) owe 
Privet indromeda, Maleberry ok i 4 

Lyonia ligustrina) 
Swamp Candles, Loosestrife Be 
(Lysimachia terrestris) 

Fringed Loosestrife Bo tune iy 
(Lysimachia ciliata) noe 

(Apocynum androsaemifolium) 

(Asclepias syriaca)



“Be 
: Name of Plant Petals Pollen Vieather Fruit 

Opened Shed Condi tions Mature 
Butterfly-weed j 

Asclepias tuberosa) 
Hedge Bindweed 

Convolvulus sepium) 

(Verbena hastata) 

(Verbena urticifolia) 

Scutellaria lateriflora) 

Scutellaria integrifolia) 

Nepeta Cataria 
Motherwort Pe 

Leonurus Cardiaca) 
Oswego Tea, Bee Balm ae 
(Monarda didyma) aoe Monarda fistulosa — sail Hedeoma_pulegioides) 

Satureja vulgaris) 

pak we ee (Pycnanthemum incanum 

eg eg Collinsonia canadensis) 

(Trichostema dichotomum) 

(Datura Stramonium) 

(Solenum Duleamara) 
Horse nettle oa 

Solanum carolinense) 

Verbascum Thapsus) 

Verbascum Blattaria 

oe Gerardia_ purpurea 

(Aureolaria virginica) 
Monkey Flower a 

Mimulus ringens 
Toadflax, Butter and Eggs oe ee 
(Linarie vulgaris) 

(Cephalanthus occidentalis) 

i. cl Sambucus canadensis) 

eee. ae a (Campanula americana)



~4- : 

Neme of Plant Petals Pollen Weather Fruit 

Opened 'Shod_ Conditions _—_ Mature _ 
Blue Lobelia i j i | 

Lobelia siphilitica) ' : 
Cardinal Flower 

Lobelia cardinalis) 
Common Daisy 

Chrysanthemum Leu canthemum) 
Yarrovy, Milfoil 

Achillea Millefolium) 
Chicory 

Cichorium Intybus) 
Black-eyed Susan 

(Rudbeckia hirta) 
Tall Cone flower 

Rudbeckia laciniata) 
Jerusalem Artichoke 

Helianthus tuberosus)



i . ALEK 4, ute § 3 

‘ 1953 PHENOLOGY 

Recorded by Species Date Place Remarks 

Sam Gabriel Snowdrops (blue) blooming Jan. 28 Gary (south) 
Reberts Mann Buds swelling on Soft Maples Feb. 5 Punkin Knob Flower buds swelling 

John & Myrtle Jedlicka Buds swelling on Lilac Feb. 5 Their residence (131st Str.Palos) Last year's growth 

John & Jack Jedlicka Skunk Cabbage in bloom 3-1/2" Feb. 7 Black Partridge Woods Only one seen (under leaves) 

John & Jack Jedlicka Leaf cone of ditto up 3" Feb. 7 Black Partridge Woods oe 2 " 

David H. Thompson Woolybear Caterpillar crawling Feb. 12 Palos Div. Hdgq. Crawling in the sun 

John Jedlicka 100 Canada Geese Feb.18 &19 MeGinnis Slough - 

aoe 2 Robins Feb. 19 Horsetail Slough (Willow Springs Rd. N. of McCarthy) 
David H. Thompson Cardinal singing Feb. 19 Palos Div. Hdq. First time heard 

. E ns . § er 8 Robins Feb. 19 Maple Lake boatyard 

ae, - Small brown moth Feb. 20 DHT cabin (Palos Hdq.) At window at night 

Mrs. H. E,. Humiston Searlet Tanager Feb. 20 522 Berkshire Ave., Oak Park 

(March 5 Oak Leaves) 
David H. Thompson 3 woolybear caterpillars Feb. 23 Palos Hdgq. Crawling in the sun. 

Brac : Blue Bottle Fly Feb. 23 PalosHdq. 
Wo sa “ 50 Wasps Feb. 23 On sidewalk and store front - Willow Spgs. Rd. &Archer Ave. 

Dorothy Mann Tulips up 1" Feb. 23 Park Forest - Tom Wainwright Residence 
John & Myrtle Jedlicka Redwing blackbird heard twice Feb. 25 Jedlicka Slough (N. of McGinnis) : 

. x “i McGinnlis Slough still frozen over Feb. 25 McGinnis Slough 
David H. Thompson Maple Lake free of ice (first time) Feb. 25 Maple Lake 
John & Myrtle Jedlicka 2 Mallards Feb. 25 Crawdad Slough 

John Jedlicka 8 Black Ducks Feb. 27 Horsetail Slough 

Bob Kelly Shepherd's Purse (green rosette of basal Feb. 28 His residence, ist Ave., Riverside 
leaves) 

Jim Tyndall Hyla (spring peeper) heard Feb. 28 His residence, Edgewood Drive, LaGrange Park 

Roberts Mann Peonies up 1/2" under leaves Feb. 28 ## Punkin Knob 
- Iris up 2" Feb. 28 ” 
* Spring Beauties up 1 1/2" Feb. 28 " 

Wild Garlic up 1" Feb. 28 = 

° Bloodroot up 1/2" Feb. 28 ’ 
= Catnip up with many new leave - 1" Feb. 28 “ 

John Jedlicka Fine catch of large bullheads Feb. 28 McGinnis Slough 
Karl Bartel 6 Black Ducks Mar. 1 Saganashkee Slough, west end 

Roland Eisenbeis Meadowlark seen Mar.11 3ist St. and INB RR.



Page 2. 

Recorded by Species Date Plate Remarks 

John Jedlicka 12 Purple Grackles Mar.1i His residence, 13ist Str. 
Roberts Mann Columbine up 4" or 5" Mar.11 Punkin Knob 
Chgo. Sun Times (Mar. 12) 32 Ib. carp speared Mar. 11 Chicago River-Clark St. Bridge by Norman Groth, 4612 S. Troy 

Official Temp. 60.6 at 2:15 pm. ¥ 4 baby squirrels Mar.11 Kostner and Byron Hollow tree felled by city 
foresters Roberts Mann Tulips up 1" Mar. 16 Punkin Knob * Jonquils up i" Mar. 16 . : 

. Cinquefoil - new leaves i. , * 
7 Bedstraw 2" Maz. 16 ‘ 
= Dandelion - 2" rosettes Mar. 16 m 
. Soft Maples Bloom Mar. 17 _"  Bestler's, E. side US 45 

David H. Thompson and Cricket Frogs singing Mar.17 Palos Hdq. 
Karl Bartel . Swamp Cricket Frogs singing Mar. 17 Palos Hdq. 

* = Kingfisher seen Mar. i8 ? 
nee Moumming Cloak Butterfly Mer.21 1? 

D.H. Thompson& Bill Murray Red-tailed hawk carrying snake Mar. 21 US 45 & 95th Str. 
. 4g Pine (?) Warbler Mar. 21 US 45 & 95th Str. 

Roberts Mann Mint up 1" Mar. 21 Punkin Knob 
x Hazel in bloom Mar. 21 Punkin Knob 
i Am. Elm blooms Mar. 21 Cantigny Woods (site of Miller House also on E. side of US 45 

Official Temp. 75.9 at 1:00 p.m. Chicago WH SS at Palin Rd 
David H. Thompson Leek 6" tall Mar. 21 Black Partridge Woods 

* Spring beauty 4" tall & in bud Mar. 21 e 
” Marsh Marigold up 3" - 2" leaves Mar. 21 e 
. Anemone up 2“ Mar. 21 “i 

Roberts Mann Flicker seen Mar.22 Punkin Knob 
Turtledoves calling Mar. 22 

i Pheasant cocks crowing Mar. 22 ia 
i Rhubarb new leaves up 1" Mar. 22 -e 

Flower buds visibly red on Redbud Mar. 22 2 
. “Wild Gooseberry leafing out Mar. 22 > 
3 Elderberry leafing out Mar. 22 ‘i 
= Honeysuckle leafing out Mar. 22 ” 
es Viold Crabapple leaf buds opening Mar. 22 = 
= Chokecherry leaf buds green and opening Mar. 22 .



Page 3. 

Recorded by Species Date Place Remarks 

Roland Eisenbeis Bluebird first seen Mar. 20 His residence, Ogden Ave. 
. r Wild Carrot up 3" Mar. 22 r 

Karl Bartel Towhee first seen Mar. 22 Tinley Creek Woods 
" Fox Sparrow first seen Mar. 22 = 

; * Snow Trillium (T. nivale) blooming Mar. 22 Rock Canyon at Camp Sagaway 20 plants 
Hepatica blooming Mar. 22 = 

Noel Wysong Speckled Alder (Alnus incanal blooming Mar.23 Longjohn Slough 
Roland Hisenbeis Robin building nest Mar. 23 His residence (Ogden Ave.)
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. ‘ i : | Paeeh pped | Qalaes ea 
Species, Station NY g Aver 

«Item 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 9 1941 1g4e 1943 194 1945 age | 

152 Maced (Payicta docivndrianal) : 

Savi | 10 bud =f ee — + wee 5/22 5/22 5/29 5/28 6/5 5/27 
in pollen ---- ---- —_-- by 6/2 ---- ---- ---- —-- ---- ---- 

seed ripe at ieee 6/25 1/5 ae aia -7/e6| | Ws-725 | W5-t 7/8-2 

Dene: in bud ---- ---- ---- ~~ -—-- —-- eae =--- eae 6/4-7 [: 

in pollen ---- —- -—-~ ~--- ---- o--- ---- ---- --~- 6/17-7/3 

153 WILD GRAPE ( Vites vulpina) T 

Sauk: in bud ---- a os ate ---- 5/18 W/ 25 ---- 5/20 W115 | 

in bloom ---- by 6/6 ---- 5/23-6/8 ---- 5/23-% —5/23-6/3 2-6/17 5/ 30-6/7 6/5-2 5/27 < 

frait ripe 8/29 no-- — ---- ---- ---- 8/21 ah27 9/3 

154 GOAT'S BEARD (Tragopogon pratensis) 

Dane: in bloom =<" ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- =a dies 5/28-7/10 5/27-7/29 (5/28) 

Dane: in bud Sle pete ber he ede Pee Pe ete ee pee le ee ed ee 

és. bloom = —- —— = a a — ae 5/30-6/5 — 6/2-6/20 (6/1) | 
i | rea |e ee la eae ee eh ee ate tee Wee ot eed POT ae ee 

155 GOLDEN RAGWORT (Senecio aureus) 

*Sauk:in bloom ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- by 5/29 5/30-7 ---- 5/21-6/5 6/1-6/17 5/28 

Dane: in bloom ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 5/11-? ---- ---- 5/18-6/7 5/13-6/23 (5/24) < 

"156 CINQUEFOIL (Potentilla canadensis) 

Sauk: in bloom ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- Ae 5/ 23-7 5/31-? — §/26-6/25 6/1-2? 5/28 

Dene: in bloom ---- ---- = ---- ---- ---- ---- “est Yaa? 5/30-7 (7 i) 

157 BLACK RASPBERRY (Rubus occidentalis) 

Seuk: in bloom ---- ---~ ---- ---- ---- ---- _§/23-5/30 6/a-t 5 /30-2 ==7- | 45/28) 

fruit Gest vipe ---~ — Test 1f1-t —- ~~ 6} 85-4/28 ——Fh5-1125 | T3435 | 
Dane: in bloom ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -=>- “--- 5/28-6/12 — 5/18-6/15 (5/23) 

fruit ripe ---- --- -—-- === _— Soa ange ate W3-7/15 _-7/4-7/18 

Leafing is wmpleted from two weeks to a month before first bloom. 

158 BLACKBERRY (Rubus sllecheniensis) + 

Sauk: in bloom ---- ---- ake 5/25-6/11 6/8-? —5/23-5/31 —-5/25-6/7 6/1-6/17 5/29-6/15 —6/1-6/30 5/30 

fruit ripe ---- 7/23 $//-8/ 32 7/15-8/ 29 2-8/ 25 ?-8/10 7/26-9/5 2-8/21 7/20-9/ 4 ---- ; 

Dane: in bloom ---- ---- ---- 5/27-7 ---- 5/ 23-2 none casa 3/2g-6/11 -5/18-6/16 5/2ak <— 

fruit ripe ---- ---- --- -—-- —— == Bes t==4—) | 7/23-8/ 20 Aaa
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PHENOLOGY OF WOOD FLOWERS  (Oak-Hickory) 

April May June duly August September Octover 
2 a1) 21 26 Ig 2 2 oJ & 10 18 23 te 30 7) 16 1% 23 ey 3) 4 ae 3 £ 422 if. (o/s 

Ranunculus fascicularis 
Hepatica atericana 
Bloodroot 
Bishop's cap 
Mertensia 

< Wild ging 
Dutchman{s breeches 

Cut-leafed_toothwort 
Windflower 
Bqllwort (Uvularia) 

Egrly meadowrue 
Dogtooth violet 

Snall-flowered crowfoot) 
Waite triliium 
Arabis laevigata | 
Beliwort (Oakesiae | 

Wake robin | 

Jacob's ladaer_| | 
, Blue phlox | 

False Solomon's seal | 
mia ca 
Jack-in-the-mlpit 

Hy@ropht 1m 
Goldeh ragwort 

e110} 's slipper 

Carrhon flower» | 

Rough bedstraw 
Mayapple 2 

it _C: 5 

Cryptotaenia canadendis 
Canada mayflower, 
Black snakeroot 

«-False_spikenard 
True Solomon's seall 

Anewone virginiana 
Geun canadense 2 

<@uchanter's Nightshba 

| Pesuodium acummato 
i | : : 

Jewelneed. 

White snakproot 
ebelia siphiiitica | 

Chrdinai flower |
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Table 1-2 Phenology for January-February 

Species, Station, 
Aver~ Item 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 190 194 1ghe 1943 194 195 age 

pr pep 
1 SKUNK (Mephitis mephitie) Emerges from hibernation. 

Seuk 4 Dane: ---~ 2/29 2/ee 2/4 2/2? Yar alg 2/7 2/5 Veh 2/15 afr 

2 GREAT HORNED OWL (Bubo virginiagus virciniams) Firat egg (or firet seen incubating) . 

Dane: V5 yu —_ 2feu fis —_ 2/18 2/20 2/6 _ com 8/17 
Mostly from journal of Albert Gastrow, Prairie du Sac, Wis., for an area at the northwestern corner of Dane County. In 1937, 1940, 194), and 1945 no nesting occured in the area, though the usual number of owls was present, See Errington ( ) p. 6. 

3 GARDIMAL (Bichmondena cardinslis cardinalie) First song. 

Sank: _ _ _ —_ 2 323 by 3/1 e/a 323 2/26 as fat 
Dane: a2 — oo — —_— _ -— V2 yeu V3 yu az 

Table 3 Phenology for March 

. Species, Station, 
Aver~ Item 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 190 aga aghe 1g9h3 ag 195 age re ease ER ta poeeremroerrah eestinetiniermneeatiinies = Se ks 

4 PHEASANT (Phasiamus colchicus torquatus) First crowing. 
after Souk: Saad wg by 3/32 - “—s dy 3/30 vr 2/28 3/3 2/% ve 9/5 

Dane: _ — ao-- wy Wn by 3a _ 2/20 2s 2/iz ve v6 eT 

5 WOODCHUCK (Maruote monax) Emerges from hibernation. 
Dene: _ — _- wi ah “+ yes wis ape 2/es v9 ile 

“6 > BOOMBTRD (S1a)ie sialis sialis) Arrives. 

Semk: _ wy 6 yun by 3/18 by 3/30 3/29 3/t 5 3/10 wT | wae 
Danei 6 yh 6 2/28 yh v9 ye20 3/8 2fee wu 3 | 7 

7 «‘SASTERE MMADOWLARK (Sturne}is mene mena) Migrante arrive. 
Sent: o we 19 —~ = 3/10 3/23 yer by W10 ws by 3/23) HAT 
Dane: yu ya va Wr W3 wis v we 3/18 3 3/20 | 3/1 

S GRAY CHIPMUNK (emias striatus erissus) Buerges from hibernation, 

Dane: 3/16 vis _ 3/19 seg — ~ — — V3 3/6 AT 

9 REDWINGED BLACKBIRD (Agelaius phoeniceus artolecus) Migrant males arrive. 

Seaks “a yy co oes by 718 by 3/30 3/23 sar wy We wie by 3/23 3/18 
Dene: 2/23 2/29 3/15 ae 3/3 ae ae 2/5 2/e3 2/26 3/4 afar 

‘20 [SRONZE GRACKLE | (Qaiscalus quiscula seneus) Arrives, 

Dane: xp war 28 3/20 10 3/30 3/20 3g wT 125 3/8 (3/18 

11 ROBIN (Turdus migratorius mtgratorius) Migrants arrive. 
Souk: ~~ ym _ = —_ by 3/30 3/23 by 3/ar a — by 3/23 3/19 
Dane: yz ye 6 W9 et wT 3/10 3/6 15 we ve 9 

12 SKUNK CABBAGE (Symplocarms foetidus) 

Senki in pollen oo ---- -—- _ - —_ —- _- . eo (3/20) 

13° PRAIRIE MOLE (Scaloyus aquaticus mchrimus) Active runs on surface. 
Sete bene saan aan ae — V5 We We wy ater _ W13 32a 

1H ILDEER (Qzyechus voeiferus vociferus) Arrives. 
Souk: - —— _ —- — W6 —_ 3/6 _~ ~ a--- (3/22) 
Dane: WIS wT 6 v9 V3 wi 3/19 2/5 2/23 323 2/24 3/6 

15 RROWN BAT “(lrotie tuottuns tues tucus) lying. 

Danes td ~ —— —_ —_ _ — — 3/30 —_ 3/14 (3/22) 

16 LAKE WINGRA at Madison. Ice breaks, 

_— oons- ~ sar We5 _-- — “- ~- 3/ay 3/17 3/22
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Problem 3. Phenology. Due April 10. 

A farmer is spreading manure on a cornstubble. He hurries lest the ground 

soften before his task is done. Spring peepers and redwings call from the marsh. 

fhe redwings are all males. A late pheasant crows from the willow thicket. | 

In the lower field in the lee of the woods a black butterfly with yellow 

wing-margins hovers in the pale sunlight, and a thrush with a brick-red tail 

flits silently into the thicket. As/the farmer spreads the last of his load 

along the fencerow a pair of bluebirds flutter around an old post, and a small 

mammal ducks into a hole, emitting a shrill chatter. A flock of plovers with ‘ 

red rumps flush from # puddle near the barn. 

Questions: What time of day? About what date? Identify the butterfly, 

the thrush, the mammal, the plover. What would you guess is the condition of 

the fencepost? If you walked down to the marsh, what waterfowl might you expect 

to see?
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\ SKELETON PHENOLOGY RECORD Dept. Wildlife Management 

(Student) University of Wisconsin 
i (Not for publication) 

Legend 

<———~— Plant in bud <cococce Plant in fruit x—___~“Misc. event 

<—____ Plant _in flower edce-coeg mult ripe “ew 

< Leaves enlarging __..__._s Leaves falling y Misc. event 

—>..--.-... Straggling bloom _-.-+.-+- In color and falling “ 

FEBRUARY (Plants and animals) 

1°93 $$ 7 9 NB Le A 28 25.27 29 

Cardinal singing x 1943 

Pheasant crowing /943 x 

Dead rabbit on road 1942 ¥. o 
( to ) 

Bluebird arrives 1943X 

MARCH (Plants and animals) 

: i os 9.7 9 W BN WV I9 A 23 25 27 20 HW 

——- Spring peeper in voice 1943 ¥. 

Wisconsin R. opens (x) in flood (_) 1993 

Lake Mendota opens 1943) y—_ 

Geese seen 1942 4 160 0 

Bronze grackle arrives 1943 x 

Silver maple bloom 1943 

Robin arrives 1943 ¥ 

Mourning dove arrives 1943 x 

Cowbird arrives 1943 x



APRIL (Plants) 

£23 9 129 ON IB AB OA as, Ae 

Soft maple 1943 

Pasque flower 1943. 

American elm IT i a lela . 

Hazel IGH2 gt) 

Aspen VORS. ght 

Pussy willow 1943 

Lilac MQBS leg hs Ne 

Bloodroot 1943 

Amelanchier ae 

APRIL (Animals and misc.) 

L335 7.9 W 18 19 2) 28 25 27 20 

Geese seen 1943) 9 /64 231 90 Q 

Phoebe 1943.~—__ 

Woodcock arrives (x) peents (<__) |/947, 

Mourning cloak out l9gdy i 1 

Spermophile out (943 y 

Field sparrow | MOB | 

Wilson snipe arrives (x) winnows (<_) 1943 x 

Hermit thrush 19434 

Brown thrasher ek



MAY (plants) 

13 27 DN BT I 19 Al 28 es Ae! ot 

Pasque flower 1943 

First lawn mowing (Ose Vern 

Marsh marigold Mog? gt 

White trillium 1943 

Windflower ES ete 

Wild plum L042 <i} 

Shepherd's purse 1943.4. - 

Birdfoot violet 1943. 

Wild geranium 1943 

Asparagus gathered 1943 x. 

Shooting star PRAgie tee ees 

False Solomon's seal 1943 

Elm seed falling 1942..-¢-2-0-6-0- o> 

Chokecherry bh eg. 

Soft maple samaras formed |25.6-6-6 falling <e4< 

Wild crabapple 1943 

Lilac 1943 

Mountain ash 

Black raspberry 1943 

Wild rose 1943 2



MAY (Animals) 

13 5 7.9 NW OB I 7 9 21°23 26 27 29 FY 

Wilson snipe winnowing > 1942 

House wren 1943 

Baltimore oriole 1943 

Rosebreasted grosbeak 1943 

Kingbird 1943| x. 

Bobwhite whistling /941| 

Nighthawk 1943. 

Ruffed grouse clutch 1943 12 12 (flooded 62) 

6___ 4___ hatched before 4/29 

Indigo bunting 1942 x. 

Deer eating elm shoots 1942 x. 

Whippoorwill 1943 

Woodthrush fogs y |_| 

Scarlet tanager 1942 y»—___ 

MAY (Growth of sample trees) 

12 § TON Pw WM 9 A 23 25 a7 Zo HW 

White pine No. I (planted 1940)/943 34" 134" 24e" Blo" 

Jack pine No. V (planted 1942) /947 2" 44" st lov" 

Red pine No.II (planted 1939) 943 /" /34" at ais



JUNE (plants) 

13.55: 7 9 We 6 Wf A 225 2729 

Columbine 1943 By eet 

Wild strawberry 1942. oo6 06 6-0-6 

Anemone canadensis /\942. 

Mandrake : 194.3. ___ ©0000 

Wild iris (marsh blueflag) PGB2oacstet aa L TALE 

Blackeyed susan $084 go) 

Hedge bindweed (C. sepium) 1943 

Basswood 1943 

Shagbark hickory 1943 Arnn> 

Poison ivy OPA gag 

Black locust 1943 <> - 

Smooth sumac AGB hil carters mip 

Cottonwood seed blowing 1993 26-2-©-0-4 

Red clover 1943 <—__ 

Winter lis daae Lck 6-0 

Alfalfa (x cul ~~ bloam) (94g yo | yt | 

Canning peas (, bloom x cut) 1943 ¢ Sere, 

JUNE (Growth of sample trees) 

C39 S49 9 NW I IM IO A 23.25 27 20|y 

White pine No. I 1943-842" Uta" /5¥4' (buds) 1942" _ \1942" 

Jack pine No. V 10%. 13" 15443 buds) 16” 17h2"



JUNE (Animals) ‘ 

(3 5 7 O09 9B 16 WW I0 2B) 28 25 27 20 i 

Woodcock peenting ends 1943 

Ruffed grouse drumming ends x 1943 

Fireflies lighting 1943 x—__ 

Deer eating spurge AGB Rte bh ed 

Deer eating bittersweet 1943 x. x 

JULY (Plants) 

1305 1 G@ WIS WIS 2) 23 26 2729.9 

Ct ee HEE REE Ebi Day lily at shack 1993 . 

Hollyhock at shack 1943 «-—|— 

Canada thistle 1943 

Burdock f ME SA A Ne Nee Fe Ee ee 
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Joepye weed CONS ship ae hd 

Black raspberry <cocceoes ee pe eo ee y 

Dewberry pee ecoo eed 

JULY (Animals. End of song period) 

ee ee 2B OS TD WB IS 7 0 2) 22 26 47 29 HW 

Bobolink (last 6/16) 

Baltimore oriole — + /9BS 

Rosebreasted grosbeak x 94-3 

Chipping sparrow x 1943



mars 

AUGUST (Plants) 

2626 ' 3 § OH BIS IT (19 24 232 25 2720 3 

Big bluestem (A. furcatus) 1943 Py eet eed a atfes 

Lespedeza capitata | 4 

Lesser ragweed 1943 
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Prairie goldenrod 1943 

orange red 

Mountain ash berries 1943 «00 00 COCOEO0 0000 CD C9 O 6-6-< 

Blackberry 1943 ? wevecocccsosesoco> 

Gray dogwood berries 1942 hele 

AUGUST (Animals) 

Lik oS TG WIS IF 18 223 25 27 295 

Squirrels eating bur oak acorns /943 x. | 

Squirrels eating red oak acorns 1942. \ 

Squirrels eating hickory nuts 1943 x. 

(end of song period) 

Yellow warbler —____« /94F 

House wren x 1943 x 

Robin 1943 x x 

Indigo bunting x 1943 

Cardinal x 19439 x 

Mourning dove 19\4F2 

Warbling vireo 1943



SEPTEMBER (Plants) C 

18 6 7 GN Ye EB VIDA 23 25 Al ag 

Flowering spurge 1943 

Lesser ragweed _0n stubble j 943 

Harebell 1943 
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Cardinal flower 1948... straggling | 

Butter and eggs AOI Ne Ea eh 
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Elder berries drop Bh Ban gk gk hues ka) AG? 

Hickory hulls peel ope 

Wild grapes <0-9-9-0-0-0 

Red oak acorns fall Bs Aw irks or 

Big bluestem (A. furcatus) PIB I | ee in color’ 2 

White pine cones open 1942. 26-0-0-0- 

Poison ivy in color 1943 

Blackberry oo >/H43} 

SEPTEMBER (Animals) 
AEE NRE ME TRB | RN A CN) REN EPS I Ts 24 

Fall crowing of pheasant 1940 4 /942x—__ 1943  . ) 

Fall drumming of ruffed grouse 1943 x. x 

Bucks with clean horns 1997s | 

Canada geese seen ss 1942 (9)



OCTOBER (Plants) 

LUA Bat 2 2 VGN BRM IG HD 28.25 A, ZI H 
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OCTOBER (Animals) 

held Rede OP ON IBM NY LP 2) ae aa Al ay: 
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NOVEMBER (Plants and animals) 
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Elder leaves on new shoots /943_| _._ frozen off 
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Holly berries fall (Ilex verticillata) fo (210.



MISCELLANEOUS CATEGORIES 
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| YEARLONG PHENOLOGY 
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led Wild plum odo hee ALCS 
Elderberry toe ace ty <cccccga000> drop <—|—~-——-_-.__- > | 

Wild grape ne nee een ene 0000 |k<xe-ees-0-0-o —+—- pn te o> oe 2 o-6—o 

Z 5 Chokecherry idk isaeeelanaih 

Black cherry Po¢ecco? ett 

Bittersweet 2 yellow orange 000-2 ee ee oc god 
Gray dogwood ais Ca ) ee Jagat pS 

Nannyberry Lh ole og -9 6 — ‘ 

Red dogwood Heiss Oba Le Sa 

Highbush cranberry ? de wild 5 922 

Butter and eggs Be NC a ea ea Ae 

ce ta ate Tl



Growth GROWTH OF 3 PINES, 1943 
oye 1 RED CEDAR, 1942 & 1943 

Sauk Co., Wis. ‘ 

She Fe 4he 1943 Red Pine #3 Ht. haw 22 ida 3 3 

be ‘Boales, 1943 White Pine I Ht. 52" 

buds eae ae sh 434. shed 

18 

16 8 buds visible 

needle length—_, 4% pte 

14 Se elongate 

12 0 ee o 1943 
J lie Ve 194 2 Jackpine IV p—o 6 1943 

f Ht. 1g" Red Cedar VIII 
Le | 5 buds visible Ht. 5" 

8 : 2 
1942 

¢ Red Cedar VIII 
, Ht. 25" 

\ 4 } 

| : 4 : watered 
2 C 

2025 1 5 1015 2025 1 5 1015 2025 1 § 1015 2025 1 5 1015 2025 1 5 1015 20251 

Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct



PHENOLOGY OF DEER - SAUK COUNTY, WISCONSIN Aldo Leopold & Carl Leopold, Jan.1944 

Item Parts Jan. Feb. Mar, Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec, 

First fawn tracks} (Also last spots 

Bucks with clean horns (Also last horns) e 

Fresh rubbing, soraped i 7 

Red pelage (First and last) Le F tale 2 

White pine Terminal shoots 7 er 

"Red pine Terminal buds only x x? 

American elm Growing shoots | to | phicdevde deg ee 

Bittersweet New growing shoots 

Gray dogwood Growing shoots | ne 8 ot Pes loss a 

Wahoo Twigs, growing shoots a . ey 5 vee 

Basswood TIeaves, growing shoots Ee k ale 

Elder leaves, new shoots ei x 

Red bireh Stump sprouts | (or 
Poison ivy Twigs, growing shoots : : I 

Wood nettle Blooms, tops, leaves Lae eter 1 is eee Eee a5 

Veronica Growing shoots | | NEVER EATEN ‘ wos a Ny ise i 

ee Greriie inosts; resprouts, | qe sienecs II Te xx L legen 
Pet ekiy jet taee__|_drx/atems Sucmhy Witlte cele x Cc bl NN A delete 
Horseweed Growing shoots | YRed cedar ? Fs van Soa ve! 

Solomon's seal Tops, leaves Ilex verticillata? yu EES ‘ 
Smartweed (P. hydropiper) blooms, tops Spirea ne K 

Hairy hawkweed Buds, stems Jackpine ? a % 

Milinweed Growing shoots Ygomacs ? e : 

Lamb's quarters {Growing shoots Black walnut r 

Spiderwort *Hickories S - 

Evening primrose |Growing shoots °silver maple 

Tark's cap lily | Flower buds % s 

Bottle gentian Blooms, tops Ab eee y 

Hazel Catiins ie aids Paes satel |e 
Apple Fraits : Do eae 

“Leaves —— ; 

i LERELEE ‘thee eae 
Ree eae ek te ee Corn Grain 

Soybeans leaves, pods Pee Note oe 

Alfalfa New shoots 2 

Sweet clover Growing shoots Hi Ff 

Winter rye leaves 2 2 

* Bads only are eaten * Dead leaves are eaten after they fall 

© succulent sprout stumps only are eaten 7 Eaten in other regions where deer pressure is heavy :
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: The Character of Seasons : 

Each event has a normal or average date, from which it deviates from 

year to year according to the earlinéss or lateness of the season. This ' 

being true, the character of a season can be expressed by a succession of 3 

deviations in its events through its component months. In figure & we thus : 

‘ express the character of two seasons: 1944 and 1945. mee : 

; pw La de of aks z 

Each season has two graphs, A and 8B, ns. 

from average by 250 items;—the-B-egraphs- present the-average deviation ahd 
‘ se 

= Cae ee 
—~ @ horizontal beasline representiie average or % 

FH Qu the Ap ~pha of ob of 270 alae ites 
normal date. ~The actual dates, re plotted in-the A-graphs as deviations : 

RStee above or below the baseline. An event earlier than average is plotted below 

5 (mims deviation); an event later than average is plotted above (plus deviation). 

| Symbols differentiate animals from plants, ama — Stealer) Cenk 

pes In the B graphs the deviations are averaged, for each five-day period, : 

| for plants and animals separately. These average curves appear against a 

stippled bachground of current temperatures, oa . = bert = uy? 

deviation from average during each five-day period. {ims if the mean 3 re 

temperature for five days deviated from normal by -12°,-10°,-5°,4#5°,and -1°, 
Ble Lcncineyiier aise 

_ the period is plotted as deviating -28 + 5 = ¥23 degree-days behew the 

baseline. 

The term phenograph is suggested as a short name for such seasonal 

aan ee areca foreleg mente ae : 

* Deine wrth 
Several precautions were observed in preparing Figure 8. , AER averages ‘ 

peli, BB Bark animale ante uvaetligl 
based on less than four years are anualled because of the possibility, 

already discussed , of a plus error, up-to-five days. 422 4utumn itens 

; /



xX ; 
: T Laney is Cue wer (ttfbel anna) 2 Un vat 4 thes 

ele sean wo, i EARN Bla bee So Asia 

| eC currecl, Lut the ovebieg? ol ote vb De tueut 40 20 rleen, 

rr balin, & Oe apteut of Ua cleveclinn, Wl Ts” 
bLotnttan oh hugte Correa Ry Brash ) Ts “ne tite ee ¢ . s a 

Uo is Chess co Us Atrigidad chalenee from Me d 6 ; ss 
weallan cr rir, G Uhr pleut vr anime CO ? V 

: | oot? | 
: outlel 

representing the onset of winter are annulied, because the terms "early" ! rhea & Ulasn ms roofiy an finngs and, "late" then have epposite meanings (thus=fell-nigrstion-in-birds<is dt. ae "eatly"“in-a_cold=season). In-shert;—Figure-3_seleots=e at m 
developmental=<data=in-whith-early-neans=we a= Sake Sepia. Each 

Te Fg we & = lo s gq ft deviation is plotted perpendicular to +s average data. “It would be equally 

: logical to plot each deviation opposite its actual date, but this would 
olaps $ u a pa Wo at : : change the mann vr of making deductions from +the—phenograph. 

Of the two seasons here presented, 19 was normal and 1945 eager 

abnormal in both weather and phenology. i 

: Phenograph for 1945. After a normal winter, 1945 opened with an extra- 

ordinarily warm March and early April. During the period March 1 to April 13 » 

all but four days were warmer than normal. Temperature deviations ran as 

high as if 28 degrees on single days, and the net deviations for five-day 

periods ran as high as 125 degree=days. (see stippled zone, 1945 Be). 

On April 14 the weather turned and remained abnormally cold through 
They o Qaly 5! May, June, and July. During the period April 14 » &ll but 17 days 

were colder than normal. Normal temperatures did not reappear until August 
marke £ and September. There was no drouth to mash the nebe of eS temperatures. 

: In short, 1945 was a "controlled experiment" in which 50 -irds and /0? plants 
ok lwo Dalene ' 

’ ~ 4 recorded their responses to a mid-April shift. from warm to cold. 
: v 

In March, migratory birdsx Migrants 
onnweel 

i : terekgl5 migrated earlier and earlier until the weather changed, at which time 
S15 

most birds were appearing 10-20 days ahead of schedule. The onset of cold Gs Athan prept 5 : 
brought an-almost—immediate. change to lateness;there were no early bird arrivals _ 

may by : teen ; after toris 25, The many new Beane gue during the first 10 days of May were 

all from 2 to48 ays late. 

n eo “Pesponse—to-—eold-—is—not—of—record.— 
-



wh : eee 
In strong contrast to this prompt response of birds to# shift in : 

a 

temperature, é+—ie-clear<fron-graph- 294y-Bhat plants responded mch more 

slowly. Wo plants were late until mid-May, a month after the onset ‘of cold. 

ood AMfsctman lateness did not develop until mid-June, two months after the onset 

of cold. The average curve for plants crosses the baseline 2g days later. 

than the average curve for animals. Apparently the developmental mechanisms 

in plants, set in motion by the early warm spell, gathered a monentum which p 4 at 
A y 

expressed itself in early bloom through a month of ensusing cold. d ; 

( ———_fhen~the-cold weather finally registeredas late bloom. in plants, the 

" 
a | —werlous plant species did not respond with equal promptness, nog -to the same. f 

os operat ; 
| degree. Harliness persisted in-a few plants through Juneaud- july, t= a 

en s 

So far 1945 phenology is discussed enig in terms of p ant and lo. os oo urbe 
: 4 

o bul. cokun oud at eefias 

seangX. We ngw consider the behavior of sample species during the warm and 

- cold periods. 

Table 1 presents the items normelly occuring during the warm period 

March 5 - April 13. These are classified by groups in a time-sequence. 

Qe that fule Gla bi Bee 
"Apparently, the warm period produced the greatest earliness or plants (ye rh 6 

Ces MH, pe 
the least in birds y with mammals, ae. lakes in an intermediate position. | yw 

It is of some physiological interest that subterranean mammals like mole and | 2 

spermophile should have been early at all. ‘The number of mammal items ‘e 

however, too small to be conclusive. ; 

Table 2 presents the item& normally occuring during the first two months - 
Qu, wad rn win ohiaeg arthur tleal aptectp, a 

of the cold period, classified as Table 1, It is apparent that plus signs, 

indicating lateness, began to appear bitds by May 1, two ysis ol the onset | 
ao Lo wens Me wig 

of cold, in—yoody-plants—by—midsMey , tut appeared in Loe end of 

Thine 0 Bo ober PAARL a 4 alr Paar recody polowle MAA Vhs Prereretince op 

Maye hieie Bilee cea ors mom: vie kel ma teh j 
aS 

. 
if p) i , 

j te n_woody. becceae ferotonts fal aftin aboot 

j F & weeds f colds tule Ue, ,
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f : Table 1: The Warm Period, March 5 — April 13, 1945 4 ; 

a pod . Mammals | Pole & lorbased . Woody... Phants Lakes & Rivers 
Amphibiouws- PRIS SE SLU TPE eee 

March 5-15 Bluebird - 6 | Woodemek +1 
Meadowlarix a 4 7 ; i 

Robin -2 
Fides le Killdeor Sipe : | : a d hie See oe) eg gees 

: March 16-25 Grackle “10 | Chipmnk . - 0 | .| Wisconsin Ruver= 6 

Dove - 6 | Hole - 8 amok Wingra -10 
Woodeork - 4 | Leopard frog ~ 3 Nh ue 

es Fox sparrow —=6 | NM 

ee Ss Bowbinad ar a rao SS cea ara te ‘ : Z 

March 26~ Field sparrow +3 Bat -15 | Silver maple -3,-14 

; j April 5 Pheobe - 713 | Cricket frog - 9 : 3 

De Kingfisher  - 8 Spermphile - 3 | 
Sapsucker -4 0 | | Mendota -12 

PR Auk os Nt Hermit thrush 15 | ae | ek . 4 

8 Barpte Bera = 2 | | be 
“april 6-13. Towkee * 13 | Pasque =18,-12 Le willow -13 

: Ns Cormorant sae. - | Hazel mL é 

: ; : | | Alder -16 
ee ge | | Ashen -18 | 

: | | ' | Forsythia -17 ; ¢ ‘ ; 
| | |Cottoatwooa “ne | se 

cd | [Bim = 519, “19. -|: 
a et cag eta ae me t 

Average earliness; fapts gat -6 days | 15 days -14 days | =9days ———> a 

fe s,
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: Cold, Frost, and Snow Effeéts: Winter Phenology 

It is weil known, but perhaps not often enough emphasized, that winter 

4 animals, whether active or hibernating, are subsisting on last year's solar 

energy, stored either as living prey, body-fat, seeds and fruits, or bark 

and buds. . Current sealer affects only the rate and manner in whith these ' te 

: _ stored materials are drawn upon. : 

As already pointed out, our winter items are few, and they show ext teed 

deviation in date, due, at least in part, to lack of simultaneous development : 

‘ among individuals of a species. es 

Of the four hard winters of the decade, 1935-36, 1939-49, 1942-3, 

and 1gueks;, only the first shows consistent lateness in Items 1-4. This 

was also the hardest of the four. (+ pd). 

Winter snow cover may greatly advance the spring development of plants | 

which winter as "rosettes" or otherwise retain green leaves. Thus in 1945, ’ 

after nearly continuous snow cover, Chickweed bloomed on March 20. We lack : 

a record of the normal date, but it mst be much later. a 

Winter thaws sometimes bring events so premature as to be freakish. ' | 

Tis garter snakes emerged temporarily on January ~2L_ ana 3 ebruary 17, 1946. 

Late frosts may either destroy the bloom of plants, or injure the buds i 

4 so that no bloom develops. Thus all oak caticins on flat lands were killed by y 

the frosts of April 27-28, ,» 1946. The same frost injured lilac buds at the 

Sank Station so that further development ceased, and the buds eventually . 

died. An erroneous observation of "not yet in bloom" might be made on such : 4 

inhibited buds. —We-have-heara-of-apple-blosoms,—once-frozen,-reappearing-later ae | 

——eon -new-buds,—but—we-have-no-—recordse-—— | 

: a os
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lin aston = 
nany—are—Llikely—to-emerge—-on—the-same 

night. Thas A year-to-year record Of the Us orclintae | 

earliest—cardinal song, ‘and-6ther-contemporary-evente;~<ie-attmmildy ‘a record of 

the rates at which solar energy flows to and through these living things. They 

are the arteries of the land. . 
pies : o———— pe ogy 

a Phenodesy, by tracing the-ordewme® their responses to the sun, may eventually 
4 

shed some light on that ultimate enigma, the land's inner workings. 

Yet it must be confessed that with all its weighty subject-matter, phenology i : 
“ow a ps im obec ant f 

is not-a- ro, science. The-trouble liesin-the-predictability—of—its- 

‘ phenomena. Once he learns the sequence of events, the phenologist falls easily 

into the not-very-objeetive role of. successful seer and prophet. He may even : 
Who rhe kau Oy 

fall in love with the plants and animals which so infaliivly fulfil his predic- i i 

: tions, and he may harbor the pleasant illusion that he is calling shots for the _ 

<  soataale . biota, rather than vice versa. habbiene PALL ta ecole olyprerat, a volte bane ae 
WY cheat 4 ; P 

Phenologists are a heterogeneous lot, Hough (18611) was a doctor of medicine, ata 
(12): 

and the Bureau of Patents published his tables, Henry (1881) was an agronomist ! 0 : 
and a dean; the Board of Regents published his seperti? apes (1918) was an | 

° /t entomoligist; the Weather Bureau published his findings, pe contemporary 

phenologists are botanists, foresters, game hanagers, ornithologists, range 

‘ ‘managers, and zoologists. Phenology, in short, is a "horizontal science" which 
4d to. ical prrcfeearenas 

transects all ordinary serentific-eategories. Whoever sees the land as a whole i 

is likely to have an interest in it. Shs 

cule oreke 
Phenology is more ancient than the "vertical" ieanducee which it transects; | 

Lines / : its first paper, published cirea 974 B.C., cuts across feur sciences, then not oh 
{7 Lael TS 

yet born: meteorology, botany, ornithology; and-herpetology: =~. ne) fiezi uN . 
4 as 

aie pe ne 

Theron, Te tol fuller if Plsnclegy axx ae 
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Lo, the winter is past, 

The rain is over and gone; 

The flowers appear on the earth; 

The time of, eieing of birds is come 

And the voice of the turtle is heard in the land. 

(Solomon, 2:12) 

Ue Ae Purpose 3 ae eae eee ee Ahlen gaan A an A MRLD Pca toe Cen ot \ 

We The purpose of thi per is to assemble a composite record for the wild : 

plants, birds, and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling of items 

relating to crops, other animals, andwaters. We have merged the dventh from these 

Maiverset fields into one common sequence 6that the reader can tell what birds 

or blooms are to be found when the-tiret cricket frog sings, and whether muskrats 

start building houses vefoze“or after the rough-legged hawk arrives. It is Bay 
Ps ‘ : diy ca aang ; ; 

} strangely difficult +6 arrive at such correlations from specialized publications. 

Their dete- originate fron diverse localities, often.fail_to. spate ~year,~and~ 

ER a oressed-as-averages, with no-clue-to-year~to-year-variabilitye™ A 

We regard this as a preliminary paper illustrating a method and an approach. 

We are keenly aware that in many itemsx our record is too short and discontinuous i 

to be statistically valid. 

Arrival dates of migratory birds are gentiaed largely to a few common, easily 

recognized species. Complete lists of average arrival dates for the Dane Station 

have been published by Schorger CU), and for southern Wisconsin by Barger et al / 

(#). 

The phehevems or birdsong is largely omitted, and will be covered ina 

separate paper. i ‘
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| The only large difference disclosed in these data is in the length of the 

frostless period or growing season, which is 32 days shorter at the Sauk Station. © ap 

During the nl r0d here reported (1935-1945) the growing season at 

Sauk was eee shorter (see items le and gan. vil - wit cell Lala 
a ura cvwarsn Merten "Bectecrnraly conrdcolertel mas 

‘ Life Zones. According to Merrianis Life-Zones, the Sauk Station se "Carolinian", 

and hence more southerly in its affinities than Dene, which.is narrediantent. Ron l 

does indeed exhibit certain southern species, such as red birch, red-bellied 

woodpecker, prothonotary warbler, and tufted titmouse, Mite occur only irregularly 

at Dane, but it also exhibits boréal species witch are absefit at Dane, such as 

the three native pines and the red squirrel. Sauk formerly had snowshoe hares ( /i) 

but these are now gone. a) ‘ 4 é 

ae TA paboaaiie bo Welbae ud: Clabintel Bisenees Lily.) hole stations aie oh ke 

Me boundary between oak-hickory forest and tall-grass prairie. This souares with 

their original vogetassonr fitch thsai até argoly-of-an_tnterepereioa-of-thase-twe 

Siem eoe Feat (rn putbatsel i) ere teercfherts thas compere fom Ta ougual 

i Both stations originally included another boreal element; tamarack swamps. } 

oe remain in both arease mn ihie, be eric Me ota ee meee Be 

bas: Lake Mendota at Madison is S49 feet above sea-level; the Wiscon- ; 

: ' sin River at Wisconsin Dells is 815 feet. ‘he more southerly station is thus 34 

vo Saute ee Te Uaeracly Cot ens Se 
Zand Use. The two-areas—on—which most_of-the-observations-were-made are alike ! 

in that each consists of reverted dace on which old fields, wedi, and marshes 

are interspersed. Both are surrounded by going tie reed wee Pe as } 
; rs fle eel Bie mtd —aastheae toteh tclocrret *, 

a Soils. The soils of both stations are of glacial origin, but the Dane " 

: station is only partly sandy, while the Sauk area is all sandy. The Seuk low \ i 

lends are sand and mek; the Dane lowlands marl and peat. <2) 

4 ' ne 

: : Pa . i 
j : sient
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"good" under these conditions. To illustrate these criteria, we draw upon 

- fables 1-12 for examples, giving each example its serial number. i ; 

Labor. A "good" item should be not too laborious. “fhus—in—siunk-emergence ae 
Fann i - & ‘ 

eb, homed owl nesting (2) and cardinal song (3) were aed. without labor, 

but during the same season it would have required tapping of trees to detect the 

first ascent of sap. : 

Sharpness. A good item should be sharp, ‘in the sense that two observers 

at : epee 2 
looking for a-given-—event will recognize and date it alike. ‘the first sone of 

aduntn(u) weed thirete (o) 
i ke-cardinal is sharp, but the first emergence of simimk is sharp 

ow atcalie ustity adgelin bravto 
only if it coincides with a tracking snow, ‘The-emergenee—of-woodehuck (5)is- i: 

likely—to-leck-sharpness~because_itcomes_later,—when~-snows-are—often- lacking. 
thew 

The bloom of most flowers is sharp, but in grasses which do not extrude their j 
Ad 46 dr onrelers bo bi Ab ot! fuer Bha: 

i polleny sharpness.is_obtainable only by dissection, 
4 A Lieto. ee nonsense PEEL BIER “ ca : “ eal Pa , some items-are of debatable ‘sharpness because their physielegical meaning 

pin ve LET er erwnndiy ann iln WLireclans, sgaeiirvia branes \ 
s obscure. Thus sicani -exhibit-d-midwinter period of total_hnibernation \ 

lanes Lcoccuam, ao te tilitior Liv pbs inet 4 poten. har } ; 
n some localities and in most years but in’others they may emerge during any | 

rm spell. At Prairie du Sac, and at ‘the~Leopold sbke%, from which most dates. ‘ 

\ n Item 1 are derived, nidwinter hibernation seems jt “have been the rule, but 4 

; this was not true at other nearby localities) )Until it is ‘own whether dength 
WL, nat, ra 

hibernation is determined by stored fat, current weather, or depti-and nature 
¢ Py 

3 den, it is difficult to interpret the meaning of skunk emergence-datess, Ny 

oi Some items are inherently difficult to define sharply. Thus in house- F ; 
Bi 

j | building by mskrats (y, variability in seeing or interpreting the evidence 

( may exceed the year-to-year variability of the event.
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the other hand most animal behavic\rs (such as birdsong or the emergence of 

hibernators) are liable to be interrupted by bad weather, especially in early : 

spring, or to occur only at limited heave! The breaking of ice in rivers and 

” Uy 22 ot an obhecks 
grr lakes (35, 3%, 25) is, étscontinusus when followed by refreezing, << + 7s. He RED 

Evidence of newness, The song of a bird carries no evidence of whether it 

has been going on for a day or a week, but a freshly opened flower among numerous 

unopened buds tells its ow story. A sidewalk littered with fragments of 2 

squirrel-opened mets*er acorns oe. some fresh, others oxidized, tells its own i 

story if the same sidewalk was clean a week ago. (x ring of tanglefoot dotted 2 

\ with struggling cankerworm ndths (21), erciae gxkaust of newness in that death ¥ 

ensues as soon as the moths voces ectLcogy entangled, hence still-living moths 3 

wits means they were trapped the preceeding night. On the other hand the presence of 3 

a \ oaly inert moths, completely entangled, sins eacenk ceased several days ago. ¥ 

Dates of events Seciaslag between field trips cannot be interpolated with- 7 

out evidence of newness. : 3 

a Local vs. Distant Factors. Arrivals of migrant birds are likely to apa \ 

Represent distant as well as local Cosa On the other hand, the behaviors J / 

(4) of resident birds, (such as song), and all developmental phenomena in plants, _ 

are inherently local. The break-up of ice in lakes is probably the most perfect s 

example of the cumulative effect of purely local factors, ther Uap bong equal 

In addition to Sey in characters to be sought in phenology items, : 

Cones are seme negative cautions to be observed in the acceptance of observations. 
= a SH bane 53 aw Months ubow 
= wae Items.) Meweh bloom in dandelion (45) often occurs because the 

particular plant stands above a buried steam pipe, or hugs the south wall of a 

é building. Such abnormal bloom is an interesting oddity, but poor meee 

* The development of plants on recently flooded areas is likely to be abnormal,
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Item Species Earliest Date General Date / 

\ 3y Cardinal song Jan. 5,69,12,13,90. Feb. 25-17 vy / 
ae Marshhawk arrives Feb. 16 Pek zit ] D vs ys 

? Pheasant crowing Jan. 10,1630, Fitresamanthes. [ ON 1 
nee Chipmunk emerges Feb. 8, 10,18, heargh marek fu if ‘ bie ON 

Y 4-23 Brown bat flying Feb. 9 moe J \ (XV 
we oy | 36-39 Buffed Grouse drums Feb. 9 hrmrclvtle ay \ 

os x Garter snake out Jan. 26, Feb. 17 perky tMHancls / 

‘ / The development of items 3 and 4 is imown to have’ been gradual; the other 

"earliest dates" seem to Have been isolated. In either case, lesser intensities 

ee bein facbfprtnce- 
\ of observation would have yielded Giffering dates, thedegree depending on chance. 

We believe, andthe eo caption seems to prove, that this intensity- 
¥ 

error diminishes rapidly as the season advances, and that it is never large in 

plant items. 

Bebe ork clos 3 : o/b 
We suspeet an intensity-error may exist in autumn animal items such as 348; 

917 1 91¢9 322 B24 G24 ‘ 

352, 355, 352, 360) and 36k. 

ee : 
yA ; eee en ee mache Me vr levee cuprer 

Those who work with soil, crops, wild plants, or wildbi#e sometimes wish to 

know what plants may be expected ‘to be in bloom, or in fruit, at a given time. 

For their convenience we have segregated such data, in diagramatic form, in 

Figures 1, 2, jutlana 5 These assemblies present an average of the two stations, 

and ignore deviations due to early or late years. Tsay am clade ove apteces orld ol 
ious Toblro (1% dtotrure Ha accord <o liv ohinrt: ~ 

By projecting a vertical line through any given date, the reader can tell 

at a glance what species are.likely to be in bloom ( or in fruit) on that date. 

Woods Flowers. Figure 1 assembles some of the wildflowers characteristic
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of oak-hickory, mixed hardwood, and oak-jackpine woodlands at their point of 

" confluence in this region. \ jableony ehy, 
ow 1 ; : , 

A conspicuous character of this group is the very short duration of bloom |: CE Ke 
a; Thatay anne east 21 dana, i iY ; 

in the first 21 species, ail—but—one-of-which_have-ceased-flowering-before-June-1, 
ees 

Imeshort, these species bloom before the leafing of trees is complete, and thus 

} contrive to receive at least partial sunlight, even when occupying sites shaded 
; ES ; 

by overhead trees, and often by a shrubby understory as well. that, short early | 

bloom in-seme-species is actually an evolutionary adaptation for seizing sunlight 

Avwet aprcee 1 @ vente Cp ee } 

: | ig. sustained) by the fact that theig leaves turn yellow and die as soon as fruiting 

is completed. Thus the leaves of Dutchman's breeches and Dogtooth violet are 
we ¢ 

yellow. by the end of May, and dead by early June; and this early deeth occurs even * 

in transplanted individuals with plenty of light and moisture. The yellowing 

foliage of these two species is the earliest "fall color" of the year, 

The June-August group of woods' flowers displays ameeh longer blooming i 

oth lel 'Preetartecs : g 
‘ periods (see-—Figure-l), and this g é a high degree of shade 

Slows Bale (202 ) 257 4 
tolerance. Some of them, such as Anemones—(4+63;-176),’ and Cardinal flower (314) ; 

are not confined to shady sites. 

pd Sucl4 59 frrbe nud qroaneas oneelot 
oe Planis. The Sy eteee hoo dates of seme-Dratrie herbs; Eraseese ’ 4 

and=ghrebs are assembled in Figure 2. . THY prederte group occupies a wide range / 

of sites, from-dry-sands-to-wet-—-meadows, Wu pPida Okues wiciakee lp gh Apres cote iin dete 

ne of Prat pugs 7. 

of the ——— flowers which bloom before June 1, 344 are confined to 
¢ ios 

hot dry sands and gravels. On such sites, in drouthy springs, a flower may ah 
. Grrwrey On. atucetase 

have to bloom on snow-water if it is to bloom at all. This perhaps accounts for 
Preis Shas Ud ont? Sh : 
the_skess early bloom of-such species as (hasque (32) A Maraba (49), -end-Hoary 

Recon Se) : ae es i 
Bee it owrsnes pind te oh nk aeq atts “ 1p veseeellrer § 

; | ; In some early pawiwie flowers, ne hee ae thus we have never 

ie Diabas & areeesn Apis Tree wre & waates Hip EA st e" 

{ known, pasque~flower to bieom more than-a-~meath, ‘Other early pradrke species ; 

o : Noten «
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largely dependent on. weed seeds. 

The exotic perennials herbs which comprise the bulk of ce a list 

have certain phenological characters in common. 

First, their period of bloom is long. The average duration | COMPAROS~ by NuAtine 

po-fattamn tthe ropa Py SG © NE Sai TN eae Shag iy She Abu tiew ay Deane atten, \ecoa' aly nae see iode 
exotic perennials (Figure 3) -------------- days 

a prai perennials ao \ 

ee oe (Figure“1) ------— days 

Weeonds they commonly resprout and rebloom after mowing, ahd also after 

interruption of bloom by drouths. (Examples > (> O25 5 ye 

Fox-nevives~teo-bhis. 

ee Thirdly, they commonly display straggling blooms even when not inter= 

rupted by mowing or droughs. Many straggle until frozen. (Examples: Aun) 

AG, 925 ) + —No-native_herbblooms until—frost—exeept 

closed _gentiany—Ju3.—. 

The exotic a: weeds are not conspicuous for long durat of bloo 

nor do thet hada freely, but the, sine ele 

; ( ) do also a few na annual weeds 

Hayfever Weeds. eperel is a discrepancy between the dates of first pollen 

' in the two ragweeds at the Dane Station, and the detection of aerial pollen 

by the Allerzy Laboratory of the Wicesusin General Hospital. The Laboratory 

has lost its data for 1943, but in both 1944 and 1945, it detected ragweed 

; pollen in the air before any phenologist was able to find it in the field: 

Allergy Lab. detected pollen in air 7/28 8/1 

Lesser ragweed (299) showed pollen 7/30 8/7 : . 

Greater ragweed (295) showed pollen 7/30 8/7 x |
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. Presumably the earliest aerial pollen blows in from distant points, 
| presubably points to the southwest. <onted K 

Our average Dane County dates (jug. 5 for lesser and Aug. § for greater - 

ragweed) are alge later that the August 2 average for both species ghven by 

Wodehouse in "Hayfever Plants" (24; & 175). This again supports the 5 

iy os "| 1 that the earliest a blown in. e ; 

of Nee ee Wild Fruits. A chronology of 6 wild fruits, arranged in order of first 

©.” seaeelia e oualenied, de Yaatoe Kk the Wemtinn Serteds aonccde hee, 

: “Ali time-spans-are-rounded-off-to-the-nearest-five-days. Species without : 

Siaieik 266K “ukeg, baie deb ebee 2000), das enki. Paltins cartels Gee \ 

indicated by dashed bars; indeterminate fallings after Novenber 1 by plus 

signs, or by adding ‘terminal dates of falling. 

Those Shere @iffer greatly in thelr ripening phenology, ant in the ee 

degree to which they are consumed by animals. 

Ts among mast fruits,all oaks fall eas soon as they are ripe; walnuts 

adhere to the troe until frost; wat hazelmts do not fall, but are gradually 

removed by nice. Burr oak acorns in Madison are completely consumed by squirrels \ 

(see item 288) a month before ripening; to get the date of natural fall one 

_ must search fence-row oaks in rumal aressivl. @ peamel puadune 1 Lens aTeres . 

. Juneberries at the Sauk Systion are g9/completely consumed by orioles 

as soon as they turn red, and before they are ripe, that it is impossible 

there to record the duration of ripe berries on the tree. Grey dogwood ‘ 

berries aro weakly consumed gr mocked off by robins in carly October. 3 \ 
On the other hand, the proportion of the blackberry, dewberry and elder- ; 

berry crop consumed by animals seems very small in this region. 

Of the fruits which adhere to the tree after Nov. 1, some Aff fall or 

are consumed gradually (grape, nannyberry, -peiaen=sumac) while others may 

ia
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be ignored until spring, and are then obliterated in two or three days by 7 

Cedar waxwings (mountain ask, highbush eranberry). s 

wee Bi 
The maximum variety ool fruits is available about September 1. an 

, eek may be useful for planning a sequence of fruits for wildlife, Ne 4 

or for determining the best date for gathering wild fruits for eating or a 

f 
Ne ie * 

preserving. The tale is deficient in the phenology of edible mushrooms, ane 

for which we have no records. 4 | 
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The Sauk Station, ih short, averages about” three days later than Dane according 

ee our observed blooming dates, whereas Hopkin's Law would lead one to expect only about 

a day and a half. Thie—distortion-of-Hopkins—Law_measures-the-net-strength_of ; 
ws 

unknoyn_local_feetors which tend to make-the Dane Station earlier or*the-Sauk Station i 

later than thei t¥ons alone would-indicates> 

We suspect that more than local factors may be involved. Hopkins seems to have 

derived his formla from a few plants and insects in many localities. We derive our 

values from many plants in two localities. Our data seem to indicate that species 

respond differently to the combination of local weather and astronomic constants like 

length of day. If this—is—true,—valid-constants should be based on many species. 

In the case of the Sauk Station, the tendency toward late spring frosts, working a 

: in combination with the prolongation ‘or momentum effects demonstrated in this paper, 

might well have the effedt of distorting Sauk phenology in the direction of lategness 

through the spring and early summer. ‘ 

We suspect that there is danger of over-simplifying one's mental picture of a 

3 
phenological formla like Hopkin's Law. Table & shows that the Sauk Station was 

ie iad, | by no means always late; it was early in cases (pairs of dates) and late in 

\ Moreover a single species often showed alternation between the two stations in 

successive years, OU0p Un. arrclec eter Lae Phruetogs afte ly ha aodinpby “4 
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A decade of dates at two stations, 33 miles apart, were analysed and 
¥ 

compared with prior records. is 5 eng 

aren Vee petal I9EB1IGS we a a eyeule ook te arrrnt-itloren, 
Spring events ave-aow two weeks earlier than they-were in 1881-1885. j 

! 

The northern station is Uwdays later than the southern Aféd one, which | 
f oi i 

is low times—ereater-than the expectation under Hopkins Law. Weather-records a 

show-that dts frostless period is a month shorter. i. 

‘ Barn 
i i The year-to-year varaability of augiwen events, as compared with its own { 

L 

averages, tends to be greatest-among toring events, and decreases progressively 

with he offen cle y ; 
. ¥ 

threugh, summer, bes, Some plants and birds show little variability; they j 

seem to bp governed mainly by length of daylight. | 

Bird migration responds to changes in temperature much more quickly than i 

N the bloom of plants. In 1945 the momentum of an early warm period persisted ‘ 

in plants through two months of subsequent cold, , Wwtlawen Cedrrels wb, re cee 
aan Wale Trctbrrnin cltapile Une facet Unot at dann Ql rrr tlergroanuels olrmny Ba ware persed, 

Duration of bloom in a cool dry June, as compared with a hot wet Juhe, 
oy, Co 

was protracted 79 percent in woods forbs, 57 percent in prairée forbs, and 

he at LiLeeveel i 
a percent in woody plants. Heat rather than dryness seems to account for i 

’ the short duration of bloom during drouths. r { : 

Foy dry Jul; ae uniform deviation from average in\date of first 
. / f f i / i \ 

a i but prior heat or me seemed al 7 bloom by momentum, a 
f / f ye f / 

t] temperAture, ther t dryness }/ seems to fovern e of fingt bloom. ; 

| i 
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Summary 

The dates of 328 seasonal events in plants, birds, and mammals were recorded 

at two stations for the period 1935-1945. | 

Spring events during this period were two weeks earlier than the same events 

at the same station during the period 1851-1885. a 

The two stations are 33 miles apart. Spring bhooms averaged three days later 

at the more northerly station, which is twice the ie setatioe under Hopkin's Law. 

, The difference between the two stations is least in early spring, and increases , 

progressively to July. 

The year-to-year deviation of events from their own average dates tends to be 

greatest in early spring, and decreases progressively with the appraoch of summer, 

Some plants and birds eehore Sioasiy to their own averages; they seem to be governed 

‘ - more by length of daylight than by current weather. 

5; ; In the spring of 1945 a prolonged warm spell was followed, in mid-April, by a 

prolonged cold spell. Bird migration responded to the change more quickly than the 

bloom of plants. All plants remained early for a month, some for three months. f 

“hite trillipm showed momentum-earliness despite the fact that it was still under~ 

ground during the warm period. 

Duration of bloom in a cool dry June, as compared with a hot wet June, was 

protracted 84 percent in woods forbs, 60 percent in prairie forbs, and 71 percent 

in woody plants. Heat rather than dryness is believed to account for the short 

duration of bloom during drouths. ; ; i 

Animal behavio in early spring, an few blooms in summer, develop firs 

in a few indiv: Sy spread slo to the re. oe ra 

are subject/to a chance rror. other error arises from the fact that ‘Some 

plants Bloom earlier in u ‘than in rural stil : 

‘ : re 
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; PHENOLOGY FOR 1880's vs 1940's 

While phenology redords today are kept mostly by botanists, wildlifers, 

and other "displaced persons", it is interesting to note that during the period 

1881-1885 phenology was recorded by the Dean of Wisoonsin College of Agriculture, 

and published in his Annual Report to the Board of Regents! ( , ) 

\ ‘ Dean Henry's records, gathered by various graduate students, are 

compared with our averages in Table __—,_ in so far as items common to both 

could be found. His records contain many leafing dates, nt we have found ¢ 

leafing dates so deficient in sharpness that we have omitted them from our 

tables, and also from Table. 

Table __—s shows a striking and consistent difference between the 1880's 

and the 1940's. The 1880's, at least through April and May, were from two 

‘ to three weeks later than the 1940's. This holds not only for the spring ; 

following the notoriously cold and snowy winter of 1880-1881, but also for 

, 1833, 1834, and 1885. Dean Henry says of 1881: "The larges masses of snow.... ~ ; ‘ 

neutralized the rays of the sun and long delayed the coming of spring, but 

when vegetation once started into life it was with that celerity which is 

so characteristic of Alpine and Polar regions". Table ___, in the meagre 

items available for 1881, shows this rapid diminution in the difference be- 

tween 1881 and the present average; Mendota was a month late in opening but 

by the end of May the lateness had almost disappeared. In 1833, 1834, and 

1885, on the other hand, lateness continued unabated at least well into May. 

The weather records for the early §0's show these cold springs, but of 

course, they cannot show the effect of that cold on vegetation. In the following ; 

mean temperatures, as compiled by Miller ( , p 170), all except the italicized 

f months were colder than normal: 

. 4



Means % 
of 107 1881 1882 1883 16384 1885 : 

4 years 

"Feb 20.0° 19° 33° 17? 16° go° 

March 31.1° 29° ig 27° er 25° 

April 45.3° hoe pe 46e 43° yee 

May 57.3° 66° 52° 53° 56° SDF. 

The hot May which followed the cold winter of 1841, and the sustained 

cold of 1884 and 1885, show in these temperatures, as well as in Table ; 

Miller gives 1885 as one of the ten coldest springs of record, but 1888 

was even colder ( p 172). : 

‘ a
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$e. 8 2 5 favbes. Phenology for Dane Station, 1880's vs 1940's ‘ e ae : Ne 
: Date for. 1881 from Henry <>)., for 1883 from Trelease (38), for. 1884-1885 from Trelease G3. 

E = 2 : [ DAFT. 
Recent Average from 

nth, Item Average 1881 Diff. 188 Dirt. 1884 Diff. 1885 Diff. 1881-1885 recent = 

April ¥ y se 
Lake Mendota, opens 4/1 5/1 +30 “ha | ts “As le. “he | ta ‘Le te 
ativer Maple, pollen ni Soe) wien oo -— ---- — ane oD 

bling Aspen; poll 1 ee : —— — Boos eee oe — 
fe oe a ee | 4/20 | +20 
American Elm,. pollen “4/7 -— --- | 4/15 +8 = =o 4/26 | +19 4/20 +35 : ‘ Cottonwood, pollen Wig | —= | —- | 4/19 | +20 | fas | +19 | 5/3 | +2 4/26 +15 
Box Elder; pollen | ufio | --- --- | 4/17 +7 4/28 +18 5/10. | +30 y/es | +18 

: : | ull : Conta note Gels Be fer |Apnk ~- =F- 'T dope 

May 
nie. poll yo | nee --- | 5/6 +2 ---- aoe mere | ees oo aoe a ht | 5/20 | nese oh eee | ee | | ee 

: Oakes; pollen 5/5 saz Soe | 5/25 +18") eer ir 5/22 |. +17 5/22 +17 
CHokecherry; bloom 5/6 -<- | --~ | 5/16 +10 | 5/20 +14 5/27 | 421 5/21 +15 

Bi nin; froit ripe | ait Se ee ee | 5/26 | #2 ye = 5/30 +16 ifver Maple; furit ri 5/1 see (| oe SoS See aera ee. + ane oe 
AEE Nopie: poiten ae sn a ae has on H/17(2), -28(2)- 5/19 | +4 x --- 

Black Raspberry; bloom 5/23 5/27 + ees See ws = 5 +12 eG ‘Black Somskt bloom Bje9e| 2 5/ey 4-8 5) AE ee SS es 6/9 +11 

a a = Be ; 

: “| Coax - Lo herdre f hy a ie 15 ea sa
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; PHENOLOGY FOR 1880's ve 1940's es 

While phenology redords today are kept mostly by botanists, wildlifers, ; ; 

and other "displaced persons", it is interesting to note that during the period ; 

1881-1885 phenology was recorded by the Dean of Wisoonsin College of Agriculture, ie 

aod pabblened ta de wemad Ieeptak te the Beard of Recentat ( , ) 2 
Dean Henry's records, gathored by various graduate students, are A 

compared with our averages in Table ___, 4n so far as Atoms common to both | 
could be ihesod. His records contain many leafing dates, tat we have found 

leafing dates so defiéient in sharpness that we have omitted then from our i 
tables, and also from Table. a 4 

. Table aii a striking and consistent difference between the 1880"9 

and the 1940's. The 1880's, at least through April and May, were from two 

to set weeks later then the 1940's. This holds not only for the spring 

following the notoriously cold and snowy winter of 1880-1881, but also for eeu 

: 1883, 1884, and 1835. Dean Honry soys of 1881: "The larges masses of snow... | : 

neutralized the rays of the sun and long delayed the coming of spring, but J 4 

when vegetation once started into life it was with that celerity which is | 

so characteristic of Alpine and Polar regions", Table, in the meagre gy : 
itoms available for 1861, shows this rapid dimimution in the difference bo- ; 

tween 1891 and the present average; Mendota nas a month late in opening bat ‘ 

by the end of May tho Inteness had almost @isappoared. In 1683, 1834, and , 

1885, on the other hand, lateness continued unabated at least well into May. 3 
Tho veathor records for the early 80%s show these cold springs, tmt of s 

course, they cannot show the effect of that cold on vegetation, In the following 
: mean. temperatures, es Compiled by Miller ( . p 170), 211 except the italicizea ‘ 

| months were colder than normals pe : 

‘i 
rhs



Means ; 

of 107 1881 1882 1883 1934 1885 

years ; 

Reb 20,0° "498 ae 17° 160 HH io 

Mareh 31.19 29° ooh er er ay 3 

April 45.3° yoo ge ‘ee yze 420 

vay 57.3° 66° 52° 53° 56° 55° 

The hot May which followed the cold winter of 1351, and the sustained ! 4 

cold of 1884 and 1885, show in these temperatures, as well as in Table ; 4 

Miller gives 1885 as one of the ten coldest springs of record, but 1888 ; 

was even colder ( p 172). ‘ 
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Table _. Phenology for Dane Station, 1880's vs 1940's 
Date for 1881 from Henry (_ ), for 1883 from Trelease ( ), for 18841845 from Trelesse ( ). 

ee i Ne eee ee eee) eee as 
Recent = = . : Average from 

Month, Item Average _1881 Diff. 1883 Diff. 1854 Diff. 1855 Diff. 1881-1885 recent 

April 
Lake Mendota, opens 4/1 5/1 =30 0 ee ee ee mee ed ---- --- 
Silver Maple, pollen u/1 wee --- JLT “1600 wee “= wore wee enon o-- 
Trembling Aspen, pollen 4/2 -_— --- 4/20 “19 0 wan --- ——- ---- --- 
Hazel, pollen 4/1 aoe — oe ——- 4/iT -26 ae ~22 4/20 -20 
American Elm, pollen 4/7 aoe --- 4/15 “8 mone eon 4/2 a 4/20 -13 & 
Cottonwood, pollen k/g - --  — /19 -10 =. /28 -19 5/3 -2) 4/26 <15 t 
Box Elder, pollen W/10 wee --- U/17 -7 4/28 -18 5/10 =30 4/28 -18 r 

‘ e 

May i ; : 
Paper birch, pollen 5/% -——- oe «85/6 <2 aeoe oe oom eee one wee i 
Lilac, bloom 5/4 5/20 -16 895/25 wel none wee wee ee 5/22 -18 
Oakes, pollen 5/5 oon a 5/23 “18 0 on -- 5/22 -17 5/22 -17 
Chokecherry, bloom 5/6 a= wm = 45/16 “10 5/20 -1y 5/27 31 5/21 a 
American Elm, fruit ripe 5/14 --- eee ee w-- 5/26 +32 6/3 20 5/30 “1 
Silver Maple, furit ripe 5/15 --- eee —— ee -- 5/31 16 oe- --- 
Sugar Maple, pollen 515 —- <— eee “~~ 4/17?) -28(%) 5/19 -4 oone --- 
Black Raspberry, bloom 5/23 5/2e7 4 6/13 “21 see one eee eee 6/5 -12 
Black Locust, bloom 5/29 «=5/e7 2 645 “18 0 sate nee a ee 6/9 -11
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Sample Phenology Record 

a go 
; Used by Leopold and Jones for "Phenology of Sauk 7 Ne 

and Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945". 
: Ecol. Monographs 17:81-122. 

Legend ; 

; animal event begins (continuous) 

animal event, one occurence. __.._+discontinuous event (see p 103). 

_ plant in flower-bud f 

———plant in bloom ~—— straggling bloom “——— extra accurate date 

2 Oa Ga in fruit ee fruit ripe ripe and fallen } 

4 : —> leaves falling san Color 

~Pleaf buds burst (arrow),, leaves enlarging, 1" long on date indicated. ‘ 

event looked for but not found _ 

| ret eatramer ernie gaps in line are dates on which continuance wes verified. 

: General Notes ‘ 

Events extending through more than one month show page reference "cont. 

p- _." or "cont. from p. _". All left-hand pages are left blank for continua- 
tions from preceding month. 

If an event is of the (b) type (see p. 104) the exact station for observa- 
tion should be specified in the left-hand colum. 

Two localities can be recorded on one record by the use of colors to dis- 

tinguish entries. Exact spot of observation can be recorded by suitable 

abbreviations above cross or arrow (such as Arb = Arboretum). Records accepted ~ 

from other observers should bear their initials. lUxplanatory journal notes can 

pe referred to by page reference in the right-hand margin opposite the year in 

question. 

'We especially urge the free use of zeros to indicate "looked for but not 

found", and the use of the "x" symbol for events that are, or might be, dis- ae 

continuous. 

In months with many events (such as June) we segregate plant and animal 
- events into separate series to facilitate finding. 

Re recommend heavy bondpa per with " blue squares, and a sharp pencil ’ 

hard enough to avoid blurring with use. 

'



Sample Phenology Record 

Used by Leopold and Jones for "Phenology of Sauk 
and Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945". 

Heol, Monograph 17:81-1lee2. 

Legend 

Scene animal event begins (continuous) 

x animal event, one occurrence y gg xx. discontinuous event 
(see p. 103) 

eins =) “plant -in) flowen>pud 

oes plant in bloom _ _. __straggling bloom & extra’ accurate date 

«ooo. in fruit go 5. Truit:ripes Qe) Tipe and fallen : 

UGH eb leaves falling .. . ,in color 

ce }"~nx., leaf buds burst (arrow), leaves enlarging, 1" long on date indi- 

cated 

oO event loolxed for but not found 

eo ae aes gaps in line are dates on which continuance was verified. 

General Notes 

Events extending through more than one month show page reference “cont. 

Dp. "or “cont, from p. ". All left-hand wages are left blank for 

continuations from vreceding month. 

If an event is of the (b) tyne (see p. 104) the exact station for obser- 
vation should be specified in the left~hand column. 

Two localities can be recorded on one record by the use of colors to 
distinguish entries. ‘ixact spot of observation can be recorded by suitable 

abbreviations above cross or arrov (such as Arb, = Arboretum). Records 
accepted from other observers should bear their initials. Explanatory ; 
journal notes can be referred to by nage reference in the right-hand margin 

opposite the year in question. 

We especially urge the free use of zeros to indicate "looked for but not 
found", and the use of the "x" symbol for events that are, or might, be dis- 
continuous, 

In months with many events (such as June) we segregate plant and animal 
events into separate series to facilitate finding. 

We recommend heavy bond vaper with 1/4" blue squares, and a sharp pencil 

hard enough to avoid blurring with use. 

i 

\



Pp. 33 
APRIL 

“=. eet oe ce Ol 5 7 9 UL 0s et) lo cl ee oe ey ee 6 
26.Silver mapl€ bloom LG 

(Acer saccharinum) M7 2e——_ but areal “hs 

Aver. 4/1 STi 

cont. p. 54 HO 

27.Lake Mendota ice breaks M6 
Aver. 44/1 M7 Seas 

See p. 165 for freezing 9 

28.Skunk cabbage pollen 6 

(Symplocarpus foetidus) M7 wane G - Samet Cy 

Men. te <I 

ig 

29.St.Sperméphile emerges |46 Jv0000 xx KX 

(Citellis t. tridecemlineat 

Aver. 4/3 x ng 

4g 
30.Y.B. sapsucker arr. 46 

Aver. 4/3 47 x— 

Ne Ra 

4g 

31. Gt. Blue Heron arr. °° 46 Rea he 

Aver. 4/5 47 Oki 

x jug oO 

eae 

(Aglais antiope) U7 MIE x 

Aver. 4/5 4g x 

4g 
33. Cowbird arr. nf g : 
Aver. 4/6 47 << 

x 00 ug 0 0 

4g 

34.Pussy willow pollen 46 a eae 

(Salix discolor) U7 es 

Aver. 4/6 ug 

4g 
35.Wilson snipe arr. ** 16 xuUEK *xXX xxx Bean 

Aver. 4/7 47 KX xxux 

Ws wihnewng 00 4S 0 

hg



Sample Phenology Record 

Used by Leopold and Jones for "Phenology of Sauk 
and Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945". 

Ecol, Monograph 17:81-122. 

Legend 

<< animal event begins (continuous) | 

x animal event, one occurrence % OO MK CO discontinuous event | 

(see p. 103) 
<=.) “plant in flower-bud 

es lant in bloom _ straggling bloom extra’ accurate date 
So ie an a <—— 

< ooo infmit geo. fruit ripe Cay ripe and fallen s 

eee Lt) leaves falling as in color 

oe I'anw leaf buds burst (arrow), leaves enlarging, 1" long on date indi- 

cated 

oO event looked for but not found 

BOS Ra gaps in line are dates on which continuance was verified. 
cc - 

General Notes 

Events extending through more than one month show page reference "cont. 

D. "or "cont, from p. ", All left-hand pages are left blank for 

continuations from vreceding month, 

If an event is of the (b) type (see p. 104) the exact station for obser- 
vation should be specified in the left-hand colum,. 

Two localities can be recorded on one record by the use of colors to 

distinguish entries. ‘xact spot of observation can be recorded by suitable 

abbreviations above cross or arrow (such as Arb. = Arboretum). Records 

accepted from other observers should bear their initials. Explanatory 

journal notes can be referred to by page reference in the right-hand margin 

opposite the year in question, 

We especially urge the free use of zeros to indicate "looked for but not 

found", and the use of the "x" symbol for events that are, or might, be dis- 

continuous, 

In months with many events (such as June) we segregate plant and animal 

events into separate series to facilitate finding. 

We recommend heavy bond waper with 1/4" blue squares, and a sharp pencil 

hard enough to avoid blurring with use.



Pp. 33 
APRIL 

vl” ae oh go os Mes OT os a Ag el eee ey eo se 
26.Silver mapl€ bloom iG 

(Acer saccharinun) MT Ve—— but areka “hs 

Aver. 4/1 aero eae 

cont. p. 54 HO 

27.Lake Mendota ice breaks [6 . 

Aver. 4/1 Tyg Saree 

See p. 165 for freezing ig 

28.Skunk cabbage pollen 6 

(Symplocarpus foetidus) J wenn § = Stank Ly 

Aver. 4/10 <= MS 
hg 

29.St.Sperméphile emerges |46 Jo00o xx KK 

(Citellis t. tridecemlineat 

Aver. 4/3 x gine 

hg 
30.Y.5. sapsucke? arr. 46 

Aver. 4/3 47 i 

NS ce 

4g 

31. Gt. Blue Heron arr.” |46 X— Kx 
Aver. 4/5 47 o KX 

x 4g oO 

oe 

(Aglais antiope) 47 x ox x 

Aver. 4/5 4g x 

4g 

33. Cowbird arr. oF 
Aver. 4/6 U7 <—— 

x 00 4g, oO. 7¢ 

49 

34.Pussy willow pollen 46 Sree 

(Salix discolor) “7 7<—— 

Aver. 4/6 . [4s : 

hg 
35.Wilson snipe arr. ** 16 Xx UX HK xxx 

Aver. 4/7 47 K xxex 

Ws wihnewing oO {48 0 
hg 
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The Phenology of Sauk and Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945" A 

Aldo Leopold and Sara Elizabeth Jones 

' I i ives 

In February of each year there comes a thawy night when the tinkle of 

- ak eetopine watér is heard in the land. It-awakens-thoughts. of spring, not-only 

it t ) in croatureg’ abed/ for ete but in some-who have been-asleep.for the, clLe. pot 

; of te winter. The( hibernating ‘skunk, curled up ih his deep den, uncurls himself 

and ventures forth i prowl the tele world for breakfast, dragging his belly 

in the melting snow. His track,marks one of the earliest dateable events in 

that cycle of beginnings and ceasings which we call a year. 

Everyone is interested in these beginnings and ceasings, and pet 

searchag) for order and meaning in them. Only a few have discovered, however, 

: that Cie pne records ef@them enhances the pleasure of the search, and also the 

chance of finding order and meaning. These few are called phenologists. -Some. 

_phenologists have rationalized-their pastime by finding in it~some profound 

~economic utility. _This-no—deubt--exists;—but.a-healthy.curiosity.should-not 

aeed-cceneutn-ometchers = 

The events comprising the Ot ois are innumerable. Wisconsin, for 

example, has about 350 species of birds, 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians ~ 
; he Of 5 * g22ecv,efecee 

and reptiles, 20000 insects, and 1500 higher plants. Fach of these oxbibite 

ee et Se Le responses to the changing seasons. No one phenologist can 

hope to recognize, much less to record, more than a microscopic fraction of 

what~is—coing-on. lds ps valegriere Ob toes te 

Many of the events of the annual cycle recur year after year in a regular 

order, and the individual plants and animals tend to follow this order with 

almost totalitarian unanimity. Thus the emerging skunk seldom emerges alonet 

*Journal Paper No. of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum.



; as many as half a douse tracks may be seen radiating from a sinele den, ana oa | 

vlc ‘anlage are likely to emerge on the same night. Thus a year i 

i to-year record of the earliest emergence, when compared with a similar record 

of the earliest owl egg, the earliest cardinal song, and other contemporary 

events, is actually a record of the rates at which solar energy flows to and 

through these living things. They are the arteries of the land. 

; Phenology, by tracing the order of their responses to the sun, may 

eventually shed son light on that ultimate enigma, the land's inner workings. 

Yet it mst be confessed ‘that oe, weighty subject-matter, phenology 

is not a very oBjective science. The trouble lies in the predictability of its 

phenomena. Once he learns the sequence of events, the phenologist falls 

; easily into the not-very-objective role of successful seer and prophet. He 

may even fell in love with the plants and animals which so infallibly fulfil 

: his predictions, and he may. harbor the pleasant illusion that he is calling 

shots for pa biota, rather than vice versa. 4 bu Y " | 

Ohsrhog te Ore re bile toe lots” Hh mag hCI¥6 ) as Moe dh, | 
eatl Ts Bentnae Orbis pubtatsct Siro Table, ifo Bowel of Reyecle putlubie Dhue nrherle Vneektomut, Hemny, C(86I) wae ow Aor emornyet enel a hemes aie ae! | 

a aag os fC eee — 

—$$<robesale ,tmcbeecrobereh fertdinn, 4 inet ton tumegenia, rnanathele ssady acnusiitn | 

Yar meseegiad, evel Galagesk Ptrenelagay, tne ahiat hpocin tS eagle isssier = 

iiss cel ole wvelin mag bcp iis mi 2 a bale | 

ot Aided, Eh nist tale gaan peal . 

i Phenology te Pe Pras Catagls ae ts. saat “9 Orth Cbd caine s 

atest A hele fit p nfew,pauledradenale Cte Ot PDL AB. Co, CA O10 ere 

fou hla 5 rn ut yet bore; mlrrcleqy, belay vmlbclogy and hentesTeog 9. 

: me Gee Jo, the winter is past, | 

‘Ehe rain is over and gone; 

‘ The flowers appear on the earth; : : i 

The time of singing of birds is come ; 

And the voice of the turtle is heard in the land. a 

eo ee ee ee
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Purpoere 

The purpose of this paper is to assemble a composite record for the wild 

plants, birds, and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling of items ; 

relating to crops, other animals, and waters. Digester Uncirveaal 7 

i i dlialahraincl a ritninmsihiapisalalgulitipalEe nuthin. ellie sis nine Ob pantastens 

ao Unt Urew are clenlipidusne liblatsttte A Aisa death NedenwiirnmatornicTantbes frertnancls 

land flat occ poly agartnd sichatlis sraashinnds aleod bovicbdoss 
Ay iaeeed hah ove ow afples Be avugh ~heg get £ exsstes Annee, deh Loam 

chap frnth t then Poa i talaga pam pete gg Te tal 
origeertile fame chicas teraliban ofl fat Lag Te yamn, amd slllldle 

ee ia rd Cutan ged, oie eo yecr a &. yeeen arereabalal, 

* We regard this as a preliminary paper illustrating a method and an approach. 
f quis etowkamavene 

We are keenly aware that in many items jour record is too sr bo be statistically 

valid. ’ 

Arrival dates of migratory birds are confined largely to a few common, 

easily recognized species. Complete lists of average arrival dates for the 

Dane S&ation have been published by Schorger ( ), and for southern Wisconsin 

by Barger et al ( ). 

The phenology of birdsong is largely omitted, and will be covered in a 

separate paper.
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Stations 

This paper records some small part of the cycle of events at two stations, 

herein called "Sauk" and "Dane". The first includes two or three square miles 

around the Leopold shack in Sec. 33, T.13N, R.6E, Sauk County. ‘The second is 

an area of similar size including the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, and 

Larwrrnedey 6 ete eeanne 

adjoining parts of the city of Madison and campus in Dane County. The Dane 

station is 33 miles south and 9 miles east of the Sauk Station. 

@ 
In a few instances, scattered dates from outside the, areas ahotd Ackerivety 

Suu dela bows Conrarclireds 

are included in=the~reeexd without specifying their origin. -The-geographie— 
ore dont hn: Va or gen whe whee the. fr benrng ge prploc Teh £ 

East to West ‘North to South td sii/gtonsix Hive) 

Sauk Station Portage to Wisconsin Dells Baraboo Hills © truco 
| (20 miles) (10 miles) 

| Dane Station Lake Mills to Prairie du Sac Poynette to south line of County 
| (40 miles) (30 miles) 

! Whenever all of the dates for any item originated elsewhere than Madison 

: or the Leopold shack, their point of origin-is specified. 

wade the Teves Slate cla fiens aie aunt phllb le lil nl tnd" ” ee 
eee a ite, 4 a3 = re - ae cae eae 

= # ae ge ell . . alice a P 
oe Hileman, Cormponewe a. Lrditan frente Clean ale conser laa tena (ee 2119) veneers 

: a ee hO ener Iesride eattpicliarcls _— 
2 a ase = =" NS a ae ne Bie ane oe 

Re IT (tro, Oban Shoko) (revcioons Stabs) | 
sos, Mawes trrannenls — SE : US Loo _ Cuban by toler s ~~ Hy =e 

oS = : : a ay Be a ; ia 

SS eee 
Se Yawk, overage — 2 ee Cobden Loy 0, Sebegenee Ati css 

1” FRostagRowne Season 

ee = aa 20 — 

penne Linwesraiay Mtns ead. z ; tee ae ee a (SE days ohede — 

= Cron ny Cinanmabale 30.78 3060 ONE? see thae wae an E £ = 

a op f i if 2 a t aad = 

z = 02. >of as 3 ol cs 7 Qhewtea {Oo fr Akers, / fron [pen ~j fe onrel 

3 bee PEOPLE A es tg table bebe EA CE DP TF AED
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Lifer Q aus Aroduns bia ie HE cs ths hla Me Ne 4 

“Camebedatian tuath enna snimin Assault, om adit ff ranncien Uren Dncary mabaoh 
fa CL gh wren Ball shot saacntaticl eee lo, sillcsedilnia, acache | 

cor arel hinele rtd bellu wrodprcken, prethirnetin, warbler, omel bafled 

Lelion paar » wrhaels noreeren wraly racy wlenks wit Diane, but at obso ty bbte 

— darnal Afrere whet ont oben ot Dru, tach wr Uhr Unas mele fprarte i: 

ramet Mea ater @ pamnnal, Saws Seven, finer auverrhos tareo(  ) but 

Unter ome nner G mates ! i 

Ceemoling t lueguer one le aihil Cs ape” 3 beth ables 

Lee ww the Gorm dung beet oot ~ backing feet uel Cll - grater 

Pamemes Tow aprante tints Uae vraprrinl mtgilalion , wrhrel crrneraleal 

Largely wf ens anlen peraren of Uitar Lirecrrn nueralae 
Reh. Abilis originally auvtnkids comottin bertale Clemtat : licrrsna che 

Arvesapo, (elie rman an brTh wntas, 

TM Pacha, diac il taht sin tlh PaatiRaelnnd dh ihe old 

Hie eis AP is ota Mlle nn ES Lia ene avrthirl, elrher 

Ao Unaw 3Y feet tugten, 

One cbt am ut 2 rete crnaeale of atueteel frre ni alt abate rwoodllete, 

tects ranrchee ant anirofeiratel, Beth one aurroeusled by puciag |
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Soils. The soils of both stations are of glacial origin, but the Dane 

station is only partly sandy, while the Sauk area is all sandy. The Sauk 

lowlands are sand and mck; the Dane lowlands marl and peat. ie) 

Water? The Sguk station lies on the south bank of the Wisconsin River ’ 

and its lowlands are flooded yearly. It has few springs and only small lakes. 

; The Dane station has many springs, several large lakes, and no rivers. Its 

. c lowlands are never flooded. 

Wildness. The Savk area is wilder, retaining deer, ruffed grouse, and a | 

few otters and prairie chickens, Tix eri ow odio fre The Done helo, 
daw garnered : weather > 

quae two stations are “imme further apart ao soils, waters, flora, and fauna 

than they are in miles. 

Observers ' 

* This paper embodies three main blocks of data: ; 

1. A. Carl Leopold, planta and dai uais of the Sauk Station, 1935-1940. ( ) 

2. Sara EB. Jones, plants of the University Arboretum, Dane station, 1944- 

1945. 

3. Aldo Leopold, plants and animals of the Sauk Station, 1935-1945. 
Ott fl, Sot dade, onal obrut — pure of ha Dromeclnlir, utre litin by Uses obarrvers, 
In addition, the following collaborators have generously contributed 

data, largely unpublished, for the Dane Station. 

: Reference 
af 

Name Items Locality Years published 

Alexander, J.H.H. free cricket Dame beder 192//945 

“ Anderson, Harry T. ee a ec. -193-1937-- (f) 

Barger, Norval R. Bird arrivals Reme DrnuCrsad 1935-1945 GS) 

Buss, Irven 0. Bade, flavk, wrrnmal Fbinbl haves 1937-1942
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Buss, Irven 0. and 

Arthur S$. Hawkins Upland plover faville Grove 1935-1943 (9 

Curtis, John T. Spring plants Dane (of, 1941-1942 

W. Ss. Bird azrivakw, ie Feeney, Hig Pa bS 

eopic Bane 1938-1939 ed 

Gastrow, Albert Horned owl, 

skunk Prairie du Sac 1935-1945 

Shee 
Hale, James B. Bird arrivals at o 1939-1945 

——Hanerstrom,—F.—th—-Jrs—Pratrie-chéeken Juneat IB 

ple’s 
Hawkins, Arthur S. Birds, mammals’ Faville Grove 1935 —!93% ‘ 

Jackson, Arnold S. ae eee Dane@~—£, 1936-1942 
 €uehRev, bore Corben wed Crrerely bate eran. I%36-19 

Kumlien Ornitho- Spring oo 1104 
logical Club bird arrivals Dane Cut 1935-1945 

—lia.iny—John-So BEE AETV DAS EAE Or 

McCabe, Robert A. Birds, mammals, Gb-ut.. ni ey 
4 plants ~ Dane to LOR OtG 

Rebbane, Seremhs Di Say But Galak Dare Coranby s 1Feo~ ous 

DO sages aoa camara °° Pinner ee ae ees ane NL A 

arrivals. WOOL rr Ua. ees rmerestsens 

Shands, H. H. Grain and hay re 
crops Dane Cmué, 1935-1945 

Sowls, Lyle K. Birds, mammals, iilh hime 
plants: Jdefferson— 1938 

Sperry, Theodore M. Bird arrivals -Dane-Gbeulu. 1938 (re) 

Zimmerman, James Plants, birds, ne ; 
mammals Dane Comm 19H gt. 

s Frequency of Observations; Interpolated Dates ; 

Most dates for the Dane Station are based on daily observations; most . f 

dates for the Sauk Station are based on weekly visits. Since the advent of



: Ie 

: gas rationing in 1942, these trips became bi-weeklyetvcoft ru duu ur, 

For these reasons the Sauk records contain more interpolated dates than 

, those for Dane. Dates were interpolated only for the blooming of plants, the 

nestéing-ofbings, or other events penne evidence for estimating the probable 

(The nakans vf Ur bere a0 cho crretel i) 
date of beginning or ending: Dates were never interpolated for b oe arrivals, ev 

‘bird songs;-or-other events devoid-of-suchevidence. {07 olin oral behamove, 

| Legends, Terms, Nomenclature 

Each event of the annual cycle on which we have dates is called an 

"item", and each item bears a serial number. 

In Tables 1-12 the items are arranged chronologically, in order of€ the 

average date for the Sauk station. 

At the end of each horizontal line of dates is an average date for that 

item. Averages based on less than four years are given in parentheses, 

indicating that they are not regarded as valid, but are computed only to 

place the item in the chronological scale. Incomplete dates, such as "by 3/1" 

are not used in computing averages. 

Blooming dates in plants are given in two ways. For plants without a 

perianth, the term "in pollen" is used, and means the dates between whith 

pollen was found. In other plants, the term "in bloom" means the dates 

between which a perianth wes found. When only an initial date is available, 

the term "first bloom" is used. 

A plus sign after a blooming date means that straggling blooms were 

observed beyond the closing date. Blooms on plants which have been mowed 

over, or in which bloom has been otherwise artificially deferred or renewed,
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are excluded,frem—our-reeerds. Thus weeds in stubble are artificially 

deferred by Ganaine: while those in lawns or mowed roadsides are artificially . 

fenewed by mowing. Valid phenology in such cases mst be taken from fence- 

rows which have been neither shaded nor mowed. 

"Leafing" means the span of time from the bursting of the first leaf- 

: buds to the completion of the earliest leaves. Additional leaves of course 

continue to form as long as new growth continues. 

The budding period is given only in a few plants which exhibit extra- 

ordinarily long budding periods, or in whelih the period varied greatly from 

year to year. r 

"Ripe" means that a fruit has colored, become edible, started to fall, or 

given other evidence of fa&l maturity. -With-the-exception—of--the-edibie 

; -fruite, ab eats oyee Mounts of-—plante—(such-as-teafing-and—fruiting) is 

shown under the item fx bloom. Thus in Silver Maple (24) which blooms in 

Mazeh, tat Toate and drops its ripe samaras in May, the leafing and fruiting 

dates are added to the blooming dates in the table for March. 

In birds, the term "Migrants arrive" meand that some individuals 

commonly winter here, but that the arrival date refers to individuals which ’ 

seemed to be migrants. In species which do not winter, the term "arrives" 

is used without further specification. 

In this paper the nomenclature of the following reference works is 

: followed: 

Plants up to June: Fassetts "Spring Flora of Wisconsin" ( ) 

he Plants beyond Juné; Deam's "Flora of Indiana" ( ) 

Birds: Peterson's "Field Guide to the Birds" ( ) This itmwhuen follows 

the American Ornithologists Union Check-List. 

Mammals: Hamilton's "The Mammals of Hastern United States" ( )
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Amphibians: Wright's "Handbook of Frogs and Toads" ( ) 

Herbarium specimens of most phants of debatable identity have been filed 

either in the herbarium of Sara E. Jones, Bellaire, Ohio, or in the herbarium 

of A. Carl Leopold, 2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madison. We are indebted to Professors 

Norman C. Fassett, John T. Curtis, and H. C. Greene for checking many debatable : 

identifications. 

Selection of Items 

Most of these records were collected as an incident to other field work. 

eax fexperience has developed certain criteria for the selection of items which 

are "good" under these conditions. To illustrate these criteria, we draw 

upon Tables 1-12 for examples, giving each example its serial number. 

Labor. A "good" item should be not too iuveribe. Thus in @able-1-2) 

_ skunk emergence (1), Horned 6wl nesting (2) ma cardinal song (3) were detectible 

without labor, but during the same season it would have required tapping of 

trees to detect the first ascent of sap. 

Sharpness. A good item should be sharp, in the sense that two observers 

looking fér ke Cae hvens will recognize and date it alike. The first song 

of a loud singer like cardinal is sharp, but the first emergence of skunk is 

sharp only if it coincides with a tracking snow. The emergence of woodchuck 

Pa eaee (5) is likely to lack sharpness because it comes later, when snows are Hleeby of Te. 

teste lacking. ‘The bloom of most flowers is sharp, but in grasses which do not ‘ 

extrude their pollen, sharpness is obtainable only by dissection. # Dnt tArnra And f 

; Some items vary lecally in sharpness. Aime skunk emergence (1) is in. 

——————$mest years sharp at Prairis.du Sac, at ee University Arboretum, and at the Que 

fig ee ial Leopold shack (Sauk station), bat Faville Grove (Jefferson Sounty) end in | 

Grant County skunks are liable“to rge during any winter warm spell. Perhaps 

the difference arises fron’ (aiverse depth-and character of dens.
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' Amphibians: Wright's "Handbook of Frogs and Toads" ( ) 

Herbarium specimens of most phants of debatable identity have been filed 

either in the Kerbarium of Sara E. Jones, Bellaire, Ohio, or in the herbarium 

of A. Carl Leopold, 2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madison. We are indebted to Professors 

Norman C. Fassett, John T. Curtis, and H. C. Greene for checking many debatable : 

identifications. : 

Selection of Items 

Most of these records were collected as an incident to other field work. 

eas (experience has developed certain criteria for the selection of items which : 

are "good" under these conditions. To illustrate these criteria, we draw | 

upon Tables 1-12 for examples, giving each example its serial number. 

Labor. A "good" item should be not too Tpotina. Thus in@able-1-2) 

: _ skunk emergence (1), horned 6wl nesting (2) ‘aa cardinal song (3) were detectible 

without labor, but during the same season it would have required tapping of 

trees to detect the first ascent of sap. ; 

Sharpness. A good item should be sharp, in the sense that two observers 

looking fér as dees will recognize and date it alike. The first song 

of a loud singer like cardinal is sharp, but the first emergence of skink is 

3 sharp only if it coincides with a tracking snow. The emergence of woodchuck 
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stantgabl dpBrcult 16 Mf. chet. he 
Some items are sharp—only-if_rigidly defined. 6 house-building by 

muskrats (355), must—be-defined-either as- the beginning-o comletion-of the 
sows Oterng ov aplenfrrting, Te tuiclrrtes ree 

first-house,-othesmipe-variabilty in-definition exceed Tio ybar-éereeas 7 

| variability of the event. 

; Commonness. The chance of detecting the first occurence of an event, 

and especially of detecting it through a series of years, is obviously greater 

in a common species than in a rare one. Revrities-may—be_recorded-as.a_matter 

of curiosity; ~butconmon-species should form the backbone of any comprehensive. 

phenclogical study. 

Visibility or Audibility. This specification often attaches to the 

observer, rather than tbh the plant or animal. Thus the nesting of harned owl 

: is invisible to the unskilled observer, but is easily detected if one imows 

an owl territory)and looks for the ears and tail of the incubating owl sil- 

houetted above an old nest. Qererbelen enol fut 294 corrncede nm Us en 

Again the arrival of woodcock (19) is apt to be invisfable to the observer 

‘ without a bird-dog, and inaudible to the observer who is indoors during the 

"song" period at dawn and dusk. 

The first call of the Cricket frog (23) is an example of perfect audibility, 

but low visibility. Hitker-wowkdade. 

An example of perfect visibility is the ascent of the spring cankerworm 

(21), but the visibility depends on ringing an infegted tree with tangle foot. 

The noths caught in the tangle foot are tehy conspicuous. They ascend in ‘ 

great numbers soon after they ascend at all. 

Recurrence Yearly. Some otherwise good items do not redur yearly, and 

i to this extent are poor. Thus horned owls did not nest on the Gian oes 
C Dane Aol) 4 ; 
_ouring four of the ten years covered. (See note after item 2). Some orchéds 

| fail to bloom in some yeers, Froits often fail to set by reason of frost,
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disease, or insect attack. Sten Chew orgy Aah Oleg Aaland 4 biaasd-isb lr (254 ) 
poosstettegl 020 bhowraney Snel Prroatiny at tls Derk Slalom IIUY eed IMS, 

Continuity. Once an event occurs, it is a great advantage af 4t is 

contimuous or recurs daily. All blooms have this advantage of continuity. 

On the other hand most animal behaviours (such as birdsong or the emergence 

of hibernators) are liable to be interrupted by bad weather, especially in 

early spring, or to occur only at limited hours. The breaking of ice in 

rivers and lakes (15, 18, 25) is discontinuous when followed by refreezing. 

Evidence of newness. The song of a bird carries no evidence of whether 

it has been going on for a day or a week, but a freshly opened flower among : 

numerous unopened buds tells its own story. J. littered with frag- 

) ments of @megm squirrel-opened nuts or acorns (318), some fresh, others 

oxidized, tells its own story if the same sidewalk was clean a week ago. 

A ring of tdelefoot dotted with struggling cankerworm moths: (21), carries 

evidence of newness in that death ensues as soon as the moths become entirely 

entangled, hence still-living moths means they were trapped the preceeding 

night. On the other hand the presence of ‘indrt moths, completely entangled, 

shows ascent ao several days ago. _ 

Dates of events beginning between field trips cannot be interpolated 

without evidence of newness. ; 

Local vs. Distant Factors. Arrivals of migrant birds are likely to 

Brocka” represent distant as well as local « On the other hand, the behaviors 

of resident birds, (such as song), and all developmental phenomena in plants, 

are inherently local. The break-up of ice in lakes is probably the most perfect 

example of the cumlative effect of purely local factors. 

In addition to these positive characters to be sought in phenology items, 

there are some negative cautions to be observed in the acceptance of observations. 

’
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Freak Items. March bloom in dandelion (45) often occurs because the 

particular plant stands above a buried steam pipe, or hugs the south wall 

_ ofa building. Such abnormal bloom is an iteresting oddity, but poor phen 

: clogy. 

Ascercthey, a hoc onpnes (cc 
The development of plants on is likely to bist Nosapensony pe 

a given change in ate ea ey have opposite effects on-different’ enicies, 

f Thus ragweed (334) and monkey flower _( ) are two” annals that grow on the 

titim sandbar silts of the Wisconsin Riverat the Sauk Station. But the 

ragweed requires subirrigation by x rising riversin July in order to bloom 

normally in August and. sit ebie The monkey flower) bathe other hand, 

grows on receding shores, where it is destroyed by any mid-palimer rise. eb 

~ The first bloom of stubble weeds (2172, 331 ) suppressed until mid— 

summer by the shade of the grain, has already been mentioned as abnormally 

late. : 

Populations vs. Individuals. At least two vatabien, over and above 

weather, affect the phenology of plants: (1) the site variable, i.e. differences , 

: in local environnent/., and (2) the genetical variable, i.e. differences in 

| response to the same environment due to different genetical constitutions of .W. 

the individuals involved. A clear mental image of these two yieoge essential 

#6 intel licuut Geesclome’ 

A developmental record, to be valid through a term of years, mst either 

(a) embrace the entire gamut of site and of genetical constitution, or (b) 

it mst be limited to certain individuals which have been selected in advance, 

and in which site and genetics remain constant. 

Most of our plant items embrace the entire range of site and genetical 

constitution at the two stations. Unless otherwise specified, the record for 

| any given iten nay, bo ashuned to be of the (a) category. |
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In some species, however, the population was too small to make this 

possible. Thus there is only one lilac jash (108) at the Sauk station, 

hence all the Sauk dates for lilac are for this one bush. In such instances 

ean appropriate specification, such as "one bush" or "one clump" is added to 

the itemor station label. On-the-UniversityArboretum a series—of—individual- M 

They—-have—been-tabelled-and-mapped-forfuture-use. 

In birds, the genetical variable undoubtedly operates as in plants, 

but the site variable is cancelled by mobility except during periods of 

territorial attachment. Since most of our bird records are for first arrival, 

before any territories exist, they may be assumed to be of the (a) category. 
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| 
The June~August group of woods'flowers display much longer blooming periods | 

(see Figure 1), BE ke gin pele mae nena | 

shade. Some of them, such as Anemone (163, 176), and Cardinal flower (314) 

‘ are not confined to shady sites. 

Prairie Plants. The average blooming dates of the ‘prairie herbs, grasses, 

and shrubs are assembled in Figure 2. The Gust ertesstg a wide range of sites, 

from dry sands to wet meadows. i 
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: Some prairie grasses and herbs start the season's growth very late. This 

may be an evolutionary device to escape damage from spring fires. Thus the 

Big Bluestemé (319) grows no visible leaves until late May, whereas most other 

perennial grasses become green in April. Butterfly weed (262) does not sprout 

until June 1, whereas the suas milkweeds sprout a month earlier. Severel~sand 

-forbs—such-as--Anemone..cylindrica(163);"Liatrisspheroides~(332)-and Late» 

Bueecoon(160);-do-not~sprout- until the first week in Mey. This avoids April ~ i 

| fires,but—these»species-have-no non-prairie counterparts” for comparisons }
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The wide span of bloom in prairie plants, together with thet tendency to gy 
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color in fall, is—e great advantage-fer wild landscaping. Every month from es: 

April to Octover offers something to see on a praire. i 

Weeds. The average blooming dates of some common weeds are presented in 4, : 
rata Ss) 

Figure 3. 
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: Hayfever Weeds. There is a discrepancy between the dates of first pollen in 

the two ragweeds at the Dane Station, and the detection of aerial pollen by the 

Allergy laboratory of the Wisconsin General Hospital. The Laboratory has lost 

: its earitest data for 1943, but in both 1944 and 1945, it detected ragweed 

pollen in the air before any phenologist was able to find it in the field: 

é 1g 1945 
Allergy Lab. detected pollen in air 7/28 8/1 ‘ 

24 : 
Lesser ragweed (5a) showed pollen 7/30 . 8/7 

295. 
Greater ragweed (324) showed pollen 7/30 8/7 

_ Presumably the earliest aerial pollen blows in from distant points, 

presumably points to the southwest. . 

Our average Dane County dates (Aug. 5 for lesser and Aug. 8 for greater 

; ragweed) are also later than the August 2 average for both species given by 

Wodehouse in "Hayfever Plants" ( » pel75). This again supports the as 

hypothesis that the earliest pollen is blown in. ¢ ,
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Yohl. 1-2. Phenology for January-February 

' ee be 4 A dL 

: Nea, Species, Station; Item 1735 1/736 /9 37 19.38 1939 ig4o | 94a (qua. 1943 uh 19 Me Avery 

C3) — (Richmondena cardinalis cardinalis) First song, - 5 

4 Sauk: a eT 
& 4 ; : , 

: Dane; 2/12 ae ae oo ie oe 1/205) tek Ajay ak. Aas 

(>. pons (Phasianus colchicus torquatus) First crowing. / 

if ooh : by after 
p> xno" Sauk; Be ong ae oy Sa a] BO, eee e/2g 3/13 afeé.. 5/8 I/F 
ee ; ‘ F by i : 

Dane: oS ee Oi Ady oe a Ae ae a ae 

ae es dwinged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus artolegus) Migrant males arrive. 
J a (s : Aiehnct : 5 : : 

Pat f ~)Dane: : te fhe Pa Nek 3/2 2/5. 2/23 2/26 ~ B/s Ppa 2/27 
: f \ * . s by by by 3 . 3 a ; 

: \ Sauls —~ 3/14 Ha ae S/1B 3/30. 3/23 3/22, 4 4/2 Hit. bent a ah. 
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a ae ica ———"" Tolle. PHENOLOGY FOR MARCH ? i 

I Species, Station, Item 35 36 SPs 36 39 40 41 42 43, yy 45 Aver. 

* G WOODCHUCK (Marmota monax) Emerges from hibernation. ; / 
[ ae 
| ~__ Dane: — a seal Yu Ny hs jg ty - Bfee 5/9 G35 

(), soto (Sialia sialis sialis) Arrives. ‘“ * 
t - i" “ by 

Seuk : — Wm 36 32 s/s 3/0 3/29 «(3/h 6! le 
; . 3 2 ays 
oe a Sy ie ee my 3ho 3/20 3/8) afee 3/3/33 ae — 

a - é o : 

| ( (| © soma GRACKLE (Quiscalus quiscula aeneus) Arrives - $ 

3/ 3/2 3/2 3/2 Sane: so Ye See Sw Aho | DB T8838 BAB 
| 12 KILLDEER (Oxyechus vociferus vociferus) Arrives, x 

a Sauk; ae se er 4/6 ee ee —— yer ha 

: Dane | rey 1 2 2/2 2 2fan 3/5 % -- ye ne “e- 3 fe" ae he hg. 39 es fer. ME ay 3% 

{ 1) \) EASTERN MEADOWLARK (Sturnella magna magna) Migrants arrive. 5 
Ae by by by 

: Sauk: 3/43/19 3/10 «3/25 3/21 ~~ N/lo. 4/8 3/3 3Ar 

/\ _ ‘Dane; 34), 3/2) Foo Sh (3h 3/15 3/1 3/6 =, 3/18 3/14 slo ey a 

{ |) pon (Turdus migratorius migratorius) Migrants arrive, : 
F XN ‘ by by by , 

| Seulc: 3/14 3/30 3/23 3/24 3/23 (3/19) 
SMa. ) ; 

\ Se 9 ev he 10 1 2 2 3h _ Dane = i I ye. af in <> Sf it a5 Gf 3/ 3-4 
| pee MOLE (Scalopus aquaticus machrims) Active runs on surface. -~ ¥ 

Seuk and Dane: : 3/05 M6 W633 Bet 53 RLY 

i. aE Desi Si: -



geen mien aes ih 5 ETI on te ‘fy 

| : ) March 
; ; Peo 

x Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 39 Lo yl ho 43 yy 45 Aver. 

(yy) SKUNK CABBAGE (Symplocarpus féetidus) In pollen. 

Sein : e tn %se 320 the) - 
X SPARROW (Pasarella iliaca iliaca) Arrives. 

| Qo! Souk: 4. 3/19 3/27 ws Ws he 3/23 Sek */o 
pb Dane 18 he hy ayy, MIB Yao 3/25 fee 3/29 5S Sa — 
/£-}) BASTERN MOURNING DOVE (Zenaidura macroura carolinensis) Migrants arrive. 

| Sauk: : “anes 4/3 wie hy ly 3/24 epgmde/ | 

| iy Dane: aig a ig % 3 Bp thy ae 2/21 3/2 3425 3/1. Re), 

{ BROWN. BAT (Myotis lucifugus lucifugus) Flying. 

: ane | 3/30 “3/h (3/22) — 
; OG Aenrn (lumbricus terrestris) On surface of ground. Ss , 3 

Fo 4/6 3/27 3/4 cig 2f,) 
() O)mscoxsru RIVER (A FAIHFIELD TOWNSHIP, SAUK COUNTY ? y ea 

(1S Ice breaks: Blea. 5/28 SAG. S/Abe 5/3 a) Sh) 3/27 We/26- ae 3/23 =. 

eon In £1004! by 3/30 by by ge La on feo ome a0 5408 ( i } 
F on (Philohela minor) ae ae ee 

: J Sete: su. 3/25 3/305 s3/a. kM 3/15 3/25 — 

Dane: He ir a a ek ho pet. os WA 5T what 3/21 
| —*-Opened..2/26,-froze-again,-finally opened 3/10. : 

(By Lanier ga on ( ttt Innapleaense Dee axe kk | Soy eg Pe Sy ae 
Cahn- ,
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Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 39 4o 41 he 43 yy 45 rer, 

= ei mle 4 5 
: | SPRING CANKERWORM (Paleacrita vernata) Adult Sscend trees, : / \ / / } 

r ‘NOL DCe Leer 23-7 3/2(= | nae 
Sauk? 4/62 4/19! 3/ai-7 “/9 teh 23 a 4/13. i 

- : % i j disney hens 4 f 
Gascent is detected by trapping in rings of tanglefoot. Caterpillars descend to pupate by 6/9} d*/ 

OD LEOPARD FROG (Rana pipiens) First seen on land: 

— Sauk od Den: SAG aes fem , ge NI ye ree 918. ah 7 
i” @&) ; 72 

Vo) CRICKET FROG (Rana palustris) First heard calling 
Ey ms A \ ; by . 

dg ) Sauk 3/30 3/20 3/25 «3/30 3/29 3/3k 3/3 H/7 3/29 — 
x *. by (3). 09 

: Dane baer ee ee 3 a S6] 

A 4A live specimen taken at Prairie du Sac March 31, 1943, was identified as this species, though previously 

Pky F nochins aa_frv i at aefurercta 
y ‘ called "spring peeper". It is believed the other recoray’ eal. ericket froggs, but in any event they : 

aX ik 

i wxefer.to the first audible small frog.¥ 

b s on uf EE OOF ¢ Tasca abuabio yrauns) AARn has Prd Lucdrenna 6 Ma 
Ye Fn pa : . g ; 

Dec 3h 3/18 Bey 5foq , he Ave che he 

: 9/3 y 
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‘ : ‘ eae ‘Tabi ), Phenology: for April i 

: Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 39 KO 4 he 43 yy 45 Aver. 

ee / Striped éetinietin (Citellus tridecemlineatus tridecemlineatus) Misr ges. 

ane ufe wo iy u/6 3/2 Why 3fe6 ath 

if “\\gilver maple (Acer ‘deapoanoun amma ae f 

DD y Sauk: flower buds open 3/20 3/25 Ws wfi2 4/3 Jaf eps eT 

4 ripe samaras fall 5/20-6/3 6/8-) %-5/23 5/20- 5/29-t by 5/18 5/25) 
: 5/25 5/27 

Dane: in pollen ei Le/s ho. oe WE wes pe Adliy — 

| staminate flowers fall : 4/27 3/25 (yf | ) 

ripe samaras fall 5 : en” ( |e ) 

‘In 1945 leafing began at the end of blooming and was completed a month later. In 1944 leafing began a week 

if “e the end of bloom and was completed in 17 days. ; 

ye y Great blue heron (Ardea herodias herodias) Arrives. Be : 

oe 4) Senks by 4/9 3/25 4/6 4/19 ue ete. gf 

Danes Ye ans WAG. 8. fee Shy yee, ssf Beene hy 

_» aking Aspen (Populus tremloides) moe x . ‘ 

(3 ty Sauk: Ae porn wf2n yfie 3/23 ks) Hs) 

— Danes fo joo //e vv ge ee “Ye Wo Man 3/23 i/ 

Thy afr rue ao gemnrbinalty anna tte am ad ore bofng, | timetbloome 

Cone Prewtny ofeler , teacumesliehin wtipelirle vbeas a 

Te pike any oy ake, but grewpe aefineetactany chess op len 
le Prrenrlogy, Te ervbecat asecle am 19U5 blew 

cw fale Th rmbut Parfums wre cov plbicl Oful2s,
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Species, SOation, Item 35 36 37 38 39 40 i {ke 43 uy 45 Aver. 

Q ©) Woufrning cloak butterfly (Agia: gS) First seons 
ply r by 
oo Saul & Dane: ab. a." 4/16/12 ufig 4/8 3/23 S- [z 

Sp Mendota at Madison. 

Ice breaks: 3/30 8/23 fe 4/16 4/9 s/2e SL B29 fee ee 

viverage 1853-1940—(Wing-pe-258) lal for Ue femcuet URSA els as Bfpnl 6. Ba long f Siu st ; TE 

_ 6) Cowbird (Molothrus ater ater) Arrives. 3 

R20) Saul / 4/20 3/30/12 iS 3 
Same ‘ - Hf ws 3/, r ‘ 

Dane : wh aa; a 3p, v ot ‘fi Sse M2 fee WS a oe 

~ “~~ Wield sparrow (Spizella pusilla pusilla) Arrives. 

[ 4 0- ) Sauk: iy Ser. 7 AR Ne Ms fe ee 
NS ae i . 2 27 ‘ 3 al v2) mite. his Shr Ye yy HR ee ae 

a Hazel (Corylus americana) Catkinssimepelben, 

fe 3) Seuk’ /» pe /len 3/29-1 Y/izet 4 /de-2 by 4/3 “f tH /25. 2-3/25 (4/7) — 

ee : wae gt Mee eT eee 
.i.of-+\fhe catkins do not fall until about a week after they have ceased to bear pollen. In 1945 the leaf buds 

enlarged when the catkins fell, and the leaves attained full size a month and a half later. : 

: — Phoebe (Sayornis phoebe) Arrives. : 
: | x x : 

6 } hy) Sauk; : Me fe ae M/s Wat eh 
Ni Mane: 3feo. Bf Sy. Sha 3/e* 2 Be Ne 3/17 HBS hy? 

a : fant 
i . lr 

fy bee Sin ores CIBeruas ter rn heblue, the Mlne )., Mena , ig 44 

(3p Sah: eee Bythg a=? Maat MH athy hatha (8p) “len te onl 
E CT tne obraat no olraman vi Se sie FU of Us Gah Ahern ) Cat 2 recede tine . hee eel pis beak A ‘ as p educd,, )
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Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 39 ho 4 42 43 yy 45 Aver. 

: Wilson snipe (Capella delicata) First migrants arrive. 
rao } 

(%) Souk: dy W/a9/by H/T) by WaT WT WAS Ae SW 3/25 MT ~ 
: Dane: Shsv %ag He fe 3h ae oe 3/28 -3/29- 3)o2.' 

3 4 ‘ 

Alder (Alms incana) -Inepok}ens- z Bes 

Ay) “Sauk: /,, pelle Pea 3/20-2 4/13-2 4/1e-2 4/13-2 =4/13-2 Ws . %-3/23 4/e 
7 . - . - 23 ’ no. Z 

~~ Dane! /17 pe //«1 . by 3/31=¢ 4 /5= —fao- —3/az= (4/5) — 
. ie 4/18 4/20 bias 32h 

sch le 
: ) sae belted kingfisher (Megaceryle alcyon aleyon) | irrivey. - - 

| Wf “seule: uel Wig 3/25 4/6/19. fe 3/29 SHE Hic 

| va Gebionteck (inate aise) tle Sis 5 (ug —~ %/n 3} SI20 V26 te Be Opa 
of ne ¥/, Wj2ge  3/22- re 

/ D Danei, staminate catkins in pollen 16 ‘ 5/4. 3/29 (4/9/91) 
Va 5 oe ) 7. iat i ——~— - “ i } 
a” 

s oy ca TSS Ua eh ats ally. eh haan sone! fh sense ocalig fr lbs droanch 2E-29, errrntelialel, oul. ee maendinge 

oe fafruy follrentel Pk omvliiien iirc, é i 2 r 

ue e of fpedian. F T Ana ite ee baw Oru 2.85 Avid” as ole ttre att Lb merany wfrton Sanat &. 

= ES ene Z 
/; ys Box elder (Acer Negundo) eg i 

() } Z _ Dane: in pollen i, ae th Ves 4/23- bo a Ola 
or : z 5/6 4/5 

2 oe Qus Qe — prere L005 soorrinealesalal, afl, prther. conasal Lofong tapas elle fpeblerme | 

tarred vee 0 rrerflele gl anne. Bhcuaals: FD ancedaagiry & | 

Pet : :
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Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 39 ho 41 he 43 yy 45 Aver. ( 

Pasque flower (Anemone patens) : 

[2 Sauks in bud Way oN: Wie Wie 3/23. + | 1. 

(3\) in bloom by 5/1 t-5/12 | 4f2g—- 95/3 Uft2- /aa- 4/10 ne 4/11 — 
= 5/26 5/1 = 5/o0.s«i5/5‘4/16 

Dane: In bl 4 a 
e: In bloom Yao er (%) 

ay) suspen’ a. . : : 

67 Forsythia (Forsythia sp) In ‘bkwom. en ime 

om ¥ o 

ee Mets sly ys. (fan) Cd 
/ on ties (Tarexacum officinale) ty ngs iii 

{ oF Dane: in bloom 1S 5/23 1-6/2 %-5/23 5/20 (4/12) — 

or (Straggling blooms occurred Sept. 10 = Nov. 15, 1944) ; 
AMCrICANA 

epatica (Hepatica acutiloba and ts#tebe) Inebboon. 
i a Ee 4/2 4 /23- ae ; 
4. Dane: in b/eam 4/12=7 3 Yyfef-t 5/16 5/13 Ay. *p— 

(Li i CAN ELM (Ulms americana) 

\ | AA. Sauls flower buds open wag. 4/29 “7 wlt6 ae. Hic 

a flowers in pollen W/a6- 1-4/20 Wfr5—? 4/209 3/26-2 Gufady) +! 

—-bud-seales. fall Wee 

5 > : 
fruit ripe and falling B/ll- by 5/132 by (: a) 

6/1 5/2 5/18 9 

Danes: flower buds open 4/13 4/9 4/17 Oh ) 

fl in pollen *, W/Wer 4/16- Bin O/T). we owers in pollen 4 Ne Zi / fae : ee /
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Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 - 39 40 4 he 43 Wee a5 Aver. 

AMERICAN ELM (cont.) - ~ ; : 

Dane: bud scales fall W/26 faz fade fae | a3 
4/30 4/25 

fruit ripe and falling a 5/15- B23 5/& (cj) 
5/20 5/20 5/22 

The leaf buds on most trees in 1944 and 1945 began to enlarge at the time of last polliny bicet & week later: 

The leaves attained full size with felling of the ripe fruit. oe ; 

(~~ UPLAND PLOVER (Bartramia longicauda) Arrives. (Wolo wp hitus fom Gare mud Howler ( ) Bey 

WG Jefferson: 4W/ah Jag fe : 4/1300 faa fg. fas 8 1 4/16 — 

re {patos “up. #9 0 fron Buss-and Hewicine, Wilson Bulletin -51344-3202-220;-Dees, 1939) ~ 

: Oy pO et hes me ee is ie 
( DWARF BUPTERCUP (Ran{nowlus thomboideus) —Imebkeom- >) oo ZL mmm 

3 (— tan : G Lf a w/r6-n 770 ( +151) 

{| pene Le Sa yr 4/29- ee (4/26) |. 
(| ai Wess eee) oe a RT TN ee 

oh sauk; /% pe S es 423-7 4/282 gyi (4/17) — 

~~" RASTERN HERMIT THRUSH (Hylocichla guttata faxoni) Arrives. 

; gs 4/19 2s : wfi6 4/38 +, CMR (ah4 

Sf Dene: | w6 5 fag Re ee he hg 3/25 : w/e 3/3/29, 

G Peiegear chia Phe nipid= (Phere tortie t pthc Corgan fa) Ix vheqgarboatt : 

) ees Wap Me :



: : is 
Pe 

Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 39 ho 41 ye 43 Wy 45 Aver. 

RED EYED TOWHEE (Pipilo erythrophthalms exythrophthalms) Arrives, Wy, ¢ 

To \, Sauk; hag = nf 4/20 4/28 4/18 5/1 me 4fi2 (4/27) 
y : 3heq a 1% le 2 : : 

a WL Dane | me lps A 3/27 the Wry wpe “it W/L xe ~ ye 

| DUTCHMAN'S BREECHES (Dicentra cucullam) In bloom, ae 
- oS i : Y/lme  Uleze NM /ab> < 3/ six 

7 gr / ‘ese: = i os 25/16 t-5/11 4/22-% 5/9 5/15) 6/ls Nes Me ig 
{ iy - : ae . ‘ iff oF if 

1 Dane; S H)in Ut) ge tp te 4/04 5/1- /30- . 04/25) 8 = Mh lis ie 719 oe es Gf “he 

The leaves turn yellow and die about two weeks after the last bloom, Jf %s eerlet " £0.00 colo!’ | 

>< PUSSYTOES (Antennaria consdensis tn) First bloom. 

f r iy geuk | Syst b/e 0 x on is fer Mat f25 2s faa 3/8k HRD 4/20 
: : < Danes /4 47000 / af W/11e ve 

se . ¢ no a oe Yo (2 fo ser Wage 1119 

: Prog he . : : 
ie LE MARTIN (Pro subissubis) Arrives. ° 
fia 2rige aabtabtte ny 
5 5 "Sauk =~ it oh sigs 4/18 4/20 4/1g 5 Wiig 

Si A uy. f . ‘ ; ae Dan Lau mye sf Loy ¥ W/L oy YI, 3/4 Ale ce 

‘ ca ee I 
eee ’ WN THRASHER (Toxostoma rufum) Arrives, : 

A iffoed \ by 63) senic: jas = lane Wes Wag Weg 5/5 A Mfa v/s 

hk ee a He te a ee ee 
2 BLOODROOT (Senguinaria canadensis) Insbkoon. 

re ‘ 4/a3— h/3- i A oe, 420. Yfabet 5/10 5/1-? 4/22. fee 4a 

) Dene: 4/0 0%07 ve vy Melle © fads 3 fbe- Ce) = 
A S as a 5/11 Ss 4/14 i 

Be wh Lely



' on April 
, 3 Pel 

Species, Station, Item 35 36 37. es 39 40 yr 4a 43 yy 45 Aver, 

ee o GRAIN (oats and barley) planted at University yarns. Vee s 

‘ br iJ ‘Dane: yj2e2 ssi /8 4/2. fet feo fake fay—si 22 5/1 3/27 4/21 — 

£8 Ate se. H.L. Shands, Dept. of Agronomy, College of Agriculture). ) 

CAREX PENNSYLVANICA ~Imepedken ; 
A ¥ : : 5/3- 

| Ht }Sauk: in pollen 5/7? = 45/16. 41-2 (ufos) — 
ThA? : : 
yo Dane} in polien ¥ 4 5ft- fa J (4/,, > 

a on \ ee es ~ 5/30 4/20 
es Salix wate rion ; 
/ SAND BAR WILLOW (Salicacese tengeforta ) 

| ) i, b" Seuk: in bloom se a. A 6/8-1 

See a yy __in cotton Poon EN 5/16 ws 
> i Z 5/10- —4/6- 

Me Danes: bloom ; ; 5f9 pas. (4/23) = 
ei) Teepe per bic po hh. Ge ehchbe. Celia : Fits or . ater 

> : op ? Ly 13, nhs alegede sh acts hick me hs his bite Ha eng f o watt, wireli collone nor tbr — —Spae— 00 bot 

i oe BITTERN (Bolaurus lentiginosus) Arrives : 

UG Sauk , Wigs -5/tlsfgs/2e 23s fea fess ek — 
mae 20s oBha 4g we Sey yo ae dig Coie Oy as) : oe 
. EARLY CROWFOOT (Remunculus fascicularis) In bloom 4 : ea Se, aa 

"fe r > | 5} ie 3l- 4 \ 

Om 1 Aiea hole Sa Bae 5/25 5/20 AB 1) 
Dene! /» s/ean , by 5/T- 4/6— 1 i A\ 

c Yao jas yan | Za! 

- i Pea ee 2 (Oe ee eg a 

1 VAOK< 4-7 Lf hy 19 
| Y ae Lies } 

|



f : - % 24 " ae an | | mi Lela wy jas ft 

% tel. | [2s | P A\ Rs | 
er 4F ZI 2Qr ag: eS 0 2 7 BG | 

SHEPHERD? PURSE (Gapselis”  Faret=thoom ol ioe ot Avs : 4) ie etn i cr a 
Q Bursa - Fe ste oy i pion A thre Wad : 5/78 5/13 4/8 41M 

| hy Seu Sch poe aoe ) 

Ni Bellwort (Uvutar a gramtiflora) 7 Ao ls 
Dis Dene! Sa Bleaw f 4 i ae? bh >  amemae  S a he ioe, 4/, a 

~~. SERVICE BERRY (Amelanchier canadensis) c ‘dade ee ee ae 

(| q Sauk: ‘in bua. he pean yes 41g yjoo2 5/6 4/8 
Lint : : \ : 

AW in bloom, “@ ~ by 5/8 4/22- B/lim? 4/26-2 4/25 5/1-  5/1l- 4 /12-e. yjes — 
5/2 5/7 5/15. 5/18 orn ey 

Dane: in bud a 4 faq... 4fs-—~ 

in bloom Wfab-r Ufes- 5/9- flo fap 
os . ee FO) bs 

i ( Leafing and blooming occurred simultaneously in 1945, the leaves being completed before the end of bloom. eT ey 
fl Di sect aaeageti omen ee toeann iene) hes renal Frew fectdiigy He Kae woarhe, Ofprrrutly olefen dup ra, Contact ronan, SaNRe \ 

_-~. MARSH MARIGOLD (6altha palustris) Imebeom- Ree 
(ep GN ooo My /2a— “Bfua- 4/27-t fear 2-5/15 $428) — 
(| 0) _ Seuk: /y b/oory 5/23 5/26 oS 

= Dene) 4 Albeo, Whe. 5/3? Mfaler U/ep-r Y/25-2 4/2g- k/o- fale 4). 
: , ; 5/30 5/20 | 

a | ARABIS LYRATA IaeWBeonr - = - 
l(t d Fanet ‘ : : 

We die 1 tog bLe0en | 3 . ‘fu 
J % coggen ome 5/156 4/2089) 5/61) ia se fae 4/4) 

~~ Danet Acre tietebewe ery an ee & Pp 
Thran afr cies dine he Ohenp Mrinal olscti, sas 194 5 atnag glans Be re & uly, 464 by ‘nie0- f 4 a/ | 

pe ‘y BOBWHITE (Colinus virginianus virginiams) First "bobwhite" call | f vs ' eel 
fi? { < Sauk; by by 4/ar 2 ¥ \ | iL. Fy ex os os / 5/ (es feo” Say. Mpa Meg | 

per Dane. oo ie je by 4/21 the en He | 

1 ait Poecitics oe ges var.inter ie ane | 

WINDELOWER (Anemone ginquefolia) In bloom fet ? 
by yf25-  5/5-f7- = Hf de- | 

° A Seuk ; /> 4/0 0m 5/1 5/1l-? 4/e5-2 5/16 5/30 5/23 5/18 fag —- 

Dene! /n 4/200 ; C55 OW ui) 
MOMs 11 Paki Ooh — : tr Be cme on



y" W 5 ‘ B4 Va east "5 "> ¥ ¥ ee: aw 

PRICKLY ASH (Zanthoxplum americamm) Barstepolien usa 

wn +4, Sauk Lo Frrar pelle ” 5/17 4/ie 4/25 aT oe sip ue 

: q PP Leafing 4n 1944 began three days after first bloom, and was completed 16 days later. : 

|Z SMALL PLOWERED CROWFOOT (Ranunculus abortivus) lasbiewn~ ‘ 
FAL (2) wake Int 5/17-t jg MEE GIA) 
ae : ; 5 

Dane Ih \ te 5/27 4/13- gulag 
eh Gs : - eo | 6 

HOUSE WREN (Troglodytes aedon) Arrives ae “ 
as i ; : by i by by 
(4 ) Sauk 5/l 5/2 5/1 5/7 5/1 5/5 (5/1) 

{ } Us 

ae 27 wy i, Una W/i5 422/25 es’ a3 4/23 

/,\ OC0OTH VIOLET (Zrythrontum anericamm) Incbloom : (ate) 
\ ; by ae 

( 11 | Sauk: “= Z/ee- 9-5/8 5/1 5/5-2 %-5/16 4/29-9 1-5/5 (4/30) 

ey, Dane Yao 4125 ee /5)8- \ Hy dO- cfesy 
oe . \\SA5r ) SEE K\ a 

HOARY PUCOON (Lithospermm canescens) In=bloop— ; ‘ ; i 
by 5/ta W/23-5/t- 5/T- 5/12 

(IS \ > Sauk 5/1 6/13 —-5f23- 6/4 6/4 6/3 6/6 5/2 

ee mn Fr ier? bor H/o 
: eg yea ope oe retayar Ta ete wf hs. Cnat Uae Vane, eae 

Straggling bloom occurred for a week beyond the regular bloomingperiod in 192. ana 12 eek robe, : 

_/ BIRD'S FOOT VIOLET (Viola pedate) In “broom > 
@ } 5/1- 5/12-  4/30- fa5- 5/8 /ul- 4 fal- : 
\f 2” Seuk OMA 5/1-t 6/4 6/5 5/23 5/51 6/8 6/1 6/6 5/2 

t : t i ay 

: Dane AK PED leer W/ramt CH/25) 
A few autumn blooms were seen in Sauk County Sept. 20, 1944. 2 

f: A Aira bis om pate : 

oy > (asso (ammaaan In bloom | 
i 5/ll- 4 /22- 

Sauk : Bflst. ST Bol 5/20. BS 

“qd ‘BIRCH (Betula nigra) In-bleom- 
7 aC ne 5/15 

Sauk) | 5/17 1-5/9 fe. N/a? 5/3 

. Leafing began with blooming in 1944, completed by May 31. ss



ver ee ee ee ee eee PCa. ay Og ee geen eee ee ce eee | SAND CHERRY (Prums_pugila) z ge ; coe Was 5/9 5/tT= W/o 
‘Sauk: In bloom nee 125/30 1-5/9 5/9 5/27 5/25 = 5/20 5/3 

The behets ferret corrercles eit Tu Unorneny pemeghs aie “ca Fe i ae 
ie ie Pes at | aa ae ras | i cae] aie 

Lipid AdAgiding.< Pi { Z ae fetch oe 2 het | Ly | 2 en a I | | : 

ey Le, ; / Fo -1e7, .— ey Y\%-G, Tr } ee 

i _——-BERLWORT ( Og kesio. sessi/ifol.a) Immisboom. ; : Be Ae i | 
it 3 : . EN , ” Me At 4 

; Pda drct(lomn 5/1 wes 5/7 5/7 hg o | 
; Ane ; : “ 

hi MAY : f : 5/10- U/W fags ee Reed Mice tstec in Ai Kote 7 lca se By a ee 
Loe & PAPER BIRCH (Betula papyrifera) my eee % 

<< ae : at 5/15 1-5/7 (5 
€ %: = - a ore = Se terme NS 5f : 5/ > : / : ; 

} “HAS (Zyranms tyrannus) Arrives Per er, ae ee 
i j ee 7 by Gin Oy tee ql) ‘Saulc Ot A Se Sie Se Bk ea Sas fu 
i A Dane 5 Ly o YW Ss : : “\y ae oa fe a ke fo 5h ee ah ee | es. 

. Ore | (20 ubeseaa, beats Vir, bayey | oe] alba, arlitine, wiatre con por) | | i | | | | 

| |, ona | | Pac) Sane | 4 
| ache | peewee ders | | | s~h| | 

\ j | a: | at | Ea} ‘ i SY, P of | Yo Sy, S/- 

| NU | (| Qonsae, (pettes dete pede / le cheriper effete, they Crbleens opps wneol rrherear aur aus eee . Vs) 
| | 0 Feliey } bnte | | 
| \ | Ag el Lafen Pete lovfhe arcol. 2.1 6 ott, ye aw & nfurg tes Lee, my Bi lean . dali h tol «| y | | 

| hal ) - 9 obra ; oe ~~] rt sy apg | | 

, 4 NL aTtAg a . “ty P ‘_ ra utah oe ne We hell a0. (74S, Van 1995 (Bras hele ah i | The ftw ahh enr lane AilalaCleall. » an | Man Ade hess * hos | — | | | | Ey 7 Qs foe £ A ee, | Ce thaw ¢ P lg sory i. ; De ans ff ™ os rates were oe ee | 

‘ a ae | ty foot Siu neh bas clbA wet 6 feel eli ofrnns diy Ow) : Bid ok | 

GEUM TRIFLORUM In bloom) : fags wa Ps 

Gh Saux (one plant) / o _w 5/2 5/27 5/7, (5/5) 
Se } Ce, oa hath Ses eee Ate iS Yhoee Po Seaueah tg : Monty Ose) 

2 BASTERN WARELING VIREO (Vireo gilvus gilvus) Arrives ae : “ 

ee a ‘Seuk ee | je. S/k S/S See aids 
veal? Ne oe Si e oi i ; % 2 uae Dane 5). /3 Hs. G 3) a yx - 5/5 /¥ 

ey Mm A 4/30 Sh a 5 7 1G \



| “BALTIMORE ORIOLE (Icterus gelinia) Arrives e ae p : bie 5 

| Sauk mo 060 sj We a a eS 

A tees Ce ee ae i ee 
oe 2m ae a Sid 8/5 . 

NORTHERN CRESTED FLYCATCHER (Myiarchus crinitus boreus) Arrives — - ae 

q | Sauk | i Se Be a ee 

pe Ue ee re ne So Sh, tap Sis SL. 
WILY PLUM (Prums americana) ae . , Srobyes ss 

5/7 3/30 
: yy Sauk: in bud 4 /25— 3, : 

4 in bloom 1-5/3 1-5/9 5/9 -5/8-t 5/1 4/162 5/5 

tains, bud 
~ 5/10 3/30 

ae Ti? Yfeser 1 5/12 4/8 = 4/2g 

ee a ee 
— a 

SS SS 
in 

PIN CHERRY (Prams pennsylvanica) In-bleom— 

2, gee Au eis 5/17 a Wy Se BR ae 

A ae fro (4/4) 
Dane “|, 

Sy : ae ve “yf, 4) 

CHOKE CHERRY (Prunus virginiana) Ia—blooit 
) diss 5/1- 5/20- 

ye Sen : 125/20 t=5/31 5/at 5/11 1-5/29 5/29 5/a-t 45/6) 

Re | tame a ee sit sie War 2 
; i 5 3 5/23 

Leafing is completed just before blooming begins. In 1944 leafing took 19 days in both Sauk and Danej Flower 

Duds became visible after leafing is one third completed. 

RBARBA VULGARIS In-bloom j : ee 

es i 
4/21. | 

by Sauk “ 5f20-r 6/6 (5/6) 

Dane fe 5/9? ale Yfe1er (5/8) 

LOUSEWORT (Pedigularis op) In-bloom— a 
od foe by 

a fuk a g/t Sie-t  5/a4 15/20 (5/6) 

ao 2 4 /29~ | 
ao 

; 5/19



| --”« ROSE BREASTED GAOSBEAK (Hedymeles ludoviciams) Arrives z 

qi Saul 5/10 git, OR GF | 5/6 5/6 

(! Dane 5 a ee he eS “SS 58 45t0-S) 
or ENS : 5h shi Si 

sel BOBOLINK (Dolichonyx orysiverus) Arrives “ : 

Saul 5/7 5 5/2 5/9 5/7 5/18 . 

os in oe w/e9 tte 
escapee 2) ise Hes pee ee Se ee espa fake a 

NORTHERN YELLOWHROAT (Geothlypis trichas brachidactyla) Arrives e 

G — Seuk 5/7 : sje bt Sf ID 4 

1 / Dane te ee Re % . wfo 4fou4f30 426 apa _° I 
Ulan 5) ai, i 

O© WHITE TRILLIUM (Trillium grandiflorum) In bloom 
} ob 5/2 §/i=  — B/S- Bf. S/de 

} (\ Seuk Bf —t-5/29. 5/162 5/18. fa 6/3 fe 8/5 IT 

: y, 4/2 fi Mee 
ne nase Saas ee ; M-? iss 5/25 5/26 X¥/g05 

ef eS Bs ie aa Ei CCORATAEGUS (sp) In bloom / way wpe? (5 i 

v \ souk (One ple 4 / 4/00 m 5/20 5/1-t 1-5/31 ef6 G6 ce a 

uA : 5/16- = 5/1->? 
sie — roe dhyatrsi ; See 5/26 (5/9) 

a, BEARBERRY (Arctostaphylos “Wiammsi:) In bloom | . : Ea ale 

(f~ — souk 5/17 5/2 5/5 mdm hleows (5/8) 7 burn 

OX ASIATIC HONEYSUCKLE (Lontcereitastdrica) In bloom a 
a : 5 29- 

] 9 Dane Sfy~? eT iL (5/8) 

_? NORTHERN WOOD THRUSH (Bylocichla mstilina) Arrives 
a ; : a H Sauk 5/7 5/10 5/9 5/9 5/7 5/17 5/8 

~ he She — Se i 5 5, % we 5/6 — mg, 5/5 fre 4L,f Z Ie odorata: | 420 ae ofe 5/8 } | oC INDIAN SWEET GRASS (Hierochlosedenmen) In bloom Shy 
; L 5/1- 5/19- 4 /29- 

Sauk ufe7 5/20, 5/1? 2-5/18 6/9 5/31 §=6/15—s«#8//B



. i ilbsacab a deer caus ooirls = | e & - ' 

CLS LIS SL OO I Se a\ ” Ne ; : vd , : : Wy | DS a4 AS May 

PW EL. el FOG Y\%- Z| Ps | eb 

Species, Séatioh, Item 35 36 37 38 39 ho ya he 43 yy 45 Aver. 

' ‘EASTERN WHIPPORWILL (Antrostomus vociferus vociferus) Arrives is : 

jot Sauk 5/27 5/9 «5/8 = 5/6 Sa Sf 
3 a es * n\ og j 

| pane ee el ae 2 Wal 4/35 ua! 328) ALS 
ae \ 5] . Une a ftd i Tee . 

(\ ry e ‘SUGAR MAPLE (Acer saccharum) In pollen R ie le 
2 ie 5/8 os 

Ar Soule 5/-te 5/25~? 5/16 v 5/210) 

_ LILAC (Syri vulgaris) ; 
{3 comer f ey 

| / Sauk: flower buds visible 4/12 4/15 5/7 4/1 A\\ 

in bloo: 5/25 B/l- = t6/35/19- 5/5 5/10 
a cig Rueslaes ver, Claude Berman a Hs Oe th” . 

Ve 7 ne 7 Dene: dsevisible. : 

ee. ee Te 5[et 4/30- 5/20-1 5/16- 4/12-% 5/4 
: 2 275/83 5/28 

¥ Te MMR ag ee | BER i eas : ; ne 
Th aug . me ST AL cial fe Did ab fiw Ciwar Pant, arvanaed, , c Vv ce wanle - ee nthe Laffrns Legare a 

(SRY wecher Lif ne ferat Hlmemme, anol a 0 tm black Mhunth, after, 

oo \\ SCARLET TANAGER™ (Pire: a erythromelas) Arrives ~~~ ar See 3 bes: 
, by by: dy. by. 

f| Dane 5/42 % iy 5/16 SiS 5/14 5/12 HM 5/16 4/30 5/1 5/22 5/22 
\ 5/e ge 219 2/2 : 

: JACK PINE (Pims banksiana) In-poblen 
b : 5/1- 5/1 5/6- 5/11 

\ | Sauk ; : 5/30-2 5/2 5/13 5/25. 51S



Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 39 ho yy he 43 We 5 Aver. 
i 
INDIGO BUNTING (Passerina cyanea) Artives - i , 

é by 
\\ \ Sauk ‘ 5/4 s 5/9 . 5/22 5/20 (5/11) 

Dane 5/2 5/95/26 Bits thy By12 sf. To She oe 5\\0 
Shel” O15 \ 

ox. BIE PHLOX (Phlox divaricate) In bloom i clas ii / / , oo ee 5/26- 5 5 5/13 5/5- \\ , a 7 6/13 6/7 = Rift 6/25 S/O 5/2. 
fen 

Ah, « 5/le2- = Yfeg- (5/8) 
: - ay “ose “ny FRANKLIN GROUND SQUIRREL (C itellus franklini) Emerges 

2 ee : Hy) 5/t2 5/10 (5/11) 
ode Tn ee nesses ep laces ia SE rare ied ISN et ae aia ia tae i coe eee 

®% JACK IN THE PULPIT (Arisaema triphyllum) a : 
1\H{ Bane Sia 4a" G1. of hae 

WILD STRAWBERRY (Fragaria virginiana) “Inibloom “ 
of } \ 

. r 1 , Sauk MA 5/182 5/16-7 5/202 4/agey 5/12 
a Se." Fy “he-” 5/1T-t W/m 5/4 a nr : 

CX / WILD CRAB (Eyrus éovonenda, Some) In-dboon- a es 5/19- u/g- 
nb ‘Fimo | “Y \—>) cae 5/15. s/et-t 5/26. sjak 5/2 

a 2 Bre se ah A : Po ee 2 ey Sy SZ oe pe 

OX __-SAcoB'S LADDER (ZoLenontum wanes) In.sroo— ge a oss ; 

1) 1 sciguans--Arm AQ teh, as va (5/14) 
eas he Nt te) peti. Dane c cs i j-? “he -? EN sis Tk 

ET I AE A ect 
4 

a ee 
_ 2 PROTHONOTARY WARBLER (Protonotaria citrea) site my eo. : 

by f 

1\ { Saul 5/12 5/95/86 5/15 fh 5/2 fll 5/16 F/B okt 45/13)



Species, Station, Item 35 36 37 38 39 ho 4 he 43 yy 45 Aver. 

CATBIRD (Dumeteala carolinensis) Arrives Ss " 

\¢ 0) Sauk na 5/16 5/95/13. 5/8 (5/13) 
til SF 5 

Dane Su sy a, Ph & % wet M30 S28 Sth 
le if? : : : . 

EASTERN NIGHTHAWK (Chordeiles minor minor) Arrives d 

| = : 5/16 5/75/43 5/28 5/44 

; — > al ee % KK wed 5h fa Sho 
on ~tesesy Fi. S/ 

f ry X/ CHERRY (Prunus serotina) In bloom : A Siok 

Te ee | eal 5/17? 5/i- 6/6 (5/16) 
eo : : 5/26-. 5/19 

Dane 6/8 6/5 (5/23) 

% FALSE SOLOMON'S SEAL (Smilacina stellata) In bloom 4 5/9 : Jor- 5/19" 

(7: sate | : , 2/3 sfexn e/2 8/55/31 5/tar 5/26 
ee . eg ; 5/16- 4/28 (5/7) 

; : : : ; 5/27 5/27 oo 4 r 

“OX. CREEPING JUNIPER (Juniperus communis) In pollen 9 ~~ pe 5/30 5/l7-2 5/5 (5/17) \ 

( OO eet Vuh cA \ eo 5 eat fd) OU aie oe peterson, é ; Ww Sane 

“' WOOD SORREL (Oxalis violacea) In bloom 
} See tT oe 5/19 by 5/20- i 
‘ Sauk : 6/2 5/9-t 5/15 = -5/30-2 6/5 5/7 5/17 

VO ee ae 22m fee 5/14 
Rees a eee fees plea s/he 5/ 
Lerge. Lelttthadad (Made it; 4 tacle 12 tp Be ge ef needg | | Al | If : 

a a ee Cee | 
OY. Camp e stre : te? reer ae 3 

BLUE EYED GRASS (Sisyrinchium @p) In bloom / 
5/25- 

a 4 Sauk 5/207 5/26-% 5/23 5/9-7 6/5 5/22 5/13-% 5/19 \ 

2 VER mae haz} eee ar)



: COLUMBINE (Agquilagia canadensis) i a eas, 

OY inte ee ss 6/1-2 ey 2135 at ane 5/18-%, 5/19 

: ha * straggling blooms to 7/21 7/25 1/5 

Dene: in bloom Sih Mop 8 Ge Nt _ * 5/222 5/17-%, (5/18) 

LUPINE (Iupims perennis) i : ; 

Souk: in bud : 5/8 5/15 5/aa 5/5 
He 
\) in bloom : , te. ant ar hy 5/21~K, ue 

Seed Celts sine, sealant : Gfee SJar- Ses a ~ 7 

: Dene! : bloom : ‘ Sg! oer 5/21- (5/23) 

dot e 

ory 
a ee 
BP Span (Sete Vows Heute |) | | ; | | ‘ | | | 

, he er | Te ht a eh ‘bo, 

oe



Aguilagia canadensis) : oa 
eae — on \ 9 6/1-2 ao tee ane a5 5/18-%_ 5/19 

Geis Oe ve. 1/2515 
oe So nhs Yo Ng * | Speer 5/t7-B, hae (Pate b tu. ack Uae Aufitann sg as Prelocnet pregectas Var <2 20-4 3 

Ue rn Orramel of peffony pects coubel Le : ; 
drinel thle offuracliay Che patet., on oie 5/8 9-5/5 5/2 ao : 
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Ff, ay SO Se Y diky pists Py ies ys i, 
i \ ] , Jt i414 Ch AHA tger 

/ : BLOOMING DATS 1942 CY 

‘ : ( Linge boot) 2 

March 22 Acer sacchorinum M 
j Pe "Snowdrop" 

25 Crocus M ai 

: 30 ©Symplocarpus foetida Saul: City Hey 78 Pa 
: f Corylus americana Beech's woods : 

April 1  Ulnms americana : ; 

d 4 Hepatiea acutiloba iS Rei : 

i : 8 Tarexacum offteinale _M Re ae 
. Anemone vatens Bagle, Waukesha AR : i 

12 Geum triflorum — . Bagie : ; Uf 
‘ Romuneulus faseloularis Bagle ; pe 

Draba caroliniana Eagle 
Se Madison 

f Hepatica americana Eagle f 
Sanguinaria canadensis Madison 

‘ Populus treauloides Bagle , 

14 Anemonella thalictroides Hope Lake 

15 Acer negundo u 

16 Porlus deltoides Ml : | 

: 18 Acer rubrum " 
; : Selix discolor % 2 or 3 related species “M 

: 19 Carex pennsylvaniea bi : } 
‘ Arabis lyrata B,M,, Dane . 

: Dentaria laciniata BEM., Dane 
Dicentra Cucullatia Millrace, Dane ! 

' Equisetum arvense A ; ; 
ies ’ Mognolis soulangiana A ee 

Mognolia stellata Prospect Ave, a 
Ranunculus abortivus A ae 

f Claytonia virginiana K i 
; Fraxims loneceolata (green) Campus 4 ‘i 

: Viola ineognita Forbesii Stevorls Woods / 

21 Anemone quinquefolia A ; 
i Caltha palustris A \ 

| a aah ; 
| K 

2 
" * i! ey’
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‘ot 

| APril 22 Acer vlatanoides M 4 

; / 23 Capsella burse-pastoris M 
} 

\ 24 Amelanchier candensis A 

, : 26 «Acer platanoides Schwoedleri M 
i : Antenmnaria Sp, f _M i 

ps : ; 27 Ariscema,triphyllun ua, M Suan 

f Uvularia grandiflora Urry, M ' 

| : Dodecatheon amethystinum U.We, M i 
, Sambueus pabens : ulv. M i 

2  Mertensia virginica Uv. 
Bhiox divaricata ; Madison 4% 
Polemonium reptans ULe. 

30 6Viola pedata A 97*9 
Viola pedate linearilobs A 97-9 4 

: VV. cucullata A 85-15 
: V. segkttata var. ovata A 8649 . ‘ 

j nd ‘ Fragarica sp, A 

Oxalis violacea ; A Paes 

; : Comandra unbellata A 
j : Lithospermam geneseens A 

. Raumex acetosella 4 
Quereus velutina A. f 
Poa annua A 7 
Pinus Strobus mds opening A 
Asparagus officinslis A 
Ribes eracile A 62-14 — ; 
Brassica arvensis A 62914 ; 
Prunus americana A $31 ete 
Jugians nigra becomes Fae 

Yi Nepeta hederacea 2 
Syringa vulgaris Ma



. D 

. * \ ¥ 

7 ‘ oe 

May 2 Trillium grandiflorun Columbus : i 
; Geranium maculatun Columbus ; 

: Cardamine bulbosa Hartford 
1 Dieentra canadensis Saukville 

: Cawlophylium thalictroides Columbus . 
Podophyllum peltatun Columbus 
Thalictrum dioicum Tosell fe 
Viola pallens Saukville : 
Viola mbescens tovell ; 
Virea palustris Hartford finished blooming 
Xanthoxylum americanun Saykville ~ E 
Erythronium albidun Saukville 
Mitella diphylia . ° Saukville 
Ribes Cynosbatd Hartford 
Galium boreale é Saukville 

i 5 Cypripediuk pubescens K M h 
Iris lacustris K M. 
Trillium recurvatun XM 

. ‘€rillium Gleasont  - K M : ‘ 

9 Smilex egirrhata A : 
Pyrus ioensis A = : 

‘Pronus virginiana Arena 
Iinarea canadensis Arena. 
Zizia surea A 

y Dodeeatheon Meadia Middleton 
Krigia virginica Arena 

j Festuca oetoflora Arena 

i 10 Brome tectorum ; 

13 Hydrophylium virginienum KM : , 
Wy Apenaria latertiolia A 

: Quereus macrocarpa he { 
Ulums americana . A fruits shedding An 
Viola papillonacea i me + 

Q ‘ Aquilegia canadensis K M 
. Spirasa Van Houtii Campus : i



; 4 

May 16 Trillium cermun Albany, Green 
Orchis syectabilis Albany® : 

ea Actaea alba © Albany ie 
: Iithospermm angustifolium Idberty Hill - Pee ; 

2 ‘ Besseya Ballii Albany % Brodhead : 
Corms stolontfera Albany i 

i Polygonatum bifloroun Vaiison 
; _ Senecio aurea Albany ; 

17 Iazula campestris ; Coon Valley, Vernon 
Isopyrum biternatum Coon Valley abundant va 
Pyrus ivensis \ Coon Validay \ 

i Evphorbia Reula Coon Valley Guf- d 
i . Buphorbia Cyparisetes Coon Valley 

; ; : Staphylea trifolia Coon Valley 
Hydrophyllum appendienlatum Coon Valley 
Trlosteum perfoltatun Coon Valley : 

f 23 Viola pedatifida Seuprernong = all 
Hypoxis hirsuta : 
Sisyrinchium sp 
Cyprivedium candidum 

: 2 cemm trifiorun fi pallens : 
Valeriens edulis 
Zizia cordata 

: Saxifraga pennsylvaniea 
Baptisia bracteata ’ 

‘ Smilacina stellata 
; Inupims perennis 

; Viels azericana ‘ : 
: Lathyras. ochroleucus 

Polytale Senegs 
Aretia midiecanlis ‘ 
Castilleja coccinea 

2  Camassia esculenta (between Arena & Blue Mounds) Dane 
Tradeseantia reflexa :



May 24 stanthemm eanadense A 
Trifolium hybridum ; 

f 29 Fragaria vesea A also in fruit ‘ 
: Trifolium pratense A ; ° ee 

; Medicago lupalina Madison : 

’ June 2 Apissema Drecontium A. nursery f 
Polygonatum. pubescens A 
Smilax herbacea A 

: Iris virginica A 
Trifolium repens A ie 
Saniewle marilandica A : 

; ' Tysimachia thrrsiflora A 
- Tonicere diotea A x 

ais Srigeron pulchellus A \ 

‘ 3 Stipa spartea Windsor Prairie 
Castilleja sessiliflora . . 
Rosa blanda ? Windsor Prairie 
Baptisia leucantha Windsor Prairie ‘ 

' Henehers hispida Windaor Prairie 

> 1 9 Plantago Purshii Avene Dane 
Plantago aristata Arena, 

: Galiua boreale Beech's woods ‘ 
Cornus fomina . . x 
sje cha , x 

AL Polygala volygama Arena 

Buphorbie corollata au ; 
‘ Physalis virginiana * 

i Specularia perfoliata ——- ". slso in seed 
\ f ' Silene ontirrhina a \ 

: : Anemone virginiana ‘ 
: Helentheman canadense . t ‘ 

; : Seutellaria parvula ° 

i e :



p phe 
1941 BLOONING DATES pe Ch Vevede 

Fo eerennitetentrmrtg lag ae een 

April 10 Acer sacchairimu rm ! M : 

11 Corylus amoricana A ; 

12. | UWlms americana M 

é oe a Sanguinaria canadensis eee 
Hepatiea americana x M ; 
Hopatica acutiloba K M : 

14 Carex pennsylvanica A 
\ Populus grendidentata A Zé j 

Polulus tremyloides A ' 

i “ Acer rubrun A | 
‘ i é / : ( 

: : 16 —- Forsyythia M f 
Acer Negundo M 
Salix discolor (pollen) M Z 
Symplocarms footida A ; 

ue 18 Taraxacum officinale M J 
} : Gepsella burse=pastoris M £ : 

oe og Acer platenoides M ; 

OM : 20 Anemone patens aie: om 
: Romunculus fascicularis BM, ; 

4 Antennaria sp. BoM, 
, ; j Arabis lyrata B.M. 

Asarum Ganailense '  Millrace Woods D 
a albidon Milirace Woods ‘ 
Di tra Bebel ahd Millrace Woods 
Viola incognita var Forvesii MtVernon-Verona Was D | 

‘22 Draba caroliniana A 
_ Rewisotum arvense A / 
Anemone patens A 

: oe 25 Anemone quinquefolia es : 
E Uvularia grandiflora Millrace Woods 

*, 26 Calths palustris “Magle, Waukesha 
Magnolia Soulangiana Rdgewood M \ :



% * on 
‘ 2 

28 Acer platanoides Schwoedferi 1 
4 Geum triflorum greenhouse |! 

Celtis occidentalis M 
Fraxinus americanus? green. M ; 

30 Quereus - black oak: M ra 

; eg 3 
\ Mage ¥ Frageria sp. A : : 

: i 4ralia mdicaulis A Y 
Geranium maculatun A 

‘ Prunus pennsylvenica A 
Cornus stolonifersa : A j 
Renunculus abortivus? | A 

& Oxalis violacea A : 
: Contndra umbellata A 

Viola pedata ae 
j Lithosperimm canescens A : 

; Tricntalis americana Hope Lake 
oe Anemonella thal ietroides Hope lake 

Viola pallens Hope Lake 
‘ , Chamaedaphne Hope Leke 

| And¢omeda Hove Lake 
s : Goylugsaccia Hope Lalce 

4 Yonukien pennsylyanicun Hope Lake . 

10 Viola pedatifida Nagle, Weukesha . 
Geum triflorun Ragle 
Hierechloe odorata 4 Eagle ‘ 

‘ Zizin aurea Kogle — 
“ Arenaria stricta Fagle 

fe) 3 Vicia americana Eagle 
Synthris Bullii Eagle 

‘ Llazula campestris Ragle ! ‘ 
Quercus macrocarps, Eagle 

; Crataegus sp Eagle i : 
; , Phlox. divaricat- Palmira ! 

¢



/ ae) 

; 11 Senecio avrea A 65-10 
' Valeriana edulis A 59-3 ; 

Trillium grandiflorun A 58-9 
{ : ; Trillium recurvatun A nursery 

: ' Polemonium reptans - A mrsery 
Iris lacustris xk y 
Pyrus ioensis 

Arenaria laterifolia A 58-7 
Viola papilonacea A 58-7 

: 12 Cypripedium pubescens Verona Wds M i 

. Arisaom triphyllun Verona Woods 
Ramnevlus abortivus _-Verona Woods > : 
Sisyrinchium campestre Vorona Woods 

’ 13. = Pedophyllum peltatun _ Hey 78 Sauk 
Dede.cathedn Meadia - Hey 78 3 

. : Aquilegia canadensis. Hey 78 
Phlox pilesa Hgy 78 i 
Orchis speetabilis Hey 7& 

: 16 = Spiraea van Nout! Cans 

; 17 Linaria canadensis 10l-2 A 

; ; “Lithospermm coarolinense 101~2 
. Rumoex acetosella 101-2 

Lepidium apetalun 1LOlL=2 Y Hf 
Hedeoma hispida 101-2 
Ulmmes amoricana- fruits shedding 

’ ae Geum triflorum f flavida Souppernong, Waulcesha 
i Pedicularis canadensis Seuppernong 

. t Broms tectorum 

19 Actaea alba _ GA : } 
lithospormm angustifelium 59-8 ; 

’ Cypripedium candidun } 59-3 & Om 
Vihoa pubescens j 58-10 

. -Viburmim lentazo tig & 42-16 
Cormis stolonifera é oo ave 

i Hierochloee odorata 5-15t : 
bs ; Arisaema Dracontium _ nursery 

* ®



} 4 

: : Hydrophyllum virginienum W3-11 
‘ Baptisiz leucophaea 81-10 : 

Sioyrynchium eompestre 81-9 
J 

au Tradescantia reflexa Hillsboro Vernon 
Smilseina racemosa Coon Valley 
Maianthemum canadense Coon Valley 
Polygonatum biflorum Coon Valley 

; Iris virginica _ JaValle 
Nymphaee oo Arena one ‘ 
Romuneulus acris 
Hepatiea acutiloba Seeds ripe Coon Valley Vernon | 
Anemone patens seers rive Coon Volley 
A, canadensis 
Menispermum canadensis Coon Valley 
Heuchera hispida Soon Valley ; 
Mitel{a dishyllq _ Coon Valley 
Fragaria vesea Coon Valley 
Geum rivale Coon Valley 
Iupinus perennis Arena | 
Sonicula marilandica Coon Valley 

Osmorhiza longistylis Coon Valley 
Hydrophyllum appendiculatum Coon Valley 
Soutellaria parvala Coon Valley 
Mertensis virginica "Ontario (Kickapoo river) 
Neptts. hederacea Ontario i 
Penstemon gracilis Reedsburg 
Veronica peregrina Ontario . 
Conopholis americasa Coon Valley . 

Viburnum Omlus Seon Valley 
Erigeron palchellus Coon Valley 

/ f 

2 

k ~~ 

| 

; ‘ i
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25 Arisaema Dracontium Sect 18,Zomm of Albeny, (@) en Co 
Aplectram hyémale Albany woods, Green Co. 
Anemone canadensis Green Co. ' 

= Castilleja sessiliflora Iiberty hill prairie 

Triosteum perfoliatum Albany woods . 
Tragopogon pratensis Albany 

; Koelaria cristata Iiberty Hill 

2 «=. Taenidia integerrima 101616. s 
Stipa comata 97-8, 96-15 
Physalis heterophylla 101-2 && : 

; Arenaria stricta 96-9 : 

; 27 Heltanthemum eansdense Arena, Dane 
Hudsonia tomentosa - Avena 
Frigia virginica Arena (also in fruit) 

: Agrostis seabra Arena 
Betula nigre= ripe fruit Arena ay 

* 30 Viels americana Scuppernong 
Lathyrus ochroleucus Scuppernong 
Polygala Senéga ~ Sewppernong 
Baptisia bracteata Seuppernong 
Zia cordata ; Seuppernong ¥rigia biflora 

Houstonia longifolia Ragle ( Cynoglossum officinale 
4 Waukegha. 

Castillega coccinea Beagle c 
Cyp. parviflorium Begle (Largely past) 

31- Salix longifolia ‘ 36-15 i 
: lysimachia thyrsiflora Be d 

: Iiparis loeselii oe 
Cyp. Andrewsil 5 

: Tdipards 14141 folia ‘ K gmrden iM i 

Angelica atropurpurea N5=10, Wie3 

June 1 Oxybaphus nyctagineus A : j : 
Anemone canadensis A f 

: Meliotus officinalis A 

Plantage purshii 4 

i} \ 

{ 3
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5 / Euphorbia corollata Wisconsin Rapids 
s \ /, Ceanothus ovatus Wisconsin Rapids “ 

y f Convolvulus spithamaeus Wisconsin Repids 
i Pentstemon hirsutus , 

fs Chrysanthemum Leweant hemum : ‘ 

uf Rudbeckia hirta A 
: \ Zigadems chloranthus A 

Smilax herbacea A A 
4 : Medicago sativa A i 

Pastinaca sativa A 
: Linoria vulgaris . A 

. Galium boreale ~& 
: lobelia spicata A
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A PHENOLOGICAL RECORD FOR SAUK AND DANE COUNTIES, WISCONSIN, senat y ae 

Aldo Leopold and Sara Blizabeth Jones ~~ 
C University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin i y 

Introduction G i c Gafro 

Hach year, after the midwinter Si sueaede) there comes a thawy night when the tinkle | 

of dripping water is heard in the land, It brings strange stirrings, not only to creatures 

abed for the night, but to some who have been asleep for the winter. The hibernating 

skunk, curled up in his deep den, uncurls himself and ventures forth to prowl the wet 

world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the melting snow. His track marks one 

of the earliest dateable events in that cycle of beginnings and ceasings which we 

call a year. 

From the beginnings of history, people have searched for order and meaning in | 

these events, but only a few have discovered that keeping records enhances the 

pleasure of the search, and also the chance of finding order and meaning, These few 

are called phenologists. ; 

The events comprising the annual cycle are innumerable. Wisconsin, for example, 

has about 350 species of birds, 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, 

20,000 insecits, and yo higher plants, The life of each of these 22,000 species | 

consists of a sequence of events, each a response to the advancing seasone No one 

phenologist can hope to recognize, much less to record, more than a nioroseephe frac- hen | 

tion of this prodigious drama. | 

Many of the events of the annual cycle recur year after year in a regular order, | 

A year-to-year record of this order is a record of the rates at which solar energy 

flows to and through living things, They are the arteries of the land, By tracing 

their responses to the sun, phenology may eventually shed some light on that ultimate 

enigma, the land's inner workingse 

Bhvcuna Paper No. 8 of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, 
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Yet it mst be confessed that with all its weighty subject-matter, phenology 

is a very personal sort of science. Once he learns the sequence of events, the 

phenologist falls easily into the not-very-objective role of successful seer and 

prophet. He may even fall in love with the plants and animals which so regularly 

fulfil his predictions, and he may harbor the pleasant illusion that he is ‘calling : 

shots for the biota, rather than vice versa. 

Phenologists are a heterogeneous lot, and have found shelter under diverse 

intellectual roof-trees. snore te father of phenology in this country, scorned 

any roof-tree but his own, hence his records (for the period 1850 to 1861) remained 

unpublished for half a century (20). Hough (1864) was a doctor of medicine, and 

the Bureau of Patents published his tables (12). Henry (1881) was an agronomist 

and a dean; the Board of Regents published his reports, (10). Hopkins (1918) was an 

entomologist; the Weather Bureau published his findings au. Among contemporary 

phenologists are botanists, foresters, game managers, ornithologists, range managers, 

and zoologists. Phenology, in short, is a "horizontal science" which transects all 

ordinary biological professions. Whoever sees the land as a whole is likely to have 

an interest in it. ; 

Phenology is more ancient than the "vertical" categories which it transects; 

its first paper, published (okies) 974 B.C., cuts across three sciences, then not yet 

born: meteorology, dotany, and ornithology: 

\ Ear. e: the winter is past, 

\, | The rain is over and gone; 

C ‘ The flowers appear on the earth; 

\ The time of the singing of birds is come 

And the voice of the turtle is heard in ‘tie land. i 

| (Solomon, 2:12)
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- Purpose (ari i eh 

The purpose of this paper is to assemble a composite phenological record ; 

for the wild plants, hivts ens tena of the region, with at Senet a sprinkling of | 

items relating to other animals, waters, crop plants, and plants used in landscaping. 

Such a record is useful for two main purposes. ‘First, it permits one to inter- 

polate, for any given event or any given date, a background of contemporaneous events. 

For example: a game manager learns from the literature that in Dane County the most 

frequent date of first egg-laying in pheasant is May 6. What else of possible impor= 

tance to nesting _ is going on at that time? A glance at Tables 4 and 5 shows 

that spring ae been seeded two weeks ago and should be well up on May 63 

that Franklin ground ee has already emerged; that bluegrass (142) will 

head out in eight days; that alfalfa hayfields (209) will be ready to cut in 38 days, 

which just about equals the time necessary to complete the clutch (12 days) and 

ineubate it (21-24 days). 

The second main purpose of a phenology table is to permit one to correct for 

early or late seasons by translating calendar dates into phenological "dates". Assume, 

for example, that the same game manager needs to find some pheasant nests, but that 

the season is very early, hence the average date of May 6 is invalid. How mech ; 

earlier shall his search begin? A glance at Table 5 shows the following contemporaneous 

first blooms: sugar maple, chokecherry, winter cress, lousewort, white trillium, 

Jacob's ladder. Lilac has been blooming three days, wild crab will bloom in three 

days. With these "cross shots" on his problem, the vegetation will tell him in any 

year, early or late, about when to begin his search. 

It is strangely difficult to arrive at such correlations by comparing specialized 

publications. To facilitate them, we have merged all of our events--plants, birds, 

mammals, insects, and weather--in one common sequence (Tables 1-12). 

2 Wee tf ec names of Wy hace 7s: aud plants y f' are Ae ni Shee tbe p 
fir the wimhon mae : eh 

ane. z vee a rn. $b poece fe y t bles,
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It is not to be assumed, of course, that the sequence of averages repeats itself 

exactly each year, and still less that the average sequence for our region is iden- 

tical with that for other regions. Indeed the whole concept of a sequence of average 

dates is in one sense an abstraction, for it can never be found in toto in the field. 
He Ne SCRE IE TD 

Nevertheless it exists, and it is an important preperty of the flora and fauna, The 

reasons for this will appear later. 

a Scope (orjeo 
No ltiptic made —— 
Wewto-net,, in this paperg—erttémp> to derive the correlations which are its prin- 

cipal purpose. They are so numerous that the reader can best derive them for himself, 

Re is meade, ! 
if and when needed, Weimde attempt to suggest how to select items for phenological 

recording, and to deduce some responses of animals and plants to weather. | this p2 per 
asereyiven I! 

It is unnecessary for a phenologist to record as many species, es-me-eze, A 

smaller number, well assorted as to site and season, would be equally valuable. 

Our arrival dates of migratory birds are confined largely to a few common, easily 

recognized species. Complete lists of average arrival dates for the Dane Station have 

92.9, 1984) C1942) 
been published by Schorger, (2) , and for southern Wisconsin by Barger et al W: 

The phenology of birdsong is largely omitted, and will be covered in a separate 

paper, ‘The phenology of leaf-fall is omitted because it is difficult to define sharply, 

and there is excessive variability between trees, * ; 
the abidsd, 

Qux freferences to the literature cover only ow»-orn wecien, plus a few nationally~ 
ove warlow 

known papers that have influenced our work, Be are aware that there is a large 

European literature, and that many important American papers aré not mentioned, 

Stations a ‘aoe F 

This paper records some 328 events at two stations, herein called "Sauk" and "Dane". 

The first includes two or three square miles around the Leopold shack in Sec, 33, T.13N, 

. R.6GE, Sauce County. The second is an area of similar size including the University of 

Wisconsin Arboretum, and adjoining parts of the city of Madison and University of Wiscon- 

sin campus, in Dane County. ‘The Dane station is 33 miles south and nine miles east of the 

Sauk station.
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In a few instances, a scattered date from outside one or the other station has 

been included in it without specifying the exact point of origin. Such dates are 

considered eligible only when they fall within the following geographic limits: 

East to West North to South 

/ Sank Station Portage to Wisconsin Dells Summit of Baraboo Hills to Wisconsin 
le (20 miles) mes (10 miles), 

% Dane Station Faville Grove (Jefferson Co) Poynette to south line of County 
to Prairie du Sac. (40 miles) (30 miles) 

Whenever all of the dates for any item originated elsewhere than Madison or the 

Leopold shack, their point of origin is specified. 

Climate. The following comparison of the two stations is taken mainly from 
(Qvewaemtrr, 174 1) 

"Climate and Man" Gp), and is based on 17 and 40 years! records, respectively. 

TEMPERATURES : Sauk Dane Sauk is: 
7 (Wis. Delis Station) (Madison Station) ‘ 
Mean annual ae'~aae F 450-460 F 1 degree colder 
January average 16.0) Fy 16.78 Fy 0.7 degree colder 
July average T1.6° Fe 721 Fe 0.5 degree colder 

FROSTS, GROWING SEASON 

+> |) test frost in spring May 11 April 29 12 days later 
KY First frost in fall Sept. 27 October 17 20 days earlier 

»\ Growing season 139 days 171 days 32 days shorter 
BM 

J 

PRECIPITATION 

Average anmal 30.78 we 30.60 we, 0.18 inches wetter 

The only large difference disclosed in these data is in the length of the 

frostless period or growing season, which is 32 days shorter at the Sauk station. 

; During the decade here reported (1935-1945) the growing season at Sauk was only 

13 days shorter (see items 79 and 323 of tables 1-12). 

: ,
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b eee i Tepe Lorprt$ vor 
Lifé Zones; Wo-sha2t YS wee o describe our stations in terms yi ee djotie f 

. A CMarvrvicmn Al, 192% 5 Wranrer 51 2/1938), 
provinces proposed by various conflicting authors (16,2). Both stations lie in the 

general region of confluence of prairig,oak-hickory forest,and coniferous forest. The 

first two categories are pepresented within the area of both stations; the third occurs 

only within the area of the Sauk station. ‘The Sauk station exhibits certain southern 

species like red birch, red bellied woodpecker and prothonotary warbler, but it also 

exhibits certain northern species such as red squirrel and the three native pines. 

All of these species are absent, or only casual, at the Dane station. 

oo Code 4 Sie 
“Lake Mendota at Madison is 849 feet above sea-level; the Wisconsin 

7 

River at Wisconsin Dells is $15 feet. The more southerly station is thus ay feet 

highere iene SY Gofrr VS 

(tas Use. The Sauk station and that pert of the Dene station comprising the 
at i 

University Arboretum are alike in that both consist of reverted farms on which old 

fields, woods, and marshes are interspersed. Both are surrounded by active farms. 

yagi Iai omb mene yar ea ee 
(eaey soit of the Sauk station are Coloma sands and Dunning sands, with 

local traces of red clay from the bottom of_glacial. e Wisconsin. All lowlands 

“Whilbeor, '129 
have been reworked by river actions.( (93). 0 » 

‘Wo & ( The soils of the Dane station Are ‘Migmi gilt loam’ and peat, the latter under- 

Loe ; lain by marl. (23). 2a é pf Jy Voc. L 

The Sauk station lies on the south bank of the Wisconsin River and its 

lowlands are flooded yearly. It has few springs and only small lakes. The Dane | 

station has many springs, several large lakes, and no rivers. Its lowlands are never | 

flooded. —_——— 7 * apa VEC. | 

\ Wildiness) “The Sauk area is wilder, retaining deer, ruffed grouse, pileated 
} TU) ry)
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woodpecker, and a few otters and prairie chickens. These species are absent from the 

Dane station. 

Observers ( swe 
Re aN attics 2 

This paper embodies three main blocks of phenological data: ay 

1. A. Carl Leopold, plants and animals of the Sauk Station, 1935-19ho? (yay | 

2. Sara E. Jones, plants of the University Arboretum, Dane Station, 1944-195, 

3. Aldo Leopold, plants and animals of the Sauk Station, 1935-1945. 

All of the Sauk dates, and a majority of the Dane dates, were taken by these 

observers. The remaining dates for the Dane station have been generously contributed 

by the following collaborators: 

\ 

a i 7 ae. 

AVo», 4 h S md, Tr 

“4 ; c “Ss ~< 
AK / tHe eit 

f as pad ON Food ft J, Oe oe i
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4 i es RSA ae B ¢ o \ Oxi a 
\ 

| fihat Part of Reference 
Name Kind of Items (Dane Station Years if published G | 

/ 
Richt 

Anderson, Harry #, Birds, plants, Arboretum 1935-1939 oe, ' NY 
at as : * mammals , MOY a Pareer a Norval Re, Bird arrivals Dane County 1935-1945 (7 io 2) Buss, Irven 0. Birds, plants, Faville Grove 1937-1942 mammals 

Buss, Irven 0. and Upland plover fFaville Grove 1935-1943 53(/739) 
Arthur S. Hawicins 

r Curtis, John 1, Spring plants Dane County 1941-1942 Feeney, ¥.S. Birds, mammals Arboretum 1938-1939 (ey (194 2) Gastrow, Albert Horned owl, Prairie du Sac 1935-1945 skunk 

| Hale, James B, Bird arrivals Stoughton 1939-1945 
Hawkins, Arthur Ss, Birds, mammals, Faville Grove 1935-1938 plants 

‘ | Jackson, Arnold s, Bird arrivals Dane County 1936-1942 | Koehler, Mrs. Arthur ira arrivals Dane County 1936-194h. 

| Kumlien Ornitho- Bird arrivals Dane County 1935-1945 
‘logical Club 

McCabe, Robert A. Birds, mammals, Arboretum 1943-1945 plants 

| 

Robbins, Samel D.Jr, Bird arrivals Dane County 1940-1943 | Shands, H.E. Grain and hay University Farms 1935~1945 | crops at Madison 
| Sowls, Iyle K. Birds, mammals, Faville Grove 1938 * plants 

iy 
fh [a 

Sperry, Theodore y, Bird arrivals, Arboretum 1938 (2529) plants 

Thompson, Donald R. Plants Arboretum vs. City 1946 
Zimmerman, Janes Plants, birds, Dane County 19-3 gle; i mamma] s 

tl 
o7 

£ | 
:
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Phenological Tables (C4fy> a 

Ven the Be | 
: Vo-pre-aerecerionn, sp tables, in which Oe events are assembled by 

math, Jhoh month bears its calendar number, beginning with Table 1pe for Jemaryevicl 

February. 
ann avalad-E2 

Each event on which we-heve ete called an item, and each item bears a serial number : 

(at the left), and an average date (at the right). Dates for both stations are given when | 

available. When an event has a definite duration (such as the bloom of a plant), a double | 

date indicates the duration. Few durations were recorded during the first three years of | 

the decade. | 
| 

The items are arranged chronologically, in order of the average date for the Sauk statione 

Lanne (CBr + Se, 
om (Standards and Ferns, Nomenclature), Averages based on less than four years are given in | 

i: M ™ ak se anime 

: if ‘parentheses. Such averages are regarded as sub-standard, and are computed only to place the | 

item in the chronological sequence. Incomplete dates, such as "by 3/1" are not used in | 

| 
computing averages. | 

7 Oar: j n 4 : | 

I~ ON tafe ter Ridclacaitrawriorl” gy tHe. Hirtie ge aii) | | 

ow. ©4 
ein 

2 
b . ito é fe elie 

, Par § it bd de tilly ag Te
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Many dates for the Dane station are based on daily observations; few on less than 

tri-weekly observations. Most dates for the Sauk station are based on weekly visits. 

Dates for events occurring hab vinbhs field trips are often interpolated by 

estimation, but only for such events as present evidence for estimating the probable 

date. The nature of such evidence is discussed later. Dates for bird arrivals, we 

for other animal behaviors, were never interpolated because they present no such 

evidence. 

Blooming dates of plants are given in two ways. For plants without a perianth, 

the term "in pollen" is used, and means the dates between which pollen was found. 

In other plants, the term “in bloom" means the dates between which a perianth was 

found. When only an initial date is available, the term "first bloom" is used. 

A plus sign after a blooming date means that a few straggling blooms were 

observed beyond the closing date. Blooms on plants which have been mowed over, or 

. in which bloom has been otherwise artificially deferred or renewed, are excluded. 

Thus weeds in stubble are artificially deferréd by shading, while those in lawns or 

mowed roadsides are artificially renewed by mowing. Valid phenology in such cases 

must be taken from fencerows which have been neither shaded nor mowed. The 

equivalent of mowing occurs when insects sever the stems of wild lettuce (Latuca 

canadensis) and Canada tick clover (es) » or when deer decapitate Veronicastrun 

(236). All these resprout, and the apeoutin bear delayed blooms beyond the normal
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termination dates. , 

"Leafing" means the span of time from the bursting of the first leaf-buds to 

the completion of the earliest leaves. Additional leaves of course continue to form 

as long as new growth Géontinues. 

The budding period is given only in a few plants which exhibit extraordinarily 

long budding periods, or in which the period varied greatly from year to year. 

"Ripe" means that a fruit has colored, become edible, started to fall, or given 

other evidence of maturity. Fruiting phenology is shown under the item for bloom, 

except when the two are separated by meny months (as in acorns and mits). 

In birds, the term "Migrants arrive" means that some individuals commonly winter " 

here, but the arrival date refers to individuals which seemed to be migrants. In 

species which do not winter, the term "arrives" is used without further specification. 

The nomenclature of the following reference works is followed, except for some 

ee 193% 

~~ Plants through June: Fassett's "Spring Flora of Wisconsin" ) 

Plants beyond June: Deam's "Flora of Indiana" jv? 

C | Birds: Peterson's "Field Guide to the Birds" Bh mote] Zelon the American 

Ornithologists Union Check=-list. 
[943 

Mammals; Hamilton's "The Mammals of Eastern United States" W 

\daphibians: Wright's "Handbook of Frogs and Toads" a 

Herbarium specimens of most plants of debatable identity have been filed either 

in the herbarium of Sara BE. Jones, Bellaire; Ohio, or in the herbarium of A. Carl 

Leopold, 2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madison. A few residual items of debatable identity 

are asterisked in Tables iyiz. ; 

igore sents Ad Pratcauipe Wedens ©, Veachis, Jorn %. Oartds, oat B. 6, Greene 

for checking many plant identifications, to Professor Kenneth J. Arnold for supervising 

the computation of standard deviations, and to James Zimmerman, now phenologist for
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the Arboretum, for many eaten ake in Leek ee 

(Aelsstion of qlee) Most of these records were collected as an incident to other 

field work. lxperience has developed certain criteria for the selection of items which 

are "good" under these conditions. To illustrate these criteria, we-draw-upen Tables 

Ie por ay each its serial number. (Serial numbers appear in brackets, 

oo bi pants in a ae eon } 

G labor} A "good" item should be not too laborious. ‘Thus horned owl nesting [2) 

and cardinal song G3) were detectable without labor, but during the same season it 

would have required tapping of trees to detect the first ascent of sap. 

(Siasmseedy A good thon shana’ es th ae sense that two observers looking 

for it will recognize and date it alike. > ; 

i Tims the first cricket frog (25) is mch more likely to be noticed than the first 
leopard frog (20) because the latter is silent on first emergence. ‘Two observers 

could hardly avoid identical dates for cricket frog if they worked the same region, 

bt they might well differ on the leopard frog. 

In some items sharpness is a matter of adequate definition. ‘Thus in breakage ‘ 

of ice in lakes G4, 22, 27) several days may separate the first break from the final 

dissolution, but when breakage is defined as “when one can row a boat across" the 

item becomes sharp. 

Fortunately the bloom of most flowers is sharp, but in those grasses which do 

: not extrude their pollen it is more difficult to detect first bloom. | 

i" Ripeness in froits ta aharp exly ined Rs coincides with falling, as ta shiver Se 

maple (26). A wild grape is "ripe" on September 1 for jelly, but oncOctober I 

forwines 

Some items are inherently difficult to define sharply. Thus in house~building 

by mskrats Gag), variability in seeing or interpreting the evidence may exceed 

the year-to-year variability of the event. 

4 This item is also beclouded by the fact that house-building dates differ by marshes » 

and this raises the question: how many marshes are represented in the record? tes earec 

that {BS recone embodies little year-to-year consistency in this respect.
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An occasional item is so sharp that it would be possible to record it to the 

nearest hour. ‘Thus on August 18, 1946, Leopold found a single head of Indian grass 

Go1} which had extruded a single stamen from its terminal flower. ‘This was at 6:00 

A.M. An hour later he happened to pass the same head and found it had extruded dozens 

of stamens. _ < a Cc ea ie 

chance of detecting the first occurrence of an event, and 
=e 

especially of detecting it through a series of years, is obviously greater in a 

common species than in a rare ones > ( - ‘ cC iT 

C Wisnandty, oF dndtpaaty’ ) Mais specification is related to sharpness but is not 

tauninal Ate Iss Ws olen attaches to the observer, rather than to the phant or 

animal. “hus the nesting of horned owl is invisible to the unskilled observer, but 

is easily detected if one is working & an owl territory, and looks for the ears and 

tail of the incubating owl silhouetted above a nest. Incubation and first egg coincide 

in this species. 

Likewise, the arrival of woodcock as} is apt to be invisible to the observer 

without a bird-dog, and inaudible to the observer who is indoors during the "song" 

period at dawn and dusk. 

The first call of the cricket frog (25) is an example of perfect audibility, ) 

but low visibility. 

An example of perfect visibility is the ascent of the spring cankerworm (e2) ® 

but the visibility depends on ringing an infested tree with tanglefoot. ' 

stil arabe prt ancestral : ‘ i ail 
When an event is psa. to see, cannot be heard, leaves no mark, and pertains 

to an uncommon species, it becomes highly probable that the first occurrence is 

regularly missed. aapeaepenbetientnedsy 000 of emergence of Franklin ground squirrel 

GJ ‘es late for this reason. __>>.. E. ee , ‘ 

eo good — not recur yearly, and to this extent a 

are poor. rned owls did not nest on the Prairie du Sac observation area during | 

four of the ten years covered. (See note after item 2). Some orchids fail to bloom 

in some years. Fruits often fail to set by reason of frost, disease, or insect 

attack. Cankerworms by defoliating basswoods (233) prevented all blooming and fruit- | 

ing at the Sauk station in 1944 and 1945. Most of the flowers of the bush clover |
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{299} in 1946 were blighted by some unimown cause at the Sauk Station, and in parts 

of Dane County. 
4 

n In some itens the question of yearly recurrence is confused and mnansieerable at 

$e present moment. For example: do skunks {J} in this region hibernate with sufficient 

regularity to give validity to a series of emergence dates, such as those presented 

in Item 1? Albert Gastrow, who recorded the dates, is sure they do in his particular 

locality, but other observers are equally sure they do not in other parts of the Dane 

station area. The literature indicates that female skunks are more likely to hibernate 

than males, but unless both sexes hibernate in most winters, | dates have no 

| meaning. In such debateable cases -vo-provent_auiy tates fot what. they are worth, 

pending further local knowledge of the animal. 

It seems possible that age, stored fat, and kind of winter dens (rock caves or ' 

burrows) may affect hibernation phenology. The dens on Gastrow's area are mostly 

caves in rock ee Lcinnanctiae LS c. 

{ PULSE Once an event occurs, it is a great advantage if it is contimous 

or recurs daily. All blooms have this advantage of continuity. On the other hand 

i most satin behaviors (such as birdsong or the emergence of hibernators) are liable 

to be interrupted by bad weather, especially in early spring, or to occur only at 

limited hours. 

The breakihg of ice in rivers and lakes is, in effect, discontinuous when 

followed by refreezing. ae ae > ( i < 

erm of Hemness\ The song of a ‘Wan cnsules no evidence of whether it has 

been going on for a day or a week, but a freshly opened flower among numerous un- 

opened buds tells its own story. A sidewalk littered with fragments of squirrel- 

epened acorns (es) » some fresh, others oxidized, tells its own story if the same 

sidewalk was clean a week ago. 

Dates of events beginning between field trips cannot be interpolated without 

evidence of newness.
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In an occasional instance, evidence of newness develops after the event, and one 

can check back on the date, ‘Thus woodcock were first recorded at the Sauk station 

on March 16, 1946. This was nine days ahead of average, and the birds were silent, 

as is usual on first arrival. Later Leopold found a nest which hatched on April 14, 

Allowing 20 days for incubation and four for laying, the first egg umst have been 

deposited March 21. A blizzard on March 10-13 crowds the March 16 arrival from the 

other direction; hence its substantial er is assured. 
Oe —— fe 

C Pistens esters Arrivals of migrant tints are likely to reflect distant as well 

as ier eae. On the other hand, the behaviors of resident birds, (such as song), 

and all developmental phenomena in plants, are inherently local. The break-up of ice 

in lakes is probably the sce Heees example of the cumlative effect of purely local 

factors. Other things being equal, locally~determined events are preferable as phen- 

af ciss Lament Nine Pai ens * 
(Auer tens In addition to the forgoing positive characters to be sought in 

weir tae, there are negative cautions to be observed in the acceptance of 

observations. | 

| Bloom in dandelion (53) often occurs in March when the particular plant 

stands above a buried steam pipe, or hugs the south wall of a building. Such abnormal 

bloom is an interesting oddity, but poor phenology. [ 

The development of plants on recently flooded areas is likely to be abnormal. 

The bloom of stubble weeds, suppressed until mid-summer by the shade of the 

grain, and also the bloom of forbs cut off by insects or deer, have already been 

mentioned as abnormally late. | 

Some abnormalities are too rare to be important as phenology, but they are of 

interest as physiology. Puccoon: (QasH} normally ceases blooming about July 1. In 

1946 4t ceased on July 6 at the Sauk station. But on August 5 Pp seedling 

in a mursery bed bore two flowers, and on September 10 another bore one flower.
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: No other seedling in the row showed any sign of blooming, The plants were only half 

the height of mature plants, and had only single stems. Bare ine before seen 

blooms on immature plants, Coapors, cS 2 

Rein 2 ERE variables, over and above weather, 

affect the phenolozy of plants: (1) the sit eke in local 

environment, and (2) the genetical ssid Be aslatss in response to the same ‘ 

environment due to different genetical constitutions in the individuals involved. 

A clear mental image of these two variables is essential to intelligent recording. 

A developmental feoord for any given species, to be valid through a term of years, ; 

Should either (a) embrace the entire gamit of site and of genetical constitution, or 

(b) 4t should be limited to certain individuals which have been selected in advance, and 

in which site and genetics remain constant. Alternation or mixture of the (a) and (>) 

types is fatal. ' 

Most of si Sion items embrace a wide range of site and genetical constitution at 

the two stations, Unless marked (b), the record for any given item may be assumed to 

approach the (a) category. That is to say, items not specifically designated as (b) 

are supposed to span the period from the earliest bloom on the earliest site to the 

latest bloom on the latest site. This implies, of course, that the observer examines 

an equal variety of sites for each date for each year. Needlesgto say this ideal 

was not always carried out, but mexbebieve—+hat it usually was, especially for common 

species, 

The choice between tyve (a) and type (b) is usually dictated by comaonness. In 

some ST egestas, the population was too small for a record of the (a) category. 

Thus there is only one lilac bush uy at the Sauk station. In such instances the re- \ 

cord is marked (b) and an appropriate specification, such as "one bush" or "one clump" 

is added. 
: 

By and large, the (a) tyne is’possible only for common species, while rare or ‘ 

locally uncommon species automatically assume the (b) type. ‘The practical point is 

to reach a decision, and stick to it, in species of intermediate abundance. 

In aquatic and bog plants, whole ponds or bogs sometimes display uniform earliness 

or lateness depending on the presence or absence of springs. For example:
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Prt louse 
pq ———_—— With springs § Without springs td 

afi x Item 23 Skunk Cabbage, Dane March 20, 1945 About April 10, 1945 
~ \ Item 71 Marsh Marigold, Dane April 1, 1946 April 15, 1946 

For this reason a single specified pond or bog (phenology of the (b) type) is pres _ 

.ferable for aquatics. A single water (Lake Chapman) was used for our Sauk records, 
we ~ S ee 

Sources of Error { 

The foregoing discussion describes certain particular sources of error. There remain 

two more general questions: 

th (1) How much difference will occur as between two observers, looking for the same 

list of items in the same area, through the same years? 

© (2) How mch difference arises from differing potent of observation? 
a bi del dient sasccesnnnmecnnt naires ¢ Se * 

CBister ference between Observers During parts of 1937, 1938, 1941, and 1942 Irven 0. 

Buss recorded phenology at Faville Grove, Jefferson County, 20 miles east of Madison, ‘This 

Jeb rewards 
is in the eastern end of the area defined as eligible for the Dane station. ie 

were now a 

see(imate@a@@ until he returned from military rate t 1945. Upon comparison of ae 

fos pal te OA 
his record with ours, werfiwd 39 pairs of dat ~ common, covering 33 items during eight 

months of the year. Of the 39 pairs of dates, six are for birds, one for a mammal, and 

32 for plants, ‘the disparities classify as follows? 

( Identical with ours 13 pairs DD per cent 
1 - 2 days difference ee 31" . 

Be A 4 days difference poe 1s Me 
X \ 5 - 11 days difference Pe ee 4 
i Pen ge em 100 " " 

The sum of all disparities is 101 days for 39 pairs, an average of 2.6 days each. 

These disparities represent the error of observation plus any actual differences that 

may exist between the two localities, There is no available means for segregating these two 
f 

components. ml > se =e i : 
eae Fhe wulrne- 

‘| ntensity of Observation{ -Animal Behaviors Mabave become convinced that most animal 

| pehavicre in late winter are first exhibited by a few precocious individuals, and become 

general in the population by slow degrees. In 1946 some special records were kept to test 

this point, Many trained men, just returned from military service, enabled us to record not 

only the first ‘occurrence of a behavior, but its gradual development. The following covers 

the combined observations of a dozen men afield daily on the University Campus and Arboretume
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on /Item Species Earliest Dates Became/General/ - 
: 2 Cardinal song Jan. 5p 0,9 12p1 3930 Feb. 17 

ay [ Pheasant crowing Jan. 10,18,30, Feb. 25 March 1 
aT f 5 Marshhawk arrives Feb. 16 Feb. 2 
[ a AS Chipmnk emerges Feb. 8,10,18, Mar.7,& March 14 

by em Brown bat flying Feb. 9 March 13 

| iB9 Ruffed grouse drums Feb. 9 March 16 
\w'x Garter snake out Jan. 25, Feb. 17 early March 

The early dates for Items 3, 4, and 8 are believed to represent a slowly develop- 

ing frequency; those for 5, 23, and 39 are believed to represent isolated early occur- 

rences. In either case, a lesser intensity of observation would have yielded later 

“first dates", the degree of lateness and the selection of items depending on chance, 

1S 1 
A =, believe/that this intensity-error in animal events diminishes rapidly as the season 

advances, and that it is never large in plant items, diate in a few species to be dis- 

ore tatby 
cussed later. We~betieve-that bo intensity-error alsd. T° in eutumn animal items such 

as 316, 317, 319, 322, 32, and 326. j 

ated) Bird Migration, fHven if an event develops nearly simul- 

taneously in a population, the chance of detecting its earliest occurrence depends on the 

mumber of observers afield. To explore the magnitude of this factor, we-eempare the bird 

BAC thre p ONES. 
arrival dates of one observe me those of 10 observers at the Dane Station. 

ra For 16 years beginning in 1913, A. ¥. Scherer recorded the arrivals later published, 
ae 19D-g°FF) 

as averages, in his "Birds of Dane County" Coe He used only his own observations, and 

his skill as an ornithologist is nationally known. He was able to make few field trips 

during week days. His dates represent the best possible single-handed avocational effort. 

= , 

4)
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potent Average Average 

ee | Dates Sea ~\ / Item Species 1_Man 10 Men | 10 Men Sarlier by: 

{ 5 Marshhawk 3/16 3/5 11 days 
7s Bluebird | 3/31 3/9 |e 
10 Redwing | 3a 2/28 12 

\ 16 Canada goose | 3/36 3/11 5 
19 Fox sparrow | 3/2h 3/21 3 / 

rel 36 __ Field sparrow | 3/50 3/20 io / 
March birds, average | (7) } 

_ 4g Upland plover | 4/1g 4/16 2 | 
KP | 58 Towhee Lo. Mefass | WT 6 / 

| Brown thrasher | fez 4/17 6 | 
: Boe: 68 American bittern 4/16 4/13 3 | 

ot Te House wren 4/30 4/22 8g 
\ 5 April birds, average | 5) | 
\ 86 Kingbird 5/4 ba: 2 
" 87 Crested flycatcher 5/7 5/3 j 

\ 95 Baltimore oriole 5/5 5/3 2 j 
\ 96 Warbling vireo 5/7 5/5 2 / 

| 99 Rose breasted grosbeak 5/7 5/6 1 | 
103. -N. yellowthroat 5/8 be 1 

| 106 Wood thrush 5/9 [28 12 
j 112 Whippoorwill 5/10 4/au 16 

115 Indigo bunting 5/11 5/10 1 
a1L Scarlet tanager 5/9 5/9 0 | 

| 122, Catbird 5/6 5/2 4 
124| Nighthawk 5/14 5/6 ‘8 / 

12 May birds, average 6) : : 
|23 Birds, March to May 5.6 days — 

Pe errr retiree eee retin eee



hes 
wre mow {e Crwefaaton Hen wikia ond Chan, 

ana dates wi oh those gathered during the past decade vee 13 

collaborators? art “Ourséetves, ifnot all of the 15 observers covered 411 groups of birds, but 

it wuld ie fair to assume that our dates are the cae by “if sheer gt 

covering all groups, and less confined to week-ends than, Schor eerie, Gee, span of years, is 

shorter, but both spans seem to be long enough to avoid distortion by exceptionally early 

or late seasons, as & 

«i : Whee 
nut . zo The five day difference wo represent the greater intensity er whe Seat 

__., man effort. ot vs | | ! 

ji / EE eee aks. te ciisring eines (96) os OS 
/ are borne singly, and are so inconspicuous, as compared with the later massed corymbs, 

that one mast learn to look for them. During the process of learning, they wa likely — 

to be overlooked. The result is that in a series of annual records, the early years 

are likely to show dates which are later than they should be. 

There are some plants in which the very earliest blooms are perfectly visible, 

but they occur on so few individuals that they are likely to be overlooked. This 

. gpoup includes hedge bindweed (205), chicory (218], bull thistle (283}, white snake- 

root (293), greater ragweed (295). lesser ragweed (298), Liatris spheroidea 0d),
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and Canada goldenrod, t+ fhese species,in the variable category because swoxhewe The 
“ i 

1s 
records weteh definitely sustain it. In addition, — the impression that all 

” 

asters, oaks, hickories, poplars, and willows likewise display wide variability, includ- 

aay 
ing a small proportion 02 gee, ‘catiy individuals. : 

The mem proteh in 
eh arly setandammmumat ‘hii wes genetical, rather than environ- 

mental, variations for the following reasons? bp ie 

wha?” ho gets he 
(1) In annuals like the ragweeds, are, have never found extRemeeriyeplants twice 

"in the same place, 

di (2) In white snakeroot, at both stations, the very earliest blooms for three 

years have occurred at two particular spots, both on a north slope and 

shaded. ‘The two sites would seem to be cold rather than warm. 

@ (3) In chicory, at the Dane station, the earliest bloom for the last three 

years has occurred at a particular spot on a north slope which seems cooler 

than the usual "curbstone" habitat of this species. 

q (4) In willows and sumac earliness and lateness seem to show a clonal distribu- i 

tion. At the junction of two clones one can see wide disparity in earli- 

ness on identical sites,
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; (oS 
rh Was suspectla in spring 

Town vs- Country Error{ It Seuratepeecoten that/plant development in urban 

habitats ‘ts commonly earlier than in rural ones. To test this belief, Donald R. Thompson 

kept records on 15 plants common to Madison and the University Arboretum, spanning 

the period March to May, 1946, He found that 13 of the 15 species were earlier in 

Madison: 

/, : i Days Barlier in Town 

K 9 forbs - = 2,1,11,8,0,4,6,0,—3 days 

6 woody plants - 2,2,2,2,-1,6 days 

Average —~ Tee 4 days 

Thompson's data are certainly not conclusive;, but they are consistent through 

March and April, the first instances of earlier rural bloom appearing in May. 

won proke 
Until 194 we-meé@e no conscious effort x avoid recording a plant in town one 

year, and in the country the next year. The bulk of our plant records are therefore 

subject to this error. It cannot, however, affect items of the (b) category (fixed 

stations), nor can it affect plants found only in the country, such as prairie and 

marsh plants. It is most likely to affect wild flowers in gardens and trees on 

lawns or streets. : 

Form of Records) Phenological errors can be greatly reduced by a form of record 

which automatically reminds the observer, while in the field (not afterward), what 

current items are likely to terminate, and what new items are likely to develop, on 

the date of any field trip. Without such an automatic reminder, the observer is 

less likely to detect the earliest occurrence of new items, and termination dates 

are likely to bé overlooked entirely. > sak ee pear 

Fee. . : i he 
. ir Gar records-werethangedto the automatic-reminder type in 1939. —~> 

nn —_——eEeEEEEEEeeeeee 

} W I (Even with the best of records, terminal dates are usually cruder than beginning 

dates. 

P 
‘i . 

A



el AiG. , con Lo drewow 
¢ general Dageustag of zay0ia) We-arew Fire following net conclusions, from the 

iH forgoing discussions of errore/ and of the peculiarities of phenolozical data: 

t-(1) Any given aggregation of data is subject to mumsrous possible errors, only 

part of which can be identified. 

b (2 The more species, the more years, the more stations, and the more observers 

behind any given deduction, the greater the chance that errors will com- 

pensate, 

(a During the decade here trested, the degree of error declines procressively,. 

Cy Phenology of the (b) type (fixed stations) avoids some errors, 

(5} Caution is necessary in attaching significance to differences of small 

magnitude, 

R i Plant Groups Lape 

Those who worl: with soil, crops, wild plants, wild animals, or landscapes 

sometimes wish to know what plants may be expected to be in ag aay in fryit, at 

a given time. For their convenience we-have—sesregated vit hi in ahs 

form, in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. These assemblies present an average of the two 

stations, and ignore deviations cue to early or late years. They include some species — 

‘which are omitted from Tables. aise the record is too short, q 

“The point of each arrow is the beginning date, and the length of the arrow °° 
is the duration of the event. 

roo ee a ein lt a a a ata ae add : a 
By projecting a vertical line through any given date, the reader can teil at ERD 

) a glance what species are likely to be in bloom (or in fruit) on that date. 

It is perhaps of interest to note that all four groups of flowers describe, 

in their succession of "arrow points," a reversed "8" curve. ‘The groups differ 

only in the degree of curvature, and the dates of inflexion. Woods flowers 

inflect in May, prairie and sand plants and weeds in June (with some minor tndu= 

lations) and marsh plants in July. The shape of these curves is of course affected 

somewhat by the local assortment of sites and species, and by the degree to which 

; all are covered. . d Cofrc { Sie Ras 

ee ae of the miiduioners characteristic i 

iW ( . fs {
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of oak-hickory, climax hardwood, and cae Scipine woodlands at their point of 

confluence in this region. 

A conspicuous character of this group is the early bloom and short duration 

of bloom in the first 21 species. Their average duration is 21 days. These species 

bloom before the leafing of trees is complete, and thus contrive to receive at 

least partial sunlight, even when occupying sites shaded by overhead trees, and 

often by a shrubby understory as well. That this short early bloom is actually 

an evolutionary adaptation for seizing sunlight is sustained in some species by the 

fact that the leaves turn yellow and die as soon as fruiting is completed, For example, 

the leaves of Dutchman's breeches and dogtooth violet are yellow by the end of May 

and dead by mid-June. This early death occurs even in transplanted individuals with 

plenty of light and moisture. The yellowing foliage of these two species is the 

earliest re a ee > <o-fe™ ne 

(Frail Arie and Sand Plantsh, The average blooming dates of 59 forbs and grasses are 

assenbl oa “ta “Figure |. 

“Ma 14 Of the 14 vibes which bloom before June 1, nine are confined to hot dry sands 

and auirate, On such sites, in very drouthy springs, snow water is the only noisture 

likely to be available. Pasque (1) and Draba (53) are examples of sand plants which 

can bloom on snow water. 

In some early sand flowers, the blooming period is short regardless of the 

bed mart 
weather; thus we-heve-nevrersenow Draba +e ene more than two weeks. Other early species 

are opportunist; thus Arabis lyrata (4) ploomed from April 11 to June 6 and straggled 

to August 12 during the cool spring of 1945, whereas in normal years it ceases to 

bloom in May. 

Some prairie grasses and forbs start the season's growth very late. Could this be 

an evolutionary device for avoiding damage from spring fires? For example, bluestem 

(e99} grows no visisble leaves until late May, whereas most other perennial grasses 

become green in April. Butterfly weed (241) does not sprout until June 1, whereas the 

/ nt Lveedelsprout a month eisai lie,
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The prairie group is peculiar in its interspersion of long and short blooming 

plants. Its long collective span, together with the tendency of prairie grasses to 

color in fall, gives it great value in wild landscaping. Every month from April to 

hing t ©: irie. October oe some? ee es ma prairie © / ONS, eh 

The average blooming dates of 46 common weeds are presented in Figure 3+ 
Ts oneness nineannstireantnicnantsceneintettiiit TON eee <ineen ene MORE ORO ae ncencenttt se 

~wo CEs has often been pointed out, there is no objective definition of the term 

warmed 
"weed", and wescledm none, for Figure 3, except that it includes plants which some- 

pody, for some reason, dislikes. The group might well be larger: thus Asiatic honey~ 

suckle (123) is probably a greater threat to the native flora in this region than 

any weed in Figure 3, barring quack grass (a97}. Of the 46 species, not more than 

half a dozen are dangerous in the sense of usurping land that has not been abused. 

Most Wisconsin weeds are objectionably abundant mainly in overgrazed pastures (239, 

255, 259, 282, 289, 298, 307) » and are preferable to the erosion which would be 

; augmented by their absence. Winter animals are largely dependent on weed seeds. 

hes. 
The exotic perennials which comprise the bulk of ne list have certain 

phenological characters in common. > ; 

ey 

ip First, their period of bloom is long. The average duration, exclusive of 

\ straggling, is 45 days. By reason of straggling, the termination of bloom often 

w lacks sharpness. _ 2) 
—— 

\ ( Second, they commonly resprout and rebloom after mowing, and also after inter- 

ruption of bloom by drouths. Examples: {53 182, 255) Some display straggling 

Dlooms even when not interrupted by mowing or drouths. Many straggle until frozen. 

les: ( 2 5) « Examples: (177, 218, 255 Cahors P 

There is a discrepancy between the development of pollen in | 
BON. 

the two ragweeds at the Dane station, and the detection of aerial pollen by the
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Allergy Laboratory of the Wisconsin General Hospital. In two of the last three years 

the hospital has detected pollen in the air before any phenologist could detect 

general bloom in the field. 
in ragweed, 

There is also a discrepancy between first general bloom/ and first pelles in a 

few precocious plants. In two of the last three years we (oavbtouma, by accident, ) 

one or more precocious individual planteX fax ahead of the general peloton: 

First Pollen \ Precocious Plants Gene si ihas tee | Allergy/ eo 
hh ee enema Fs 30 aT 

vt) 3 iwieses Th es 
\ Average difference ~-----------|é---——=-15 days ——----D/é---—= 3 days —> 

The question is: does the earliest pollen detected by the Allergy Laboratory 

originate in other regions, or does it originate in these precocious local plants? 

Ww @ wn abt Fiaia no clue. 

The precocious plants are very scarce, and are doubtless genetical aberrations. 

Three year's search has yielded only the three plants. 

Be cones Dane County dates (August 5 for lesser and August 8 for greater 

ragweed) are later than the August 2 qusre" for both species in this region given 

by Wodehouse in "Hayfever Plants" (53275). Lepo rt 

(Hazen Rants) "hie waaay Sanwa lat dates of 28 marsh plants are presented in 

Tigure h. “This group consists, in large part, of conspicuous abundant perennials 

with long blooming periods (average duration 38 days). As in the prairie group, 

the collective span of bloom includes the entire growing season. 

As already pointed out, the date of first bloom in early marsh species is 

strongly affected by the presence or absence of springs. 

Some marsh plants have highly specific animal relationships. Thus Robert 

A. McCabe (unpublished) has found that the alder flycatcher ‘ the University 

Arboretum uses the dry stalks of Angelice {260} as a territorial perch, and depends 

en the shredded bark of the swamp milkweea (244) as his principal nesting material. 

The milkweed becomes "shreddable “only after spring sun and wind have loosened the 

dead bark, hence the relationship is conditioned by phenology. .
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| McCabe suspects that the flycatcher's food supply, during the critical weeks of the 

nesting season, hinges on the insects attracted by concurrent marsh blooms, and that 

shade for nestlings is tied in with the leafing phenology of the elder and red dogwood 

bushes in which most nests are built. Such plant-animal dependencies, partial or 

complete, are doubtless the rule rather than the exception, but few have been explored 

by research, _ fo a Lafroat i. 

Head tratts) 1 caronoroee of 27 wild fruits, arranged in order of first ripening, 

is presented in Figure 5. The blooming periods are also given. Species without known 

food value, such as wahoo (203), are omitted, Falling periods are indicated by dashed 

bars; indeterminate fallings after November 1 by plus signs, or by adding terminal 

dates of falling. f 

These 27 fruits differ greatly in their ripening phenology, and in the degree to 

which they are consumed by animalse 

Thus among mast fruits, all oaks fall as soon as they are ripe; walnuts adhere 

to the tree until frost; hazelnuts do not fall, but are gradually removed by mice and 

chipmunks. Burr oak acorns in the city of Madison are in most years completely consumed 

by squirrels (cee Item 288) a month before ripening; to get the date of natural fall one 

must search fence-row oaks in rural areas where squirrel pressure is less intense. 

Juneberries at the Sauk station are completely consumed by orioles as soon as they 

turn red, and before they are ripe. Hence it is impossible there to record the duration 

of ripe berries on the tree. Grey dogwood berries are consumed or knocked off by 

robins by late October. i 

On the other hand, the proportion of the blackberry, dewberry and elderberry crop 

consumed by animals seems very small in this region. 

of the fruits which adhere to the tree after November 1, some fall or are consumed 

gradually (grape, nannyberry) while others may be ignored until spring, and are then 

obliterated in two or three days by cedar waxwings (mountain ash). 

_ The maximun variety of ripe wild fruits is available about September 1, 

Table 5 may be useful for planning a sequence of fruits for wildlife, or for 

determining the best date for gathering wild fruits for eating or preserving. The 

table is deficient in the phenology of edible mushrooms, for voici eae 20 records,’ 7,
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Re i oeerrcry Analyses @ : e 

r * * 
3 Hip sends _ —_ at na acta hae nian 

In the pages which = six sample analyses,of the data in Tables 1612. 

onl spose is exploratory; , to show that analysis is possible, and if sound may shed 

light on a wide variety of questions. The number of questions is probably limited mainly by 

the undire Yor 
techniques. Byer no illusion that con ee are the best. 

Most analyses depend on comparisons with averages, means, or norms. It is of the utmost 

importance to realize that the biota never conforms to averages. The only physical meaning 

of an average is that the deviations from it should equalize. Significance inheres mainly 

in the frequency and amplitude of the deviations. A 

( 1 ‘ 
Year to Year Variability of Species Cafr S: ; 

As a means of visualizing the year-to-year deviation of plant and animal species from ' 

their own averages, the longest series of dates from Tables ie are presented graphically 

in Figures 6 and 7, in groups by months. Points above the baseline represent lateness (plus 

deviation); points below the baseline represent earliness (minus deviation). 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that there is a seasonal decline in 

deviation, the early spring curves “being more "turbulent" than later ones. At any given 

season, some species seem more "turbulent" than others. 

In order to arrive at some measure of turbulence, "estimated standard deviations" were 

computed for each of the species. The deviation, in days, is entered under each species 

' name (for instance in skunk, s = 17.0 days). The formlae ay to compute one station, 

two stations, or averages of several species wil etn on request. 
Laat alg A i 

Decline in Deviation, To test the existence,of a seasonal trend in the variability 

of items, we-have-averaeed the 7 oe of all ob animals and plants shown 

4 fobEhiork * ie Figures 6 ana jane averaged ty ag fo wd : 

! ; 28 Animals 20 Plants Both 
it j 

t ( Rebruary-March 10.3 days * 10.3 days i 
9 April 8.9 9.5 days 9.2 

/ May 6.8 6.3 6.7 
j June x 7-9 7-9 
jo; July-August x Sef 6.7 
|. April-aAugust 8.6 days 7.4 days 8.1: days 

a} ony <ul
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A progressive decline in variability is clear in animals from February up to 

the end of bird migration in May, after which there are no data, Plants decline 

daring April and May, but there is no large difference between months after May. 

The lumped data for both plants and animals show a progressive decline from 

February to May, followed by a relatively stable period. The net conclusion is 

that from February to May inclusive, the year-to-year "turbulence" of animals and 

plants diminished by nearly half. > & Cay, 

( Length-of ~Daylight Species) A few birds in Figure 6 and a few forbs in Figure 

7 are conspicuous for close adherence to their own averages. ¥ewnow-romnane” fheir 

deviations with the average of other species during the month in which each occurs and 

senpaned ae pallrne ' Average/ Deviation of/ 

/ hea Species Month Deviation others in/ssame month 

é Ayre Upland plover April 3.2 days 9.1 days 

/ 95 Baltimore oriole May 3.6 gu 

/ \y | 96 Warbling vireo May 3.8 gu 

| 99 Rose-breasted grosbeak May 3.1 8.4 

. m4 Northern yellowthroat May __ est gu 

Na Indigo bunting May ot gt nee 

| 6 birds above, April and Mey ------------3.7 days 

\ 3B other, birds, April md May =-----------------------&.7 days 

It is clear that in these six birds the deviation from their own average 

arrival date is less than half that characterizing other birds arriving during the 

same month, 
i 

. ans 

We-next—eompare Beviations in four non~turbulent forbs wate other plants 

blooming during the same month, o+ frthews , / 

i Averazd Deviation of 

/ Item Species Month Deviation others in} same_month | 

[ 146 Sheep sorrel . May “e days 6.6 days i 

Cy 168 White clover June 2. 1.6 F “ 

0 277 ~=- Barly goldenrod July 3.6 5.9 i 

\ 308 Closed gentian (Sept. 1)_4.3 x ie 

\4 forbs above, May-August ---------------3.8 days 

11 other plants, May to August -------------------~-"-7.3 days
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In these four forbs the deviation from their own average blooming date 

is a little over half of that prevailing in other plants during the same 

month, 

That some plants are governed primarily by length-of-daylight, as 

distinguished from other factors of current weather, is by now a familiar 

concept. ‘The phenology of these four forbs suggests that day-length is 

e heavier component in their timing}mechanism than in that of other 

contemporary plants 

The six birds present a somewhat more puzzling case, for all of them 

winter in the tropics, where differences in day-length are much reduced, The 

: plover, of course, winters beyond the tropics, where the seasons are reversed. 

One can only conclude either that very small changes in day-length suffice to 

move them, or that there is some seasonal rhythm controlled by some other forces 

Of the 19 birds and 15 plants appearing in Figures 6 and 7, white clover i” 

deviates least (2. days), and is also probably one of our most reliable records. 

Its wide distribution and abundance makes for accuracy in detecting first : 

bloom, and when bloom starts in a single plant, the whole population soon follows. 

It seems clear to us that, given enough data, both plants and birds could be 

eraded for year-to~year variability, and that such a gradation might throw Meht 

on the biological distribution of physiological timing}mechanisms, 

The Character of Seasons (4. sc S Cc \ . 

Vqsual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 shows that certain years were 

prevailingly early, or late, during certain months. Thus most birds and plants 

were early in 1938 up to May. Again in 1960 birds were late through April, and 

i plants through June. This whole question dw nov fi seussed in detaile
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Fach event has a normal or average date, from which it deviates from year to 

year according to the earliness or lateness of the season, This being true, the 

character of a season can be expressed by a succession of deviations in its events 

. through its component months. | wheures 8 and 9 veiinimengrees the character 

ee eee 
Hach has two graphs, 4 and B, in each of which the horizontal baseline 

represents average or normal date. 

In the A graphs the actual dates of about 280 events are plotted as deviations 

above or below the baseline. An event earlier than average is plotted below (Minus 

deviation); an event later than‘average is plotted above (plus deviation). Symbols 

differentiate animals from plants, and also the two stations. 

In the B graphs the deviations are averaged, for each five-day period, for 

plants and animals separately. These average curves appear against a stippled back- 

ground of current temperatures, likewise expressed as the net deviation from average 

during each five-day period. In these temperature graphs, minus deviations (in , 

degrees Fahrenheit) are colder, hence they are plotted above the baseline to corres- 

pond with lateness in phenology. Thus if the mean temperature for five days deviated 

from normal by “12°, -10°, 5°, 5°. and <1°, the period is plotted as deviating 

-28 hn 5 = 23 degree~days above the baseline. 

Curves of cumlative temperature deviation, in terms of degree~days, were tried 

as an addition to the B graphs, but they did not seem to explain thing, and 

ae W ii ac haiti PR ag eatin. 

__, hence are omi t ted, 4e-semetnékeomies Cumietive curves,as of no value, but “be, ber idvedt i 

that accumlations must relate so some threshold temperature. Zero Fahrenheit is a meaningless 

FE __ threshold, especially for plants... nue: Lee pol an 

Precipitation curves are omitted: from Figures 8 and 9 becense both ie aaa 

normal except for a wet dune in 194% (+2.62"), and a dry July in 1945 (-1.74), hs 

a dry October in both years (~2,19", =2.04"), The net deviation for the year was 

40,13" in 1944 and -3,52" in 1945, 

| ag term "phenograph" is suggested as a short name for such seasonal summaries 

as fe Rahat in Figures 8 and 9, ( 

| 
CP At oy oe Ss ’
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Interpretation of Pheno s} “Several precautions were observed in 

_ Greener peed # averages based on less than four 

years are omitted. Sauk animals are omitted because of the possibility, 

* already discussed, of late ‘dates. :’- 

Autumn items representing the onset of winter are omitted, because the 

terms "early" and "late" then have meanings opposite to their meaning in 

spring. 

wa Ss be noted that each item is plotted perpendicular to its average 

date. 

When the weather changes (stippled area crosses the baseline) the response 

to the change is subject to a lag, and the extent of the lag is the horizontal 

distance from the weather crossing to the plant or mimal crossing. 

Of the two seasons here presented, 1944 approached normaley in both i 

weather and phenology, while 1945 was abnormal poe. 

Beengsnent for 10) ator « Tormat winter, 195 opened with an extra- 

ordinarily warm March and early April. During the period March 1 to April 13, 

all but four days were warmer than normal, ‘Temperature deviations ran as high as 

28 degrees on single days, and for five~day periods as high as 125 degree-days, 

On April 14 the weather turned from warm to cold, It remained abnormally 

cold through the remainder of April and May, June, and July, During this 77 day 

period, all but 17 days were colder than normal, Normal temperatures did 

not reappear until peer and September. There was no erent to mask the 

: ; effects of abnormal temperatures, ;
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} In short, 1945 was a "self-recording experiment" in which more than 

50 animals and 100 plants at two stations registered their responses to 

a mid-April shift from warm to cold. Average dates for other years 

PRE? ne "control", We-new-ttstuse—the_results_ofthis—lexperiment , 

During the early spring warm spell, migratory birds arrived earlier 

and earlier until the weather changed, at which time most birds were 

apvearing $96 to 15 days ahead of schedule, The onset of cold 

brought a rather prompt change to lateness; there were no early bird arrivals 

after May 1. The many species due during the first ten days of May were 

all from & to 14 days late. 

In strong contrast to this prompt response of birds to the mid-April 

shift in temperature, plants responded much more slowly. No plants were late 

until mid-May, a month after the onset of cold. Maximum lateness did not 

develop until mid-June, two months after the onset of cold. The average 

curve for plants crosses the baseline 29 days later than the average curve 

for animals, Apparently the developmental mechanism in plants set in motion 

by the early warm spell gathered a momentum which expressed itself in early 

bloom through a month of ensuing cold, 

; So far 1945 sews nl ores in terms of plants as a whole and 

animals as a whole. Feshiedieintter Tie behavior of particular species 

during the warm and cold periods.0f Raw Ae corerereel - 

Table 13 presents the items normally occurring during the warm period 

March 5 te April 13. These are classified by groups in a timepsequence. It 

is apparent that the warm period produced the greatest earliness in forbs
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and woody plants, the least in birds and mammals, with lakes in an inter- 

mediate position, It is of some physiological interest that subterranean 

mammals like molesand spermophiles/should have been early at all, The number 

of mammal items ve however, too small to be conclusive. 

Table 14 is a condensed summary of the cold period, April we July 27. 

The left hand number of each pair is the number of items early or late; the 

right (in parentheses) the average number of days early or late. It is 

apparent that earliness in birds and mammals ceased in mid-May, a month 

after the onset of cold weather, but that it persisted in some forbs into 

July. Woody plants, on the other hand, lost their momentum by the end of 

May. The impact of cold ae very unequal as among species, as evidenced 

by the simltaneous existence of early and late groups, especially in forbs 

during late May, June and July. 

It should be realized that some of the forbs versisting in earliness | 

long after the onset of cold were still underground when the cold hit. Thus | 

white trillium {204} v.oomea May 1 and April 15 at the two stations, six 

and 20 days early. It did not emerge from underground at the Sauk station | 

until April 14, a day after the cold began, In short, momentum-earl ine ss 

was inithe roote f 

|
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Table 13e The Warm Period, March 5 - April 13, 1945 ys rh k- ye 

| Mammals aut 
Normal Date Birds Amphibians Forbs Woody Plants lakes & Rivers 

f | | ' 

March 5-15 Bluebird - 6 Woodchuck -1 | 
Meadowlark eil | 

Robin -2 | 
Killdeer =-15 

March 16-25 Grackle -10 Chipmank ee Wisconsin River 
Dove -6 Mole - 6 - 6 
Woodcock -h Leopard frog -3 | Lake Wingra -10 
Fox sparrow = 6 
Cowbird = 3 

March 26~ Field sparrow + 3 Bat 15 Silver maple -8,-14 
April 5 Phoebe -13 Cricket frog = 9 : 

Kingfisher - 8 | Spermophile =< & lake Mendota -12 
Sapsucker -} 

m Hermit thrush -15 
= Purple martin - 2 

April 6-13 Towhee -13 Pasque -18,-12 Pussy willow -13 
Cormorant -2 Hazel “15 

Alder 16 
Aspen “18 
Forsythia -17 
Cottonwood <-22 
Elm 19, -19 

Average earliness: - 6 days - 6 days “15 days - 14 days - 9 days 

| | ae 

fy 
a 4")
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Table l4¢ The Cold Period, April 14-July 27, 1945 

\ 

‘ | Mammals 2.7 ] | 
: \ Pe Birds | Insects | __ Forbs j Wo: lants 

OS LY late | se | late Early | Late | Early late 

April Mp2 647) | | 1(17) | 
April 21-30 '§(12)_] 1(20 1(11 916) 4(15) | 
May 1-10 = [1.(5) +8(5) 1 fur a () 
May 11-20 |_3(10 | 12(11) | 2(2 O46 
May 21-31 | j 319) (5) 1(6)_ | 3(7) 
June 1-14 | 2(1) 34) [12(6) 8(9) 
June 15-50 | TZ (12) T_9(6) 6(9) 
July 1-1 | ‘L 3(3)_ 7 25(8) 3(9) 
July 15-27 [_ 26) 7] 32). §23(6) 2(8) 

hs Wy oe 3 34- ade aa J
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( — far. 1 In 1944, temperatures displayed a succession of short, 

mila deviations from cone: mch less sustained and less radical than in 1945, 

March and April were somewhat cold, May and June somewhat warm, the shift from cold 

to warm occurring on May 12. However, neither of these major periods was intense 

enough, or free enough from temporary reversals, to allow one to feel sure just 

which change in temperature produced any given deviation in phenology. 

In this climate, these short mild frequent deviations in weather define 

normality. 

In 1945 March birds changed quickly from lateness to earliness in response 

to warmth; in 1944 they changed quickly in the opposite direction. 

In mid-April both animals and plants returned very briefly to near-normal dates, 

for reasons not clearly visible in the temperature graph. Gerbuazeet nat birds 

were responding to the brief warm spell in early April, and plants to the preceding 

one in late March, which also opened the lakes. 

Early May birds were back to normal before the weather turned warm; the 

antecedent cold was evidently too mild to retard them. 

The emerging mammals in 1944 show the same response to current weather as in 

1945 (Table 13), but only three species are of record: A 

[ Woodemck — \ dovtation| = days 5-day tonperature/teviation 450°F 

( | Chipmunk is hen ; ee 430° F. 

r \ Spermophile -10 days +10° F, 

‘the clearest fact in the March-May segment of 1944 B is the lag of plants 

behind animals after the shift to warm weather on May 12. ‘The plant curve crosses 

the baseline on June 1, 15 days later than the animal curve, and 19 days later than 

the general change to warm weather.
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The plant record for 194% was analyzed by species, as in Table 13, for behavior 

following the general change to warm weather on May 12. The analysis discloses 

less decisive responses, and no point of interest not already discussed, hence it 

is omitted. 

yp 

Cola, Frost, and Snow Effects Caf FSO. a pa 

It is well know, but perhaps not often enough emphasized, that winter animals, 

whether active or hibernating, are subsisting on last year's solar energy, stored 

either as living prey, body~feat, seeds and fruits, or bark and buds. Winter phenology 

reflects only the rate and mamer in which these stored materials are drawn upon. i 

As already pointed out, cit vinter items show extreme deviation in date. — 

“Tae a nal not only to fluctuating weather, but also te lack of simultaneous 

development among individuals of a species, and this in turn perhaps reflects 

inequalities of storage or of access to stored foods. 

Of the four hard winters of the decade, 1935-36 1939-40, 1942-43, and 1944—4s5, 

only the first shows consistent lateness in Items anh. This was also the hardest 
: (ar gion, IMS); 

of the four for wintering animals nN de 

Winter snow cover may greatly advance the spring development of plants which 

winter as "rosettes", or which otherwise retain green leaves. Thus in 1945, after 

nearly contimuous snow cover, chickweed bloomed on March 20, whereas uncovered 

chickweed, being frozen, usually shows no bloom until May. 

Late spring frosts may either destroy the bloom of plants, ax injure the buds 

so that no bloom develops, or!injure the plant so that bloom is deferred. Thus 

all oak catkins on flat lands were killed by the frost of April 27-28, 1946. 

The same frost injured lilac buds at the Sauk station so that further develop= 

ment ceased, and the buds eventually died. An erroneous observation of "not yet in 

bloom" might be mde on such inhibited buds.
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The same frost injured a lupine plant at the Sauk station. While other lupines 

bloomed normally from May 5 to June 23, this plant was yellow, undersized, and 

barren. On July 19, a week after uninjured lupines had shed their last seeds, the 

injured plant burst into vigorous bloom, Had it not been under special observation, 

a completely abnormal blooming date might have been recorded as normal phenology. j 

Some frost injuries to trees are "stratified". Thus in 1945 end 1946 frosts 

killed the lower blooms and leaves of some black and white oaks, leaving the tops 

of the same trees undamaged and able to bear mast. 

In years of late spring frosts it is only the intra-specific variability of 

. Dloomine dates in oaks which saves any mast at all. This variability in oaks 

mist have been of great importance to the passenger pigeon, which depended on 

mast of the previous year for food during nesting. 

Drouth, Temperature, and Flood Effects. cas Cok 

Once in a while a phenological record is accompanied by weather changes which 

seem to isolate some factor in plant or animal development. When this happens there 

is a chance to deduce the response of a whole commnity to its weather environment. - 

The most important opportunity which arose during this study has already been 

re ee Sahn Oe Semen) naw a connie boa Lefty toe calles 
me additional "naturel experiments" on plants, oe borato 

experiments on single species under controlled conditions cover the same ground, 

but moh more accurately. ee claim for these cases is that whole plant 

commnities cannot be manipulated under laboratory conqitions. 

All deductions from "natural experiments" are waset ie difficulty of 

distinguishing immediate responses from lag effects, The weather often does not 

permit the identification of lag effects. fe i 

Hei gat Zien ag) Bn mt tone aunt of the decade extended from 

April 10 to August 10, 1936. Our dates for this year are too meagre to yield any 

‘: a
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measurement of how this drouth affected phenology. 

Four milder drouths covered the month of duly in 1937, 1939, 1940, and 1941. 

The date of first bloom in 20 forbs and grasses during these four Julys shows no 

conclusive retardation or acceleration except in 1941, when July blooms were early, 

This was probably -momentum—earliness from a warm April, May and June in 1941. 

July, 1946, while outside the period covered by this report, offers a chance 

to check on the conclusion that drouth as such does not change the date of current 

first bloom, The weather was very dry (ae ae the temperature was normal 

(40,695. At the Sauk station (used because its sandy soils ought to exaggerate drouth 

effects), 32 forbs starting bloom during July were half early and half late as 

compared to their own averages. The average deviation was 1.2 days early. This 

diversity among species again suggests a lag effect from a very warm May and June, 

‘the species having lost their momentummearliness at different rates, as they did in 1945, 

In short, five July drouths show no aberrations in date of first bloom which 

are not more plausibly ascribed to antecedent “en 

= effect of drouth on 

date of first biooge ae Dessible that dhouth micht effect duration of bloom, 

Be comparison is duly 1945, which was cool and wet, with July 1946, which was 

normal in temperature but very dry (2.60. of ial cote terminating before the 

' @routh was broken on September 5, 1u. terminated earlier and five later than in the 

cool wet 1945. The average deviation was seven days shorter duration in 1946, 

ska, the average temperature in 1946 was normal, it seems likely that the prepon- 

derance of shortened bloom was due to drouth. ‘The diversity among species is worthy 

of note. No marsh species were used, si Se : of inet nw | 

: (Gemerclne a a gE as ffP229iwe—nad—« ,hot wet June, wetelomer now 

compared for duration of bloom with the cool somewhat dry June of 1945, Both stations 

are use?. The comparison is so striking, shat we-present the detail for one erounet 

eight woods forbeda gunn ae fellows ‘
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()} Page 194 1945 Difference 

June tennercture /dererture from mean . ~ +200 4,60 F TFeolder, 1945 

Proctitatio8, departure from mean +2,62000-» -0 yg uma, $i key: 1945 

| 78 Small-flowered crowfoot | 18 days 62 days 

/ 104 Waite tri11ium 16,18 36,4. 

118 Jack in the pulpit a 20 1 

128 Waterleaf 27 35 

i * 129 Columbine 22 ya, uy 

DP 135 Wild geranium 25 30, 46 

139 Tall yellow ladyslipper 15 10 

149 Golden ragwort i520). gan 

Average 19 days 35 days en 1945 
eel 

garnet prairie forbs, analyzed in the same manner, bloomed an average of 27 days 

see dei eile days in .19U5,dgain 6O-percent longer. during the cooler June. sh 

+ “| fen woody plents bloomed an average of 14 days in 194) and 24 days in 1945, 

i beain 71 percent longer during the cooler June. E 

' In short, the cool June of 1945 prolonged the duration of bloom coe percent 

in three grouvs agcregating 26 species, This tee tparetion is so pronounced as to 

leave little room for doubt. Desvite abundant moisture, blooming periods were short 

during the hot June of 194, but long during the cool June of 1945, It appears 

that heat was the prime cause*of short duration in June 1944, 

Ge BS & ne 5, 2955,"Fe rier arts Sauk station 

overflowed the sendy old fields which are the habitat of Penstemon gracilis {nce]. 

This svecies had developed flower buds by May 31, and the buds were about to open 

when flooded, The flowers were all killed, though the plants survived and bloomed 

normally in 194u, 

aa Ma URE i: Se I me Heid Rests tat Roe, Filial Me MI TO) Oe eee ie ens Pras ae ie
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Floods may have opposite effects on the bloom of different species growing . 

at slightly different levels. Thus ragweed (98) on the sandbars of the Wisconsin 

River may not bloom at all in dry years unless subirrigated by a rise of the river 

in midsummer, whereas the same rise of water may flood and destroy such flowers 

as Mimlus ringens and Bidens (so7] which have sprung up on the receding shoreline 

of the same sandbar. 

The two preceeding paragraphs deal with the destruction of blooms by floods, 

An even more common case is the distortion of blooming phenology in annuals 4 

germinating on a receding shoreline. Polygonum and Bideng often show a zonal 

phenology on such sites, the earliest plants occurring on the higher levels, 

‘with cumlative distortion progressing toward the lower levels. All phenology 

from such sites is unrepresentative. 

Sp hanes 

{ 

f ue 
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Comparison Between Stations Cafe 05. 

The dates of developmental phenomena are influenced by latitude, longitude, 

and altitude. The a and magnitude of these factors is expressed, in mass 

data, by spans Um, which asserts that: "Other conditions being equal, the 

variation in the time of occurrence of a given reriodical event in life activity 

in temperate North America is at the general average rate of four days to each 

f degree of latitude, five degrees of longitude, and 400 feet altitude, later north- 

ward, eastward, and upward in the spring and early summer." Set 

go Tavieejoite a suitable variety of events for a mass comparison with 

Hopkins’ law, but the distance between the two stations is too small to be advantageous 

for this purpose, Nevertheless, as Hopkins points out, his formmla may be used 

not only to predict the average difference between localities, but to evaluate the 

intensity of the local factors which cause local deviations from the law. From 

this viewpoint a comparison of our two h. is agcainpoe,t FG : 

P All of ows, aninet Nara becante of the difficulty, ! 

already explained, of interpolating animal dates between weekly visits to the Sauk 

station, 

He-include Al1 pairs of plant, oe © pga a given plant event was recorded 

OAR . 
at both stations during the same Tey There are 241 such pairs from April to June, | 

inclusive, and 96 in July and August, a total of 337. Because Hopkins specifies 

"spring and early sumer" it seems advisable to segregate the midsummer date.» | 

Eas ius “ae such as budding, ‘Veebiins alk, at 

harvesting of erone, our nnn ll is entirely dates of first bloom. | 

| 
| | 

: \
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(Sek vs. Dane Stations} Table 15 presents a summary of the eligible data by 
Se Se Se ee Ne, ee ease 

months. For the period April to June, the Dane station averages 3.3 days earlier 

than the Sauk station, and each of the component months shows a two or three day 

difference. In July, however, the difference is four days, and in August (on meagre 

data) seven days. 

Hopkins Law. The observed three-day difference for the April-June period is 

now to be compared with the expectation-differenc
e 

under Hopkins! Law. 

| “Letitude: Sauk Station 437 36! North Wes en 

Dane Station 430 5! North 

/) Difference 31! = 60! = 0.52° x 4 days = --------- 2,08 days later 
J at Sauk 

Oey Longitude: Sauk Station 89° 4o! West 
Oy ; 

a\ Dane Station 39°_25t West 

Difference 15! + 60! = 0.25° x a days = --------- 0.20 days earlier 
: a at Sauk 

NOt. enn ra nr nme rnmmnnmmninece § 1,58 dave, later 

at Sauk 

Lia Altitude: Dane (lake Mendota) 849 feet above sea level De 

Sauk (Wis. R. at Dells) i 
j 815 feet above sea level 

Difference’ 34 feet = 400 feet = .085 x 4 days = 0.34 days 
earlier at 
Sauk 

Net expectation e-n---n nn naan nnn nnn enn nnn nnn nnn nnn nn—= 1,54 days later 
fist at Sauk 

The Sank station, in short, averages about three days later than Dane according 

to our observed blooming dates, whereas Hopkins' Law would lead one to expect only 

about a day anda half. This distortion of Hopkins! Law either reflects some 

undetected error, or it measures the net strength of unimown local factors which 

tend to mke the Dane station earlier or the Sauk station later than their geographic 

positions alone would indicate, 

I Since both stations lie on the common frontier of three biotic provinces, local 

factors might well be more influential than within the interior of any one province.
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Table 15. Difference in 337 Pairs of Dates of First Bloom 
Sauk and Dane Stations, 1935-45 

k Avey. Days 
Month Pairs | Total § Pairs | Net Total | Earlier at 

Day | Day i Day's Dane 

April ise] ee ee | 6 118 206 
May ; 81 Hr = 153 | 100 366 3.6 
June |_ 7 2 142 9 00 22 

April-June (187) 7 A a) sh) 

August 14 11 1 4 1 11 te 
April-August] 267 70 | 337 1263 aE?
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Of the various possible errors, the one most likely to affect Table 15 would 

be the "Town vs. Country" error, for there is no urban area at Sauk. However, 

the urban error is believed to be inoperative by June, whereas the earliness of 

the Dene station persists beyond June. Also the earliness of the Dane station is 

least in April (2.6 days). It should be greatest in April if distorted by this 

error. It seems unlikely, therefore, that this particular error accounts for the 

difference between stations. 

Hoplcins seems to have derived his forma from a few plants and insects in 

many localities. We derive our values from many plants in two localities. Our 

data seem to indicate that species respond differently to the combination of local 

weather and astronomic constants like length of day. If this is true, one might 

expect some non~conformity with Hopkins' Law. 

In the case of the Sauk station, the tendency toward late spring frosts, 

working rv combination with the prolongation or momentum effects demonstrated in 

this paper, might well have the effect of distorting Sauk ren a ont 

of lateness through the spring and early summer. On the other hand wé, have often 

received the impression that the warm sands at Sauk, on certain sites and in certain 

early-spring sand species, distorted the Sauk record in the direction of earliness. 

These contradictory distortions probably exist, but their "valences" vary in such 

complex patterns that the mind cannot follow them. 

fe-~euspect—that khere is damcer of over-simplifying one's mental picture of a 

phenological formla like Hopkins' Law. Table 15 shows that the Sauk station was 

by no means always late; it was early in 70 cases (pairs of dates) and late in 

267. Moreover a single species often showed alternation between the two stations 

in suecessive years. All this again indicates that phenology reflects the interplay 

of many variable factors, rather than the continuous domination of any single factor. .
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Comparison of 1880's and 1940's ~*~ we . 

Wetiiitinn inane published phenology records for localities in or near 

writt 
the stations covered in this study. These PB now, Sompared with our records. 5 

— cemuctcneannnisnn arene ee (isgie 

sc) ( Henzy's Phenology, 1881-1869) This record was started by Dean W. H. Henry, of 
“9 Z ‘Oa! aS aa - 

“the Wisconsin College of Agriculture in-E88i--QO), and was carried ete 
Tarkeaar, 168 Yk ISTE 

his supervision by a succession of his graduate students (az). | buf: 

AN ana compared Ww Th, Koos 

In Table 16 we<ecempare 18 items common to Dean Henry's record infor 

the Dane station. It should be noted that his record ends with May, but that the 

items are well spread in time, and are carried through the four-year period with 

considerable persistence. 

of the 37 deviations from waite dates shown in Table 16, only one 

(black locust, 1881) bears a minus sign. That is to say, the early 1880's were 

- uniformly later in their spring phenology than the 1940's, and the magnitude of 

the deviation is prevailingly large, averaging over two weeks {see bottom line of 

table). 

Such a uniform deviation raises the question: was the weather also uniformly 

cola? The deviations from monthly mean temperature, according to the U. S&S. Weather 

Bureau were: 

Mean of 
107 years 1881 188 1684 188 

| cy February 20eF “19°F or WF Sie F 
S 1 t : 

Vike March 32°F —2F HOF Pe. OF 

April 45°F “ek ae nF o 3'¢ 

May 57°F HHO, -HOF, 21°F pf 

In short, only two months out of the 16 were above normal in temperature; 

all the rest were cold, and some very cold. There were two warm months, May 1881 

and April 1883. ‘The former shows the ohly minus sign in Table 16; black locust
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Table 16. Phenology for Madison (Dane Station) 1880's vs. 1940's x \ 
Data for 1881 from Henry (20). for 1883-1885 from Trelease (aEy /SBY, (FS). 

Bs) 

1 | / y Average 
Species | Item | Recent 1881 1883 | 1884 1885 | Avemage+ Deviations _ Lateness 

No. | Avek. | 1881-85 (1861 11883 1684 1685 1 1881-85 

March | i i 
Silver maple, pollen 26 | 3/7n 4/17 | ; ; +17 i 

April yj } | j i { f 
Lake Mendota, open aT | «4/1 5/1 4/13 4/15) 4/20 4/20 i #30 412 414 +19 +19 
Hazel, pollen 2 4/2 4/17| 4/23 4/20 (415 «421 «418 
Amer. elm, pollen 6 4/9 4/15 (4/26 N/a + 6 417 «412 
Aspen, pollen 41 4/10 4/20 i i j #10) ae 
Cottonwood, pollen We ths 4/19 4/28 5/3 | 4/27 | + 6 | 16 (420) +14 
Box elder, pollen 47 4/L 4/17 4/28 5/10 4/es i +3 +14 426 414 
Wild plum, bloom 92 4/29 5/13 5/10 | i _ 5/11 $14 411 | j » +12 

May : i i F 
Black oak, pollen ss |} (5/3) |} 5/29 | i +26 H i 
Lilac, bloom 13 |. 8/3 5/20 5/25 | |5/22 | 417 422 ‘ | #19 
White oak, pollen 88 (5/5) 5st 5/23 (5/21 5/21 | 413 (418) (#26), (#16) 
Sugar maple, pollen 97 | 5/5 5/17? 5/19 5/18 (4127 414 +13 

s Chokecherry, bloom 1005/8 5/16 5/20 227 15/2. | +8 ple [+19 413 2 Amer. elm, fruit 46 | 5/12 (Sauk) (5/26 6/3 | 5/30 | vib (422 | 418 Asiatic honeysuckle, bloom 123 5/13 6/1 | j | 419 | i 
Silver maple, fruit 26 {| (5/15) | 5/31 | { 1 (#16) | 
Black raspberry, bloom 150 | (5/23) 5/27 6/13 i | 6/4 (o4) fGen), | (422) 
Black locust, bloom 1755/29 fa 6/15 | 6 -2 | 418 | +8 

cami " | i ; | f i 
Average lateness, 1881-1885, in days warn aan mn naman nnmnmmmnmnne $15 $13 +l £19 415 

/ / / 
hk) i oe [Jr 

57!
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was two days early. April 1883 was only one degree above normal. Its phenology 

was uniformly late, no doubt due to the "momentum" of the preceding March cold. 

The warm May of the cold spring of 1881 was especially noted by Dean Henry, 

who says: "The large masses of snows . . neutralized the rays of the sun and long 

delayed the coming of spring, but when vegetation once started into life, it was 

with that celerity which 1s so characteristic of Alpine and Polar regions." ly 

The coldness and lateness which prevailed during the early 1880's raises 

the question: was this .o the low phase in a climatic cycle? The best answer 

is found in Ming! a graph of the opening and closing dates for Lake Mendota ge J 

149571537. During the entire period 1879-1886 Mendota opened late and closed early. 

During the decade 1935-1945 Mendota opened early in nine out of 11, and closed 

late ale of 11 ~ Mia is thus clear that Dean Henry's record coincides 

with a cold period, and rete paper with a warm period. 

Whether these fluctuations are segments of a recurring cycle is another 

oe Sa nce i 
S cl i 's Fhenolo 1851-18 During this decade, the volunteer weather ; 

_ Woservers of the Smithsonian Institution were asked, by circular letter, to record 

‘ a a standardized phenology on 229 items covering "the dates of putting forth and 

fall of leaves, blossoming, ripening of fruit, (and) times of appearance and 

disappearance of animals". The data were compiled by Wis. Franklin B. Hough and 

published in 1864, B)<.~ 

Of some 300 stations at which observations were recorded, three lie within 

or near the areas covered in this study. These were Madison (Dane station), 

Baraboo (Sauk station), and Milwaukee (50 miles east of Dane, but on Lake Michigan, 

and hence not properly comparable). These stations recorded 26 items common 

to our record, but few of these cover more than a single year, 1851. These 26 

items have been analyzed by the same method used in Table 16. The analysis shows
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‘no large or consistent difference between 1851 and the recent average. The data 

do not seem worth including in this paper, especially since there is no assurance 

that the recorders were equally competent or adhered to any uniform standard, 

sumer (Colao - 
A decade of dates of 328 seasonal events at two stations, 33 miles apart, 

were analyzed and compared with prior records. 

Spring events during the decade 1935-1945 were two weeks earlier than the same 

events at the same station in 1881-1885. 

The northern station is three days later in spring than the southern one, which is 

twice the expectation under Hopkins! law. The difference between the two stations is 

least in early spring and greatest in midsummer. 

The year-to-year variability of events, as compared with their own averages, 

tends to be greatest in early spring, and decreases progressively through May. 

y Some plants show little variability in date of first bloom; they seem to be 

governed more by length of daylight than by current weather. White clover, the least 

variable plant, has a standard deviation of 2.4 days, which is only a third of that 

prevailing in other plants during the same month. 

- Some birds show little variability in arrival date, despite the fact that they 

winter in or beyond the tropics where changes in length of day are much less pronounced, 

The least variable birds were rose-breasted grosbeak (3.1 days) and upland plover (3.2 

days), both only a third of the deviation prevailing in other contemporary migrants. 

Bird migration responds to changes in temperature mech more quickly than the 

bloom of plants. In 1945 the momentum of an early warm period persisted in plants 

through two months of subsequent cold. This momentum caused early bloom in white 

trillium despite the fact that it was still underground during the warm period. 

Duration of bloom in a cool dry June, as compared with a hot wet June,' was 

protracted 60 to 84 percent in various groups of plants.
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Dates of first bloom in five dry Julys did not differ from average except 

in two years, which were early, probably by reason of antecedent heat. In one 

very dry July, drouth seemed to shorten duration of bloom. 

Phenological records are subject to many errors, but these do not affect all 

species or seasons alike, A comparison of two independent phenologists shows a 

third of 39 pairs of dates identical, a third up to two days apart, and a third up 

| to 11 days apart. 
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Yo frvcaling ith aback 9 liklec ahentl sevuper love pagey, 

lharwnad Play will be bro lif wilf te acad 
Nov. 10, 1946. 

Dear Aldo: 

Re the phenological MS, my data (pp. 17-18) do not represent 

the best possible individual effort for the following reason. While 

I usually spent an hour or two in the field while the migration was on, 

most of the data were obtained on week ends. If a bird arrived on 

Monday, I might not see it until the following Saturday, a lapse of 

six days. If I had been in the field every day, I doubt if the difference 

petween my dates and those obtained by your students would have been 

more than one or two days. It is a foregone conclusion, However, that 

the work of a dozen observers in the field daily is far more valuable 

than that of any individual however experienced he may be, 

P, 24, If the alder flycatcher used only the bast fibers of the 

swamp milkweed and nested only in marshes, there would be a point to 

your remarks, As far as I know the upland birds do not rely on these 

fibers, Availability is far more important than phenology. very one 

Ny, of the nests of the Bells vireo that I have found in Wisconsin had bark 

of the white birch on the exterior. To draw a conclusion that it depends 

on the white birch would be wholly erroneous. This vireo is typided of 

the prairie thickets and birch would be available in only a small 

fraction of its range. 

P, 37, The passenger pigeon did not stop to nest except where 

mest was abundant and that meant that most of the oaks and beech had 

porne mast. The intraspecific variation in oaks is most intangible. 

This fall a small percentage of the white oaks bore heavily but the 

yon great majority had no acorns at all. I do not believe that frost had 

anything to do with this situation. In the small patch of woods near 

Second Point, I found several red oaks bearing heavily. This surprised 

me for at Eagle Hts. and elsewhere this tree had no acorns at all. 

QAM:
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THR PHENOLOGY OF SAUK AND DANE COUNTIRS, WISCONSIN, 1935-1945* 

Aldo Leopold and Sara Hlizabeth Jones 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 

; Introduction 

In ena of each year there comes a thawy night when the tinkle of dripping 

water is heard in the land. rt énaicenj thoughts of spring, not only in creatures 

abed for the night, but in some who have been asleep for the winter. The hibernating 

skunk, curled up in his deep den, uncurls himself and ventures forth to prowl the 

wet world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the melting snow. His track marks 

one of the earliest dateable events in that cycle of beginnings and ceasings which 

we call a year. 
Mereg prtethe arr 

: b Everyone~is interested in these beginnings and ceasings, and the degree to which 

ae , they are valid as indicators of seasonal development. Only a few have discovered, however, 

a that keeping records enhances the pleasure of the search, and also the chance of finding 

i order and meaning. These few are called phenologists. - 

The events comprising the annual cycle are inmumerable. Wisconsin, for example, 

has about 350 species of birds, 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, 

20,000 insects, and 1500 higher plants. The life of each of these 22,000 species 

consists:of a sequence of phenology items, each a response to the advancing season. 

No one phenologist can hope to recognize, mich less to record, more than a micro- , 

scopic fraction of this prodigious drama. 

Many of the events of the anmal cycle recur year after year in a regular order. 

A year-to-year record of this order is a record of the rates at which solar energy 

flows to and through living things. They are the arteries of the lend. By tracing 

their responses to the sun, phenology may eventually shed some light on that ultimate | 

enigma, the land's inner workings. 

*Journal Paper No. & of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
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Purpose : 

The purpose of this paper is to assemble a composite phonological, record for 

the wild plants, birds and mamala of the region, with at Loast » eprinkling of itens 

relating to other animals, waters, crop plants, and plants used in landscaping. 

Such a record is occasionally useful to a worker in one of the many fields of 

land selence who has learned the date of some event important to him, but who wishes 

to know, as beckground for that event, the currant status of development in other 

plants and animale. ' 

Yor example, a wildlife manager needs to examine some pheasant nests. He learns 

from the literature that in south Gentral Wisconsin, in an average year, the most 

frequent date of first egg-laying ie May 6. Bat it 4s not an averge year; 1+ seldom 

is. How shall he know when to sea:wh? ‘The status of vegetation is his best cus, , 

Our tables show that in an average year the following firat blooms are expected within 

a day or two of May 6: sugar mple, chetsiaheney, winter creas, Lousgwort, white ) teil Lium, 

and Jacob's ladder, Idlac has been blooming /| days; wild crab will bloom in / days, 

With these “cross shots" on his problem, the vegetation will tell hin in any year, 

early or late, when to begin his search. 

Hae Again, « lend ower wants to ring his trees for spring cankerworm. When ghall 

he apply his tanglefoot? Our tables tell him that the moths ascend trees a week after 

the arrival of fox sparrow, and just after the first cricket frog sings. No signal 

sould be clearer. 

Again, an ornithologist wishes to see the flight of rough=legged hawks which, 

for some of us, makes October an eventful month. When to go? On the average, when | 

the wahoo berries suddenly jum trl te tee cerise. | 

Tt ts stmungoly diffieult to arrive ot such correlations by comparing -separmte — | 
specialized publiontions.\ a a ee ee ee L 

sequence (Labbes-I*12).- The-aeeuracy-of such-correlAltons Of Course Uédreasos with
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tha distance from our-locality,-and-aleo varied from your to year, Zor..no.two..organiems 

respond -aliketothe.vagaries of woather': 

Scope 

We do not, in this paper, attempt to derive the correlations which are its 

principal purpose. They are 30 numerous that the render can best derive them for 

himself, if and when needed. We do attemt to suggest how to seleot items for pheno= 

_._ _ Logical recording, and to deduce some responses of animals and plants to weather. _ ane 

He temmmbotebsasy : . 

| he viatietdeably valid. : a a3 

Our arrival dates of nigratory birds are confined largely to a few conmon, easily ~ 

: recognized species. Complete liste of average arrival dates for the Dane Station have 

been published by Schorger (13), and for southern Wisconsin by Barger et al (4). 

The phenology of birdsong is largely omitted, and will be covered in a separate 

paper. 

Our references to the literature cover only our owm region, plus a few nationally= 

known papers that have influensed our wor, We are aware that there is a large 

European literature, and thet mony important American papers are not mentioned, 

Stations 

| This paper records some 328 events at two stations, herein called "Sauk" and 

"Dane". ‘The first includes two or three square miles around the Leopold shack in 

Sec. 33, T.13N, 2.6%, Sauk County. The second is an ares of similar size including 

the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, and adjoining parts of the city of Madison 

and University of Wisconsin campus, jn Dane County, The Dane station is 33 miles 

south and [aties enst of the Sauk tation.
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Mo other seedling in the row showed any sign of blooming. ‘The plante were only half 

the height of mafure plants, and had only single stems. We have never before seen 

blooms on immature plants. 

Populations vs. Individuals. At least two variables, over and above weather, 

affect the phenology of plants: (1) the site variable, i.e. differences in local 

environment, and (2) the gonetical variable, 1.e. differences in seapense to the sane 

environment due to different genetical constitutions in the individuals involved. 

A Clear mental image of these two variables 1s essential to intelligent recording. 

A developmental record for any given species, to be valid through a term of 

years, should either (a) embrace the entire gamt of site and of genetical constitution, 

or (b) 4t should be Limited to certain individuals which have been selected in advance, 

and in which site and genetics remain constant. Alternation or mixture of the (a) 

and (b) types is fatal. 

ud Most of our plant items embrace a wide range of site and genetical constitution 

at the two stations. Unless marked (b), the record for any <iven item may be assumed 

| to approach the (a) category. he 

The chelnn, of" Wre-te-eheneiy-pelahel_t0_seeeinne. In some of our species, 

the population was too small for a record of the (a) category. Tws there is we ee 

one 14lae tush (213) at the Sauk station, Ta such netances the record te nartced | at 
(>) and an appropriate specification, such as "one bush" or Sone clump" is added. / 

By and large, the (a) type is possible only for common species, while rare or 

locally uncommon species automatically assume the (b) type. ‘The practical point is 

| to reach a decision, and stick to it, in species of intermediate abundance, 

nth In aquatic and bog plants, whole pondg or bogs sometimes display uniform earliness - 

s or lateness depending on the presence or absence of springs. For examples 

The forgoing Qiamwesion dssorthas marin ar 

ee re 
For this reason a single specified pond or bog (phenology of the (b) type) is : 

ot preferable for aquatics. A single water (Lake Chapman) was used for our Seuk records.



Sources of Error \& ne 

The forgoing discussion Apbotibes certain particular sourees of error. There 

‘ remain two more general questions: 

(1) How moh difference will ocour as between two observers, looking for the 

Same list of items in the same area, through the same years? 

(2) How meh difference arises from differing intensity of observation? 

Difference between Observers. During parte of 1937,1935, 1941, and 1942 Irven 

0. Buss recorded phenology at Faville Grove, Jefferson County, 20 miles east of 

Madison, This is in the eastern end of the area defined as eligible for the Dene 

station. We did not see his record until he returned from military service in 1945, 

Upon dill of his record with ours, we find 39 pairs of detes in common, covering 

33 items during if eaee of the year, Of the 39 pairs of dates, aes for birds, one 

for a mammal, and 32 for plants. ‘the disparities classify as follows: ; 

Identieal with ours 13 pairs 33 per cent 

1+ 2 days difference 12 8 8 ee 

3-4 days difference 7° | ame 

5 + 11 daya difference ee ia * 
39 " 100 * " 

The gum of all disparities is 101 days for 39 pairs, an average of 2.6 days 

each, About 65 per cent of the paira fall below this average. 

These disparities represent the error of observation plus any actual differences 

that may exist between the two localities. There is no available meens for segregat=- 

ing these two components. 

Intensity of Observation: Animals. We have become convinced that most late 

winter items of animal behavior are first exhibited in a few precocious individuals, | 

- and tend by slow degrees to become general. This is true of mich carly bindeong, 
emergence of mammals, and some early migrates” tn 1946 many trained men, just ap i 

returned from military service, were eager to resume field work in natural history. 

Tis provided an exceptional intensity of observation. frme following instances of ' 
gradual development in early spring items were recorded at the Dane station: ,



the fering -1twltirier, Wy punk heemlvpornrevite ni vaily ragts | 
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item Species JaxLiost Dates Became General 

R's. Silas Goethe | rae eee Soom 
5 Marshhawk arrives Feb, 16 Ted, 2 | 
g Chipmunk emerges Yob. $510,18,éar, 7,8 March 14 
23 Brown bat flying Fev. 9 Maroh 3 | 
39 Raffed grouse drums Feb. 9 March 1 
x Garter snake out Jan, 26,¥eb. 17 early March 

The early dates for Items 3, 4, and & are believed to represent o slowly develop- 

ing frequency; those for 5, 23, and 39 are believed to represent isolated early | 

Occurrences. In either case, a lesser intensity of observation would have yielded 

later "first dates" for most of these items, the degree of lateness and the selection 

of items depending on chanee, Such chance errors probably account, in part, for the 

a large deviation from average in early spring phenomena, This will be discussed later. __ . 

Pe iit 1 ie CURRIE Leta! Lened a the nett ouption, — 

ry “We believe that an intiity-error also exists in autumn animal items suchas 

316, 317, 319, 322, 324 and 326. 

heck of Obeorvation~intensity in Bimis. An opportunity to measure the magnitude 
of difforences due to intensity of observation exists at the Dane station, where 

M1. A. We Schorgor, from 1913 to 1929, seconded the arrival dates of spring binis, 
later published, as averages, in his "Birds of Dane County" (18), Schorger used 

only his own observations, and his skill in the field is nationally kmowmn. His 

dates timp represent the best possible single-handed effort. 

Our bird arrivals for the Dane station are the combined effort of the 13 

Collaborators already listed, and ourselves. Hot all of these 15 people covered all 

species, but it would be fair to agsqune that our dates are the earliest obtainable by 

ten people during the 1935-1945 period, Schorger's one-man averages axe now compared 

with our an averages. 

|
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an evolutionary adaptation for seizing sunlight is sustained in some species by the 

fact that the leaves turn yellow and die as soon as fruiting is completed. Yor example, 

the leaves of Datchman's breeches and dogtooth violet are yellow by the end of May 

and dead by mid-June. This early death occurs oven in transplanted individuals with 

plenty of light and moisture. “B*yeliowing foliage of these two species is the 

earliest "fall color" of the year. 

Preizie and Sand Plants. The average blooming dates of 59 forbs and grasses are 

assembled in Figure 2. This greup-include®-somoe-sand species.which-are not strictly 

of-praisie-origine. 

Of the 14 flowers which bloom before June 1, nine are confined to hot dry sands 

and gravels. On such sites, in very drouthy springs, snow-water is the only moisture 

Likely to do avatiable, Zasque (1d) and panda (GiJare exiles of sand plants wate com 
bloom on snow-wters 

In gone early sand flowers, tho bloomlag period is short regardless of the weather 

thus we have never known Draba to span more than two weeks. Other early species are 

opportunist: tims Arabia tyme {74} vtooned from April 12 to dune 6 and stmagled to 

August 12 during the cool spring of 1945, whereas in normal years 1t ceases to bloom 

in May. 

Some prairie grasses and forbs start the season's growth very Inte. Could this be | 

an evolutionary device for avoiding damage from spring fires? Yor exemple, bluestem | 

{290} grows no visible leaves until late May, whereas most other perennial grasses 

become gree in Avril. Battorfly wood {41 does not sprout until Ame 1, vherens the | 
milieweeds sprout « month earlier. This-pentitiertty te-diftienl+-te-imbersrety: because | 

The prairie group is peculiar in its interspersion of long and short blooming | 

plants. Ite long collective span, together with the tendency of prairie grasses to | 

eolor in-fali, gives it grent value in wild landscaping. ‘very month from April te 

October offers something to see on a prairie. :
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certain periods, altemating with other periods of slower tempo. 9) Sotho pieirte 

group, there are major bursts about May 20, June 20, and < Tnttensen Ww verbtinnl 

segments in the "curve" described ype eg feels this when, 

at cortain periods, there is ‘avalanche of events as to strain his notebook, 

legs, and sleeping « The ahape of a local “eurve" is of course partially 

local assortment of sites, but ite sinucsities may also have deeper 

as yot beyond our understanding. 

Weeds, ‘The average blooming dates of 46 common weeds are presented in Figure 3. 

As bas often been pointed out, there is no objective definition of the term ' 

tweed", and we claim none for Figure 3, except that it ineludes plants which some- ) 

body, for some reason, dislikes. The group might well be larger: thus Asiatic honey~ 

suckle (123} is probably = greater threat to the native flom in this region than 
my weed in Figure 3, barring quack gmas (197). Of the 46 species, not more than 
half a dozen are dangerous in the sense of usurping land that has not been abused. 

Most Wisconsin weeds are objectionably abundant mainly in overgmsed pastures (239, 

2559 2599 282, 269, 298, 307] , cna oes are praternste to the erosion which would 
: be augmented by their absence. Winter, wildlife te largely dependent on weed seeds. 

The exotic perennials which comprise the bull of our weed list have certain 

phenological characters in common, 

First, their period of bloom is long. The average duration, exclusive of 

straggling, is 45 days. By reason of straggling, the termination of bloom often 

lacks sharpness. 

Second, they commonly regprout and rebloom after mowing, and also after inter= 

uption of bloom by tects — Sowtebi (33s Mes #9). °) 

Tuindlyy they-eomonly display stmegling blooms even when not intermipted by 
nowing or drouths, Many stmggle until frosen, samples: {177, 215, 2556 

Hayfever Weeds. ‘There is « discrepancy betwoen the development of pollen in 

the two mgweeds at the Dane station, and the detection of aerial pollen by the
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table is deficient in the phenology of edible mshrooms, for which we have no | 

records. 

i Year to Year Variability of Species 

As a meansoof visualizing the year-to-year deviation of plant and 

animal species from their own averages, the longest series of dates from 

Tables 1-12 are presented graphically in Figures 6 and 7, in groups by 

months, Points above the baseline represent lateness (plus deviation); 

points below the baseline represent earliness (minus deviation). 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that:-~ 

(2) there is a seasonal decline in dni iin, the early spring 

curves being more "turbulent" than later ones. ) 

Xn rw Sey at any given season, some species are more "turbulent" | 

than others, 

In order to arrive at some measure of turbulence, "estimated standard 

deviations" were computed for each of the species,in-Ficures-6-and-7, The 

deviation, in days, is entered under each iieiied viuee (for instance in 

skunk, s = 17.0 days). The formulae used to compute one station, two 

stations, ic deeduis of several species will be furnished on request. 

Decline in Deviation. To test the existence of a seasonal trend in the 

variability of items, we have averaged the deviations, by months, of all 

the animals and plants shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

28 _ Animals 20 Plants Both 

February-March 10.3 days x 10.3 days 
April 8.9 9.5 days 9.2 
May 6.8 6.3 6.7 
June x 7° T0 
July-August x 6. v 6.7 4 
April-August 8.6 days Tou days 8.1 days p
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The same frost injured a lupine plant at the Sauk station. While other lupines 

bloomed normally from May 5 to June 23, this plant wes yellow, undersized, and 

barren. On July 19, a woek after uninjured lupines had shed their last seeds, the 

injured plant burst into vigorous bloom, Had it not been under spepial observation, 

a completely abnormal blooming date might have been recorded as eeu phenology. 

Some frost injuries to trees are stratified". Thus in 1945 and 1946 frosts 

killed the lower blooms and leaves of some black and white oaks, leaving the tops 

of the same trees undamaged and able to bear mast. 

In years of late spring frostcit is only the intra-specific variability of 

blooming dates in oaks which saves any mast at all. This variability in oaks 

must have been of great importance to the passenger pigeon, which depended on 

mast of the previous year for food during nesting. 

Drouth, Heat, and Flood Bffects 

The most intense drouth of the decade extended from April 10 to August 16, 

1936. Our dates for this year are too meagre to yield any measurement of how the 

drouth affected ghenele of » 

brouth and First Bloom. Your milder drouths covered the month of July in 

1937, 1939, 1940, and 1941. Wanave analyzed the dates of first bloom in 20 forbs 

seh seiidilie Geel inane tettlan. a nd no significant retardation or acceleration, 

We do find some evidence that dates of fiat bloom during these four dry Julys 

correlate with June, May, and April temperature, deviation, especially in 1941, 

During July, 1946 there was a good chance to check the ‘conclusion that drouth 
does not change the date of first bloom. ‘The weathe? was very ary (+2.65"), but 

the temperature was normal (+0.8°). ‘he Sauk station ts net because its sandy 

\ y i
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soils exaggerate any drouth effects. Of 32 forbs starting bloom during July, half 

were early and half were late \as compared with their own averages, ‘The average 

deviation was 1,2 days early, an snout too small to be significant, In all Le ‘ 

probability the 1,2 days deviation was the residues of a larger momentum~earliness * 

acquired earlier in the year, As in 1945, the various species lost this momentum _ 

at different rates, hence the lack of uni form ty as among the 32 species. 

Zempersture and length of Bloom, while a find no evidence that drouth either | 
accelerates or retards the average beginning of vheom in large blocks of species, ' 

we have long had the impression thet arouth shortens tts duration, There have been 

ie no decisive drouths since we began to record duration of bloom, but in 1944 we had _ 

a hot wet June, which we now compare for duration of loom With the cool.and some= 

what dry June 6f°194%5. Both stations are given if dates are available, 

In eight woods Yorbs the two years compare as followss 

aah 2045 Difference 

June temperature, departure from man  +2.4° “46° 7 colder, 1945 

Precipitation, departure from mean $2.62" 0.49" 3.1" dryer, 1945 

78 G@mall~flowered crowfoot 18 days 62 days : 

104 White triliiun 16,18 36-42 

118 Jack in the pulpit i 20 

128 Waterleaf 27 5 

129 Columbine 22 Yr -4h 

135 Wild geranium 5 30,46 

139 M11 yellow ladyslipper 15 10 

149 Golden ragwort 1.20 in 

Average 19 days 35 days 8G longer, 1945 

| 

\ 
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‘$ight prairie forbs, analyzed in the same manner, bloomed an average of 27 

days in 194% and 43 days in 1945, again 60 percent longer during the cooler June. 

Ten woody plants bloomed an average of 14 days in 194 and 24 days in 1945, 

again 71 percent longer during the cooler June. 

In short, the cool June of 1945 prolonged the duration of bloom 60+34 percent 

in three groups aggregating 26 species. This prolongation is so pronounced as to 

leave little room for doubt. Despite abundant moisture, blooming periods were short 

during the het Jyne of 1944, but long during the cool June of 1945, It appears 

_ that heat was the prime cause of short duration in June 1944, Cs 

~~ Paty 19h6, a9 compared with July 1945, offers »chedk of the effect of arouth 
on duration. July 1946 was normal in temperature, but very dry (+2.65"), Of 19 

July forbs terminating before the drouth was Wroken on September 5, 24 haduhte ben 

earlier and five later than in eool wet of 1945. Since the average temperature 

in both July and August 1946 was no the p of shortened bloom 

(average seven days) cannot be Aa heat, and mist be ascribed to drouth, 

Discussion. In the forgoing ahglyses of , roles of heat ond moisture in 

plant bloom, it should be noticed that\gpectes usually differed in their response 

to a given deviation in weather, 6 gh enuoption vas the pralengation af 

Doom by cock weather, which, jenng/So hold Yor all species. 

Tt should alge be getionbored thal on apparent response to sons deviation ta 
weather may eotually ‘be a lag effoot from stat earlier weather. 

We ave anare that the rolea of hi ho noisture have been explored mech 

mors accurately by controlled experinsntes\, Our only clain for these phenological | 

enytorntions tn: thad Ghipetent with nany species simitanoously, and this cannot 

te done in a laboratory. '
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i Mr tedy dont A 19K6 ehowtenad duration somedtnt tn mos’ Sorte, vat the 
/ —_—_, tent en fixes Dleo was diverse, and avenged out an negligible, 

a got! efeats. On une 3» 1943, the Msconsin River at the Sauk station grt) 

overflowed the sandy old fields which are the habitat of Zeiten gmeitis (G2). | 

This spedies had developed flower buds by May 31, and the buds were about to open 

when flooded. The flowers were all killed, though the plants survived and bloomed 

normally in 194, 

Floods may have opposite effects on the bloom of different species growing - 

at slightly different levels. The ragwoed G98) on the sanibars of the Wideonsin 

River may not bloom at all in dry years unless subirrigated by « rise of the river 

: in midsummer, whereas the same rise of water may flood and destroy such flowers 

as Mimiug ringeng and Bidens (307) which mve sprung up on the receding shoreline 

of the game sandbar. 

The two preceeding paragraphs deal with the destruction of blooms by floods, 

An even more common cage is the distortion of blooming phenology in anmals
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General Discussion of Mrrors, We drew the following net conclusions from the 

forgoing discussions of errors, and of the peculiarities of phenological data: 

1. Any given aggregation of data is subject to numerous possible errors, only 

part of which can be identified. 

| 2. The more species, the more years, am the more stations, and the more 

observers behind any given deduction, the greater the chance that errors 

will compensate. ’ 

Ciak time 3. Daring the degade here treated, the degree of error declines a! 

4, Phenology of the (b) type (fixed stations) avoids some errors. 
co Piecilevs <thaltepabice diprrpee nee Te vy 

Se Differences of small magiitule, should be viewed-with dtetmets 

3 Plant Groups 

Those who work with soil, crops, wild plants, wild animals, or landscapes 

sometimes wish to know what plants my be expected to be in bloom, or in fruit, at 

a given time. Yor their convenience we have segregated such data, in diagramatic 

form, in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. ‘These assemblies present an average of the two 

stations, and ignore deviations due to early or late years. They include some species 

which are omitted from Tables 1-12 because the record is too short. 

By projecting a vertical line through any given date, the reader can tell at a 

glance what species are likely to be in bloom (or in fruit) on that date. 

2K tote nove Figure 1 assembles some of the wildflowers characteristic 
heres come 

on of oalehickory, mixed-hariwood, and oakejacicpine woodlands at their point of 

: confluense in this region. 

4 conspicuous character of this group is the early bloom and short duration 

of wloom in the first 21 species. Their average duration is 21 days. These species 

bloom before the leafing of trees is complete, and thus contrive to receive at 

least partial sunlight, even when occupying sites b@aded by overhead trees, and 

often by a shrubby understory as well, ‘hat this short early bloom ig actually 

; Quart 
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| wr 9 7 | Dates of first bloom in, ary normal heat did not differ significantly 

from average, but duration was ee \ 

Phenological records are subject toe many errors, but these do not affect all 

species or seasons alike, A comparison of two independent phenologists shows a 

third of 39 pairs of dates identical, a third up to two days apart, and a third 

up to 11 days apart. rs 

fee De feta hh click uit iffhen fr eniue curtrages 

ies otk ary choy fuky, clrmdh arruuel k etn, phates of Plow,
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A PHENOLOGICAL RECORD FOR SAUK AND DANE COUNTIES, WISCONSIN, 1935-1945* 

Aldo Leopold and Sara Elizabeth Jones 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 

Introdu ction 

G ea ot gern og Hs nucummbn Logg arte y 
there comes a thawy night when the tinkle of dripping 

water is heard in the land. It CN not only = creatures 

abed for the night, but c some who have been asleep for the winter. The hibernating ~ 

skunk, curled up in his deep den, uncurls himself and ventures forth to prowl the 

wet world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the melting snow. His track marks 

one of the earliest dateable events in that cycle of beginnings and ceasings which 

ce eb files of teste Profile trout aearclect mre mein nue bit terraeg a thaws tutus s ) 
Mnuy_peoplevare dntarestel. in these beginaings-and-censinge,end-the-legree-to-wntek 

they-aré valid es~indicators-—ef-seasonal.-development . “oaty a few have discovered, 

however, that keeping records enhances the pleasure of the search, and also the chance 

of finding order and meaning. These few are called phenologists. 

The events comprising the annual cycle are innumerable. Wisconsin, for example, 

has about 350 species of birds, 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, 

20,000 insects, and 1500 higher plants. The life of each of these 22,000 species 

consists of a sequence of eT shee ech. a response to the advancbng season. 

No one phenologist can hope to recognize, much less to record, more than a microscopic 

fraction of this prodigious drama. 

Many of the events of the annual cycle recur year after year in a regular order. 

A year-to-year record of this order is a record of the rates at which solar energy 

flows to and through living things. They are the arteries of the land. By tracing 

their responses to the sun, phenology may eventually shed some light on that ultimate 

enigma, the lana's inner workings. 

* Journal Paper No. 8 of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum,
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Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is to assemble a composite phenological record 

for the wild plants, birds and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling of 

items relating to other animals, waters, crop plants, and plants used in landscaping. 

a record is useful for two main purposes, First, it permits the interpo= 

lation of ecological background for any event the date of which is known. Second, 

it permits salendar dates to be translated into phenological sequence, and thus to 

a correct for early and late seasons. Often the two purposes combine in a single 

problem, 

For example, a wildlife manager needs to examine some pheasant nests. He learns 

from the literature that\in south central Wisconsin, in an average year, the most 

frequent date of first ege- a ing is May 6. But it is not an average year; it sel= 

dom is. How shall he know wed, to search? The status of vegetation is his best cue. 

Our tables show that in an averege, year the following first blooms are expected within 

a day or two of May 6: sugar maple, \chokecherry, winter cress, lousewort, white 

: trillium, and Jacob's ladder. Lilac noe been blooming three days; wild crab will bloom 

in three days. With these "cross cota! Sy nt problem, the vegetation will tell him 

in any year, early or late, when to begin his searche 

Again, a land owner wants to ring his treés for spring cankerworm, When shall 

he apply his tanglefoot? Our tables tell him thatthe moths ascend trees a week after 

the arrival of fox sparrow, and just after the first ¢ricket frog sings. No signal 

could be clearer. 

Again, an ornithologist wishes to see the flight of ro “legged hawks, which, 

for some of us, makes October an eventful month, When to go? the average, when 

the wahoo berries suddenly burst their carpels and turn from pink toMleep cerise. 

It is strangely difficult to arrive at such correlations by comparing specialized 

publications. 

ane them, we have merged all of our events--plants, birds, mammals, 

insects, and weather--in one common sequence (Tables 1~12).
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' Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is to assemble a comsosite phenological record 

for the wild plants, birds and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling of 

items relating to other animals, waters, crop plants, and plants used in landscaping. 

Such a recordwis occasionally useful to,a worker in one ofthe many fie of 

ee land sciencA wh6 has learned the date some event important to him, byt who wishes 

A to know, background for that ev » th& current status of develofment in other 

plant d animals. 

For example, a wildlife manager needs to examine some pheasant nests. He learns 

' from the literature that in south central Wisconsin, in an average year, the most 

frequent date of first ege~laying is May 6, But it is not an average year; it sel- 

dom is. How shell he know when to search? Tue status of vegetation is his best cue. 

Our tables show that in an average year the following first blooms are expected within 

a day or two of May 6: sugar maple, chokecherry, winter cress, lousewort, white trillium, 

and Jacob's ladder. Lilac has been blooming three days; wild crab will bloom in three 

days. Withethese "cross shots" on his problem, the vegetation will tell him in any 

year, early or late, when to begin his search, 

Again, a land owner wants to ring his trees for spring cankerworm, When shall 

he apply his tanglefoot? Our tables tell him that the moths ascend trees a week after i 

the arrival of fox sparrow, and just after the first cricket frog sings. No signal 

could be clearer. 3 

Again, an ornithologist wishes to see the flight of rough-legged hawks, which, 

, for some of us, makes October an eventful month. When to go? On the average, when 

the wahoo berries suddenly burst their carvels and turn from pink to deep cerise. 

It is strangely difficult to arrive at such correlations by comparing specialized 

publications. 

a eck. Seedaion, we have merged all of our events--plants, birds, 

mammals, insects, and weather--in one common sequence (Tables 1-12). 

It is not to be assumed, of course, that the sequence of averages repeats itself
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exactly each year, and still less that the average sequence for our region is iden- 

tical with that for other regions. Indeed the whole concept of a sequence of average 

dates is in one sense an abstraction, for it can never be found in toto in the field, 

Nevertheless it exists, and it is an important proverty of the flora and fauna, The 

reasons for this will apvear later. 

Scope 

We do not, in this paper, attempt to derive the correlations which are its 

principal purpose. They are so numerous that the reader can best derive them for 

himself, if and then needed. We do attempt to suggest how to select items for pheno- 

logical recording, and to deduce some resvonses of animals and plants to weather. 

It is unnecessary for a vhenologist to record as many species as we have, A 

smaller number, well assorted as to site and season, would be equally valuable. 

Our arrival dates of migratory birds are confined largely to a few conmon, easily 

recognized species. Complete lists of average arrival dates for the Dane Station have 

been published by Schorger (18), and for southern Wisconsin by Barger et al (4). 

The phenology of birdsong is largely omitted, and will be covered in a senarate 

paper. The phenology of leaf-fall is omitted because it is difficult to define sharply, and 
there is excessive variability between trees. 

Our references to the literature cover only our own region, plus a few nationally- 

. . known papers that have influenced our work. We are aware that there is a large 

hebdvins literature, and that many important American papers are not mentioned. 

Stations F 

This paper records some 328 events at two stations, herein called "Sauk" and 

"Dane", The first includes two or three square miles around the Leopold shwekiin 

Sec. 33, T.13N, R.GB, Semk County, The second is an area of similar size including 

the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, and adjoining parts of the city of Madison 

and University of Wisconsin campus, in Dane County. ‘The Dane station is 33 miles 

south and nine miles east of the Seuk station,
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{| Frequency of Observations; Interpolated Dates. Many dates for the Dane station 

are based on daily observations; few on less than tri-weekly trips. Most dates for 

the Sauk station are based on weekly visits: Bor these reasons the Sauk records contain 

more interpolated dates than those for Dane. 

Dates were interpolated only for the blooming of plants, or other events present- 

ing evidence for estimating the probable date of beginning or ending. Dates were 

never interpolated for bird arrivals, or for other animal behaviors. 

Zexrms and Nomenclature. Zach event of the anmual cycle on which we have dates is 

called an "item", and each item bears a serial number. In Tables 1-12 the items are 

arranged chronologically, in order of the aversge date for the Sauk station. Average 

dates appear in the right-hand colum of the tables. 

Averages based on less than four years are given in parentheses, indicating that 

they are not regarded as valid, but are computed only to place the item in the ' 

chronological scale. Incbmplete dates, such as “by 3/1" are not used in computing 

avernges. 

Blooming dates of plants are given in two ways. Yor plants without a perianth, 

the term “in pollen" is used, anc means the dates between which pollen was found. 

In other plants, the term "in bloom" means the dates between which a perianth was 

found. When only an initial date is available, the term "first bloom" is used. — F ‘ 

. A plus sign after a Dlooming date means that a few straggling blooms were 

Gbsorved beyond the closing date. loons on plants which have been mowed over, or 
in which bloom has been otherewise artificially déferréd or renéwed, ‘aPécexoludeds: 

. Thus weeds in ‘stubble are ‘artificially deferred by shading, whilé\ those in“Lawis or’ > 

mowed roadsides are artificiallyrenowed by mowing.» Valid phenology in such “© 

caséeniust bé taken’from fencerows which have been néither shaded ino® noweds ' The 
equivalent of mowing occurs when insects sever tho stems of wild lettuce (latuen : 
Gariadensis) and Canada tick clover (279}, or when deer decdpitate Yeronitastrum i 
(236]. A11 those resprout, and the sprouts bear delayed blooms beyond the normal 

i y
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Frequency of Observations; Interpolated Dates. Many dates for the Dane station 

are based on daily observations; few on less than tri-weekly trips. Most dates for 

the Sauk station are based on weekly visits. For these reasons the Sauk records contain 

more interpolated dates than those for Dane. 

Dates were interpolated only for the blooming of plants, or other events present- 

ing evidence for estimating the probable date of beginning or ending. Dates were 

never interpolated for bird arrivals, or for other animal behaviors. i 

Terms and Nomenclature. ZHach event of the annual cycle on which we have dates is 

called an "item", and each item bears a serial number. In Tables 1=12 the items are 

arranged chronologically, in order of the average date for the Sauk station. Average 

dates appear in the right-hand column of the tables. 

Averages based on less than four years are given in parentheses, indicating that 

they are not regarded as valid, but are computed only to place the item in the 

chronological scale. Incomplete dates, such as "by 3/1" are not used in computing 

averages. 

Blooming dates of plants are given in two ways. For plants without a perianth, 

the term "in pollen" is used, and means the dates between which pollen was found. 

In other plants, the term "in bloom" means the dates between which a perianth was 

found. When only an initial date is available, the term "first bloom" is used. 

A plus sign after a blooming date means that a few straggling blooms were 

observed beyond the closing date. Blooms on plants which have been mowed over, or 

in which bloom has been otherewise artificially deferred or renewed, are excluded. 

Thus weeds in stubble are artificially deferred by shading, while those in lawns or 

mowed roadsides are artificially renewed by mowing. Valid phenology in such. 

cases must be taken from fencerows which have been neither shaded nor mowed. The 

equivalent of mowing occurs when insects sever the stems of wila lettuee (Latuca 

canadensis) and Canada tick clover (219\s or when deer decapitate Reneatonn tens 

(236). All these resprout, and the sprouts bear delayed blooms beyond the normal
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7 Item Species Rarliest Dates Became General 
3 Cardinal song Jane 5, 6,9, 12,13, 30 Feb. 17 
4 Pheasant crowing Jan. 10,18,30, Feb.25 March 1 

5 Marshhawk arrives Feb. 16 Feb. 24 
g Chipmunk emerges Ted. &,10,18,Mar. 7,8 March ‘14 
23 Brown bat flying Feb. 9 March 13 

39 Ruffgead grouse drums Feb. 9 March 16 
x Garter snake out Jan, 26, Feb. 17 early March 

The early dates for Items 3, 4, and 8 are believed to represent a slowly develop- 

ine frequency; those for 5, 23, and 39 are believed to represent isolated early occur- 

rences, In either case, a lesser intensity of observation would have yielded later 

"first dates" fon.most-~-ef—bhesettems, the degree of lateness and the selection of items 

depending on chance. . Sueh.chance--errorse-probasiy..account,..in.part,—for..tae-Large-devieation 

from_average-in_early..spring..phenomena, This..willbe.-diseussed “raters 

We believe that this intensity-error in animal events diminishes rapidly as the season 

he 
advances, We-believe that it is never large in plant items, except in a few species to be 

discussed later. | 

(. le believe that an intensity-error also exists in autumn animal items such as 316, | 

317, 319, 322, 324 and 326. 

Intensity of Observation: Bird Migration, Even if an event develops nearly sinmltaneously 

in a population, the chance of recording its éarliest occurrence depends 6n the number of ob- 

servers afield. To explore the magni tud8*? this factor, we mow compare the bird arrival dates of 
one observer with those of 10 observers at the Dane Station, . 

For 16 years beginning in 1913, A. W. Schorger recorded the arrivals later published, as aver= 
ages, in his "Birds of Dane County" (18). He used only his own observations, and his skill as an 

ornithologist is nationally known. Like-other- workers studying birds -as-an-avecation, He was able 

to make few field trips during week days, His dates represént the best possible single-handed 

avocational effort. ; 
owe 

We now compare Schorger's dates with those gathered during the past decade by the-13 | 

collaborators already—listed, and ourselves. Not all of the 15 observers covered all groups of : 

birds, but it would be fair to assume that our dates are the earliest obtainable by 10 obeervers | 
/ 

covering all groups, and less confined to week-ends than Schorger was. Our span of years is =>: 

shorter, but both spans seem to be long enough to avoid distortion by exceptionally early or | 

late seasons, 
: 

ad
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and Canada goldenrod. We put these species in the variable category because we have 

records which definitely sustain 1+. In addition, we have the impression that all 

asters, oaks, hickories, poplars and willows likewise display wide variability, includ- 

ing a small proportion of extra early individuals. 

We suspect that extra early individuals represent genetical, rather than environ- 

mental, variations for the following reasons: 

extra early plants 
(1) In anmals like the ragweeds, we have never found jbwem twice in the same 

place. 

(2) In white snakeroot, at both stations, the very earliest blooms for three 

years have occurred at two particular spots, both on a north slope and 

shaded. The two sites would seem to be cold rather than warn. 

; (3) In chickory, at the Dane station, the earliest bloom for the last three 

years has occurred at a particular spot on a north slope which seems cooler 

than the usual "curbstone" habitat of this species. 
and sumac 

(4) In willows/ earliness and lateness seem to show a clonal distribution. At 

the junction of two clones one dts mide disparity in earliness on identical 

sites. 1g
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McCabe suspects that the flycatcher's food supply, during the critical weeks of the nesting 

season, hinges on the insects attracted remit marsh blooms, and that shade for 

nestlings is tied in with the leafing phenology of the elder and red dogwood bushes in which 

most nests sda built. Such plant-animal dependencies, pevbialor sdupiete, are doubtless 

the rule rather than the exception, at few have been explored by researche 

‘Wild Fruits. A chronology of 27 wild fruits, arranged in order of firet 

ripening, is presented in Figure 5. The blooming periods are also given. Species 

without kmom food value, such as wahoo (203]. are omitted. Falling periods are 

indicated by dashed bars; indeterminate fallings after November 1 by plus signs, 

or by adding terminal dates of falling. 

These 27 fruits differ greatly in their ripening phenology, and in the degree 

to which they are consumed by animals. 

Thus among mst fruits, all oaks fall as soon as they are ripe; walnuts adhere 

to the tree until frost; hazelnuts do not fall, but are gradually removed by mice 
the city of 

and chipmunks. Burr oak acorns in/Madison are in most years completely consumed by 

squirrels (see Item 288) a@ month before ripening; to get the date of natural fall 

one mst search fence-row oaks in rural areas where squirrel pressure is less intense. 

Juneberries at the Sauk station are completely consumed by orioles as soon as 

they turn red, and before they are ripe. Hence it is impossible there to record 

the duration of ripe berries on the tree. Grey dogwood berries are consumed or 

imocked off by robins by date October. 

Qn the other hand, the proportion of the blackberry, dewberry and elderberry 

crop consumed by animals seems very small in this region. 

Of the fruits which adhere to the tree after November 1, some fall or are 

Consumed gradually (grape, nannyberry) while others may be ignored until spring, 

and are then obliterated in two or three days by cedar waxwings (mountain ash). 

The maxim variety of ripe wild fruits is available about September 1. 

: Table 5 may be useful for planning a sequence of fruits for wildlife, or for 

determining the best date for gathering wild fruits for eating or preserving. The 

table is deficient in the phenology of edible mshrooms, for which we have no records.
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i > nn Comparison Between Stations 
or’ 

Pe A The dates of developmental phenomena are influenced by latitude, longitude, 

Y and altitude. The direction and magnitude of these factors is expressed, in mass 

we data, by Hopkins! Law, which asserts that: "Other conditions being equal, the 

; variation in the time of occurrence of a given periodical event in life activity 

in temperate North America is at the general average rate of four days to each 

degree of latitude, five degrees of longitude, and 400 feet altitude, later north- 

ward, eastward, and upward in the spring and early summer." (11:7). 

Our tables offer a suitable variety of events for a mass comparison with 

j Hopkins’ law, but the distance between the two stations is too small to be advantageous 

for this purpose. Nevertheless, as Hopkins points out, his formla may be used 

not only to predict the average difference between localities, but to evaluate the 

intensity of the local factors which cause local deviations from the law. From 

this viewpoint a comparison of our two stations is worth making. 

Hligible Dates. We exclude all of our animal data, because of the difficulty, 

already explained, of interpolating animal dates between weekly visits to the 

Sauk station. 

We include all pairs of phant dates in which a given plant event was recorded 

at both stations during the same year. There are 241 such pairs from April to 

June inclusive, and 96 in July and August, a total of 337. Because Hopkins specifies 

“spring and early summer" it seems advisable to segregate the midsummer data. We 

exclude alh items lacking sharpness, such as budding, ripening of fruit, and 

harvesting of crops. What remains is entirely dates of first bloom
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no large or consistent difference between 1851 and the recent average. The data 

do not seem worth including in this paper, especially since there is no assurance 

that the recorders were equally competent or adhered to any uniform standard. 

Summary ; 

A decade of dates of 328 seasonal events at two stations, 33 miles apart, 

were analyzed and compared with prior records. 

Spring events during the decade 1935-1945 were two weeks earlier than the same 

events at the same station in 1881-1885. : 
in spring @ 

The northern station is three days later than the southern one, which is twice 

the expec§ation under Hopkins' Law. The difference between the two stations is 

least in early spring and greatest in midsummer. 

The year-to-year variability of events, as compared with their own averages, f 

tends to be greatest in early spring, and décreases progressively through May. ‘a 

Some plants show littl iabilit: te et id. by length ig é Pp s show e var vi ey seem to be governed more by leng 3 " 

of daylight than by current weather. White clover, the least variable plant, has Faas 

a standard deviation of 2.4 days, which is ohly a third of that prevailing in other i } 

plants during the same month. Fae det; cuafcls Us {aot Bak . f 

‘ Seine hse show little variability, bat they winter in or beyond the tropics y 

where changes in length of day are much less pronounced. Tha Amtrnnenble bude Ha 
Low Avan bebe qreabeats (8:14 mp) oe CB2 alam), eth oly co Thane » 

Bird migration responds to changes in, temperature much more quickly than the 

bloom of plants. In 1945 the momentum of “a ans we period persisted in plants 

through two months of subsequent cold. This momentum caused early bloom in white 

trillium despite the fact that it was still underground during the warm period. 

Duration of bloom in a cool dry June, as compared with a hot wet June, was — 

protracted 60 to 34 percent in various groups of phants.
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With springs Without springs 
Item 28 Skunk Cabbage, Dane March 20, 1945 About April 10, 1945 

Item 71 Marsh Marigold, Dane April 1, 1946 April 15, 1946 

. For this reason a single specified pond or bog (phenology of the (b) type) is 

preferable for aquatics. A single water (Lake Chapman) was used for our Sauk records. 

Sources of Error 

The foregoing discussion describes certain particular sources of error. There re- 

main two more general questions: 

(1) How much difference will occur as between two observers, looking for the same 

list of items in the same area, through the same years? 

(2) How mch difference arises from differing intensity of observation? 

Difference between Observers. During parts of 1937, 1938, 1941, and 1942 Irven 0, 

Buss recorded phenology at Faville Grove, Jefferson County, 20 miles east of Madison. 

This-is in the eastern end of the area defined as eligible for the Dane station. We did 

not see his record until he returned from military service in 1945. Upon compzrison of 

his record with ours, we find 39 pairs of dates in common, covering 33 items during eight 

months of the year, Of the 39 pairs of dates, six are for birds, one for a manmal, and 

32 for plants, The disparities classify as follows: 

Identical with ours 13 pairs 33 per cent 
1 - 2 days difference te.) 4 me oe 
3 - 4 days difference Ae eee 
5 - ll days difference re Ger Sie 

39 " 100 iw " 

The sum of all disparities is 101 days for 39 pairs, an average of 2.6 days each. 

About 65 -per-cent-of-the-pairs-fall.below-this-average.. 

These disparities represent the error of observation plus ayyactual differences 

that may exist between the two localities. There is no available means for segregating 

these two components, ; 

tensity o f ti. ors. We have become convinced that most animal 

behaviors in late winter are first exhibited by a few precocious individuals, and become general 

in the population by slow degrees. In 1946 some special records were kept to test this point. 

Many trained men, just returned from military service andcager-to-resume-field-work, enabled 

us to record not only the first occurrence of a behavior, but its gradual development. The 

following covers the combined observations of a dozen men afield daily on the Universi ty 

Campus and Arboretum, | fi : 

; 4 sh wh vhs '
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Item Species 1 Man 10 Men 10 Men Earlier by: 

5 Marshhawk 3/16 3/5 11 days 
7 Bluebird 3/12 3/9 2 
10 Redwing 3/11 2/28 / 12 
16 Canada goose 3/16 3/11 45 
19 Fox sparrow 3/24 3/21 73 
36 Field s 3/30 3/20 + 10 

6 March birds, average 7) 
4g Upland plover 4/18 4/16 72 
Pd Towhee 4/13 . MT +6 

Brown thrasher 4/ " 4/17 6 
68 American bittern 4/1 4/13 oii, 
Tl House wren 4/30 4/22 & 

5 April birds, average 5) 
86 Kingbird 5/4 5/1 , . 

87 Crested flycatcher 5/7 5/3 t 
% Baltimore oriole 5/5 5/3 re 

Warbling vireo 5/7 22 -2 i 
99 Rose breasted grosbeak 5/7 5/ ri 
by MN. yellowthroat 5/8 ey -7 
10! Wood thrush 5/9 [28 - 12 
112 Whippoorwill 5/10 4/ah + 16 : 
1g Indigo bunting 5/11 5/10 +1 
118 Scarlet tanager 5/9 5/9 0 
122 Catbird 5/6 5/2 y 
124 Nighthawk 5/14 5/6 & 

12 May birds, average 5 
23 Birds, March to May 5.6 days 

five 
We believe the f-day difference to represent the greater intensity of the ten= 

re, difference 
man effort. It could represent a weather /qyql/q4, but both periods are too long to 

make this probable. 
blooms 

_ Intensity of Observation: Plants. In flowering spurge (a96} the first f1dydt4 

are borne singly, and are so inconspicuous, as compared with the later massed corymbs, 

that one mst learn to look for them. During the process of learning, they are likely 

to be overlooked. ‘The result is that in a series of annual records, the early years 

are likely to show dates whichvare.later than they should ve. 

There are some plants in which the very earliest blooms are perfectly visible, 

but they occur on so few individuals that they are likely to be overlooked. This 

group includes hedge bindweea [205], chicfory (218, bull thistle (|, white snake- 

root (293), greater ragweed (295). lesser ragweed (298) » Liatris spheroidea Goo),
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earlior than‘rural ones, To test this belicf, Donald 2. Thompson kept records on 
| outa | 

ES ee ¢gonmon to re and the University Arboretum, spanning the period March j 
aub» Ho fowl Cat . 

_ to Kay in age ig of the 17 species were earlier in Madisons 
(3 1S | 

Days Marlior in Town 

9 forbs 25191258,0,%,6,0,—3 days 
6 woody plants 2e2e2y2e72,6 days 

—*-frog_tericxet)-———_--—-—— 
Par ee a 

Average a 4 days N 
i crrlaruby gut Spanien 

‘éxito Thompson's data are not Conclusive, they are Yamy consistent through 
Hid chk bee. ht cuales porn 4Awervde j 

March and April, the first, aseptions ppearing in May. Ous-ewa-impreseton-te~that 

the_diffarence-detveon—town und--countsy..diaappears.. before summery 

Until 1944 we made no conseious effort to avold reconling o hei, in town 
pl Mrmr Lae copter meg j 

one year, and “in the country the next year, The milk of our! records, ae therefore 

subject to this error. It cannot, however, affoct items of the (b) category (fixed 
wale rt 

stations), nor can it affect bint_migration,-or Bites found only in the country, 

$euch as prairie peente mare plants» andcanebintagy — Dter mat Ltily b affect . 
til Peace ame gentlipee, anol bite ewohapwda ve “aha, ep 

Thea of mecokia, a form of record which wii automatically 
5 Parole driver Cru oe re har ct " f 

remind the observer, while in be field (not afterward), what ou itens are likely _ 

to teminate, and what new items are lilely to develop, on the date of any field trip. 4 

Without such an automatic reminder, the observer 4s less Likely to detect the earliest 

occurrence of new items, and termination dates are Likely to ‘Re overlooked entirely. 

Our records were changed to the automatie-rveminder type in 1939. i 

ven with the dest of records, terminal dates are usually cruder than beginning v 

dates. 
i 
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“7 an evolutionary adaptation for seising sunlight 1s sustained in sone epecies ty the 

facet that the leaves turn yellow and die as soon as fruiting is completed, For,example, 

the leaves of Dutchman's breeches and dogtooth violet are yellow by the end of May 

and dead by mid-June. This early death ocours even in transplanted individuals with 

plenty of Light and moisture. ‘The yellowing foliage of these two species is the 

earliest "fall color" of the year. 

Prairie and Sand Plants. The average blooming dates of 59 forbs and grasses 

are assembled in Figure 2. This group inoludes some sand species which are not 

strictly of prairie origin. 

Of the 14 flowers which bloom before June 1, fan confined to hot dry sands and 

erevels,/ On such sites, in very arouthy springs, a flower iets be bloom early, 

on snowwator, f 1t 49 to bloom at all, Paague Yi] ant pede 51] ore 
examples. 

In some carly gand flowers, the blooming period is short regardless of the 

| weather; thus wo have never known Draba to span more than two woeks. Other 

early species are opportunist: tius Asabis iymte [7] viooned from April 12 

to dune 6 and wtraggled to August 12 during the cool spring of 1945, whereas in normal 
| olstaan $0 désund ‘bs heen ‘tn tab. pee tye Codeine Cal nized WC IGS ? 

ro tome prairie grasses and forbs start the season's growth vory late. ae 

iy am evolutionary device Batata heenee trim epring thread timsatiiannge Wenaston ( 
ev {290 | grows } no visible leayes until late May, whereas most other perennial grasses become 

i green in April. Butterfly weed [21a | aces not sprout until dune 1, whereas the 

other milkweeds sprout a month earlior, ~ 

The prairie group 1s peouliar in its interspersion of long and short blooming 

plants. Its long collective span, together with the tendency of prairie grasses 

to color in fall, gives it great value in wild landscaping. very month from 

April to October offers something to see on a prairie. 

Most of these group diagrams (Pigures 1-5) show "mrate" of first bloom at 

i ; “True. iy the Avbseitur pale ony vnbvened plats Ave te heavy mulch !



ALTERNATIVE HANDLING OF pp. 26-27 

Year-to-Year Variability of Species : 

As a means of dienalisiag the year-to~year deviation of plant and animal 

species from their own averages, the longest series of dates from Tables 1-12 are 

p¥esented graphically in Figures 6 and 7, in groups by months. Points above the 

baseline represent lateness (plus deviation); points below the baseline represent 

/ earliness (minus deviation). 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that: 

(1) ‘There is a seasonal decline in deviation, the early spring curves 

being more "turbulent" than later ones. i j 

(2) At any given season, some species are more "turbulent" than others. 

In order to arrive at some measure of turbulence, "estimated standard deviations" 

were computed for each of the species in Figures 6 and 7. ‘The deviation, in days, 

is entered under each species title (for instance in skunk, s = 17.0 days). The 

formlae used to compute one station, two stations, or averages of several species f 

will be fumished on request. i 

Decline in Deviation. Continued on pe 27 4



Yoarto-Yoar Variability of Species 7 | 

Ag a means of visualizing the yoar-toeyoar deviation of plant and animal i 

epetien from thele ow svevagers the Longest pevies of dates fron Tables tok? ave a 

presented graphically in Figures 6 and 7, in groupe by monthe. Points atove the : 

baseline represent lateness (plus deviation); pointe below the baseline represent 

earliness (minus deviation). : 

Vigual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that: a 

(2) theve 46 0 seasonal desline in deviation, the envy sypsing ausves 

being nore "turbulent" then later ones. . oS 

(2) At any given season, some species are more “turbulent” than others. 

In onlor to arrive at sono maoure of turtulence, ‘ostinabed standard deviation 

were commuted for each of the species in Figures 6 and 7. The deviations in days, 

is entered under each species title (for instance in skunk, 6 = 17.0 daya), The 

formlae used to commute one station, two stations, or sveragos of several species 

will bo fumished on requoste 

Dogline in Deviation.  Contimed on p. 27 
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table is deficient in the phenology of edible mshroons, for which we have no recoris, 
. 

Yearto-Yoar Varlabitity of speetos (cass sua ease) ba 
~N 7 Bi ; 

Ag a means of visualizing the yoaretoeyoar deviation of plant and animal 

species from their own avermges, the longest series of dates from Tables 112 are i 

presented graphi¢ally in Figures 6 and 7, in groups by months. Points above the Hh) 

baseline vepreaent lateness (plus deviation); points below the baseline represent 

earliness (mims deviation). 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that: 

(1) There is o seasonal decline in deviation, the early spring curves f 

being more "turbulent" than later ones. 

(2) At any given season, some species are moro “turbulent* than others. 

"\ilfe now test the degree and extent of these eon teen 
devintiong. v 

Computat Rex Retimated standard deviations were computed, using’ three 
—_ ‘ ‘gle 

formilae. } ; i ys 

To commute the deviation of a single species at a a station we used the 
‘ wy oonhowd FEAR, 6 a guadwalkd wan 

¢ format ys Bes TO™ Be hy Peer Buby xg vallvate aa 

a2 Ze ~ #)2 ff Vee. Ay N-| for Serves af less thal, 

7 YO Bo thous oT desirable. 

there x is a single date, 2 is the aah OF avernge date, ani N the number 

of years for which dates are availab 

To compute the deviation ofvone species at two stations we used the formia: 

2 othhig - B+ =) bi 
one 

where the subsoripte 1 and 2 refer to the two stations. 

To compute averages of several specios a quadratic mean was used? 

a, wren tle ins ee i 
Serantngebosininiers hed! ES ' Use of / standowd Mevratinn as a  statistradad gevalyais should grist be conf ed 

i population wncatuves, with te Bolated 4 Vandegenddt data which are ov aaty ben hi 
controlled by wadegendent ond monrTeiuirida evewbss x J
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The volume of data behind each estinat andard deviation can be determined — re 4 

roughly from 6 and 7, and y from Tables 1-12, ‘tho tories ondat ig 
a few isoxMted dates which cout be plotted in Figures 6 and 7. Piiaros 6 ond : 
7e sone questiona’ teas those are indicated by quest maze. They 4 

not used ino deviations, Ho item with leas five dates was used 

at all, and iteme have at least ten. 

timated standard deviation for each ies (at both stations if repras- fi 

ented) is entered on Figures 6 and 7; thus skunk @ = 17.0 days. 

Dedhine in Deviation. To test the existenee of a seasonal trand in the varie- ' 

bility of items, we Inve aversged the deviations, by months, of all the animals and i 

plants shown in Figures 6 and 7, ; 

Fobruary~liareh 10.3 days x 10.3 days | iH 
April 89 25 days 902 \ 
May 6.8 «3 667 
June x +0 20 

A progressive decline in variability is clear in animale from February up to 

the end of bird migration in May, after which there are no data, Plants decline 

during April and May, but there is no large difference between months after May, 

The lumped data for both plante end animals show a progressive decline from 

February to May, followed by a relatively stable period. The net conclusion is 

that from February to May inclusive, the year-to-year "turbulence" of animale and 

plants tmnt shot by nearly half. It-+ieee-stightix in-dune-and- fells alightiy 
wk Sy Ave thon shahistitally 

in July. —lle.do not—know-howto intersret..these-cummer differences.” sachet FF 

Length-of-Dnylight Species, A fow birds in Figure 6 and a fow forbs in Figure 

7 ave conspievous for close adherence to their own averages. We now compare their 

deviations with the aversge of other species during the month in which each oceura.
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The Character of Seasons 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 shows that certain years were prevadlingly 

_) eaply, or late, during certain months. Thus most birds and plants were early in 

ORT sadd  tb! tins. “Agile bn AUNO Waite Wwe Nebo hives ADMMay tah ghnnbe \entudh 

June. This whole question is now discussed in detail. | 

- Bach event has a nomaal or average date, from which it deviates from year to | 

year according to the earliness or lateness of the season, This being true, the | 

Character of a season can be expressed by & suosession of deviations in its events ’ 

through ite component months. In Piguress,wo thus express the character of two | 

seasons? 1944 and 1945. 

Heth has two graphs, A and 3B, in each of which the horizontal baseline 

represents average or normal date. 

In the A graphs the actual dates of about 280 events are plotted as deviations 

above or below the baseline. An ovent earlier than avernge is plotted below (minus 

deviation); an event later than average fe plotted above (plus deviation). Symbols 

aifferentiate animals from plants, and also the two stations. j
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table is deficient in the phenology of edible mushrooms, for which we have no records. 

Year-to-Year Variability of Species (°° »** hi Nees \ 

As a means of visualizing the year-to-year deviation of plant and animal 

species from their own averages, the longest series of dates from Tables 1-12 are 

presented graphically in Figures 6 and 7,» in groups by months. Points above the 

baseline represent lateness (plus deviation); points below the baseline represent 

earliness (minus deviation). 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that: 

(1) There is a seasonal decline in deviation, the early spring curves 

being more "turbulent" than later ones. 

(2) At any given season, some species are more "turbulent" than others. 

We now test the degree and extent of these two characters in terms of standard 

deviations. 

Computations. Estimated standard deviations were computed, using three 

formlae. 

To compute the deviation of a single species at a single station we used the 

| formla: 

| s “i (x 5 %)2 

| Where x is a single date, z is the mean or average date, and N the number ‘ 

of years for which detes are available. 

To compute the deviation of one species at two stations we used the formla: 

8 “Ye » &)? & Ole, 8)? 
F uN, + N,- 2 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two stations. 

To compute averages of several species a quadratic mean was used: 

average 8 “Ve + a2 ; oone se
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table is deficient in the phenology of edible mshrooms, for which we have 

records. 

Year-to Year Variability of Species 

As a means of visualizing the year-to-year deviation of plant and 

animal species from their om averages, the longest series of dates from 

Tables 1-12 are presented graphically in Figures 6 and 7, in groups by 

months. Points above the baseline represent lateness (plus deviation); 

points below the baseline represent earliness (minus deviation). 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that: 

: (1) There is a seasonal decline in deviation, the early spring 

curves being more "turbulent" than later ones. 

(2) At any given season, some species are more "turbulent" 

than others. 

In order to arrive at some measure of turbulence, “estimated standard 

deviations" were computed for each of the species in Figures 6 and 7. The 

deviation, in days, is entered under each species title (for instance in 

skunk, s = 17.0 days). The formlae used to compute one station, two 

stations, or averages of several species will be furnished on request. 

Decline in Deviation. To test the existence of a seasonal trend in the varia- 

bility of items, we mve averaged the deviations, by months, of all the animals and 

plants shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

28 Animals 20 Plants Both 

February-March 10.3 days x 10.3 days 
April 8.9 9.5 days 902 
May 6.8 6.3 6.7 
June x 7-0 720 
ee ———4 ae Eee OE 
April-August 8.6 days Te4 days 8.1 days
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A progressive decline in variability 1s clear in animals from February up to 

the end of bird migration in May, after which there are no data. Plants decline 

during April and May, but there is no large difference between months after May. 

The lumped data for both plants and animals show a progressive decline from 

February to May, followed by a relatively stable period. The net conclusion is 

that from February to May inclusive, the year-to-year "turbulence" of animals and 

plants diminished by nearly half. | | 

|‘ Rength-of=Daylight Species. A few birds in Figure 6 anda few forbs in Figure 
7 are conspicuous for close adherence to their own averages. We now compare their 

deviations with the aversge of other species during the month in which each occurs. 
Average Deviation of 

Item Species Month Deviation others in same month 

hg Upland plover April 3.2 days 9.1 days 
95 Baltimore oriole May 3.6 8.4 
96 Warbling vireo May 3.8 8.4 
99 Rose-breasted grosbeak May 3.1 6.4 
a Northern yellowthroat May oa 8.4 
1z Indigo bunting May 4 8.4 

6 birds above, April and May -------~----- 3.7 days 

13 other birds, April and May ------------------.~----= 8.7 days 

It is clear that in these six birds the deviation from their own average 

arrival date is less than half that characterizing other birds arriving during the 

same month. 

We next compare deviations in four non-turbulent forbs with other plants 

blooming during the same month. 

Average Deviation of 
Item Species Month Deviation others in same month 

146 Sheep sorrel May a days 6.6 days 
168 White clover June au 7.6 
277 Early goldenrod duly if 509 
308 Closed gentian (Sept. 1) 3 i 

4 forbs above, May-August -------------~-~ 3.8 days 

11 other plants, May to August ----------..---~-----~-.. 7-3 days
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Average Deviation of 
item Specios Month =—s Deviation others in same month 
49 Upland plover April 3.2 days Yel days 
33 Baltimore oriole May 3.6 8.4 

Warbling vireo May 3.8 8.4 
99 Rose-breasted grosbeak = May 3.1 8.4 

105 Northern yellowthroat May ee 8.4 
Indigo bunting May od 8.4 

6 Winds above, April and May -—----w------ 3.7 days 
13 other birds, April and May --n-nm-a-memememmmeeeeeee 8.7 days 

It 4a clear that in these six binds the deviation from their own average 

arrival date is less than half that characterising other birds arriving during the 

game month, 

We next compare deviations in four non-turbulent forbs with other plants 

blooming during the same month. 

Average Deviation of 
Tten Species Month = Deviation thors in same month 
146s Sheep sorrel May ae days 6.6 days 
168 White clover dune 2. 76 
277 Uarly goldenrod duly ps6 59 308 Closed gentian (Sept. 1) 4,3 x 

4 fords above, May-August ----------<neene 3.8 days 

ll other plants, MAT FO AUQUSe eommmmrrnemetmaeenaneme mene coenee %3 days 

In these four forbs the deviation from their om average blooming date is a little 

over half of that prevailing in other planta during the same month, 

That some plants are governed primarily by length-of-daylight, as distinguished 

from other fagtors of current weather, is by now a familiar congept. Presumably, 
onaerous Assumbblen voithast, proof 

y Ynese four forbs are 60 governed. Can we, on the other hand, conceive of “"Length- 

of-daylight" birds? We could if they were residents, or perhaps if they wintered . 

in tempernte regions, but this group winters in the tropics, or, in the case of the 

plover, beyond the tropics. ps 50g to exclude the possibility that these } 
a - 4 ‘2 Br wal basis? Don, Vernal weapon ses tat. 

ble; ‘aul "ew worl ane * ee eins Chapa as eanifwied rig tenmpenibe Doses, 

It seems clear to us that, ziven enough data, both plants and birds could be 

graded for yearto-year variability, and that such a gradation might throw light 

il 
diam a 

Oe | ey i laa
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In these four forbs the deviation from their own average blooming date 

is a little over half of that prevailing in other plants during the same 

month. 

That some plants are governed primarily by length-of~daylight, as 

distinguished from other factors of current weather, is by now a familiar 

concept. The phenology of these four forbs suggests that day-length is 

a heavier component in their timing-mechanism than in that of other 

contemporary plants. 4 

The six birds present a somewhat more puzzling case, for all of them” 

winter in the tropics, where differences in day-length are mch' reduced. The 

plover of course winters beyond the tropics, where the seasons are reversed. 

One can only conclude either that very small changes in day~length suffice to 

move them, or that there is some seasonal rhythm controlled by some other force. 

Of the 19 birds and 15 plants appearing in Figures 6 and 7, white clover 

deviates least (2.4 days), and is also probably one of our most reliable records. 

Its wide distribution and abundance makes for accuracy in detecting first 

bloom, and when bloom starts in a single plant, the whole population soon follows. | 

It seems clear to us that, given enough data, both plants and birds could be 

graded for year-to-year variability, and that such a gradation might throw light 

on the biological distribution of physiological timing-mechanisms. 

The Character of Seasons 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 shows that certain years were 

prevailingly early, or late, during certain months. Thus most birds and plants 

were early in 1938 up to May. Again in 1940 birds were late through April, and 

plants through June. This whole question is now discussed in detail.
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Bach event has a normal or average date, from which 1t deviates from year to 

year according to the earliness or lateness of the season, This being true, the 

character of a season can be expressed by a succession of deviations in its events 

through its component months. In Figures ive Boe express the character of two 

seasons: 1944 and 1945, 

Hach has two graphs, A and B, in each of which the horizontal baseline 

represents average or normal date. 

In the A graphs ‘the actual dates of about 280 events are plotted as deviations 

above or below the baseline. An event earlier than average is plotted below (minus 

deviation); an event later than average is plotted above (plus deviation). Symbols 

differentiate animals from piants, and also the two stations. 

In the B graphs the deviations are averaged, for each five-day period, for 

plants and animls separately. These average curves appear against a stippled back=- 

ground of current temperatures, likewise expressed as the net deviation from average 

during each five-day period. In these temperature graphs, © minus deviations (in 

degrees Fahrenheit) are: colder, hence they are plotted above the baseline to corres- 

pond with lateness in phenology. Thus if the mean temperature for five days deviated 

from normal by -12%, 10°, -5°, +5°, and <1°, the period is plotted as deviating 

-28 + 5 = 23 degree-days above the baseline. 

Curves of cummlative temperature deviation, in terms of degree-days, were tried 

as an addition to the B graphs, but they did not seem to explain anything, and 

hence are omitted from Figure: 8.and 9. welly 

i Precipitation curves are omitted from Figure 8/because both years were normal 

except for a wet June in 1944 (42.62%), and a dry July in 1945 (-1.74), and a dry 

Octover in toth years (-2.19", -2.04"). The net deviation for the year was +0.13" 

in 194% and -3.52" in 1945. 

The term “pheno#graph" is suggested as a short name for such seasonal summaries 

as we presented in Figures8,and 9.
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t In the B graphs the deviations are evernged, for each fiverday period, for 

plants and animals seperately. These average curves appear against a stippled back= 

ground of current temperatures, likewise exressod as the not deviation from avernge 

during each fiveeday period. In these tempernture graphs, a minus deviation, (in 

degrees Fahrenheit) noamicolder, hence they are plotted above the baseline to eorres- 

pond with lateness in phenology. Thus if the mean temperature for five days deviated 

from noma. wy 12, =10°, +5°, +5°, and «1°, the period is plotted as deviating 

28 + 5 = 23 degree=days above the baseline. 

Curves of cumlative temperature deviation, in terms of degroedays, were tried 

ag an addition to the B graphs, but they did not seem to explain anything, and 

henge are omitted from Figure: 8< 4. 

Precipitation curves are om@itted from Figures because both years were normal 

except for a wet June in 1944 (42,62"), and a dry July in 1945 (+1.74), end o dry 

October in toth years (-2.19", -2.0%"), The net deviation for the year was +0.13" 

in 1944 and -3.52" in 1945. | 

The term “pheno%greph" is sugcested as a short name for such seasonal summaries 

ag we presented in Figures. 4. 

ebictata tae Plead precautions were observed in preparing Figures8A-4 

Items with averages based on less than four years are omitted, Sault animals are 

omitted because of the possibility, already discussed,of a plus error. 

Autumn items representing the onset of winter are omitted, because the terns 

“early” and"late" then have meanings opposite to their meaning in spring. 

> 1% ghoul de noted that each deviation in Figare>6‘te plotted perpendioular 

\ to the average date. eae “the weather (stippled area) fs that of the date on whigh nib 

the event should normlly have oecurred, but the actual date of the event is bt deol 

or later, to the oxtent of the deviation. ‘hen the weather changes (crosses the ~ 

baseline) the response to the Gentil the weston’ diehente feed vie weather 

crossing to the plant or animal crossing.



Q 
Reowpe- weqerds weathrarr, 

‘ atuis is the ovdy leqvcrk interpretation te be Avoved from the quagh as qin as 

Ie-would Be" SqiAlly Logtent~to-plot-exch” deviation opposite tte-actual..date, 

A Of the two seasons here presente, 194 approached morshiity dmibotii wenthew 

ey Phenograph for 1945, After a normal aiken, 1945 opeded with an extraordinarily 

warm linteh and early April, Daring the period March 1 to April 13, all but four ae 

days were warmer than normal. Temperature deviations ran as high ae 28 degrees on 

- gingle days, and for five-day rr ie ee oo ere 

On April 14 the weather turned smd renained ny, cold through the 

reuninder of April and May, Jume, and July, During tha 77 day period, -wetieb- 

. deb, oll but 17 days were colder than normal. Normal tempormtures did not | 

reason until August and September. There was no drouth to mask the effects of 

abnormal pihipesatavess™ In short, 1945 was a "self-recording experiment" in which 

more than 50 animals and 100 plants at two stations registered their responses 

to a mid-April shift from warm to cold. Average dates for other years furnish 

|) let Rideeiiceaile. Was nour cuca te Ataull, 4 tas" £4 Ptrrnsatned ¢ 

feiss, nlsinboty Wis arcived eafitor and earlier until the weather changed, 

at which time most binds were appearing /4 5 aide ahead of schedule. ‘The onset 

of cold brought a rather prompt change to lateness; there were no early bird 

arrivals agree May 1. ‘The many species due during the first it aor of Hay were 

all from / to 14 days late. ; 

In strong contrast to this prompt response of birds to the mid-April shift in 

temperature, plants responded mich more slowly. No plants were late until mid- 

May, a month after the onset of cold. Maximum lateness 414 not develop until mid» 

June, two months after the onset of cold. ‘The average curve for plants crosses the 

baseline 29 days later than the average curve for animals, Apparently the develop- 

i
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Interpretation of Phenographs. Several precautions were observed in 

preparing Figures $8 and 9. Items with averages based on less than four 

years are omitted. Sauk animals are omitted because of the possibility, 

already discussed, of a plus error. 

Autumn items representing the onset of winter are omitted, because the 

terms "early" and "late" then have meanings opposite to their meaning in 

spring. 

It should be noted that each item is plotted perpendicular to its average 

date. 

When the weather changes (stippled area crosses the baseline) the response 

to the change is subject to a lag, and the extent of the lag is the horizontal 

distance from the weather crossing to the plant or animal crossing. 

Of the two seasons here presented, 1944 approached normalcy in both 

weather and phenology, while 1945 was abnormal in both. 

Phenograph for 1945. After a normal winter, 1945 opened with an extraordinarily 

warm March and early April. During the period March 1 to April 13, all but 

four days were warmer than normal. Temperature deviations ran as high as 

28 degrees on single days, and for five-day periods as high as 125 degree-days. 

On April 14 the weather turned from warm to cold. It remained abnormally 

cold through the remainder of April and May, June, and July. During this 77 day 

period, all but 17 days were colder than normal. Normal temperatures did 

not reappear until August and September. There was no drouth to mask the 

__ effects of abnormal temperatures. c
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/ In short, 1945 was a "self-recording experiment" in which more than 

50 animals and 100 plants at two stations registered their responses to 

a mid-April shift from warm to cold. Average dates for other years | 

furnish the "control". We now discuss the results of this "experiment". 

During the early spring warm spell, migratory birds arrived earlier 

and earlier until the weather changed, at which time most birds were 

appearing five to . 15 days ahead of schedule. The onset of cold 

brought a rather prompt change to lateness; there were no early bird arrivals 

after May 1. The many species due during the first ten days of May were 

all from two to 14 days late. 

In strong contrast to this prompt response of birds to the mid-April 

shift in temperature, plants responded much more slowly. No plants were late 

until mid-May; a month after the onset of cold. Maximum lateness did not 

develop until mid-June, two months after the onset of cold. The average 

curve for plants crosses the baseline 29 days later than the average curve 

for animals. Apparently the developmental mechanism in plants set in motion 

by the early warm spell, gathered a momentum which expressed itself in early 

bloom through a month of ensuing cold. 

So far 1945 phenology is discussed in terms of plants as a whole and { 

animals as a whole. We now consider the behavior of particular species 

during the warm and cold periods. 

Table 13 presents the items normally occurring during the warm period 

March 5 - April 13. These are classified by groups in a time-sequence. It i 

is apparent that the warm period produced the greatest earliness in forbs
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and woody plants, the least in birds and mammals, with lakes in an inter- 

mediate position. It is of some physiological interest that subterranean 

mammals like mole and spermophile should have been early at all. ‘The number 

of mammal items is, however, too small to be conclusive. 

Table 14 is a condensed summary of the cold period, April 14 - July 27. 

The left hand number of each pair is the number of items early or late; the 

right (in parentheses) the average number of days early or late. It is 

apparent that earliness in birds and mammals ceased in mid-May, a month 

after the onset of cold weather, but that it persisted in some forbs into 

July. Woody plants, on the other hand, lost their momentum by the end of 

May. The impact of cold was very unequal as among species, as evidenced 

by the simultaneous existence of early and late groups, especially in forbs 

during late May, June, and July. 

It should be realized that some of the forbs persisting in earliness 

long after the onset of cold were still underground when the cold hit. Thus 

white trillium 104 bloomed May 1 and April 15 at the two stations, six 

and 20 days early. It did not emerge from underground at the Sauk station 

until April 14, a day after the cold began. In short, momentum-earliness 

was in the root.
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mental mechanism in plants, set in motion by the early warm spell, gathered a momentum i 

which expressed itself in early bloom through a month of ensuing cold. : 
$0 fay 1945 phenology is discussed in terms of plants as a whole and animals 

as awhole. We now consider the behavior of particular especies during the warn 7 

and cold periods. . 

Table 13 presents the items normlly ocourring during the warm period March 5 « I 

April 13. These are classified by groups in a time-sequence, It is apparent that 

the warm period produced the greated! earliness in forbs and woody plants, the least | 

in birds and mammals, with Iskes in an intermediate position. It is of some | 

physiological interest that subterrancan mammals like mole and spermophile should | 

have been early at all. The mumbor of mommal items 1s, however, too small to be | 

conclusive. | 

Table 14 4s @ condensed summry of the cold period, April 14 - duly ye ) 

left hand number of each pair is the number of items early or late; the right, the 

average mumber of days early or late. It is apparent that earliness in birde and 

manmals ceased in mid-May, a month after the onset of cold weather, but that it 

persisted in some forbs into duly. Woody plants, on the other hand, lost their 

momentum by the end of May. The impact of cold was very unequal as among species 
biiriecet ci Ths Arrucllnruseue oy taliwer 4 carly une hale forsihe aw firtes 

Ces dnt ot Darute, ariel Judy, 

Cimodayed 

It should be realized that some of the forbs persisting in earliness long after 

the onset of cold were gtill underground when the cold hit. ‘Thus white trillium 

{204} bloomed May 1 and April 15 at the two stations, piyand 20 days early. It did 

not omerge from underground at the Saul station until April 14, a day after the ¢old 

vegan. In short, momentum-earliness ir-tides-enre was MaHhe 200% 
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ee 
Phonograph for 19). In 194, temperatures displayed » succession of short, 

mild deviations from normal, mich leas sustained and less radical than in 19465, 

I Mareh ond April were somewhat cold, May and June somewhat warm, the shift from 

eold to warm occurring on May 12. However neither of these major perloda was intense 

enough, or free enough from temporary reversals, to allow one to feel sure just 

which change in temperature produced any given deviation in phenology. Le 

In this climate, these short mild frequent deviations in weather define 

normality. , 

: In 1945 March birds changed quickly from lateness to earliness in response 

to warmths in 19) they changed quickly in the opposite direation. 

In mid-April both animals and plants returned very briefly to near-normal dates, 

for reasons not clearly visible in the tempernture graph. We suspect that birds 

were responding to the brief warm spell in early April, and plants to the prece¢ding 

one in late March, which also opened the lakes, ~This-ambiguity-showe-hewo-nomal—— 

. si ian ' bb this menawy fol 7 

Marly May birds were back to normal before the weather turned warmy the 

antecedent cold ws evidently too mild to retard them. 

The emerging mammals in 1944 show the same response to current weather as in 

1945 (Table 13), but only three species are of record: : 

YWoodehuele Deviation = 9 days Abi tomperature deviation AM + 50° 

Oh punk 3 dys Piy+30° 
Spermophile “10 days beh +10° 

The clearest fact in the March-lMay segment of 194) B is the lag of plants 

behind animale after the shift to warn weather on May 12, ‘the plant curve crosses 

: the baseline on June 1, 15 days leter than the animal curve, and 19 days later than | 

the general change to warn weather, 

} 
4
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The same frost injured # lupine plant at the Suk station. “hile other lupines 

blooned nomally from May 5 to June 23, this plant was yellow, undersized, and wee 
barren. On July 19, » week after uninjured lupines had shed their last seeds, the = 

injured plant wurst into vigorous bloom, Had it not been under special obsermtion, = 

a comletely aduozunl testinal! date might have been recontotas neral pLnlegy, Ae 
Some frost injuries to trees are “stratified”. Sms in 1945 and 1946 frosts a 

killed the lower blooms and leaves of some black and white cake, leaving the tops | 

of the same trees undamaged and able to bear mast. | 

In years of late spring frost At is only the intra-specific variability of | 

blooming dates in oaks which saves any mst at all. This variability in oaks | 

mst have been of great importance to the passenger pigoong oh olefin Ae pore 
ranat uf Ula prccene gear fer food dirnry reatings 

Drouth, Heat, and Flood Bffects 

! The nost intense drouth of the deonde extended from April 10 to Angust 10, 

1936, Our dates for this year are too meagre to yield any meagurenent of how the “17 

drouth affected phenology. 

Drouth and Virst Bloom, Your milder drouths covered the month of July in 

1937, 1939, 1940, and 1941. We have analyzed the dates of first bloom in 20 forbs 

and grasses during these months, and find no significant refemiation or acceleration. 

We do find some evidence tht dates of first bloom during these four dry Julys 

correlate with June, May, and April tomersture deviation, especially in 1941. 

y wo have dates on nine forbs, dof which fore Govrigy one tna a Bin and j 

put | 0 mere Late. me This prevadling 

During July, 1946 there was a good chances to cheek the conclusion that drouth 

does not change the date of first bloom The weather was very dry (2.65"), mut 

the temperature was norm (+0,8°). he Sauk station 1s used because ite sandy 

j 
au
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po) 
soils emggerate any drouth effects. Of 32 forbs starting bloom duving July, half 

were carly and half were late as compared with thelr own averages. ‘The average q 

Wen _Aeviation was 162 days early, an amount too aml] to be aignifieant., Tae-devietten 

eT 
shies ali sat-enatgny~ed-“wotenntent-tanp, In all probability tho 1.2 days devia~ - 

tion was the residue of a larger momentwmearliness aequired oarlier tn the year, : 

Ag in 1945, the various species lost this momentum at different Yates, hence the 

lack of uniformity as anong the 32 spoctes. 

While we find no evidence that drouth either 

accslerates or retards the average begiming of bloom in lange blooks of speties, 
we have long td tho impression that drouth shortens ite duration, There have been 

no decisive drouths since we began to record duration of bloom, but in 1944 we had 

& hot wet June, which we now compare for duration of bloom with the cool and gome~ 

what dry June of 1945, Both stations are given if dates are available. 

tn eight woods forbs the two years compare as follows: 

Age gs Mapherernee 
ts June tomerature, departure from mean +2, ac 7° cobelew, 190 

Precipitation, departure from menn $2.62" eouge SE" kage, MUS 

78 Small~flowered crowfoot 18 days 62 days /20f\Longer, 1945 

. 104 White tri2lium 16,18 36,42 | 1208, 

118 Joel: in the pulpit iL 20 806" 

128 Yatorloat a7 % 50% 

| 129 Colunbine 22 a | ge 
135 Wild gorantun 25 30,46 206 

139 Tall yellow ladyslipper 15 10 | (30f/ shorter) 

149 Golden mgvor’ 1 ALM \_ 15th 2008 fryer 
: Average 19 days 35 days Sh longer, 1945
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Bight prairie forbs, analyzed in the same manner, bloomed an avernge of 27 

days in 19) and 43 daya in 1945, again 60 percent longer during the cooler June, 

Ton woody plants bloomed an avemge of 14 days in 19% and 2 days in 1945, 

again 71 percent longer during the cooler June. 

In short, the cool Jyne of 19!) prolonged the duration of bloom 60634 percent 

in three groups aggregating 26 species. This prolongation is so pronounced as to 

leave little room for doubt. Despite abundent molature,blooming periods ware short 

during the hot June of 1944, tut Long during the cod] June of 1945. 1t -tiuar apponre 

that heat wos the prime cause of short duration in June 19h, 

* duly 1946, as compared with duly 1945, offers a chock of the effect of drouth 

on duration, July 1946 was nomml in tempermture, mt very dry (+2.65"). Of 19 

duly forbs teminating before the drouth was broken on September 5, 14 terminated 

earlier and five later than in cool wet July of 1945. Since tho avemge tempemture 
in both July gnd August 1946 was normal, the preponderance of shortened bloom 

(average seven days) sisi Go eacvtved bo Weal, UT Re rh 3%, 

feyiations in weather. On the contrary, the response is usually diverse, the y 

exeeptiva being the nearly uniform prolongation of bloom by cool wenthepe” 
“‘ Sysmpzy BE Heet and Molature. Tt to diffieult to piece roses these frag 

| / ‘mentary tests of the Pigs of heat and moisture on plant phen with the deductions, i 

i dam os tw sang. the ebeiiions} tn omit 00 teotatelany 
ey aah Coton a ot ren da RintAtiOl SEEMS Me DotwbeN the GAD onthe of 

j Turthermore there 19 no apsurance that phenolvgical hehevior during any given 

: aberation of weather represents response to that weather“eply. Lag effects, 

tT possibly extending badke"into the previous year, axe almys a pogatdility. Such 
lag effects night Wel differ both in direction and magnitude among epecies. The 

FT has bats! athe’ sic dalek) Hahah, seuclbieh Be Uta ttiticcg Sagetiass stall 
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no largo or consistent difference vetweon 1851 and the recent avernge. -Februxry 

“and -Hasoh—wersonriy—(-7-daye)and-aleo-wama—(4-6> nant 6°). ABPIT WES em 

£41.09) wage normed, dunevemm-(e-2°); Bit” Chere” IF Ho" CoNstutonay~in-the deviation... 

of_dates dupine—theee-nonthe. Typ-andlavge, the data do not seen worth including ‘ 

in this paper, especially since theze i no assurance that the resordere « aoa 
to any unifown stendant.in-vecording thelr observations. | 

Summary 

A decade of dates of 326 seasonal events at two stations, 33 miles apart, 

were analyzed and compared with prior records, 

Spring events during the decade 1935-1945 wore two weeks earlier than the same 

events at the sane station in 1831-1835. 

The northern station ie three days later than the aouthern one, which is twice 

the expectation under Hopicing! Law. ‘he difference between the two stations is 

least in early spring and greatest in midsummer. 

. The year-to-year variability of events, as compared with their own averages, 

tends to be greatest in early spring, and decreases progressively through Mey. 

Some plants show little variability; they seem to be governed more by length 

of daylight then by current weather. White clover, the least variable plant, has 

a standani deviation of 2.4 days, which is only a third of that prevailing in other 

plants during the same month. ql 
Wey weet avvv ty vucl Ls hrepace 

Some birds show little variability, bat Gna! oantien od tthe whater-wingee— 
vata or ss Paecgil, “4 bus Anam wey Rona ere 

Mw migration responds to changes in temperature meh more quickly than the 

dloom of plants. In 1945 the momentum of an carly warm period persisted in plante 

through two months of subsequent cold. ‘This momentum caused early bloom in white 

trillium despite tho fact that it was sti11 underground during the warn period. 

Duration of bloom in a cool dzy June, as Gompared with a hot wet June, was 

protmctod, gi percent in Sales lcci llghawetsch hn qetedsoln stullins-doue vcgetlaetin--
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ia-woody plants. 

Dates of iret bloom in a dry July with normal heat did not differ significantly 

from averngo, wut duration was seven days shorter. 

—_——_The vpshot-of these comparisons is that-the-date-of-firet-bloom-is-controited —- 

” ~by_antecedent, not_current; temperatures“ itis not” changed vy Current drouths —Poth— 

—teaxvontdrouthond—curvent-hoatshorten the. duration of theese” 

Phonological records are gubject to mny erréra, but these do not affect oll 

apecies or seasons alike. <A comparison of two independent phenolegista shows a third 

of 39 paira of dates identigal, a thinl up to two days apart, ani a third up to 11 

, days apart.
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_ he Phenology of Sauk and Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945* \\ \\ 0 

i Aldo Leopold and Sara Elizabeth Jones ( 

Unrnrrrity of “ove Corner, beeline Lote, 

4s Tntroduction ! 

In February of each year there comes a thawy night when the tinkle of d 

dripping water is heard in the land. It awakens thoughts of spring, not only : 

in creatures abed for the night, but in some who have been asleep for the eohder 4 

part=of-the-winter. The hibernating siunk, curled up in his deep den, uncurls CA 

‘ himself and ventures forth to prowl the wet world for breakfast, dragging his 

belly in the melting snow. His track marks one of the earliest dateable events 

r in that cycle of beginnings and ceasings which we call a year. : f 

' Everyone is interested in these beginnings and ceasings, and many search ' 

for order and meaning in them. Only a few have discovered, however, that 

keeping records enhances the pleasure of the search, and also the chance of ( 

: finding order and meaning. ‘These few are called phenologists. | 

The events comprising the annual cycle are innumerable. Wisconsin, for 

example, has about 350 species of birds, 9O mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians i 
Ma gj pod " % 
and reptiles, 20,000 insects, and 1500 higher plants. The life of, Coo 

’ pbs elegans fn Oh Cy Mtp tridtn Le Th ici pharen Bang Ab Abpin » 
species consists of a sequence of responsey-to_the changing -seasens. Ng one 

\ 
phenologist can hope to recognize, mch less to record, more than a microscopic 

fraction of this prodigious drama, : ; is 

Many of the events of the annual cycle recur year after year ina regular 

: order, and—the-individual-plants and-animals-tend.to follow.this order with. ao 

almost totalitarian unanimity. — Thus the. emerging skunk.seldom emerges. alone; 

as-many~as half-a dozen tracks may be seen radiating from-a.single den,..and..- ! : 

: d ’ oe 
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A year-to~year record of this order is a record of the rates at which solar 

energy flows to and through living things. They are the arteries of the land. 

By tracing their responses to the sun, phenology may eventually shed some light 

on that ultimate enigma, the land's inner workings. 

Yet it mst be confessed that with all its weighty subject-matter, phenology : 

is a very personal sort of science. Once he learns the sequence of events, the 

phenologist ‘fells easily into the not-very-objective role of successful seer and 

prophet. He may even fall in love with the plants and animals which so regularly 

fulfil his predictions, and he may harbor the pleasant illusion that he is calli 

shots for the biota, rather than vice versa. 

Sever’ 
Phenologists are a heterogeneous lot, eee tcend shelter under diverse in- 

Bi tellectual foof-trees. Thoreau, the éeai father of phenology in this country, 

; scorned any roof-tree but his own, hence his records (for the period 1% 34 to . 

| 186!) remained unpublished fér half a prranss (20). Hough (1864) was a doctor 1 

of odbedne: and the Bureau of Patents published his tables (12). Henry (1881) 

was an agronomist and a dean; the Board of Regents published his reports (10). 

Hopkins (1918) was an entomologist; the Weather Bureau published his findings 

(11). Among contemporary phenologists are botanists, foresters, game managers, 

ornithologists, range managers, and zoologists. Phenology, in short, is a 

"horizontal science" which transects all ordinary biological professions. Who- 

ever sees the land - a whole is likely to have an interest in it. ; 

Phenology is more ancient than the "vertical" categorbes which it transects; 

its first paper, published circa 974 B.C., cuts across three sciences, then not 

yet born: meteorology, botany and ornithology:
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Lo, the winter is past, ‘ 

The rain is over and gone; ' 

The flowers appear on the earth; : 

. The time of the singing of birds is come : 

And the voice of the turtle is heard in the land. : 

(Solomon, 2:12) 

Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is to assemble a composite phenological record for 

the wild plants, birds and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling of 

items relating to other animals, waters, crop plants, and plants used in land- : 

i scaping. 

Such a record is occasionally useful to a worker in one of the many fields 

of land science who has learned the date of some event important to him, but who 

| vine to imow, as background for that event, the current status of bivotepaens 

Rint in other plants and animals. ‘ su 

: For example, a wildlife manager needs to examine some pheasant nests. He y : 

learns from the literature that in south central Wisconsin, in an average year, _¥ 
But it is not an average years 

the most frequent date of first egg-laying is May 6. / How shall he know when: to 

: search? The status of vegetation is his best cue. Our.tables show that in an 

average year werexpedt the following first ios Wetets day or two of May 6: 

f sugar maple, chokecherry, winter cress, lousewort, white trillium, and Jacob's 

ladder. Lilac has been blooming 3 days; wild crab will bloom in 3 days. With 

these "cross shots" on his problem, the vegetation will tell hin in any year, early 

or late, when to begin his search. 

fii ) Again, a land owner wants to ring his trees for spring cankerworm. When shall 

he apply his tanglefoot? He-1ives_whore-no-phenology.table-exists;—but Gar tables



tell him that the moths ascend trees a week after the arrival of fox sparrow, and 

; just after the first cricket frog sings. No signal could be clearer. 

Again, an ornithologist wishes to see the flight of rough=legged hawks which, 

VioRere Cr Rhian ment, . 

tl for some of us, adds—more--to October ere ee * When to go? On the 

; average, when the Meahoo berries suddenly turn from pink to deep cerise. 

/ . 
: It is strangely difficult to arrive at such correlation by comparing separate 

| specialized publications. To this end we have merged all of our events in one 

common sequencel Te0-fea | — 12). i he i 
“Ths areurieg Of 4 te oneness e A ott che ort Aah wll, clalewuce # eae turtoeclt, 

Cured potter WA fiw yoon W ghee, ope nv [ive Org mvtadanes atepivel cbrtes ee vag eA of 

wentlins f 

We do not, in this paper, attempt to derive amyemf the correlations which are : 
f TAity Ont Ad Warvinte ord Boat 

its principal purpose. me reader can best derive them for himself, if and when 

needed. We do attempt to suggest how to select items for phenological recording, ; 

and to deduce some responses of animals and plants to weather. 

We regard this as a prelimihary paper illustrating a method and an approach. 

We are keenly aware that in many items our record is too short and discontinuous 

to be statistically valid. 

Wa d 
4 Arrival dates of migratory birds are confined largely to a few common, easily 

recognized species. Complete lists of average arrival dates for the Dane Station 

& 
| have been published by Schorger (18), and for southern Wisconsin by Barger At al 

Ps : 

: ‘ The phenology of birdsong is largely omitted, and will be covered in a 

separate paper. : u. (hn sbov . j a 

{ran nifarsra cto, © Uae ny Grin ote nig tem y (plas Ou fw noliunnatly im Re pen 

Pope WA decane anf estercenl dan wees Wica leds Volamloots Chul haw My ar ye : 

° Bruefe eins ee es ; BO UR aa way anfucdint Crna p apres bate not wiewtoniol! ;
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tations ; , ‘ are | 
This paper records some Se eer rte events at two stations, 

herein called "Sauk" and "Dane". The first includes two or three square miles 

around the Leopold shack in Sec. 33, T,13N, R.6E, Sauk County. ‘The second is 

an area,of similar size including the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, and 

adjoining parts of the city of Madison and University of Wisconsin campus, in 

‘Dane County. The Dane station is 33 miles south and 9 miles east of the Sauk 

e 

Station. 
‘ Ce ie 

a or in Ls otlen RA ehcrsd dove Paris 
In a few instances a, scattered dateX from outside the-S.—¢.—areaxg-ere included vw 

: cla ty oc” re a Anno whi thout specifying Pi a rack dates ave epnaidebed’ elicits only when they 
fb 

originate within the following geographic limits: 

East to West North to South j 
Sumit # 

Sauk Station Portage to Wisconsin Dells 4 Baraboo Hills to Wisconsin River 
1 (20 miles) (10 miles) 

\ Faochl Maneuer (Yep fheroers Co} 
Il Dane Station lLake-Mills to Prairie du Sac Poynette to south line of County 

4 (40 miles) (30 miles) ae 

Whenever all of the dates for any item originated elsewhere than Madison or ‘ 

the Leopold shack, their point of origin is specified. 

Climate. The-two-stations differ_in-susceptibility to-late-and -early-frosts, 

i but_in_the other aspects of climate they are very-much-alike, The following 
Psilin Ol ebonc i 

conmatenue taken mainly from "Climate and Men" (3 : 1191), and is based on i a 

17 and 40 years! records respectively. : 
bay ae Sauk — +" Dane Sauk is: 

Bere (Wis. Dells Station) (Madison Station) _. , Vean veered ia 50 450-Go colder ty /1 degree 
January average 16.068 16.7° “colder by/ 0.7 degree 
July average VT EAO ieete colder by /0.5 degree : 

FROSTS, GROWING SEASON : < \ 

Last frost in spring May 11 April 29 12 days later i 
First frost in fall Sept. 27 October 17 20 days earlier | Wis Growing season 139 aayar UL oh ceayes 32 days shorter ¥ 

| . PRECIPITATION 

| - Average annual 30.78 30.60 0.18 inches wetter
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The only large difference disclosed in these data is in the length of the 

frostless period or growing season, which is 32 days shorter at the Sauk Station. 

During the decade here reported (1935-1945) the growing season at Sauk was : 

only 13 days shorter (see items 79 and 323). 
id 

| Life Zones. According to Merriams Life~Zones, the Wisconsin River bottomland, 

j including the Sauk Station jis commonly considered as "Carolinian", and hence more 

southerly in its affinities than Dane, which is "Alleghanian". (16). Sauk does 

indeed exhibit certain southern species, such as red birch, red-bebklied woodpecker, 

prothonotary warbler, and tufted titmouse, which occur only irregularly at Dane, : 

but it also exhibits boreal spedies which are absent at Dane, such as the three 

native pines and the red squirrel. Sauk formerly had snowshoe hares (14), but 

these are now gone. Both stations originally é¢ncluded another boreal element; 

ie tamarack swamps. Relics remain in both counties, but not within the observation it 

te Sg gale iL a 
areas. 1) eo Dae < i 

: According to Weaver and Clement's Climaxes (22) both stations lie on the 

boundary between oak-hickory forest and tall-grass prairie, This squares with 

their original vegetation as mapped by Fassett (unpublished) from the original 

snes ee notes. 
7 x : 

- Elevations. .Lake Mendota at Madison is $49 feet above seawlevel; the Wisconsin 

River at Wisconsin Della is $15 feet. The more southerly station is thus 3 feet 

higher. = x 

L Land Use. The Sauk station and, the University Arboretum are alike in that 

ot consists of reverted farms on which 01d fields, woods, and marshes are inter- 

spersed. Both are surrounded by going farms. The remainder of the Dane station is 

suburban. ; : 

Soils. The soils of both stations are of glacial origin, but the Dene 

station is ohly partly sandy, while the Sauk area is all sandy. The Sauk low- 

lands are sand and muck; the Dane lowlands marl and peat. 

qf - uw ahouubel nok ff cowrae tu fe et Craag 

bie eg Rae rw. vs Be pl lca —_ 50 nutes aknt Lhe, eahefacles 

ed CR ferro Lol by patty Crude h GS dipoles of : 
a / , 

a. _p = : 
ototin Loratiprse oben ;
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Waters. The Sauk station lies on the south bank of the Wisconsin River and 

its lowlands are flooded yearly. It has few springs and only small lakes. The 

Dane station has many springs, several large lakes, and no rivers. Its lowlands: 

are never flooded. ; i 
> petenleck wood pereten at 

| Wildness. The Sauk area is wilder, retaining deer, ruffed grouse, and a ° eect a ‘ ee : 

few otters and prairie chickens. These species are absent from the Dane station, : 

-in-genere1_the two_stations are further-epart in-weather; soils, waters; 

flora, and fauna than-they-ere.in-miless- 

a : 
J j Observers 4 iho log! oe L : ie 

This paper embodies three main blocks of data: : 

1. A. Carl Leopold, plants and animals of the Sank Station, 1935-1940. (/3) 

2. Sara EH. Jones, plants of the University Arboretum, Dane Station, 194-1945. 

\ 3. Aldo Leopold, plants and animals of the Sank Station, 1935-195, ‘ 
Or iw reds 

All of the Sauk dates, and Sack coenlauns of the Dane dates, were taken ° 
The Ran OANAAALA ol nbes fer ha Done Ahr Anus barre ‘ . 

by these observers. In.addition,the-following-collaborators-have generously 
: Ge Aeris Crbbober alerw, ; a ate 

contributed date, largely unbublished, for -the—Dane-Station. i 

y 
: J Reference 

‘ ot et Pant 1f Dis Sa kiom if J 
Name Rene of Items Locality: Years published - 

cy 

—Alexender,—J.-H. -H.—__Tree-erieket—-Madison——__-1921~-1945—.-___.___. 

: Anderson, Harry 1. Birds, plants, Arboretum 1935-1939 (42) 
mammals f 

Barger, Norval R. Bird arrivals Dane County 1935-1945 (4) 

Buss, Irven 0. Birds, plants, Faville Grove 1937-1942 
: namnals 

Buss, Irven 0. and Upland plover Faville Grove © 1935-1943 (&) 
Arthur S. Hawkins ; : 

f4 j f 

ci i q ‘S “3
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Curtis, John T. . Spring plants Dane County AGI 19N2 2: ee 

Feeney, W. S. Birds, mammals Arboretum 1938-1939 (25) 

Gastrow, Albert Horned owl, Prairie du 1935-1945 
5 skunk Sac > 

Hale, James B. Bird arrivals Stoughton 1939-1945 

Hawkins, Arthur S. Birds, mammals, Faville Grove 1935-1938 
; plants ; 

‘Jackson, Arnold S. Birdg awwels Dane County 1936-1942 
4 ‘ Onane Ci 

" Koehler, Mrs. Arthur Bird arrivais Madison- y 1936-194. 

Kumlien Ornitho- Spring ira Dane County 1935-1945 ; 
logical Club arrivals : 

g McCabe, Robert A. Birds, mammals, Arboretum 1943-1945 x 
‘ plants ; 

= Robbins, Samvel D. Jr. Bird arrivals Dane County 1940-1943. ~ 
oF a se ao 

= é 
<P. Shands, H. H. Grain and hay Kesh 1935-1945 

= : crops meh se eee 
we Be haa 

Sowls, lyle K. Birds, mammals, Faville Grove 1938 
i plants. . 

Sperry, Theodore M. Bird arrivals, pls Arboretun 1938 (23/9) 
| Thewwpaow, Donald R. PL wut = Orborrtin ao ode 1946 

Zimmerman, James Plants, birds, Dane County 19u4-1945 
mannals : 3 

eo eee . ; awl 
NY Ky , ’ ‘ for “pul 

~ Frequency of Observations; Interpolated Dates Sry ei 
; a : 

Mest dates for the Dane Station’are based on daily observations shee dates 

for the Sauk Station are based on weekly ee tes Sinee—the-advent—of _gas_rationing. 
: aes . 

—in1942,—these-trins became-bi-weekly except—in summer. . 

ae these reasons the Sauk records contain more interpolated dates than 

those for ieie, Dates were interpolated only for the blooming of plants, or 

other events presenting evidence for estimating the probable date of beginning or 

ending. (The-nature—ef—this. evidence is-discussedlater.). Dates were never 

a oe 
ae Wwe nur preernt curt Buece [abln, a 

= toh bar Bek Tae One artrenrPbel by bioncthe; 

a ee 
~ Beek ee Bh Crone Lp crtendittn Ammen 

ee ee ee ee Regis eT Tobe ta2 fr pf runny = 
i iat ist teacki le oe: 

~ 2 F fat a Ds al Ba
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interpolated for bird arrivals, or for other animal behaviors. ss 5 

ay ont : 
: : ~ Legends’, Terms, Nomenclature 

Bach event of the annual cycle on which we have dates is called an "item", 

end each item bears a serial number.) i 

C ta Tables 1-12 the items are arranged chronologically, in order of the 

averege date for the Sauk station, Gutrage dali offenn vu thy might hnuel cobain of & lobe, 

J 

item: Avereges based on less than four years are given in parentheses, indicating . 

_ that they are not regarded as valid, but are computed only to place the item in 

the sktonvibeical scale. Incomplete dates, such as "by 3/ 1" are not used in 

computing averages. : 

Blooming dates A plants are given in two ways. For plants without a 

perianth, the term "in pollen" is used, and means the dates between which pollen 

f t . 

coe aaa pee: When only an initial date is available, the term "first bloom" is 

Bi oe Ae 

3 used. je eS 

ov fr 

? A plus sign after a blooming date means bhey 8 trageling blooms were ob- 

served beyond the closing date. Blooms on plants which have been mowed over, : 

or in which bloom has been otherwise artificially deferred or renewed, are 

( excluded, Thus weeds in stubble are § artificially deferred by shading, while S 
e 3 3 

those in lawns or mowed roadsides are artificially renewed by mowing. Valid 

y phenology in such cases mst be taken from fencerows which have been neither 

shaded nor mowed. 1X4 

"Leafing" means the span of time from the bursting of the first leaf-buds 

to the completion of the earliest leaves. Additional leaves of course continue 

to form as long as new growth continues. 

The budding period is given only in a few plants which exhibit extraordinarily 

ee Xp € Dsinted cctes oe ete el ee ee 
7 2 . i ; ( Kaknen cnnodimao ) 

sempiesilsset ice. keh Dia I A oi so f rt | = he ee ne 
een Ripon fitoaglltiinemy Ocetw ute unercle Ave, lhe aera of Unlol halle a 

\ ae Ci. By ae eos -— — aon 

eae sO, peg er esl Is afr cde tae inde A on p hd, =a ) rr / i i Rk a4 Aeapawst, Qaecls Unt ifn vrada Vt nn Att mutel - Mo wtere detts racks Uhr hen ae 2 a : Leremiesolaen ote, as . |
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long budding periods, or in which the period varied greatly from year to year. 

"Ripe" means that a fruit has colored, become edible, started to fall, or 

given other evidence of maturity. Fruiting phenology is shown under the item 

p ORM ashen: The live aw dtp oncteet boy pie prewlhen (40 we ature auol Heel 
for bloom, hus—in-Silver—Mepie—(2)-which piosne in-Mareh,—but—which-—leafs—and 

drops—its_ripesanarasin_May,_theleafing.and fruiting_dates.are.addedto the 

— bleonine-dates—in-the-table-for March. 

: In birds, the term "Migrants arrive" means that some individuals commonly 

winter here, but Smet the arrival date refers to individuals which seemed to be 

migrants. In species which do not winter, the term "arrives" is used without - J 
: ON aw 

re further specification. (gnc O— gy oY 

In-this-paper the nomenclature of the following reference works is followed: 

Tha : 
Plants June: Fassett's "Spring Flora of Wisconsin" (7) 

Plants beyond June: Deam's "Flora of Indiana" (46) 

Birds: Peterson's "Field Guide to the Birds" (/7) This follows the 

American Ornithologists Union Check-list. : 

Mammals: Hamilton's "The Mammals of Eastern United States" (97) 

“<2 Amphibians: Wright's "Handbook of Frogs and Toads" (25) 

™ Herbarium specimens of most plants of debatable identity have been filed 

either in the herbarium of Sara HE. Jones, Bellaire, Ohio, or in the herbarium of 

A. Carl Leopold, 2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madison.~-We-are—indebtedto-Professors 

| Norman_C._ Fassett;—John-T, — H. €.-Greene fot checking many debatabie. Phar. 
% (6 Dreanesenceo riciroren orb ae he fread pheoeelorgent pisos An lountewenny-tercsert-twm et charshuss 

i identifications. cS Gs fre rearebro! there of rtrbabh aclently ore aobernohecl pe, 

ics Toe 0, i \ 
3 Rike Selection of Items 

‘Yost of these records were collected as an incident to other field work. 

Experience has developed certain criteria for the selection of items which are 

¢ ' \ ¥
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- “good" under these conditions. To illustrate these criteria, we draw upon . 

Tables 1-12 for examples, giving each its serial number. (Sunes nebers efpeanan trmehels, 

S Labor. A "good" item should be not too laborious. Thus horned owl nesting 

( (2) and cardinal song (3) were detectable without labor, but daring the same season 

it would have recuired tapping of trees to detect the first ascent of sap. 

; Sharpness. A good item, should be sharp, in the sense that two observers 

oe looking for it will recognize and date it alike. The first crowing of pheasant 

; ages (4) is sharp, but the first emergence of woodchuck (6) is sharp only if it 

wo ae 
wn ye coincided with a tracking snow or there is md to register tracks. The bloom of 

ent 
ciel most flowers is sharp, but in those grasses.which do not extrude their pollen it 
Pons : : 

is harder to detect first bloom. 

Some items are inherently difficult to define sharply. Thijs in house-building 

by mskrats (319), variability in seeing or interpreting the evidence may exceed 

the year-to-year variability of the event. Nepiartas cf fis 

An occasional item is so sharp that it would be possible to recofd it to the 

nearest hour. ‘Thus on August 18, 1946 Ifound a single head of Indian grass (301) 

which had extruded a single stamen from its terminal flower. This was at 6:00 A.M.. 

An hour later I happened to pass the same head end found it had extruded dozens 

of stamens. 
: 

Dhow Ce good Tes otic bo Les ah, anf) rm Us ptuae Lit Tae hs ue 2. hice 
- = U v / 

4G at well nreegriiige auel tah ato Re’, 

d te oe ate Lee fae , S ie 
salen fret Canehet fe a AOWMAE pr irrrs b hel, TrteSpirhecl thr. 
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Commonness. The chance of detecting the first occurrence of an event, and ¥ Y 

4 especially of detecting it through a series of years, is obviously greater ina , 

common species than in a rare one. : ‘ is 
. prradvdad ir hervprnsaas, bod ns hel ately de 

_ Visibility or Audibility. This specification often attaches to the observer, 

rather than to the plant or animal. Thus the nesting of horned owl is invisible a 

\ te wording vw 
to the unskilled observer, but is easily detected if one knens, an ‘owl territory, 

| an@ looks for the ears and tail of the incubating owl silhouetted above an-old G- ate 
! 

nest. Incubation and first egg coincide in this species. 

Ve Again, the arrival of woodcock ( is apt to be invisible to the observer 

without a bird-dog, and inaudible to the observer who is indoors during the "song" : 

: period at dawn and dusk. Eads ce 
(2.6) } 

The first call of the cricket frog (23) is an example of perfect audibility, ‘ 

+ low visibility. y 
+ ¥ \ 

An example of perfect visibility is the ascent of the spring cankerworm (21), 

t the visibility depends on ringing an infested tree with tanglefoot. The-meths . 

aught~in-the—tanglefoot_are..conspicuous.—They—ascend—in-great~numbers™so0r i 

hee Prakoeconts en, Binks Bovey [2.9.9] Pe fterthey ascend at-all.— , Se ete vy z ae “4% Ta at 
Me one i we Vast Coursey, but net ron the Crborelsn, 

} Recurrence Wieh¥Liy, Some otherwise good items donot recur yearly, and to 

bats extent are poor. Thus horned owls did not nest on the Prairie du Sac ob- 

ervation area (Bane-Stetion) during four of the ten years covered. (See note 

fter item 2). Some orchids fail to bloom in-some years. Fruits often fail to 

set by reason of frost, disease, or insect attack. Cankerworms by defoliating 
(2.337 f i 

basswoods (25) ore all blooming and fruiting at the Sauk Station in 19} 

and 1945, &o~ dl 

ny Continuity. Once an event occurs, it is a great advantage if it is 

continuous or recurs daily. All blooms have this advantage of continuity. On d
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Commonness. The chance of detecting the first occurrence of an event, and 

ie especially of detecting it through a series of years, is obviously greater in a ‘ 

common species than in a rare one. ; a 
; : we wdeded We herpes, bat as hs 

. Visibility or Audibility. This specification often attaches to the observer, ‘ 

rather than to the plant or animal. Thus the nesting of horned owl is invisible : 
\ is “a wut g ue 

to the unskilled observer, but is easily detected if one mens, an ‘owl territory, 

| and looks for the ears and tail of the incubating owl silhouetted above an-old GQ’ 

nest. Incubation and first egg coincide in this species. 

OY ya 
\! again, the arrival of woodcock ( is apt to be invisible to the observer 

without a bird-dog, and inaudible to the observer who is indoors during the "song" R 

period at dawn and dusk. a 

2.6 , 
The first call of the cricket frog £23) is an example of perfect audibility, 

Di Baily. ony Whe appoints eek ye a ALCanmeney Ae et rrfcerel runely ¢ 
0G Cy | Re Aili. 

ae cusataatn other ot Uns irasecrn eet es Fuiey onuple App AR Aas Aa: eh ALG Lee habs “7 

¥ ro i s 

Paudds offer Wet ats ilar q, Lh aut Wiehe als L, Lo” ev Akasa eS rrrtneutastte he Ler , at ha en piuad e 
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Jue cell tle hes 4 Zz ORM balinu, ute arceurdecl hy ol oTho, 42 Qruirt Un, to au 3 | 

‘ a - 

daar undiccesl an fo cally, but ethan ples cases ee telat Achopetntona Cnt £ grrelly QArrt Ur, clo ney ig | 

3 ; ula of Us Dore Shale vw Uahars i a r ae : 

cian bh Eion —e TAM tah ky ansolawplbs Uhed meddia, ON elie lias bates be £, L ' 

; | 
a las ob Mics panes " Lied rrabeag Aietl, Ohy. ta bade nial add nrutine, epee 2 : | 

ee ; , — | 
A ler dy est toy nik penn daw act olthnliclt Cuate, we poet our olala feo inh ak Usen 1} : 

ale focal’ 2 § i YW 

WAL weth, Pree ore Shanddrn Kua arte wh hs Ore ot, ot eee 4. at eS olcud § | 
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x ae Continuity. Once an event occurs, it is a great advantage if it is 

contimuous or recurs daily, All blooms have this advantage of continuity. On
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the other hand most animal behaviors (suéh as birdsong or the emergence of hibernators) 

are liable to be interrupted by bad weather, especially in early spring, or to occur 

only at limited hours. 

The breaking of ice in rivers and lakes [ab e8. pty is, in effect, discountinuous 

when followed by refreezing. 

wei tenis of Newness. The song of a bird carries no evidence of whether it has 

been going on for a day or a week, but a freshly opened flower among numerous un~ 

opened buds tells its own story. A sidewalk littered with fragments of squirrel- 

opened acoms (288), some fresh, ethers oxidized, tells its ow story if the same 

sidewalk was clean a week ago. ; 

Dates of events beginning between field trips cannot be interpolated without 

evidence of newness. Pe 

In an occasional instance, evidence of newnéss develops after the event, and one 

‘ can check back on the date. Thus woodcock were first recorded at the tune station i 

on March 16, 1946. This was nine days ahead of average, and the birds were silent, : 

: as rte eas on first arrival. Later F tooa a nest which hatched on April 

14, Allowing 20 days for incubation and four for laying, the first egg mst have 

been deposited March 21. his—erowdsthe-March 16 arrival--so-closely-as-to~precluae” 
vias nig Ud 38 . HS Creel Mn brava he lb! Grrconl Par-ven nade Mii 

‘ any-earlierdate, A blizzard on March 10 further sustains the validity of. the arrival 

Gate. Cucki,) Prue peer Mite Reoety 4m CAA Ane 

: : Len veld Distant Factors. Arrivals of migrant birds are likely to reflect 

distant as well as local factors. On the other hand, the behaviors of resident 

birds, (such as song), and all developmental phenomena in plants, are inherently 

local. The break-up of ice in lakes is probably the most perfect example of the 

cumlative effect of purely local factors. Other things being equal, locally- ' : 

determined events are preferable as phenology items. 

seek vibes. In addition to the forgoing positive characters to be sought in 
| phenology items, there are negative cautions to be observed in the acceptance of 
, observations. i 

Thus bloom in dandelion (53) often occurs in March when the particular plant 
stands above a buried steam pipe, or hugs the south wa&l of a building. Such 
abnormal bloom is an interesting oddity, but poor Peer os ie ks ke 

The development of plants on recently flooded areas is y 

: /
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tak Discs testat pale, kal hs harghtel purnlunre pl a faol mul, eo 

Y . . phuuhe: 
. : ow am ta _ 

oo De tee a pees Lak err priser isbeloe 1 Bboy —tewe tr rces "fasion 

| naw Be eT, die nike a oe by onl 

[2 | 
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The Sémst bloom of stubble weeds (2725 Sa 5 suppressed until mid- 

y' ye 
summer by the shade of the géaia’ bad already been mentioned as abnormally late. 

Y. “ Populations vs. Individuals. At least two variables, over and above 

ere weather, affect the phenology of plants: (1) the site variable, i.e. differences 

in local environment, and (2) the genetical variable, i.e. differences in 

response to the same environment due to different genetical constitutions in the 

individuals involved. A clear mental image of these two variables is essential 

to intelligent recording. eat : 

in “oS ohoull 
A developmental record, to be valid through a term of years, must- either 

(a) embrace the entire gamut of site and of genetical constitution, or (b) it 

Awl 
mast be limited to certain individuals which have been selected in advance, and 

Segue t(o) Lor +0 F0bh 
L in which site and genetics remain constant. ODarvedarn or rriglins vf) Ba @ } Cue (b) lifer fi 

= ~ n, vos 

ov uovele jose’ 
' Most of our plant items embrace the-entire range of site and genetical 

marked &) 3 : 

constitution at the two stations. Unless otherwisexzspecified, the record for 

| Wy any given item may uswaddy be assumed to jeter the (a) category. ess 

3 Fiat Chore 0 heaky aholed TF tuwenr new. fe rw accord vf Coe @) caleg . 

~e sone efectos, however, the population was too small oie ae 

possibte: ae there is only one lilac bush (108) at the Sauk station, hence 

: thr absoacl r0 runwtuel (b ) ; 
e11l—the-Sexuk-detes_for lilac-are_for-this—one—bush. In such instances am 

Cul ow appropriate specification, such as "one bush" or "one clump" is added. to=the—kbem . 

Gy aard Longer, ha (a) lighs Ae feanbte wnby fev Ont mee’ Apr cree, Le ae 

Lecorkt, Ln Cb oy apecees ets aloatl, Arun be @) lope Ther bracducal prt ae 
. Vv 

r Wrench ow ecrarow, euch atch t ad, ae Aprons of ab dics Polsncob caress 

aE] Seen eee eee eee eee 

( Sources of Error. "The forgoing discussion on=llselectton-of=items descrites 

¢ertain particular sources of error. There remain however, two more general 

S ares 

; &
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questions: ; ; 

(1) How much difference will occur as between two observgrs, looking for i 

) the same assortment of items in the same area, through the: same years? : 

(2) How much difference arises from differing intensity of observation? 

Difference between Observers. During parts of 1937, 1938, 1941, ana 1942 ; 
Ae eG me rhe a Ge [eb hra remo SD tnat f rent 

Irven 0. Buss recorded phenology —t . Most-ef_his_observations . 
Tilecohice dafantielsmd the pelle! furs Thy 10 nner Shobicn 
ite in the eastern end of the area, whilemost—of-ours—lie—in-iis-ecentre. We 

, did not see his record until he returned from military service in 1945, Upon 

comparison of his record with outs, we find 39 pairs of dates in common, covering 

33 items during 8 months of the year. Of the 39 pairs of dates, 6 are for birds, 

i We for nanmaly, and 32 for plants. ) This-biological distribution—is roughly 

parallel-to-ours. mh 
The disparities én—the_39-pairs-of-—detes classify as ‘follows: 4 

Identical with ours 13 pairs i 33 per cent : ; 

1 - 2 days difference ee ak Bia hay 

\ 3-4 days difference Fs ‘ TS Ae : 

5 - 11 days difference abreast BOM oa 

ae Boe LOO: 0. Wie 

' The sum of all disparities is 101 days for 39 pairs of=dates, an average of 

2.6 fay each. About 65 per cent of the pairs fall hallow this average, disparity. 

These disparities represent the error of observation plus aeiwad differences 
Cink vere Bt al i ae 
, between the two localities, whieh-are-20-miles_apart;—but—both_at—the—same 

letitade. There is no available. means for segregating these two components. t 

Intensity of Observation!” We ‘a become cy (ined ilaaihbkcosipasiaaline 

that most late winter items of animal behavior are first exhibited in a few 

precocious individuals, and tend by slow degrees. to become general. This is 

a ‘ ;
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true of muck early birdsong, emergence of mammals, and some early migrants. In 1946 

many trained men, just returned from military service, were eager to resume field 

work in natural history. This provided an exceptional intensity of observation. 
i i ot Ns Dawe eS i 

Tne following instances of gradual development in early spring items were recorded: by 

Qe Clhnke » 
f 1 | \ Item Species Earliest Dates _ General Date a 

: Cardinal song Jan. 5,6,9,12,13, 30 Feb. 17. i 

{ Pheasant crowing Jan. 10,18, 30, Feb. 25 March 1 
5 Marshhawk arrives Feb. 16 Feb.. 24 
8 Chipmunk emerges Feb. 8,10,18, Mar. 7,8 March 14 ; 
23 i Brown bat flying Feb. 9. March 13. 
39. Ruffed grouse drums Feb. 9 March 16. 
xs Garter snake out Jan. 26, Feb. 17 early March 

: The early dates for Items 3, 4, and 8 are believed to represent a slowly develop~ 

ing frequency; those for 5, 23, and 39,are believed to represent isolated early 

occurrences. In either case, a lesser intensity of observation would have yielded 

later "first dates" for most of these items, the degree of lateness and the selection 

j of items depending on chance. Such chance errors probably account, in part, fora Wi : 

large deviation from average in early spring phenomena. This will be discussed later. 

We believe, and the previous caption seems to prove, that this intensity-error ; 

diminishes rapidly as the season advances, and that it is never large in plant items. 
PS oh Cope ee fe aprcwete be untrtintel ante nex te pliers ‘ 

: We believe that an intensity-error also exists in autum animal items such as 

316, 317, 329, 322, 324 and 326. 

A . : Intensity of Observation: Plants. In Flowering Spurge (196), the first flowers 

corymos 
are borne singly, and are so inconspicuous, as compared with the later madbel Gaseele 

{ that one mst learn to look for them. During the process of learning, they are 
, ' annual 

likely to be overlooked. The result is that in a series of/dfdxd] records, the early, 

years are likely to contain a plus error. a Boe vie Fe 
iss prof A, anatty, Got Woy 

y There are some plants in which the very earliest blooms occur on so few indiv- 

iduals that they are likely to be overlooked. ede 

- This group includes Hedge Bindweed (205). 

; 4 . 
aS : 

ee ‘ aS | : 4 ( ; : 5
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/@nickory ((218), Ball Thistle (282), White Snakeroot (293), Greater Ragweed (295), 
19.5%) Luvdares opluroedre- (900) 

Aesser Ragweed (399) ‘sad Canada Goldenrod. © >’ tx : 

a Aquatic and bog plants seem to display larger disparities as between different 

Es ponds ar bogs than do land plants as between different sites. In early-blooming 

fe species this seems to reflect the presence oe absence of springs to anelorate water 

temperatures. The following instances will illustrate: 

With Springs Without Springs 

I jus. 28 Skunk Cabbage, Dane March 20, 1945 about Aful 10, 1945 
| # Marsh Marigold, Dane April 1, 1946 April 15, 1946 . 

« " , Sauk x April 18, 1946 doa! 

later aquatics like Water Lily (217), Pickerel Weed (268), ana Socttbaria (285), 

show different periods of bloom for different waters at the Sauk Station. A single 

water (Lake Chapman) was used for our, records. 

In short, phenology of the (b) category is preferable for aquatics. 

A> Generel Macdialin of Srroms. Sad\ncd ephiluston 66 bs arawt from all these 

PA, peculiarities of phenological data, and ahl these sources of error, is that dedustions 

heald be supported by an arte pots od data. Potential errors are numerous, but 

a q hey ct operate sum tenggny i9/ore aus direction on many species wart 

’ Wears. a i: 

ot ee tit Plant Groups 

a Those who work with soil, crops, wild plants, ok wild animals, or landscapes 

ometimes wish to know what plants may be expected to be in’ bloom, or in fruit, ata — 

. iven time. For their convenience we have segregated such data, in diagramatic forn, 

; ; n Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. These assemblies present an average of the two stations, 

ad ignore deviations due to early or late years. They include some species’ omitted }} 

rom Tables 1-12 because the record is too itnre. 

| By projecting a vertical line through any given date, the reader can tell at a 

! glance what species are likely to be in bloom (or in fruit) on that date. 

Woods Flowers. Figure 1 assembles some of the wildflowers characteristic
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/Onickory (218), Ball Thistle (262), Waite Snakeroot (293), Greater Ragweed (295), 
Jo.94) Easton abunsiilia (300) Seu x 

Aesser Ragweed (399) ae Can, foldenrod, °°” : 

P: Aquatic and bog plants seem to display larger disparities as between different 
_ 

ponds ar bogs than do land plants as between different sites. In early-blooming 
“ ; 

i. species this seems to reflect the presence or absence of springs to amelorate water i 

temperatures. The following instances will illustrate: 

With Springs Without Springs 

| gle, 28 Skunk Cabbage, Dane March 20, 1945 .  abeut GhulsO, 1945 
| # Marsh Marigold, Dane April 1, 1946 April 15, 1946 

" 4 » Sauk x April 18, 1946 eed 
Path ig See later aquatics like Water Lily (217), Pickerel Weed (268), and Sagitéaria (285), 

show different periods of bloom for different waters at the Sauk Station. A single 
S onde 

water (Lake Chapman) was used for our, records. 

In short, phenology of the (b) category is preferable for aquatics. ‘ 

A es General Discussion of Errors. sh aoe eats to be drawn from all these 

es 5 Camo fe tee ahewe Kat 
| Towm ve. Country Error. ‘golen tbhite are commonly belleved-—to—be earlier 
! KA? than rural ones. To test this belief, Donald R. Thompson dp keéping records on 17 

species common to Madison and the University Arboretum, spanning the period March 
to May. In 1946 15 of the 17 species were earlier in Madison: 

: Days Earlier in Town. 
9 forbs t ; 2,1,11,5,0,4,60,0,—3 days : 
6 woody plants 2,2,2,2, <1, 6 days ro 
1 frog (cricket) 5 days bi 

| 1 mammal (spermophile) 6 days i 

| Average ; 4 days ‘ 

While Thompson's data are not conclusive, they are very consistent through ; ‘ 
March and April, the first exceptions appearing in May. Our own impression is that 
the difference between town and country disappears before summer. 

Until 1944 we made no conscious effort to avoid recording a species in town 
{i one year, and in the coultry the next year. The bulk of our records are therefore 

subject to this error. It cannot, however, affect items of the (b) category | 
(fixed stations), nor can it affect bird migration, or species found only in the 
country (such as prairie plants, marsh plants, end game birds). The-errer—is- | 

) ~believedto—disappear—by—Junes— Nik toe ME ae of (ese n) : 
a by projecting a vertical line through any given date, the reader can tell at a 

! glance what species are likely to be in bloom (or in fruit) on that date. 

Woods Flowers. Figure 1 assembles some of the wildflowers characteristic
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of oak-hickory, mixed hardwood, and oak-jackpine woodlands at their point of 

confluence in this region. x 

A conspicuous character of this group is the early bloom and short duration 

of bloom in the first el species. Their average duration is 21 days. These species 

bloom before the leafing of trees is complete, and thus contrive to receive at i 

least partial: sunlight, even when occupying sites shaded by overhead trees, ‘and q 

often by a shrubby understory as well. That this short early bloom is actually’ 

an evolutionary adaptation for seizing sunlight is sustained in some species by the 

fact that the leaves turn yellow and die as soon as fruiting is completed. Thus 

the leaves of Dutchman's breech¥s and dogtooth violet are yellow by the end of 

i Mayy and dead by mid-June¢ lank bike early death occurs even in transplanted 

individuals with plenty of light and moisture. The yellowing foliage of these | 

two species ts the earliest "fall color" of the year. 

—_—the—June~August-—group-of woods flowers displays~Longer~blooming-pertods,~ 

send-apparently-possesses a high degree of shade tolerance....Some-of-themy~such-ac- ; 

\Solomon*s™seal™(202)-and-cardinal-flower.(287)are-not.confined"to” shady sitessn” 

; Prairie and Sand Plants. The bees blooming dates of 59 forbs and grasses : 

ij are assembled in Figure 2. This grey bealpees-o-wede-paaiecis cubuec dae includes 

some sand species which are not strictly of prairie origin. ; 

Of the 14 flowers which bloom before June 1, 9 are confined to hot dry sands : 

and gravels. On such sites, in very drouthy springs, a flower may have to bloom ; 
uly, ow onture waler, Plaid eee Devan ta neo 
,on-snow-water if it is to bloom at all, This—perkaps—gives-an-advantage to-such 

earty~bicomerseas Pasque [omy and Draba ((51)bor2 2x oupleo, 

In some early pea flowers, the blooming period is short regardless of the 

weather; thus we have never known Drabe to span more than two weeks. Other early 

species ; 5 ;
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\ bi 

oy wer 
5 are opportunist: thus Arabis lyrata (7@) bloomed, to dudn 6 and straggled to 

August 12 during the cool ie! spring of 1945, whereas in thesmone normal sprime 

& 
obsegh it conse’ Dloonkag aapmG. mans Woes 

$06 He 
\ Why do/prairie forms /like preinie goldenred (342) ant pottle gentian -(. 

\ (923) ta he \ 
bloom so Jate?\ The, first flowering precedes frost, by, only , month. One might 

suspect dependency on/some late insect, o# perhaps some advantege connectew 

with September rains. : 

Some prairie grasses and start the season's growth very late. This 

may be an evolutionary device to escape damage from spring fires. Thus the 

Fe 290) . : 
Aig Bluestem 19) grows no visible leaves until late Mey, whereas most other 

re Loy 1 
perennial grasses become green in April. Butterfly weed (202) does not sprout 

: until June 1, whereas the other milkweeds sprout a month earlier. : 

ie Tie FT ae ay anbinfiraton of briny week abet Llernaiedy phasis % Lh bows 
— ,mmevide, collective span ,of-bieom-in the-preirie-group, together with the 

: tendency of prairie grasses to color in fell, -has great value in wild landscaping. 

. Every month from April to October offers something to see on a prairie. 

Poi > Lu 

ue x ’ Weeds. ‘The average blooming dates of ‘aoe common weeds are presented in 

Figure 3. 

_ As has often been pointed out, there is no objective definition of the 

term "weed", and we claim none for Figure 3, except that it includes plants 

which somebody, for some reason, dislikes. The group might well be larger: 
ey 

thus Asiatic honeysuckle (123)| is probably a greater threat to the native flora’ ~ 

in this region than any weed in Figure 3, barring quack grass (197). Of the 52- : 

species, not more than half a dozen are dangerous in the sense of usurping land 

that has not been abused. Most Wisconsin weeits are objectionably abundant mainly 
239 255 259 22 20%, 299,207) 

in overgrazed pastures (az, 258, 279;-3F@;—315), and there are preferable to 

the erosion which would be augmented by their absence. Winter wildlife is -‘.“ 
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largely dependent on weed seeds. 

The exotic perennials which comprise the bulk of our weed list have certain 

phenological characters in common. ; ( 

First, their period of bloom is long. ‘The average duration, exclusive of 

straggling, is 45 days. By reason of straggling, the termination of bloom often 

lacks sharpness. ! 

Second, they commonly resprout and rebloom after mowing, and also after 

| interruption of bloom by drouths. (mamples:53, 182, 255) i 

Thirdly, they commonly display straggling blooms even when not interrupted by 

| mowing or drouths. Many straggle until frozen. (Examples: 171,218, 225) 

ae Hayfever Weeds. ‘There is a discrepancy between the dace Of ‘Bieet pollen in 

Neer the two ragweeds at the Dane Stations and the detection of aerial pollen by the 

—/ Dowie 
Oieeripsy Liherilen of le lens cousin berseral Mafted. dinvlve of ta duit ye ren | 

the tevapulal Luv olvleele! ellen an Ue co befre- ory Phcuolapuat onubel- 

belek grec DO dhe wrair ten tes heb, al Brie 

TT task te lee nd his ora many heliutin pret a lew of | 

appeceiih ery rated —tefortecle, cue te ea UL Oe ar P Posey On Ua 

Hs Cast Uraue yoare cut Micisct fesssucl, by Cccedtut, ort ew ner pucce Ce ented 

da hitalual fp audigier A f Ai gtutrals fdubstion 2 | 

Fant Follow Pas co-cioud OLnuds Dor ussed, Poulet Aclirg ig tol, 

1GUpolp., 0 gore x Zp Pie
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f Sf A ~ ff i" 

: Win mall Account frgllar wl arsine Ut J 
y, the earliest aerial pollep’blows in from distant points, presumably 

7 : ‘There is, hanever, an alternative explanation. Soth ragweeds, as already 6 

inted out, bit a few extra early individualplants, which are’ too scarce 

to be detedted easily in field work, but perhaps frequent enough ‘to pollute the * 

i ae on July 26, 1946, ‘y touna a single stalk of greater ragweed in fi 

pollgnt The ALlerey Laboratory veatetgles first pollen A July 31. othe field 

en) servers recorded greater ragweed a Quagerat Yo doa jesser on Jal CBh sé ; 

oe Our average Dane County dates (August 5 for lesser and August 8 for greater / 

: ragweed) are later than the August 2 average for both species given by Wodehouse 

te "Hayfever Plants" (24:175). This-again_supports.the hypothesis thatthe earliest i 

polien-is—blown-—in. ; : 

Marsh Plants. The average blooming dates of 28 marsh plants are presented in 

Figure 4. This group consists, in large part, of conspicuous abundant perennials 

; with long blooming periods (average duration 38 days). As in the prairie group, 

the collective span of bloom includes the entire growing season. ae 

As already pointed out, the date of first bloom in early marsh species is ’ 

, strongly affected by the presence or absence of springs. . 

Some marsh phants have highly specific animal relationships. Thus Robert 

i A+ McCabe (unpublished) has found that the Alder Alycatcher on the University 

Arboretum uses the dry stalks of Angelica ((160) as a territorial perch, and depends 

on the shredded baric of the hccas Milicweed key as his principal nesting material. 

e He suspects that the phenology of marsh Des controls the flycatcher's insect : 

| supply. Such deicuies dependencies are doubtless the rule rather than the exception, 

but few of them have been worked out. : 

t i . ‘
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——____ —The- Bottle Gentian~(308) which terminetes this last, is also” the latest-flower”—~ 

| —-included_in.our-tablés.” Ladies weesses istiaatnas SerssaT ‘blooms at about the" 

.game_time, but_we have-no-series-of-dates” on this species. 

we Fruits. A chronology of 27 wild fruits, arranged in order of first 

ripening, is presented in Figure 5. ‘The blooming periods are also given. Species 

without kmown food value, such as wahoo (203)), are outised, Falling periods are 

indicated by dashed bars; indeterminate fallings after November 1 by plus signs, 

or by adding terminal dates of falling. 

These 27 fruits differ greatly in their ripening phenology, and in the degree 

to which they are consumed by animals. : 

Thus among mst fruits, all oaks fall as soon as they are ripe, walnuts adhere 

to the tree until frost; at do not fall, but are gradually removed by nice keds 

. Burr oak acorns in Madison are“semplotely consumed by squirrels (see Item 288) a 

month before ripening; to get the date of natural fall one mst search fence-row 

i oakgs in rural areas where squirrel pressure is less intense. 

Juneberries at the Sauk Station are completely consumed by orioles as soon as 

they turn red, and before they are ripe. Hence it is impossible there to record 

the duration of rips berries on the tree. Grey dogwood berries are consumed or 

knowked off by robins % ee October. 

On the other hand, the proportion of the black berry, aunberry and elderberry 

crop consumed by animals seems very small in this region. : ; 

Of the fruits which adhere to the tree after November 1, some fall or are 

consumed gradually (grape, nannyberry) while others nayp be ignored until spring, 

and are then obliterated in two or three days by cedar waxwings (mountain ash). 

The maximum variety of wita fruits is available about September 1. 

Table 5 may be useful for planning a sequence of fruits for wildlife, or for 

determining the best date for gathering wild fruits for eating or preserving. “the. 

g table is deficient in the phenology of edible mughrooms, for which we have no records. 

a F
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Year-to-Year Vabiability of Species 
: ; 

| \ As a means of visualizing the year-to-year deviation of plant and animal 

| biseiis from their own averages, the longest series of dates from Tables 1-12 are 

presented graphically in Figures 6 and 7, in groups by months. Points above the 

biselsae represent lateness (plus deviation); points below the baseline represent . 

earliness (minus deviation). ‘ 

Visual inspection of Figures. 6 and 7 suggests that: 

(1) There is a seasonal decline in deviation, the early spring curves 

being more "turbulent" than later ones. ] 

(2) At any given season, some species are more "turbulent" than others. 

We now test the degree and extant of these two characters in terms of standerd 

deviations. : 

Computations. Estimated standard deviations were computed, using three 

formilae. : 

To compute the deviation of a single species at a single station we used the 

forma: - 

: ss ze (Cx- x 1m 
N ; 

Where x is a single date, a is the mean or average date, and N the number 

of gears for which dates are available. 

: To compute the deviation of one species at two stations we used the formla: 

a 8 ®\} a(x, - x, ) +B(x,-%,) 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two stations. 

To compute averages of several species a quadratic mean was used: : , 

average 8 oS 

. N
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x 

The volume of data behind each estimated standard deviation can be determined 

roughly from Figures 6 and 7, and accurately from Tables 1-12. The tables contain 

a few isolated dates which could not be plotted in Figures 6 and 7. Figures 6 and y 

7 contain some questionable ddates; thesé are indicated by question marks. They : 

are not used in computing deviations. No item with less than five dates was used 

at all, and most items have at least 10. ; 

the estimated standard deviation for each species (at both stations if repres- 
OV X 

d ented) is entered on Figures 6 and 7; thus Ane skunk s = 17.0 days. 

edsohal Decline in Deviation. To test the existence of a seasonal trend in | Sedsohal Decline in Deviation ——— 

the variability of items, we have averaged the deviations, by months, of all the 

animals and plants shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

‘ 28 Animals 20 Plants‘ Both ~ 

February-March 10.3 days x 10.3 days 
April ° 8.9 ek 9.5 days Jed 
May 6.8 AON 6.7 
June i x 7-0 1p 
July-August x bef 6.7 

; April-August 8.6 days Te4 days . 8.1 days 3 } 

A progressive decline in variability is clear in animals from February up to 

the end of bird migration in May, after which there are no data. Plants decline 

during April and May, but there is no large difference between months after May. 

. The lumped data for plants and animals show a progressive decline from February . 

‘to May, followed by a relatively stable period. ‘The net conclusion is that from 

‘ if Tanbulecice- Hl Ming 

February to May inclusive, the year-to-year variability. of animals and plants ; 

diminished by nearly half. It rises slightly in June and falls slightly in July. ) 
‘ : ROMA 

We do not know how to interpret these minor differences. 

; Length-of-Daylight Species. A few birds in Figure 6 and a few forbs in Figure 

7 are conspicuous for close adherence to their own averages. We now compare their 

deviations with the average of othér species during the month in which each occurs. i 

. § ' 4
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Average Deviation of ’ 

Item Species Month Deviation others in same month ~ 

kg Upland Plover April 3.2 days 9.1 days 
95 Baltimore Oriole May 3.6 8.4 ies 

. 96 Warbling Vireo May - 3.8 cy ; ee 
99 Rose-breastéd Grosbeak May 3.1 8.4 
8 Northern Yellowthroat May as Sy 
114. ‘Indigo Bunting Mey 4 8.4 ‘ - 

6 birds above, April and May ------------ 3.7 days 3 : 

13 other birds, “April and Mey --—--------=——---—------—-—_ 8. days 2 

e 
It is clear that in the, six birds bisted=abeve, the deviation from their. own 

average arrival date is less than half that characterizing other birds arriving ~ 

during the same month. 
/ 

We next compare deviations fn four non-turbulent forbs with other plants e ‘ 

blooming during the same month. 
i Average Deviation of 

Item Species Month Deviation other5in same month | 

i i 
146 Sheep Sorrel May ~~ days 6.6 days acm 

: 168 White Clover June es 726 j 
2717 ~=- Early Goldenrod July ee 59 ape 

. 308 Closed Gentian (Sept. 1) 23 x to 

4 forbs above, May-August --------------- 3,8 days 3 ; ee 

11 other plants, May to August ------~------------------— 7.3 days er al . 

s% = 5 ; 

In the, four Borbs listed-above, the deviation from their own average blooming { 

. date is a little over half of that prevailing in other plants during the same month. - 

That some plants are governed primarily by length-of-dayliggt, as distinguished \ 

from other factors of current weather. is by now ‘a familiar concent. Presuheably’_ RS 

these four forbs are so governed. iene ok ogee |S Been ee ee : 
ag = CAA Me ue Hee Olin needs, Cock atl Af 

U ~p . , yee ’ fen git - ob - of rag beg py hee bet Coulel af ther, rutin abeeclert, , ov ke Lhe 

at Ua eee tel aw bturele ALGL KM , but Us Gio iciatece incites ee os 

vv, aw thr Case th a fp nutrty thy sacgucl lpn boat ets Fall alll ata ge ay clube. 

Ae j rabble Un olt hase bib amr! nawrtel. hy eg ol wag» Bupgth, nae ib arrabcrin 

) + of } - 2 wi / OF pti (Ken lb “as Ye S # Cintas baatieeg lee ob nce, both, Bb cam¥o Aaa 2 

Anele tyutel he 5 regleel- f ~ ytan Bb - year ver Lhe, pulilhad pau s: 

Cv _feitrele bees Hh bt ao 4 ott ou Luthh pArrpaag LGty cued Luvels b, ae vA, 

I RO I athe i 4 : at + { BAAAQ o Lark, veeetnltaly L otlen Ll Mis wiv bie Crates wh te 
rp 

Qruglr clrenele,
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recently left—his_winter-home—in-Argentine;~and-has~traversed-the.equator..en.rouve. : 

Of the 19 birds and 15 plants examined in this caption, white clover deviates 

least (2.4 days), and is also probably one of our most reliable records. Its wide 

distribution and abundance makes for accuracy in detecting first bloom, and when 

bloom starts in a single plant#, the whole population soon follows. , 

mt Garber 

ig Of the 19 birds examined in this capti@n, all but one arrive in May. Revky 

spring migrants might have "tough sledding" (in an evolutionary sense) if geared 

/ solely to the sun, Sececa whoa aubpct Us. lee uf bn. tr Alek weather, j 
: a Te Chreckn uf Ara0 oma Coby ( wep 

Bry jest, Sate Spas ons. Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 shows that 
= rrr 

certain years were prevailingly early, or late, during certain months. Thus most 

birds and plants were early in 1938 up to May. Again in 1940 birds were laters) : 

through April, and plants through June. ——) } u 

Coma: Rear thee roy 
~~ This whole question is discussed in detail, in-e—tatter-caption—on—the- 

A ) 

charaeter—of -seusonss-—— 

oa! 
3 ft iy! 

/ 
h 
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Bach event has 4 normal or average date, from which it deviates from ; 

year to year according to the earliness or lateness of the season. This 

being true, the character of a season can be expressed by a succession of 

deviations in its events through its component months. In Figure & we thus 

eg express the character of two seasons: 19} and 1945, 

- Zach seesen has two graphs, A and B, in each of which the horizontal 

: baseline represents average or normal date. 

is In the A graphs the actual dates of about aso tions are plotted as 

; deviations above ie below the baseline. An event earlier than average is 

plotted below (minus deviation); an event later than average is plotted 

above (plus deviation). Sytjbols differentiate animals from plants, od ale» Us (uve 
ir kiowes 

In the B graphs the deviations are averaged, for each five-day period, 

: for plants and animals separately. These average curves appear against a 

stippled background of current temperatures, likewise expressed as the net 

deviation from average during each five-day period. In these temperature 

ebticons @ minus ota (in’ degrees Fahrenheit )meany colder, hence ete 

= odere, sr Laarkue 
plotted ic to correspond with lateness in phenology. Thus if the mean temp- 

erature for five days deviated from normal by -12°,-10°, 5°, +5°, ana -1°, 

the period is plotted as deviating -28 + 5 = 23 degree-days above the 

baseline. : s : ee 
7 3 

: i  Gazve’ of cumulative temperature deviationy, in tae of degree-days, were: 

tried as sce addition to the B graphs, but they: did not seem to explain anything, 

and hence are omitted from Figure 8. > & ate 

$7 The term "phenograph" is suggested as a short name for such seasonal summaries 

as we presented in Figure 8. Bes 

Sir les ahtBbedin Dale RecN 
_, Several precautions were observed in preparing Figure 8. Items with averages 

based on less than four years are omitted, Souk animals are omitted because of the 
A \ ; 

) possibility, already discuseed, of a plus error. 4 = 

5: x p23 
= Pe coprletuns Cornets ore wmrrercllecl! be ous I gue B Lrenute Cot, yeandy 

eer Rckoben a. tooth. yeerra (- 2.19 p28 v*), The vat he ae e fis a = 

ae Yeanr war t+ O13" WrlGUY ond — 3,52 "Ar. 1eys. Bue ae
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Autum items epbeaniioe the onset of winter are omitted, because the 

terms "early" and "late" then, have Meanie opposite to their meaning in 

spring. ‘ 

‘It should be noteé that each deviation in Figure 8 is plotted perpend- 

: icular to the average date. ‘hus the weather (stippled area) is that of i 

the date on which the event should normally have occurred, but the actual ! 

date of the eventis earlier, or later, to the extent of the deviation, 

When the weather changes (crosses the baseline) the average rosponse to 

the change is the horizontal distance from tha weather crossing to the G 

plant or animal crossing. © 

It would be equally logical to plot each deviation opposite its actual 

date, but this would change the shape of the graph and the manner of making 

‘deductions from it. 

Of the two seasons here presented, 194 was normal and 1945 abnormal 

in both weather and phenology. — 

Phenograph for 1945. After a normal winter, 1945 opened with an extra- ie 

: y ordinarily warm March and early April. During the period March 1 to April 

‘ 13, all but four days were warmer than normal. Temperature deviations ran a 

ins high as 26 abbvens on single days, and thexttewCiwiedsems for five-day s 

| periods wamras high as 125 degree-dayss (see-stippied-areay-1945B.). a 

On April.14 the weather turned and remained abnormally cold through Uc ut 
Atmeuuder of Oph one ; 

ay lays June, and July. Suring the 77 day period, April 14 - July 31, all a 

but 17 days were colder than normal. Normal temperatures did not reappear As 

until August and September. There was nox ot to mask. the effects of ; 4 

abnormal temperatures. In short, 1945 was a inganaiaed cesartnaith, in ; 

which more than 50 animals and 100 plants at two stations Ce ae | 

responses to a mid-April shift from warm to cold. Carer ogee dele, f or otha cg 

| yrore furiah Us " Cowhot.” ;
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In March, migratory birds arrived earlier and earlier until the weather 

changed, at which time most birds were appearing 5-15 days ahead of schedule. ~ 

| The onset of cold brougita rather prompt change’ to lateness; there were no 

[ early bird arrivals after May 1, The many species lhve during the first 10 

days of May were all from 2 to 14 days late. , i 

| In strong contrast to this prompt response of birds to the mid-April 

shift in temperature, plants responded much more slowly. No plants were j } 

late until mid-May, a moeeh fter the onset of cold. Maximum lateness 

did not develop until mid-gune, two months ae the onset of cold. The 

; average curve AG plants crosses the baseline 29 days later than the average 

curve for animals. Apparently the developmental mechanism in plants, set 

: in motion by the early warm spell, gathered a momentum which expressed 

itself in early when through a month of ensuing cold. ; 

f So far 1945 phenology is discussed in terms of plants as a whole and 

animals as a whole. “We now consider the behmvior of particular species / 

"  @uring the warm and cola periods. Kcoaieg or Ay 

| é nable 1 presents ‘the items normally occurring ins the warm period March 5- 

April 13.° These me classified by groups in a time-sequence. It is apparent that | 

i the warm period prenicéd the greatest earliness in forbs and woody plants, the least = 

| in birds and mammals, with lakes in an intermediate position. It is of some 

physiological interest that subterranean mammals like mole and spermophile should 

: have been early at all. the auabor of mammal items is, however, too small to be ' 
: 

| conclusive. : 

‘ 

| |
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i Table Y: The Warm Period, March 5 - April 13, 1945 ; 

ce ‘ : Mammals | : eal | 

Normal Date Birds | Amphibiams | Forbs — Woody Plants | Lakes & Rivers 

March 5-15 Bluebird - 6 Woodchuck =1 | | 
: Meadowlark a, | | 

: Robin -2 } | 

iba ge oe Reem Ae Be ees a se ooo 

March 16-25 = Grackle -10 Chipmunk -07 7] | Wisconsin nes : 

; Dove - 6 Mole . ~B | = 

Woodcock -4 | Leopard frog -3 | | Lake Wingra -10 yy 

i Fox sparrow <- 6 | | | i 

ee a ie ; 1 
March 26- Field sparrow + 3 Bat “15 ‘Silver maple -3,-14 4 

April 5 Phoebe “13 | Cricket frog - 94 | 

: Kingfisher - 8 Spermophile -8 | | Lake Mendota -12 — 

Sapsucker - | ch 

Hermit thrush -15 | 
<0 aa oe ope martin eee | ae Bue eae | | et 

a April 6-13 Towhee “13 | Pasque -18,-12 (Pussy willow -13 | 

Cormorant mee | Hazel “15 | | 

; | | : Alder “16 | ra 

5 | | : |Aspen -18 | : 

: \Forsythia -17° | 

- ae | \Cottonwood -22 | 
a Elm “19, -19 | 

Average earliness: - 6 days - 6 days | “15 days | “14 days - 9 days 

: | | 

| | | it 

| Nae 

oo | | | | 

| | | 
| | le | 

“| a 

: i | 
j | | 

| | | 

| | | | 
ee : A |



Table 2: The Cold Period, April W-July.27, 1945 

Lo) | 
Period i Birds | & Insects Be Forbs | Woody Plants 

a | Barly | Late Early Tate |’ - Early | Late Herly| late. 

; 
April We2g fu 6(17) le 1(17) 
*orid 21-50) 5(12)-12(20) 2 1(ia)| 9 (06) |e) 
May TeTO 1125) SCR /1(6) ue e(16) wes slate 8 (a Bh ore 
Magiaeeo! i Op ABV) 2(2) 4(7) 104) 
May 21-31) | | . 39) | 722 1(6) | 3(7) 
dune 1-1 | | A(t) eae) Sey S09) 
dune ee deg ACT): OCG)" 69) 
July 1-1 f- EAN Cis dt ee dtc DONE Oe LO Te END Fotos 
Ouay LGePy Lo ISB) a RR) A (6)) ee el c 

ae a 
: Wy Re 

Table Zz is a condensed summary of the cold period, April l4-duly 27. ‘| | 

heal 3, 
The left-hand number of each pair is the number of items early or late; the ! 

| right the “sunber of days early or late. It is apparent that earliness in birds ~! 

and mammals ceased in mid-Mey, a month after the onset of child weather, but i 

that it persisted in some forbs into July. Woody Pients, on the other hand, 

lost their momentum by the end of May. The impact of cold was very unequal \ 
‘ 13 

i as among species; thus during the period May 11-20 there was 4% days differ- ry 

ence between the average deviation of the early group (11 days) and the @ i 

average deviation of the late group (2 days). | | 

| It should be realized that many. of the forbs persisting in earliness ag | 

long after the onset of cold were still underground when the cold hit. Thos nS | 

white trillium (104) bloomed May 1 and April 15 at the’ two Stations, 6 and | 

20 days early. It did not emerge from underground at the Sauk Stetion until i 
; 

April 14, a day after the cold began. In short, momentum-carliness in this ttt 
¥ i a \i 

case was in the root. ' \ 

: qi . 

: \ 

. o 

io a 

Ri 

ty 7 — omy Pa —€§@€=~«7] wipe Fig
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Sr. e if a vie 
é<~—— A ng that plantSpecies respond in ae degrees to (a) temper tin 

abtire and (b) le of daylight, one wo expect more "bunching" in a f i 

normal year like 1944 when the te aware factor fluctuates little, n & te 

i auratonmtel me 

in an abnérmal year like 1945;" Hadical, temperature fluctuatio (az6e—whect i 4 

Assuming alge” that plants express the momentum previous weather, 4 

but with a e-lag that varies by species, on ald expect the greate ie 

bunchi in June and July, after the tur ence of early-spring ther has 

sed to govern. June and July show less deviation than in both years. 

Sx ona Frost, and-Snow Effects Wi. Pheno] °. 

It is well known, but perhaps not often enough emphasized, that winter 

t animals, whether active or hibernating, are subsisting on last year's solar 

a, energy, stored either as living prey, body-fat, seeds and fruits, or bark 4 - 

; and buds. 3 only the rate and manner in which these i 

: stored materials are drawn upon.) ; ; 

ET 7 Soh sean i 

‘As already pointed out, our winter items are-fewy.andsbaey show extreme 

d : ue asta thease poh orby fr bluckunhing ienther bart obae 

deviation in aera at—Least=in-paxt,- to lack of simultaneouk development 

among individuals of a oat ee oe prkefe- aflect Mrrpeceb des of ahirage 

(terty fat arden. on vp acerer lL on ye : 

f 9) Of the four hard winters of the decade, 1935-36,°1939-40, 1942-13, 

q and 19-45, only the first shows consistmmt lateness in Items 1-4. This 
: fa volerinng | cancel | 

' ‘ was also the hardest of the four, (__'7/5 la 

Winter snow cover may greatly advance the spring development of plants ; 

4 : rae whole 
which winter as "rosettes", or otherwise retain green leaves. Thus in 1945, 

\. ; after nearly continuous snow cover, chickweed bloomed on Mareh 20, ime 

wa a ols Chinhrerol Bees ) Of fo ‘hee b, b, et 
LA are € eA] iS 9 bagi, wrarceg lly ethrie- sien: deh. { ¢ 

Lath lu og z
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_a.record-of-tae-normal.date, butitmstbe mach later. 

; ____ Winter_thaws_sometimes_bring_events-so-premature-as-to—be freakish. 2 

| opt : 
Late frosts may either destroy the bloom of plants, or injure the buds 

o see Une phot av oot blue 49 olifrrreel, 
so that no bloom develops,“ Thu all oak catkins on flat lands were killed 

: aus by the frost of April 27-28, 1946. # The same frost injured lilac buds at 

te", $ 

< joe = the Sauk Station so that further development ceased, and the buds eventually 

; died. An erroneous observation of "not yet in bloom" might be made on such. 

inhibited buds. $ Tae A brant pe Cnfnr pl nuT ot Us Gat helio, a 

Lobb eth Laplante theorwucl “eal: Lany Sle deve» 23, Yes Al imct wae yew, S 

veutirargeel , Cad beter, | pate if ww cntite of lin urnurprresl Lapruts tne dheds Ure 
ni ‘ Prouth, Heats 62 ‘Flood Effects” ,,+, lo, Vow Pout 

: : ale agora How Hedet nrtteee 

\ The most intense drouth of the decade extended from April 10 to August 2 

es ‘ 5 
10, 1936. Our dates for this year are too meagre to yield any measurement 5 

of how the drouth affected phenology. 6 e t 

Drouth and First Bloom. Four milder drouths covered the month of July 

: in 1937, 1939, 1940, and 1941. We have analyzed the dates of first bloom 

months 
in 20 forbs and grasses during these drouths, and find no significant e 

a 

retardation or acceleration. We do find some evidence that dates of first i 

bloom during these four dry Julys correlate with June, May, and April i E 

: Qile, 19d 

temperature deviation, especially in 1941. For that-xear we have dates on - 

nine forbs, 6 of which were early, one was on time, and two were late. 2 > 
, $ 

May and June were 4,6° and 1.2° warmer than normal. This prevailing earliness 

ofIulyfexrbs seems to correlate with the previous heat, but the deta are | g 

ss not conclusive. : , 
‘ S 

{ Temperature and Length of Bloom. While we find no evidence that ; 

conta n yey ww Large Hooke rf oprens, = 

drouth either accelerates or retards the beginning of bloom, we have pdd - : 
a 

. 5 

| / 

urrag oy, 19g ins tan Wa cat 9 veel We pcarsey a tue lle Corr clrdimn 

. un Ho Det of deinen ohenege lo Hate off frat dlovy 

Unet Ano Bhsclito tn oF 4 ‘ eerrecne ttt abated tas ps8 Arty oln. (-2.65") Do tapas 

. - The Semel’ ee de vege CLeuusar Mn @ “ely geben 
(eprrcduns wee hh AEROS: (+ 0, re), , cof 32 herle aheertee s bhp ite doesth 

4 = Tet 
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ole iy ace wae id Lary? ce . ‘ 

Cet. Zilows ehh firine ea buatardus of ead Lean Opn boats ae prrirtel 

aoetrtt Marler a Uo plan, Gran 95, Fa tranrcian aprtorre boat Voir tan wins brsdercee 

at fre tut duties, Arcee Ls Lnotv C4 wrap orl, Me Cor mang As 32 apeceer, 
5 a no Lie a eee 
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ee 
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s long had the émpression that drouth shortens its duration. it-mow- appears, i i" 

however, that—it—is-heat, not-drouth,-which-does.the-shortening. There ' ) iC iH 

y have been no decisive drouths since we began to record aeclattch, out in: \ iV { 

; - 1944 we had a hot wet June, which we ‘now compare for duration of bloom i | 

with the cool and somewhat dry June of 1945. Both stations are given if clu. ou 1 , 

available. © PUdlvedyrt-invedefetls’ Me lie year cepa ao follow; | 
was ( 19h 1945» Pereent—Louger,- 19} 

: E Ky Temperature, departure from mean +2,4° 16° : : | 
hot, - @o08 : 

Precipitation, departure from mean +2.62"wst = -O.49 "day eS 7 

| hades abel felon af tag aw 
78v $mall-flowered crowfoot 16 ayy 62 oh aes 240% leuge-g 45 

104/ White trilliun 16,18 36,42 120 Jo, 180% j 

\\S 4277 Jack in the pulpit 1l s 20 “80 Mp 4 Ae ' 

_ 128 “Waterleaf ay 35 “ 3bY ‘ \ 

129 Columbine BRN) 41,4 & 5% | 

135v Wild geranium 25 30,46 2070 a | 

139/Tall yellow ladyslipper 15 10 (30% boli 

149 “Golden ragwart 15,20. ay a, 13%, 100% | 
Average 19 days 35 days 84% longer in 1945 i 

| 

-\ Bight prairie forbs, analyzed in the same manner, bloomed an acon of ; ” \ 

. 27 days in 1944 and 43 days in 1945, again 60 percent longer during the cooler i 

June. . a 
TT OT NT NIRS 2 pieer ric cy NE 

Ten woody plants x analyzea-in-the-came-mannery’ bloomed an average of ‘14 days a 

in 1944 and 24 days in 1945, again 71 pena Nehebe Oe the cooler June. i 

; In short, the cool June of 1945 prolonged the duration of bloom 60-34 percent i 

in three groups aggregating 26 species. This prolongation is so pronounced as to ; | 

leave little room for doubt. Despite srendant moisture ‘ 2 

bay | ¢ 4 4
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blooming ‘periods were short during the hot June of 1944, but long during 

the cool June of 1945. 9A Un atfeare Urnk Aint wth Ca firemar couase if thet olecrabn 
oP ae on 14a¢, ‘ s 

a f ood Effects. On june 3, 1943, the Wisconsin River at the Sauk Station 

oe’ _ overflowed the sandy old fields which are the habitat of Pewistemon gracilis. re (es) 

' This species had developed flower buds by May 31, and the buds were about to 

open when flooded. ‘The flowers were all killed, though the plants survived aw(. 

Thig—illustrates—how-fleoding_at_a_vulnerable-period-mey-destroy-the-year!s- 

erop-0f—flewers. Rherwueel Mererably aw (GU, : 

b ‘ Floods may have opposite effects on the bloom of different Species Gromnuy 

ee ed Vee ) on the sandbars of the Wisconsin River may not bloom at 

all in dry years unless subirrigated by aftise of the river in midsummer, : 

. nae fbi wud ic 
whereas the same ese of water may destroy such flowers as Mimulus ringens nee het ; a 
and Bidens wee have sprung up on the receding shoreline of the same sand- 

bare 

\ / : 5 : 
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LASAALA 
Comparison Between Stations ; aaa) Py ‘ 

The dates of developmental phenomena are influenced by latitude, long- 

itude, and altitude. The direction and magnitude of these factors is expressed, 

in mass data, by Hopkins Law, which asserts that: "Other conditions being 

{ equal, the vafiation in the time of occurrence of a given periodical event 

. dn life activity in se Fase is at the general average rate 

of four days to each 1° Gav 5? Long ana 400 feet altitude, later northward, 0 

eastward, and upward in the spring and early summer." (Gheyman’ !/ + 3). 

Our tables offer a suitable variety of events for a mass comparison with 

Hopkins law, but the distance between the two stations is too small to be F 

advantageous for this purpose. Wevevihelebe, ius ase points out, a : 

ee ay be used not only to predict the average difference between localities, 

but to evaluate the intensity of the local factors which cause locgl deviations 

j from the law. From this viewpoint a comparison of our two stations is worth 

making. 

Eligible Dates. We exclude all of our animal data, because of the : 

i difficulty ,/ already explained, of interpolating animal dates between weekly 

visits to the Sauk Station. 

We include all pairs of plant dates in which a given plant event was 

recorded at both stations during the same year. There are eka such pairs ; 

from April. to June inclusive, and 96 in July and PETS ale Hopkins : 

specifies "spring and early summer" it seems advisable to segregate the 

midsummer data. We exclude all items lacking sharpness, such as budding, 

i ripening of fruit, and harvesting of crops. What remains is entirely dates 

"of first bloom. 

\ 
. 5
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Table 14. Difference in 337 Pairs of Dates of First Bloom 

( * " Saulc and Dane Stations, 1935-45 

\ Month Dane Earlier in | Sauk Earlier in t.. Total ee: 
%e Pairs B¢XTotal | Mi Pairs Sy <Total Ww Net Total! days 

Pee CaN eas AS | sef-dates Days? ofetes Days} Pairs Days /earlier | 
A a : Lat Dane 

[ ' April 36 163 10~ Y5u 46 ~ a [v9 2.16 
j May | Beal fo Pie 19 153 100v 366 | 3.64 
\ June Ox 2r 25v 12 95.300 | 3.2 
Hi) April-June | (187) (€u) rea re 
| i eo UuLy: 66 By 15 68 81 366 35 

\ i August 14 117 1 4 15 0 ag 1:5 
14 April-August) (7 70 | 337 1263 -5vO- 

\ 5 
| Sauk vs Dane Stations. Table 13 presents a summary of the eligible data by 

} months. For the period April to June, the Dene station averages 3.3 days earlier 
{ 

live od 
than the Sauk station, and each of the component months shows a similar threekday 

| difference. In July, however, the diffefence is four days, and in August (on meagre 

oe data) seven days. 

Hopkin's Law. The observed three-day differance for the April-June period is 

now to be compared with the expectation-défference under Hopkin's Law. 

§ Latitudes Sauk Station 43° 36" North i 

Dane Station 43° 5! North a 

Difference 31! £ 60! = 0.52° x } days = 2.08 days later at Sauk 

Longitude:Sauk Station 89° 40! West | 

Dane Station gg° 25! West 

4 
Difference 2p 60! « 0.25° xe days = 0.20 days earlier at Sauk 

NOt mannan nn nnn nnn nnn nnn enn nnn nnn -—— 1,88 days later at Sauk 

Altitude: Dane (Lake Mendota) 849 feet above sea level 

Sauk (Wis. R. at Dells) 
$15 feet above sea level 

: Difference 34 feet = 400 feet - .085 x 4 days = 0, 34,days 
h ‘ i earlier at 

Saulc 

Net expectation mmm mn mmm nnn nn nnn nnn mnmnnnm 1,54 days later 
: at Sauk 

: \ _—
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The Sauk station, in short, averages about three days later than Dane according 

to our observed blooming dates, whereas Hopkin's Law would lead one to expect only 

about a day anda half, This distortion of Hopkin's Law either reflects eat eer, 

or it measures the net strength of tie unimown locgl factors which tend to make the 

Dane station earlier or the Sauk Station later than their geographic positions alone 

would indicate. 

Of the various possible errors, the one nost likely to affect Table 3 would 

be the "Town vs. Country" error, for there is no urban area at Sauk. However, Ure urbrens 

48Es error is believed to be inoperative by June, whereas the earliness of the Dane 

station persists beyond June. Also the earliness “— Dane station is least ee Ord, 

(demta(2.6 days),at—the-tinie it should be greatest if distorted by this error. It 
j * generate: hen Be creme Poker elalin,,. 

seems unlikely, therefore, that this particular error ° 

We-suspeet—that more-than-local-—facters-may—be—invelved. Hopkins seems to have 

: derived his formla from a few plants and insects in many localities. We derive 

as values from many plants in two localitiés. Oyr data seem to indicate that species 

is respond differently to the combination of local weather and astronomie constants 

Like length of day. If this is true, one might expect some non-conformity with 

Hopkin's Law. 

In the case of the Sauk Station, the tendency toward late spring frosts, working 

: in combination with t he prolongation or momentum éffects demonstrated in this paper, 

might well have the effect of distorting Sauk phenology in the direction of lateness 

through the spring and early summer, All—this—indieates that phenology reflects ies 

the—interplay of many variable-factors, A 

We suspect that there is danger of over-simplifying one's mental picture of a 

phenological formla like Hopkin's Lew. Table 8 shows that the Sauk Station was 

by no means always late; it was early in 70 cases (pairs of dates) and late in 267. 

Moreover a single species often showed alternation between the two stations in : 

successive years. All this, indicates that nhedology reflects the interplay of many 

variable factors, vnthn Moun Te eta eben of cn Qraigle 4 plea; 

ps te olan Lone ne Liccee: op linn Arcerutel Ue Araaparterns Chat We —spraueoorole of 

el onal? Gaal ples arkeo ands dauclk afprers - wok 5 eehorltel Lhs Saute At ce ae ne ee 

eerie of Lurbraatso,  Thase evrlrnctiolin sched fvtabl, tect, but 
v 

‘ Wee Veta lia an Aart Cocaine fotteraas Fg nga cerenot fobbasen Hasse
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Comparison ot (abv blylaseo' ny and 1940's w 

We have found three published phenology records for localities in or near 

the stations covered in this study. ‘These are now compared with our records. 

dda il Henry's Phenology, 1881-1885. This record was started by Dean /0, 4), 
A10) 

Henry of the Wisconsin 6ollege of Agriculture in 1881, and was carrééd through 

under his supervision by a succession of his graduate students (2/). , 

/6 o 
In Table a5 we compare 18 items common to Dean Henry's record and ours dn Ue Die 

j Duo A thimay 

It should be noted that the record ends with May, but that the items are well- 

a spread in time ) and are carried through the four-year period with considerfable 

En ) 
persistence. en CY aetie th Piet vet) 

| oe. por" A Cereus derwrh : 
: Of the 37 goyvetions, shown in fable 23, only one bears a minus sigh. 

That is to say, the early 1880's were uniformly later in their spring phenology 

than the 1940's, and the magnitudé of the deviation is prevailingly large, 

Lut : 

averaging over two weeks (see bottom of tabhe). i 

Such a uniform deviation raises the interesting question: was the weather 

also uniformly cold? The deviations from monthly mean temperature, according 

OS ret, Barco 4 
to MilLer—(——-+170) were: 3 

4 i ; 

Mean of f ei 

107 years 1881 1883 1834 1885 

February 20° eae -3° -}° 26" ie 

° 
March 31 BO ae ar ee 

April 45° ane vi 1° -2° -3° 

ieee pe ashy aie UO ee ane ~2° 

In short, only two months out of the 16 were above normal in temperature; d 

Thetrnt wnt 

all the rest were cold, and some very cold. O£-the two warm months, May 1881 cud 

Ore, (ES This oaamenrs # 
; ee the only plus sign in Table 3; Black Locust was 2 days early. April 

t 
< t 

i i * t 

- 5. » i 

z



ieee Table 43. Phenology for Madison (Dane Station) 1880's vs. 1940's ) 
Data for 1881 from Henry (10 ), for 18831884 from Trelease (2./ ) s . 

jl : 2 [Average 

f Species Item Recent 1881 1883 188 1885 Average Deviations Lateness ; 
No. Aver. 1881-85 1881 1883 1884 «1885 1881-35 

March . 

Silver Maple, pollen 26 3/32 4/17 ee: 4 
April 4 

/ Lake Mendota, open 27 u/a 5/1 4/13. 4/15 4/20 “4/20 +30 2= $12 e142 419419 a 
( Hazel, pollen 38 4/2 : 4/17 4/23. 4/20 +15 +210 #18 
, Amer. elm, pollen 46 4/9 4/15 4/26 4/22 +6 +17. 0««+12 4 

Aspen, pollen We 4/10 4/20 +10 
Cottonwood, pollen 45 wee fig) fag 65/3 27 +6 a +20 +140 
Box elder, pollen ke | 4/1 4/17. 4/28 5/10 4/28 +3 $1 +260 +14 

: | Wildiglum, bloom 92 4/29 5/13 5/210 5/11 +14 +11 +12 
May 
Black oak, pollen 8&8 (5/3) 5/29 +26 
Lilac, bloom Be \\> 5/3 5/20 5/25 5/22. +17 +22 +19 
White oak, pollen 8S (5/5) 5/18? 5/23 5/a. = 55/22 413 (#18) (+16) (+16) 
Sugar maple, pollen 97 5/5 : 5/17? «5/19 5/18 +127 +14 413 
Chokecherry, bloom 100 5/8 5/16 «5/20. «5/27 «5/21 +8 +12 +190 «+13 
Amer. elm, fruit Ne 5/12 (Sauk) 5/26 6/3 5/30 +14 «422418 
Asiatic honeysuckle, | { ( { ( ( ( ( 

bloom 123 5/13 6/1 5 #19 ; 
- Silver maple, fruit 26 (5/15) 5/31 (+16) 
ee Black raspberry, bloom 150 (5/23) 5/27 6/13 6/4 (44) (#21) SEL) 

‘ Black locust, bloom 175 _ 5/29 5/27 6/15 6/6 -2 +18 +8 \ 

Average lateness, 1881-1885, Arno bape. Be Caen as eee . - . 415 713 +14 419 #15
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; 1883, the<other=plus-siga, was only one degree above normal. Its hone oy 

was uniformly late, no doubt due to the "momentum" of the preceding March 

i cold. 

The warm May of the cold spring of 1881 was especially noted by Dean : 

Henry, who says: "The large masses of snow. . - neutralized the rays of ‘ ih 

the sun and long delayed the coming ‘of spring, but when vegetation once started 

into life, it was with that celerity which is so characteristic of Alpine and 

Polar regions". ’ 

’ The bee aeous and lateness which chavo led during the early 1880's neturatiy 

raises the question: was this period the low phase in a climatic cycle? The 

f best answer ‘a found in Wing's graph of the opening and closing dates for Lake 

Mendota (23:19, 153). During the entire period 1879-1886 Mendota opened late 

; and closed early. During the decade 1935-1945 Mendota opened early in 9 out : 

of 11, and closed late in 10 out of 11 years. It is thus clear that Dean ; 

Henry's record Seluetaen with a cold period, and this paper with a warm period. 

roe these flucthations are segments of a redurring cycle is another 

question which only time can answer. ! 

e Brande bil yf Hough's Phenology, 1851-1859. During this decade, the 

Ni volunteer weather observers of the Smithsonian Institution were asked, by 

circular letter, to record a standardized phenology on 229 items covering \ 

"the dates of putting forth and fall of leaves, blossoming, ripening of fruit, 

[and) times of appearance and disappearance of animals". The data were compiled ‘ 

by pe.‘ iough ana published in 1864 (/2). 

Of some 300 stations at which observations were recorded, three lie ‘ 

4 within or eae the areas covered in this study. These were Madison (Dane 

Station), Baraboo (Sauk Station), and Milwauicee (50 miles east of Dane, but : 

‘on Lake Michigan, and hence not properly comparable). ‘These stations recorded é 

é . f 

‘ ' & ! ; |



a : 
26 items common to our record, but few of Louse cover more than the single 

year, 1851. These 26 items have been analyzed by the same method used in 

aabie £4: ~) Wy 

Come analysis shows no large or consistent difference between 1851 and the 

_ fecent average. February and March were phenolegieally early (-7 days) and 

also warm ( +6° and #6°). April was skightly warm (410), May normal, June : 

) Warm (+2°), but there is no eonsistency in the deviation of dates during these 

months. By and large, the data do not seem worth including in this paper, 

especially since there is no assurance that the recorders adhered to any { 

uniform standards cvs hear BA] Se 

t \ 

‘ j : °
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A decade of dates of 328 seasonal events at two stations, 33 miles apart, were d 

oa analyzed and compared with prior records. : i 
i ale 

Spring events during the Serkoa 1935-1945 were two weeks earlier than the same 

Es events at the same station in 1881-1885. 

= The northern station is three days later than the southern one, which is twice 

: the expectation under Hopkin's Law. Is—frestiess—period_is_a—month—shorter, The. 
: difference between the two stations is least in early spring & greatest in midsummer. 

The year-to-year variability of events, as compared with their own averages, 
: 

Ur vugh M 
we tends to be greatest in early spring, and decfeases progressively eo 

_ of-summer. “Some plants end-bhimds show little variability; they seem bo be governed 

more by length of.daylightythan by current weather. _ Verbal Chremy, the Lat rereble [Mout fone to 
Ah vudud clevrielen of 2. Uelnger, which ao ruby w od hs land prrvmbeuy an othe Mnwle olerruy Tae 

7 Bird migration raengntal to changes in temperature much more quickly than the @ ies 

bloom of plants. In 1945 the momentum of an early warm period persisted in plants . 

= through two months of subsequent cold. ‘This momentum caused early bloom in White 

: Trillium despite the fact that it was still underground during the warm period. 

es Duration of bloom in a cool dry June, as compared with a hot wd June, was 

protracted $4 percent in woods forbs, 60 percent in prairie forbs, end 71 percent in 

: woody plants. Heat-rather—than_dryness—ie—believed-te-account—for_the short— 
2 Gen” Rivas x : 

? x A 2 ‘ 

Animal behaviors in. early spring, and a few blooms\in summer, develop first 

SH in a few\individuals, ahd \spread slowly to the population. Dates for such events 

are subject to a chance efor. Another error arises from thé fact that some plants 

woes earlier’ in urban than, fufal sites. : ‘ 

— sic tL at Le sas Se ehe gin minds pelt Biol Ahk fan 
Hap Gee : Dee A # af dy - eS aioe oe os eS ay. TOS 

; Ugmicantly frre auna gers Gut durnhe, wos 7 obeys dhelen, 
q Thee test shit hol of Wha tru prteiias one dre of dict PD ride: an ands gee Lathcl roa 3 ‘ea 

E nalann sleet ceptee he tes , fF pp. feof ge st ee ie spss he git’ - pe Sa i. dey Orrlorrelent, tt Betas : Cnc frere lion, botnet basing moult abseil pe (Sw , cama 
ss wr * ore 

; py Pipi hein ie og oe Pine | Se ps (Me ee walt 2 en elh co. ole! head An erktw Clim mhen vp Cheerin AL scl op Ola ce eile = 4 

; 1 Si fa A nicibiiemmete hescide : 5 

ioe | 
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Phenological recorés are subject to many errors, but these do not affect all 

species or seasons alike. Animal behaviors in early spring, and a few blooms 

in summer, develop first in a few individuals, and spread slowly to the population. 

The earliest individual may be detected one year and not the next, thus introducing P 

a chance error. Another error arises from earlier spring ploda in urban than in 

rural sites. A dennis of two independent phenologists shows a third of 39 

,pairs of da&ses identical, a third up to two days apart, and a third up to i days : 

apart. : 2
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.a.record-of-the-normal.date, but.it.mst.be mch.later. 
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ae apm9 
Late frosts may either destroy the bloom of plants, or injure the buds 

4 ong a law ne Tot thew 49 aifirreel, 

so that no bloom develops,” Tim! all oak caticins on flat lands were killed 

: qué by the frost of April 27-28, 1946. The same frost injured lilac buds at 
§ J “| te a 4 

peek the Sauk Station so that further development ceased, and the buds eventually 

‘ died. An erroneous observation of "not yet in bloom" might be made on such 

inhibited buds. # TAL anu pe ge Lape plat ot Ths Sauter Glebe, 

tof Be ethin Cafes teorntcl “paal: Tangy Fle Jet» 23, Yrs Abit wns gyetlin, = 

ie pL, omd Cores Cu 19 ww watts of lin ured Luprte towel thes User 
a IES: Boat "tsat, cndTibd BPZeC tS p, spacide, Vins Mat t 

: y ale Ager ous thorn, Hedat net toeg 

\ / The most intense drouth of the decade extended from April 10 to August o 

j 4 
10, 1936. Our dates for this year are too meagre to yield any measurement : 

of how the drouth affected phenology. & s . 

Drouth and First Bloom. Four milder drouths covered the month of July : 

: in 1937, 1939, 1940, and 1941. We have analyzed the dates of first bloom 
months - 

in 20 forbs and grasses during these drouths, and find no significant We 

retardation or acceleration. We do find some evidence that dates of first i 

bloom during these four dry Julys correlate with June, May, and April E, 

ss Qube 19d 
temperature deviation, especially in 1941. For that+ear we have dates on : e 

nine forbs, 6 of which were early, one was on time, and two were late. é 5 

May and June were 4. 6° and 1.2° warmer than normal. This prevailing earliness . 

of—tilyfexbs seems to correlate with the previous heat, but the data are LF 

j not conclusive. i 7 
‘ 

| Temperature /’ and Length of Bloom. While we find no evidence that ? a 

cag anv Luagee thooks ef epee,  -& 
drouth either accelerates or retards the beginning of bloom, we have hdd + 

S 
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in woody plants. 

Dates of first bloom in a dry July with normal heat did not differ significantly 

from average, but duration was 7 days shorter. 

The upshot of these comparisons is that the date of first bloom is controlled 

by antecedent, not current, temperature, fohaghnsl So sieaks ain Both current 

drouth and current heat thins. Paration of bloom. 

Phenological records are subject to many errors, but these do not affect all 

species or seasons alike. ~) Animal-behaviers-in_carly—spring,—and-a—few-bliooms~in 

sumer,—develop.first A inl bo i an dioRi des ieedivie 

The earliest indiyidiual may-be-detected-one cbnt-naibidibhsitianeeh; aes eel 

a-ohanceS#F0r. Another-evror-arises-from-carlier-spring.bloom.in-urban-than-in 

rural -sitess i comparison of two independent phenologists shows a third of 39 

pairs of dates identical, a third up to two days apart, and a third up to 11 days 

apart.
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f Memo for Critical Readers 

"Phenology of Savic and Dane Counties" 

| Readers: Wormen Fassett, John Curtis, Bob MeCabe, Irven Buss, Carl Leopold, Starker 
Leopold, Kenneth J. Aynold, Jim Zimmerman, A.W. Schorger 

MS Page Reader Question 

; 5 ALL Life Zones: Is the reference to Morriam's life zones 
worth including? 

6 Fagnott Reference to you 0.K.7? 
a ee 8 Cartis "Some orchids feil te bloom in some years", 0.K.? 
i 3 MeCabe Skank bibernation. O.%.? ; 

k 1 Buss a Between Observers." 6.%.7 Can show you 
Mets the data. 

1819 Fassett, Curtis Intensity in Plante. 0.1.7? 
ah HeGabe ‘Ql " =e you? 
«Fag. 5 ALL Roesn* a exyad fall earlier then here indicated? I 

think all down by Oct. 1. 
All Doesn't red osier fall with Leaves in early Oct.? 

4 oo Prof. Arnold Handling of your mathematical data 0.K.? 
Ne? Bf Fassett, Curtis ps Se Plants 0.5.7 
ae 9 Schorger Hendling of O.K.T 

a (ee coe a 
t %, Curti 0.K. as to plant physiology? 
4 z Speculation about pigeon 0.K.7 

€ Faasett, Curtis Physiology 0.%.7 

fe ‘ ‘
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Leopold, Kenneth J. Arnold, Jim Momersan, a Schonger \ 

MS Page = Reader estion } 

5 An life Sonen: {8 the reference to Merrian's life sones | 
worth ingluding? 

6 Foasett Reference to you O.K¥ i 
l2 Gaxtis “Gome ovthide fe41 to Vloom in some years", 0.K,? 
2 Mettaloe Moke id berustion, O.K.? oa 

Base a ee rn Het Can show you 

yes Sehoryor Intensity in Birds. 0.%,7 
ow Pansoth, Ourtia Intenatty in ae ORe? 

Hig. 5 AL Sean SIN teh ind, secntine Quek hag neem oe 
think all dow: by Get. 1, | 

/ an Dowant t wal eater fall with lenree ie easty Oet.t 
> Atmel. Handling of your mthemtical Mig Pansett, Curtis ie ale Plants 0.K.7 

oe Glee ean Quxtiel OM, as to plant mysicieay? 
Zz — Speculation nbeut pigeon 0.x, 7 

co AN Physiology 0.7 
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constent that advances steadily with the season, and less by fluctuating , 

current weather, than are other species. In the following list their * 

standard deviations are compared with the average deviation for the month as 94 

in which each occurs. wot anaes ia 3, (4 
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“are ‘ Pie “Seasonal Decline in Deviation, It is evident by visual inspection — 

that beriy spring phenology is kia variable from year to year, and that 

i as the season progresses, both plants and animals adhere more closely to 

their own averages. Expressed in terms of standard deviations, and in 

terms of the particular species used in Figures 6. haa 7, this seasonal 

' decline in variability is as follows: 

Animals : Plants Both 

February“March Le Se One 

April toe baie £2 

" 

28 animals, Feb. to May ——-__9. '/ oT 

20 plants, April to August Rela nnn nnn nnn 72 

hy i Voitieits ann yhonte ee a Ree 
‘ : gem “3 

; Length-of=Daylight Siikes’ A few birds and forbs in Figures 6 and 

7 are conspicuous for their close adherence to their own averages. These 

species are presumeably governed more by length-of=daylight, or some other



EARLINESS AND LATENESS, 1945 

Feb. Mar. Apr May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. 
25 

e 

20 ° 
Nighthawk 

~ 15 Kingbird = ¥, os °° . 3 

8 Cr. Flycatcher, ° 7 _ *e . ; Me 
= 10 Kingbird a en Ss ees. oe ° 

= : pee ae Phiox-+0° ct. a ¢ : e Red oak acorns fall 

5 # . R oe ie Rumery, & 8° ©, ao” 70 

2 oe: Oriole. ae ° “s ou . * 
Wren 8 ef 0 % e of ¢ Canada Goose 

0 ou g + 85° ——_ ° 

- g x ao Se ° . ee Ruffed . g Pheasant crows 
Ms O Og - a get ao ‘ e Grouse drums = 

= 5 ng ay . gs pe at 0 8 Wahoo Berries open 

=, 0 iy Be . *o oe : : ek houses 

. og? goo Rion : s 
g Is = x o® ° 

= er : =e 2 i Killing frost 
ee e a 

20 . ge tee LEGEND 
doa © Sauk, Plant 

° ° ° Dane, Plant 
= ° is Sauk, Animal 

Whip-poor-will--® © Sugar maple 2 Dane, Animal 
30 © Physiographic, Sauk 

g = Physiographic, Dane 

25)
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PHENOLOGY FOR DANE STATION, 1860's vs 1940's a | 

: ; Dates for 1881 from Henry, for 1883 from Trelease, for 1884-1885 from Trelease. : | re + 

Diff. bse 
Recent Average from 

Month, Item Average 1881 Diff. 1883 Diff, 1384 Diff, 1885 Diff. 1881-1885 recone | 

pet Pt ee ae 
Lake Mendota: opens W1 5/1 +30 4/13 +13 W/15 45 ‘ 4/20 +20 4/20 +20, 

Silver Maple: pollen WH a=-= oon 4/17 +16 << Seed ae ae as reste | 

Trembling Aspen: pollen Wz —— ae. HY ) +19 ces ier —— — aes Ze (aap 

Hazel: pollen Wa ~--- a= -— ---- WAT +16 423 +22 4 20 #20 | 

American Elm: pollen WT ~=-= -—— W/15 +8 = a 426 +19 4f20- #5 ee 

Pate \eotvounbads | palien W9 ee Wig #10 Wes) | 49] | | 5B woh PS ee 
Box Elder: pollen ¥/10 anne a 4/17 +7 4 28 +13 5/10 +30 42s +18 

" “Average lateness for April------------------ 17 days _- - 

May - é 

Paper Birch: pollen 5/4 ---- “=~ 5/6 +2 ei aoa oe a Ss ae ra 

Tilae: bloom 5/4 5/20 +16 5/25 +21 a cae) Cars vat 5/22 deg f 7s Pag 

Oaks: pollen 5/5 -—-- —— 5/23 +18 ce 74 sf22|_ | +17 5fee Leet 

‘Chokecherry: bloom 5/6 ---- ~~ 5/16 +10 5/20 +14 5/27 +21 5/21 415 peed 

American Elm: ponkt ripe 5/ 14 =e — Sirs Ee 5/ 26 +12 of 3 nec 5f 30 | | ees = ! he | 

Silver Maple: fruit ripe 5/15 noe ---- — _—- ---- = 5/31 +16 —— mae | | 

Sugar Maple: pollen 5/15 -—— none wees wee W7(7) — -28(2) 5/19 + ane sa5o 

Black Raspberry: bloom 5/ 23 5/27 . +4 6/13 val sea foe Sie Hes G/5 | ei | [ 

Black Locust: bloom 5/29 5/27 -2 6/15 +18 === oe a a seg o/9 SUL ff ee 
Average lateness for May~------------------- 15 days Saisie



; ANIMALS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STATIONS PLANTS : 

Aver. Aver. 
Item, Species 36 337: 3839 sik SC (days) Item, Species 36 37 38 39 ose eH (ays) 

February-March February-March 

, CARDINAL song : 39 usa 5 [ 
PHEASANT crowing 9° | 31 4g | 61 - 31 

3a MARSHHAWE 16-13] 33 -22 -33«-7 
6 BLUEBIRD JQ Ode iP G9. @  -9) a7 jeu 13 
7 E. MEADOWLARK .-7 -1l =7) 82> 115 5 : 
9 REDWING 15 22 «M6 14 20 
11 ROBIN 10 2 13 16 
15a CANADA GOOSE 9, 2 135 (21) 32° 2 | =23 B4 : 
19 woopcock CSF 9 18 -2 , 
20 FOX SPARROW 9 ill 11 1 24 SILVER MAPLE 2: Jie Ol emBa ay. : 

josAae + 
April : April < | 
29 BIUE HERON 6 S| 238 12 12 
30 COWBIRD 29 o WwW 0 12 
32 FIELD SPARROW 10 5 -1 21-14 11 4-7 2 | 
34 PHOEBE 7-22 a 1 tT 1 
35 WILSON SNIPE Of eO taal ae -3 «216 3% ALDER mg 2 3 
4O KINGFISHER 291 36 | 1h 1g 15 9 18 
52 TOWHEE ° 24 14 1732 18 0d 53 DUTCHMAN'S BREECHES 2) a1 |-6 j1 2 
54a CORMORANT =19 2 17 -1 “4 4 55 PUSSYTOES TI =12—=1 
61 BROWN THRASHER - 27 -1 Hoey £15 58 BLOODROOT 13115 93 GIA 4 
64 AMER, BITTERN § 12] 13 7 ur 27 13 68 JUNEBERRY D 13-21-28 

69 MARSH MARIGOLD 10 T 3 E 6 1 
72 WOOD ANEMONE QO | 21-3 

10a au 
May May 

86 KINGBIRD 14 5 3 -7 6 2 78 HOARY PUCCOON 15 a 2 6 
90 BALTIMORE ORIOLE 6 eee 1 9 Tyee = | 
91 CRESTED FLYCATCHER -2 -9 10 +5 8 2 92. WILD PLUM ¥ fa Seas Seay peat ae 
97 RB. GROSBEAK 9 5 5 0 0 0 94 CHOKECHERRY 2 2| Bag 
104 WOOD THRUSH 8 6 3 2 10 100 WHITE TRILLIUM -7 53 415 6 

| 108 LILAc 2 31 23 1 6 | 
125 WOOD SORREL 1 6 -2 9 ¥ 
129 COLUMBINE sh = Fo To | 

: 130 LUPINE + 915 | o| 0 | =3 | 
: 134 WILD GERANIUM 7 | eS. 6 | ae 5 

T t ; i SHOOTING STAR 5 tot ey } 
142 KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS 7 ho 3 | | 
146 PINK PHLOX ged au S 4 
157 BLACKBERRY 2 0 ri Ca ee 

5fiels. 12f61\5. 

June June eae | 

160 LATE PUCCOON 1 a2) 32/14 
168 SPIDERWORT -4 5 =6 | 12-0 | 

| 180 WHITE CLOVER rhea 1) lege $e 
182 BLACK LOCUST 0 17-1017 

195 FIREFLY yy | =3 2 188 KRIGIA BIFLORA i a2 =12 . =6 
| | 189 LYCHNIS | 2 Be Yh ° See 

196 MARSH BLUEFLAG 3 - 2 
197 GRAY DOGWOOD T =2 fio 0a 5: : 

| 206 FIOWERING SPURCE -8 -22 -1 0 | 
213 BAPTISIA LEUCANTHA y 23a 
225 ELDERBERRY S60 heap are a 

| 228 BLACKEYED SUSAN 7 o} ; 6 Hesue [ee 
ib ORANGE DAY=LILY Qq.10 -2 

: t 2h6 NEW JERSEY TEA = S— e 3 | j 

July-August July-August 

249 HOLLYHOCK 2 16) 6 1 6 | | 
255 BLUE VERVAIN P10. 18} 27 28 

t + 270 LEAD PLANT 5 516-14 te 
292 CICADA QO} de | 4 9 305 LIATRIS PYCNOSTACHYA 3 | Qi h9 U7 a5 siete tah 

321 BURDOCK 5 9| 8s 6 
; + 334 LESSER RAGWEED fp Sit 3 ee 

| | : | EB Bs ee ae 
Average difference, February to August, between Sauk and Dane Stations 

38_ {2086.5 days | WO S168 es day s | 
Dizference according |to |Hopkins Lew should be -q---——q--s-- 4 snmemsens 165 days mqnn anna ann nnn nna erento nn ae eee es Cee



rv a ee a «se ee a —— an 

v 
- 5 

| ‘Table 1-2 Phonology for Jamary-Fobruary 

Specten, Station, a 3 Sel ake Specten, Station 
ee ee ae ———— SF a eee 

Pras Le ee ‘Inerges from hibernation, 16 RASTER MOURNING DOVE (Zenaidure mscroura carolinensis) Migrants arrive. 
Sik & Dane 229 alee aah ler ya 2g elt ats, yes 2s af Sank: —_ — _ —_ —_ ano — Ws wy W10 by Ws vee (ve 

yf ems ma on dG ae wea ace: wie yen yer wee ee T 

: 7 IE) Dane: wes yn ote alee ahs ~ 2he 2/20 26 — ahs yt ‘TARTEVORM (Iunbricus terrestris) On surface of ground. 

Mostly from Journal of Albert Gastron, Prairie » Wis., for an aren at the no corner of ZL ie eo ee eS af Bate aa Sars ome ot Ss mecenses van sorte 62 Bene County, 15 3977, 1980) 20M, oat Dane: ee a xe a _ v6 — ver _ a x (s/23) 

py % eon ( | ine eat 18 WISCONSIN RIVER (in Fairfield Tomship, Sauk County) 

Pa 2 Toe breaks: ss Ba, Sen Tie a. Tare gd ite Sane Tae uae : vast ya yn yet sho vey 

‘Dene: ate ao 7 50: an 20 aie ahs. ae cuew in fleet - wy 329 ype wet wR Sad = none weg none 3/20 a6 

/d Ga. i 19 WOODCOCK (Ehilohele minor) Arrives. 

; seat — — = yn ve M5 sa Wu sas es 
saks  Aesdoaraeaow Dane: wie wie wi yu yew ‘eo wer 3 ~— wi war ve 

mb 20 FOX SPARROW (Pasarella i2teca iiiscs) Arrives, 

ae, Station, ec wetices Oe ies waa = See a a sak we OD Sekt — ans et — wes eb 
ee ane ys kes Gas 39 we tS see ve ahs ia 

pm asm tat) Ariens 2A SPRING CAUOERNORM (Ealeserite veranta) AtIt aothe ascend treen, 
Socket a 24 ae ans 3/30 ag wes 2fer 2/25 23) yh Sout ee ss as = — W6-1 3/3089 fare? = abe t-W233/23-Wa ae 

Dane ws Jt. Ql ate ys war ye yoo— ye 3h Ascent As doteoted by trapring 4a rings of tanelefoot, Caterpitlare descent to yupate during May, 

4 PHEASANT (Phastsmus colchicus torguatus) iret crowing. 5 22 TROPARD FROG (Bane pintene) Tiret seen on land, 
x ae a a — win vt ae |W 2 85 ete Un a fe ys we sia tise 

er Wa 35 wy waa 2/20 aes 2he ve 6 oe me 
23 CRICKET FROG (Rena palustris) First heard calling, 

oom. ( Raerger from Mbernation, v arnt mats) Sere we ee ee a ee ee 
Dane: ~— ean a yas yy — yes was ate aes v9 ue 31% Si 3 Dane: ae it — - oe coe ce ya — Se by 15 (3/26) 

6 © BWRRIRD (Siolis siadie sists) Arrives, 
Bd 

: A Live eyectann taken at Prairies Sac Mash 31, 1945, was Wdontified aa thie apectes, though previously called Yepring peepert. It te 
‘Sake — 3A 6 yn by 18 by 3/30 weg aya 5 3/0 v7 ye Delleve! the ontire record in for cricket froge, bat in ang event 1t represents the first sudible amall frog, 

Danes 36 oy w6 2les we yg 3/20 WE yey wD 24 SILVER MAPLE (Acer saccharinun) “he 
7 TASTERN MMADOWLARK (Sturnelle sane ment) Migrants arrive. ‘euks. loves Wate open = oe eo 35 AR Whe Ws wa Ws we aia“) 

Sauk: — way ang _— a 3x0 wes sar by 8/20 ty Ws by 3/23 AT ripe samares fall =--~ — _ s/z0-6/3 6/87 15/23 5/20-5/25 52th S/2T she 5/25 

Ro: ay Mies Seo ie JS Vay A 6 ais yaw yo yu Vo pai te pai ah Ys ae 42 as wo ee Was20 Wi6-W/23 3/17-3/26 2 

Bagh stantnate flowers felt oe — _ ae WT wes (way 
(Taine striatus griseus) Bnorges from hibernation. yt ome corpo ( : az a pies i. a Sees ripe eameras fal === ao _ _ — oe Pee ee 

Denes Zn as st - kd fe : 1n 1905 Loafing began at the ond of Dloontne ant wns completed n aonth later. To 19M% leafing began # weak after the ond of bloom ant 
A : we wild, lt, ms completed fof days. 

REDWINORD SLACYBIND (Agelaiua phoeniotus artelenus) Migrant nalee arrive, 
Sou — gee — ows wv) ys wef B/S BI 5 

Dane 2le3 alg ws we 3 war eo a5 2123 ales yu aler 

10 “BRONZE GRACKLE (guiscalue quiscula seneus) Arrives, 

Dene: we yar ve | y/a0 yi yD aT yes ys 3s 

31 NORTH (Surdus starstoriue staratoriua) Mlgrante arrive, 
| sextet = Bie ae ais — wie v9 wea - was 3g 

Danes ane af 36 9 wa A sho 36 was we gle 3 

f D113 ¥ 
12 PRAIRIE MOLE (Scaouse aquaticus machrimis) Active runs on surface, 

peas wane es ve ee V5 W6 we was afer = ag fat 

15 FILOMER (Crechus vootiferus vociferus) Arrives. 
sexe: ae Se ese stp cpt Spurge 6 ~- 6 M9 = (sie) : 

. Danes a MT x6 319 WS 3h ng als ales wes ath 6 ¢ 

2s mom nar (Wyotie Iasi fumme luctfues) Firing. , 
Dane: SR eS ih eg mm Od 

15 TAKE WIWORA at uadtvon. Ice brew. | 7 
ae afar aja All va ve the ae a7 7h a ae 

; 15a CAUADL GOOSE (Brenta conuiensia) Arrives: 
L ‘Sankt a va ye yu wR 130 weg wT 3 yu by W230 Hee 

Dane: ye ye wh Ws 6 hg 

N FF



Table 4 Phenology for Aprit 

Specten, Station, sie Species, Station, 
tte 1935 1956 129 1938 1939 aso agin Agha 13 aghs ighs nee bass 1935 19396 1937 1938 1999 10 PCy we ss ag 1s - 

ee ee 

25 LAKE MENDOTA at Madison 38 Tosstmia (Torerthie mavens) tao 
Tee breaker “3/28 30 apy sie ape ane 49 ie sin 39 3ieo w/a Bee en — = = . = WRB ne NAT Seen ND 

‘The averege date for the period 1853-1940 was April 6. See Wing ( ), page 158. ‘XO MASTERS BELTED KINOFISHER (Hegncerrle slavon aloron) Firet migrants arrive. 

26 SHUME CABBAGE (Srmplocarmus foetitus) ra ie: a ve ed 315 ws ‘ig. ew tw lego 
Seukt in pollen — = — ease = wpe 3/30 — Pe “3/20 (wn) Donen ee sn wey 3 ya ye _ 3/20 3/26 yp wie olay 

Ly 27 SHIVM sPEMOPRILE (Citellus tridscenlinestus triseces}inestus) Brereee Mi wemtcan iM (Ulgae seericsan) 
Daner we as wo up we We ae gfe up wns wee We Senkt lover vate open ——= _ -_ _ aps w= apo _ ye he 

dfj0v flowers tm pollen — = mah thao et zat ftet th 
pe MONmETBO Clout MOPTERTY CAgiatgantiong) Piret een, 4 . fruit ripe and falling -_ oo — shes i — ws Che 

Sauk & Danes 3/26 iw am see =P spe wpe — wns ue sax Me 1” at tite vite ome EL = at pas As a ES Ws ans 

‘he THLLOW-BELLIND SAPSUCKER (Sphrraniqus varius varius) Arrit flovers tn pollen — ee _ — net oer Ape W/r-n/26 om 

| fae ae _ — yn — ee 5 —_ ws wr Ne corremvood (Homsine taltotdes) B esis ys mai 
oy OT cae (eden huacshins basotinn). Arrive. “ho MH Tosnt otentante ensrine tn otien “ELL —_— —_ — _ ans — Hees sleasleo ofa 

seo: — Ser eal) a sfes we uns ee we nae 2: We 10 19M5 the stantnate flovers and flover scales fell Merch 26429, snaedtately after the cessation of pollen, Loafing folloved blooming, ; 2 : The earliect sends Dev on April 26, Dut seeds were still Dlowing wp to June 15, 
Danes 38 yy wa 3g wae eg see we 3) ‘3/20 3/18 3/es 

‘M3. PUSSY WILLOW (Salix dtesolor) ¥ 

. 30 COWRTRD (Yolothrus ater ater) Arrives, Sar apo JAS Mae cos uo — nee nT eo 
Sewer — — — = ¥Je0 W300 ape hee ae we 323 4/6 
Danet 323 afar 3/2a 33 afee “30 3x. we yye0 4/9 3/9. 3/25 V % many cRowroo? (Ranunculus fesctoularts) 

sie fests tn toon = - - oS) ler ee eee ae 2} F 2 
32 PASE FLOWER (Anemone zatent) Tent inne 5) Fee ae eae, ay <Z 4/20 im — "Sse W65/eu An) 

- eee ce os on one pa war ao aye ape a 323 MIT aad 

tn Bloor — wy s/t resize sage tujomeejoe res Ufraccfr Utne wfrows/1e Sabah 4/2 OT Sunes (Temaal officinale) (29 P 

Denet tn bloor % a a g 21 a jae a yn Way 24/7 Who Dane: 4m bloom a — — —f/ ups WtH5/23 1/2 15/23 Wizesfeo (upd 

x 
32 FIELD SPARROW (Spizelie pusilla pusilia? Arrives, ph mmr (Gasacten acutstebe. en /zerisens) 

meas sess aaa yar ser wr was we une ws wr ses Sit Danes in boom a Oe ed 
ee syee “ see we beth yee wee pe us ye Me Ces ; ee 

es ares cites aniston) ia Gage a me ea ee rr 
esa ee ais ahs as ist eh ws oor aie ees On) tn 1905 the staninate flovers fall tmadiately after pollen ceased, Loafing Degine vith pollen and te completed in about 3 weeks, 

, Panet to polten — — —_ Ys 5 f- ya sister ea N/ghiey 3/1ae3/26 Hs Ne UPLAND PLOVIR (Bartromis longlosuta) Arrives, (Dates up to 1943 from Buss and Haweine ( ).) 
fe eeaing dost fe att sboth geek atte ther Moe cael to Der pole tn AAS the Tea Yul etegnt wn te cthtn fy a te ms ss le lO ll! “= wo 

3h PHOEBE (Ssvornie nhoste) Arrives, So Sue niga): 

Sankt —_ _ 4/9 ue sft ane — — u/s byz0 ye MT RSI Nee. = vai oe — = ne wae “9 ae yw 

Danes 3/23 uy M2 32a a= Hy v= 329 ‘ie ee SAT 50 RSD CHAR (Juniperus virginians) y 

* as ee) Se ee eee ¥ 
3S WILSOW SWIPE (Capella delicets) Firet nigrante arrive, Gevkt to pete fest eer kT TD \ 

Souks — wig br KT ty IT wr was wae 3 war —_ wes WT "1 TASTERY HEWIT TERUSH (ByJocichle guttete fexeni) Arrives. } 

Denet wea 2179 — 327 wa 70 26 327 ape aad sien 3/22 ‘Sewer _— upg — _ —_ — — _— ape ans — on / 

Danet sie 329 wer sree WK M5 aps 3/25, => ape ey TD 
36 RUFPED GROUSE (Bonase urbeliue usbelive) Firat drone, us 3]26Y 

sant —_ wing 3/e0 emt NAGY tebe WIN Messe. g/d WerIs Tene Ee a9: sun em wren (Cantus erisbceshdbainnd ecrtbcembibala) crtven. 
‘mere we alrost no drumming in 19h] at the Souk etetion, Dut 2 neste were found, and the uaual crop of young wie produced Seukt 3/29 _ — wf20 —_ wee _ aps 5 — wee 

Danes geo Set Wtf an a5 ys wm 1S 
37 quartso ASrE” (Zopstue tremsloties) uliqy 

LA sues tn gotten —_ — _ — war up a _ - yes c/a) oy sercunts'a tenmreee: Geiatatun Goiacan’ 
Danes in pollen = BB — — a ae — apo apr sis 8/7 tons eae —_ wa = — rast Nfemt N59 Neg 5S Yes 55 aN 

1s spectes ie genettenlly variable in bloosing, leefing, and fruiting dates, fe could not relate there vertstions to ether sex or * j Wo 
Tile tetetat 1s Srrctcceatlag clones often dtoplayel the‘ tene phenslogy. ‘he encliea seeds ta 1305 Sev an April 26, Mh eariieet serene a MES man pr 
ee ne ‘The leaves turn yellow and die about two weeks after the last bloom, This is the earliest "fall color*, 

38 ALDER (Alaus incene) sh PURPLE (Erogne_eubis eubis) 

Ve taut tm votten _ = 3/201 res wayr wee Na N/H/23 tog WB » mee se F 
. ness a panes ae By — Ue es ier syeo spores satsies on a he ee) tee ye ee eee 

Dane 3/38 ~ ws wr 3fee ym ap a5 wee 6 3 

|] %% Doomn CRESTED ComoRAIT (shalaaracorex esr tus sunita) 3 J 
‘ — = we “s WaT wag ya waz wir wie v6 M6 -Wag- “Ug 

Danet va ll We wg Weg v9 _ — war ae yw Wag 

| S a



- 

Species, Station, 2 avers Specten, statton, 
aver 

Tiew 1935 a9 1937 19 18 0 an a 3 io woe Thee 1935 1936 1937 1938, 1959 190 ag age 19h, ce igs we 

5 Pussrr03s (kntenneris munds) Th Sowarre (Coline vizginianue vingintams) Piret "ooWnite® call, 4 

Sankt firet dioow — el oe —- wer wer wes yes ajar yn 820 Seukt _ — ow sles ft 6. wer sie wes feo wes wpe eg 

‘boast ta She = = oe rs cee feo pos Bs — yasns ens pane she seo Wag —- Ww — ww _ — ang sey 

oop Axmca 

‘56 MORSETATL (Zguisstus arvense) 
‘72 Wimmwaewm (Anenone guinovefolis ver. interior) 

Dane: tn pollen _ _ _ ios _ jer anger — 5 /eh Wo-s/is 4/20 yea = — wh —_ sft Waser W/a5e5/16 5/55/30 5/TH5/23 W/12—5/18 S/R 

trans tn viene W960 SLD ees Nat ty SSE 

‘57 TOOTHWORT (Dentaria Ieciniate) 
: 

‘Dane: in Doom _ — — — — _ Anser — — 5/65/20 4/5/16 (4/20) jo ee (Zepthoxylum spericenue) A) ie 

Saukt fret polien — ae _ — sar wpe 4/25 sn one ah 

ee ee) 
eating in 19h began three days after ftret Dloom, and wan completed 16 days later. 

‘aukt 2 Doo -— -— - — est Waysfno fet MyMfee Nat 

See ue sla RAR a i ED ae ang-t wiast desfa Whes/s S26une 4/5 

) 
yp? mur wars (hase slatanoliee) 

Danet ta pollen = 2 — — ny eS em CL 

© srnrm0 OMA (oats and barley) planted at University Farms, 
Danet ¥/e0 aps sis wy wer Wo Wee aT wee sp siete 

Data from Prof. H. Is Shane, Dept. of Agronomy, College of Agrtentture. 
: 

61 BROW THRASHER (Tozostoma rufus) Arrives, 
seve — ps ~ wo wee apg Mes sai wpe ¥/20 

] Dane: wer apes po 3/20 ajar they 4f20 wer wer wee we WAT 

62 CAREX (Carex connerlvenige) 
‘Sauk? in pollen —_ — ~— = oe — os fret 5/te5/16 tet (4/23) 

Daner tn pollen ~ ~ — a te apy apg _  sfs/~  Mfesuj2o WT 

63 SAND BAR WILLOW (Se1iz_ interior) 

Danes f3ree voce — _ _ Se ae ee! SS a sho WE ure) 

‘thin potion 10 extremely variable in both Dloosing and fruiting dnte, In 1945 the Firat cotton Dley on May Te Pollen and cotton were 
Tate epettee tat tueee Through Janey anf cotton vas bloving en late aa July 13. ieaflng wtertes 2 vesve before the first pollen, 

| Qs AMERICAN BITTNRN (Bolarus lent iginosus) Arrives. ' 

sxe — — ee aa sa way wes es wer Maya 

Danet uno upg as 4/9 ano 9 ¢ J 6 ape 310 see — wn 

65 MAOHOLIA (Megnolie soulengians) ‘| 
‘Danet in bloom _ — — — — S/26—t wer —_ _ w/y0-5/9 /25) 

66 smupremtbpunss (Caneelle Buree-pastoris) i 

‘Seukt first bloom —_ _ _— _ _ ws wea st 53 us w/ee 

a ‘BELLNORE (] . 

Danes in bloom ap 5 - zh I ee — ast weet yams SMlosfes Mazsfen ¥/26 

son 
65 eupmoum rar (Agelanchier caneteneie) 

auxt in Dioom —— wy 5/8 Wfezesf2 | ite Mames/T fans S/ts/ig W/ae-b/23 fee 

| Danet in Doom _ —_ — et Naesie3 5/519 Sfosfy N/a 

the dudding period as between yoors has varied from five days to two weeks, apparently depending on current weather, Loafing ané blooming 

ig Deda Perse oe TerieaSe the laetee betag couplsted before the eed ef Bloom, 

6 MaRS MARIOOLD (Ca)tbe velustris) 

sents tn i008, oe, Memsles - sitesfas Matt Met tof — ws 

Danes in Vicon Was TAO ye LAs aerated Meet Wlem5/30 5/20 Wee 

7o Amsts (Arabis Iymata) 
ear fiat Doom — = =— =| 7 Ne _ fs ya 29 

Danet ftr0t dieon _ S = oS = \/eo so — why (H/20) 

Mate epectes tne no step tomminal date, In 1945 straggling Blooms oocurred through July.



‘Table 5 Phenology for May 

Specten, fatten, is Soecten, station, a 
‘Thee 1935 1936 3937 1938 19399 alo aga age 1945 a9 1945 tee Thea 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 a9 aghe 1943 a9 195 nee ee a ee eR a Be See eee 

= 69, RASTHN WARBLI¥O YIRRO (Yireo etivus gilwas) Arrives 
SMALL MlommEED cHOMGOT (Ramuemu}us abortivus) 
bese! : - Bae’ aoe Ca wT — od we 5 9 by 12 by 5/28 5/5. 

Ropes ey Ve eh ee 
v shig sae Wailer o/a) Paso s/s 3 s/s wx s/s she sa 5/9 = 5 6 5/6 

Bette bees —— tng esse Wasa WT 
ES 90 MALeTvON onIOUE (Ieterws galbula) Arrives 

‘(roglotytes neton) a ee ie — wi — wee — gyn we sh sie soit Is 
Gee nn ei oes BES ea eee 8 pet Tsk ks Wk kG Danes wis wae ae war yes Sa wis Wee wes yes Wes Way 

nessa vias 2 woREMEN CMEST:D PLYCATORER (arsine oriaktus terms) Arrives 
‘(irzthrontan geerioamm) 

Sets tn theoe sexe te sis sty SI 5/5 

y ae |. ia) pean | eee ee ee ee Daset si sie war ve 6 si wa sls 53 sax 9/3 
ee ae = = a Wea Wes om /se5145 W/a0-5/20 25 Ste V 

78 moar FLCOON () 92 WILD PUM (ramus emertosna) 
(Li thospensye canescens) eee perio ee Be a es 3/30 

= Wo Fy UP NS Masts seaty gray shes wine a2 1s eo Loa Bee ee ce Ea Sa ee Lee 
pe eee eet eos Se ee Bl ped ee ci ee 
Strageling Yiova oosurred for a meek to 10 days beyond the regular blooming period in each of the last tree years, nie a ype Slesfze Shhmslzn ean Wen 
ey Goetteg bectss rite PicGaing, wt apletos Uotare tn ook oe Kaen, 

8 93 FIN CHERRY (Eris pensayiwantos) 4 Bebsi8 babe a 5] Zz, sfa-t SIin6/ 5/12-6/5 WI y0-5/23 Was-5/31 S/-6/4 —Bfaa-6/2 Wan-6/6 5/2 o sy Abs ees a ae Nas! als 
cence ee ae yen ee wnslatwey = im = = 2 y a Been 

A few aatum Dloome were oren in Sauk County Sept. 20, 19H, Tawi 8 Beem 

80 amsrs g& CHORE cHPRRY (Brame viretntann) 

Sekt 12 Vion ——- a es 2 ; Siesta bi08 = oS == slosh sfaetfa5/an 15/29 sfzmnsleg slat 9/6 
ca) eee ehamae 22 ieee se ahve eee: sss Sahin SLE ayn en mee eel MTD 9 

1 iva arnch (Bebae nisra) eating 44 completed Just before vfobdtng begins, Tn 191% loafing took 19 days Am both Sauk ant Dane, Tiower buts became visible after 

mss 12 Voce -—- ee ee as ee ga a ye Jenting 4 one third compieted 

Inafing degan with Dlooatag in 194i, completed by May 51. 95 MammaMRA (Harbarea vulgaris) 

2 som omar (Reams mata Sours tp Bose SS ee ee ee 
Bio! n bode ee eka An Mioom ewe ae Was8 9 Sloesl27 SfaTeslo5 Wesf20 5/3 

‘The leafing period colacides with the blooming reriod. 96 LOUSEWORT (Pedtcularts cnnwtenais) 

e cee smut 12 Dee ee ee ee 
(Tiola pewt Mtommees) fi : tn bloom = — —_ —_ =< = _ ~~ —- W29-5/19 ek ms oe as te 

ay wae 97 ROSE "ROASTED OROOREAK (Jndrmndes Lutowictamsa) Arrives (akants sasetiisolis) fas a sho nes = — sha sie wn — 6 —— 5/6 fea: fet bieon Beh) ae aS ' ; 
a PE Nades ye Teal» yt me Tt. wt a ot 

98 BOSOLINE (Dolichouya orreiverus) Arrives 85 raven BISOH (Betula meurritera) 
ee) a . Beats pe ste: eee mee: ee 

if Ee hee Danes We ole Mees WI 
86 RASTER KIOSTRD (Syranmus tresnmus) Arrives 

99 SORTETRK YELLOWTHROAT (Qeothiynte trichas Brachidactria) Arrives fests — es ve sh sie ie wen Shs gfe Ze a pI toon heard eel tw sn (sIt) 
Danot 6 3 war wa W9 5 vrs f9 a st she 5/2 ees wer a 5/5 siz 5/5 5/6 5 W530 wee W30 We s/ 
urs (ouarcua borealis var. gist roan oe Sees : rn Re L, too arm TULIO" (Gediun gnats) te vison 

a Boe gee eae ee sates 12 vi00m ee 
ese pees a eo oie aa Ser i | Vee 

‘The four species are sit tST1YElike ia their spring phenology, In 1944, pollen developed 4-6 days after the catkins appeared, whereas / 
tn 1945 about 3 weeks elapsed before pollen appeared. In both years leafing began with the first catkins, but completion of leafing required 
oy Finer an 1944, but ae — in 19%. In 1945 the catkins and young leaves of any onks were destroyed by frost, Some such trees 201 CRATARGUS (sp) aot complete felonting wall Janes 

fats (one plant) in bees eet tin hips fasfen ID 

eae ‘anette bloom - — — _ - _ — —/a6-5/26— sfa-t (5/9) 
Seikt (one plant) 4m blooa --— — — _ wea a 5fig-s/27 25-517 (5/5) 
eet aoe ia an ae ATES Bua etd oe sae cee. Sfs-Gah (50) 102 BEAREEGRY (Arctostaphylow Uva-urst) 

feats tn boos eT RS nt remo Deo (5/8) 

‘103 ASIATIC HOWEYSUCKIE (Jonicera tatarica) 
Belew mem: Sie San



‘Spectes, station, ver Species, Statio sree “thee 9 136g 1938 9 190 ig age agky gk 0g me ie ata 1939 wo agatha 1 aah ae ae ee piece ao He ce was eee _ 304 moat wooo ssn (SyLectehia mateniza) Arrives 121 mpm riomrmme (Ghurdatiee aizer staat) asrives 
Sent secal ‘eee Se s/t Sc fad 5/10 3/9 5/9 wT wT 8 Sauk: —_ — _ a _ -— — 5/16 lr wr by 5/18 (SI Dane! os sie war y30 6 was sm sé _ 5/5 Wie Yes ion she sit 5h ss wag she sis IM se sa vo 6 

105 INDIAN SWEET ORAS (Bierochlo# odorata) 
122 SWOAR MAPLE (4oer saccharas) Sexi tn bloom _ _ Wer Heo sft 15/8/69 Sag Wages He een cation ame << = — yt eet oy 

206 TRITIUM (S412ius recurvatua) 5 123 WILD CHERRY (Proms serotina) 
Yv fi ‘aan es ae we = — a Dane: tn bloom = a ae it gia aa == yesh) Weesler sie yy Meet tn Voom — - ster ir s/s0-6/6 one 

4 Dane! in Vlocm hee ~ _— — — os a _ 5/26-6/8 5/19-6/5 (5/3) 107 MASTERY WHIFFOORTITZ (Antrostomme vooifeme voctferus) Arrives 
Sauk: —_ _ = = 517 a 5/9 s/s 56 wy 5/37 5/0 Ak TALSE SOLOMON'S SEAL (SaiJacina stellata) 
ane: sls yeu se wis Wes war a5 — om wes Wee Sse tn Moo ae —— WAGs Sleytr S/o6/2—Sfel6/5 5/19-5/31 S/T 86 

5\r v Danet tn bloom —_ Bre _ _ _ arr 5/25/27 W2n5/27 208 LITAC (Syringe vulgaris) 
/ Seukt (one plant) flower bade vietble. _ — — = wae was sit yi he me 

=e ned a — 5/25 = SIG 16/3 5/95/30 5/55/25 5/10 7, Dane: (Syringa vulgarte var, Claute Bernard) 12 leon a waft WY 305/23 5/207 5/65/28 Wrzs/I6 5/4 copes as ‘i 7 Hee Ag ses 2905 record tor Dene te for an early variety, 3.y, Clune Bernard. Usafing beciss 3 - 4 veoks before first bloom ant ia com ence — oe tela tt yt SVemes S/ 56/17 aT 
v Danet tn bloom — —_ _ ~/ay ver Wxer yeast — 5/206/12 5/16/16 5/13 109 SCARIER TAXAOER (Eiranen errthronelas) Arrives = hor fa a on 

Dane: 5/8 5/6 by 5/36 sit 5/2 sae pie 5/36 W530 sa sfa. s/n ee VIRGINIA WATERLEAY (Sydrovhyllum vineinteme) 
than to Vinee ete — a _— _ slat ast —— (5/19-6/15 5/17/22 5/47 120 Jack PI (Emus Dastatane) 

eee ies aad = = 5/30-1 se 5/25/13 a= Sf ees/25 5/68/15 5/2 ies -MUBHYED oRASS (Serrinchivm camestre) 
Sekt in blocs —_ — amt sft tas get slaeels slat B/aH6/27 8/29 322 TIDIGO BUNTING (Faeserinn cyunen) Arrives Tones 48 vows a ia = — a saat —— ir —— IKE (5/19) See — = _ = = sy = 89 — wel 5/20 (5440) 

Dane shiz 5/9 5/16 5/6 56 hp be 5/5 5/9 by 5/16 shar sk Silo 129 COMBINE (Agutlegin conatonsts) 
FH Sauk! An blocs —~ = tH It SGI 5/9-6/a3% Slagle 5/z0-6/1308/18-6/28 5/39 ‘112 BLUR PHIOX (Phlox dtvaricate) 

F Vo sauct tn boom “os — EE 5/96/7S/6L—SIaB6a5 6/5 5/56/10 5/12 O oaa tae Su DAA jet ind. =: Sfp pe ee ee mene SER ye oR Wem 
‘130 WOPIME (Lupinus perennis) a ae Spine ain) Beergee SSE wie on Als oe me ae ws sh5 va a 

aa nas a War ae ae ah = = pz 5/20 (5/22) iodide. = —_ = es === 5/95/29 5/17-6/7 S/28-6/i7 5/25-6/17 S/ai-1/4 5/20 
11 Jae Do OE PULTE (ardepman trisbrlis) seed pode ripe, opening —_ — — m Wfereb/25 Sfarn6/25 fast ant 1/se7/t 

Dane: _ — — —_ _ — she Wert — sfer—5/c0-6/25/15-6/4 S/n Denet in dloow oad ane. oe Bag a samt = a> 5/25-6/28 sfai-6/24 (5/23) 
BST espe; openang: + — — _ _ —_ —_ —_ s-  WeTAT ; ‘115 TIED STRAWBEREY (Pragaria vinetatana) 

On Joly 8, 1945, om the Untveratty Arboretum about 2:30 Pai, a large patch of lupine was ripening ite yous and projecting the seeds, The Souk! 19 bloom ay oo — —_ 5/is-r — 516-7 — sf20-1 4/23-6/8 Sie sonst of bapring. yo could be beard while approaching the Fath, tnd the projected seeds could be seen flying Uirongh the aiz to 0 ttetense 
Stik tas id sft ae — ott Wt ghee Yes fe . 

131 OcRDer AIASURE (Ziska aurea) 
vy WILD CRAB (Ermua ioensie) ye Seer! — aS a — = -— sig-t —— — 5/20-6/17 5/30-6/27 (5/20) Danet tn bloom — Pe SBT SIT5IIS Slater sfages/26 Wis-s/ae s/i2 

‘252 SPTmamA (Sotraen van doutets) 217 sacon"s LaDTmR (Rodenontum rentans) ase: in blocs _ = — — _ 16 SIs 6/16/39 s/2t-6lw 5/26-/12 5/20 ‘Saukt in bloom — —_ ne _ <7 ~~ —_ 5/13-5/31  5/19-5/29 5/5-5/25 (5/12) 
Dene: in bloom — — _ — = Sint West seat fale /32. Wate /38 5/7 153 BASTARD TOADIIAK (Commadra uabe}Jata) 

futon 10 Vese se ae ve —_ 5/25-t — s/9- S/3i-t 5/20-6/5 5/197 Sak 11 RED OTE rOoWCOD (Cormue atolonstara) sal eae ate ate ss = aT ae — shssler (/e) ane: A dices —_ a _ — — om —_ a sfeebles 5/7-6/6+ (5/22 
254 WELD GERANTUY (Geranium anculatus) 119 ‘IOMOWWRANY TARSIER (Protonotarta cltres) Arrives ale aioe ag) Th —_ — out a= /s-6/13 2-66 sfar-6/a5 s/38-6/37 s/n sak she 5/9 tw 5fth Ih se ws Shb sie emt aS ‘ieee ee as oe _ sit slat slat S/aget sities 

120 CATBIRD (DuneteLia carolinensis) Arrives 
135 YELUOW wooD SOREL (Qralie eurones) Seas Sam ose = — a oa ae 5/16 5/9 br 5/33 by 5/18 (5/23) L ‘pean An ide ea —- = =— — —- zee13 ely 6/85 Weer — s/ze Dane 6 sie she ws ls 5/6 er W30 sis se V8 gle eerie iiss ees See ai pan — —— et slat (leg 
156 SOLMEERT (Worue alta) 

Dane: An bloom —_ — - —_ — we fanaa Blenmsle9 (s/eal 
erick =e ee oe = _ = het Gaset/e0 6/26-1



Sprcten, Station Aver Sheesos, Station aren Teen 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 sto aga isle 195, ash wih age Tes 1935 19% 193T gg aghh aghast Mage oe ee ee ee a a 
257 TOADMIAK (Jiparia canadensis) 12 MID om (Yates valving) 

Seniz tn bioce ~~ 6/6 Slew 5/20 Bfaber slas6/a5 s/a6len Slet-6/20 5/29-6/15 5/20-6/30 s/ze ede Re ee ak | el pee = eee 

gas ow eg arrearage aren leet Pe AS) rr pains eee ee ta deen — by Gals leet ests Hea 3067 t/a 
138 suOOrING STAR (Dodecntheon Mendis) trast rye m2) eet ft 

Sens An bod mn — vhs Met ttt meme, 
- tn dioce _ —_ = —- let by S22 It lest laren —5/25-6/25 s/ee te Bloom FHS H/2N6/20 (6/2 

Dene: tn bloom He Oo _ — het sit 99-610 5/6/28 she 155 00kT"S MEARD (Zracomogon uratenata) 
Deoet tm Bloom mae sfaerfi0 se T129 (82 

15% OOLDEH RLgNORT (Senecto murens) 
fieukt am Bloom m= ty 5/29 SE ae Sfetel5 GIH6/17 B/E 
Demet in bloom ——~ _ —_ _— oo —— yet —5/18-6/T—5/23-6/23. (5/28) 10 LIMOSrROMM (LAtnosserms ancuathfol4us) 

Danes tn bloom oa = _ _ = SAx12 — 6/1-6/20 5/25 155 CIWUMPOIL (Hotenttita canadensis) 

YM TALL YRLIOT LADY'S SLIPPER (Grortpedius parviflorus) . es ae ae eae ee a ee 
Danes tn bloom m= me ee aaa BIST CHD Pane: in Dlooe _ _ _ _ _ — a 5/29-6/19 5/266 s/25-6/2 (simu 

156 BLACK RASPBERRY (Rubus ocoltentelta 
‘U2 RENTUCIY BLUEGRASS (Pos pratensis) hie, << ies es _ — — —-- —5/2565/30 6/1 5/30-1 == (5/28) Smoke fAret Lown mowed ——— = a a = we sh v7 3/6 whe 

i ee el a aS ae a o Se a e feat ripe se eee Sasa STO TIS tT 
Dunes tm D908 m= mee me ns fzmetfan tte /I5 C823) tn conten —_ — _ _ she sea — sles os sia 

ae Ree = ae a cal i Ge a el (ee Brat ripe mem emma eI 
Taating 48 comoleted from to weeks tos sonth before fret bloom, 4 bat (headed) -—— Shs ss leo she ee = = = 

157 -MACrERRY (Zune sllachentensia) 
Smukt An Pom ema fag JT Sf 25HH/ 31 5266/7 GIA6/I7 5/29+6/15 6/1-6/30 5/30 

feat ripe a= 1/8 af 8 Taafe9 toal25 toa/10 1126-95 taafen—7/20-9/% Bf TS 
Wh MINTER RTE (Secale cerente) Deon tn Bloom Wate fate sfameen Wtes/26 eh 

Swat onded out (1a. bad) —_ _ _ — ee ao Is va s/s (5/25) Frutti mm tafe Tz e208 1OHG IZ 
ripe ant at = == _ _ — aS = 66 — —= 

15 SITmNSWeer (Jolama Pxoamara) 
Dane: tn Di008 — _ _ —_ — ~ _ = sfatesioe sft (5/25) 

16 PLME Patox (Bulox olioss) 
fesk: {2 diooe —_ _ AT SfaGetSla5nla2 Vass/ansIgiet 15/13. ——G/-6/50. 5/26 
Dane: An Dloos —_ = ae 5424-2 ae ot + Sfs06he s/ize/i6 5/3 

v7 mares (Yiu Jeatass) 
Sek: in bad _ —_ _ _ _ sie ss — sh va 

tn Moon — _ _ et sft slays syn sable ah 
Yanfing: Ta 190 leating began 15 days Defore budding mol was completed a week Inter and 5 days Defore Firat loom, 

is wore (Redon pedtatea) 
1% swat: ta boom, i eg ea _ _ = SING Get tosf27 trata (5/26) 

Dene: im Doon Of) en — _ _ sy MRP wy 5/261 frozen (5/20) 

103 WOODDUCK (Ate axoaaa) newly hatched brood sven with eatimated age tn days! 
Sens —_ - 3) 6/1620) 6600) 5/3902) 
Danes a _ _ —_ _ —_ — _ = 650) 

average computed hatching date, Souk and Deom) June 1 on , 

150 TmLUON stan ORASS (Bimota biceuta) 
Sekt in bloom _ _ — cond 5/261 — Sfayt /30-6/22 s/30-6/13 6/a0-1 s/27 

‘ane: An Doom — — ca —_ _ _ —- WHR Slat 6/670 

151 SHEEP SORREL (Rummex acetonelia). 
Seats in bad _ —_ — —_ — oa st st va wae f 

. tn boca -- a= SAT sfy0 IST SI3O-tlas~T/2 sfee6les lyr Gat 5/27 
Dene: in bloom — _ _ = a) srt W30-7 ~ 5/56/26 (stun)



f a i 

‘able & Phonology for June 

Spectes, Station ve Species, Station, + ver 
thea" 1935 1936 137 1938 1939 190 19h, age a9 a 19% Ne Teen 1937 1938 1939 1940 198 aie a5 ages 195 cd 

ee SS SS aaa 
159 TARVIDIA (Zaenidia intecerrins) ‘17% DOMESTIC YELLOW IRIS (Irie Clanescens) 

Dane: tn bloom i ones: — _ — 5/261 ae _ ——  r-6le7 (6/1) Seukt tn bloom rere _ _ a _ ee: That 6li-t —6/5-6/20 (6/3) 

160 Pupoow (Lithosperese carolinente) V 175 URROW (Aenidten atlletodtaa) 
Sauk: in bloom _ _ -_ _ O/rz-t 5/86/90 S/23-6/21 fer G/a-T/1 6/16/15 6/1. ‘Seukt in bloom — — am 6/91 5/30-6/30 5/30-7/19G/a-7/@a_ 6/17/15, 6/5-9/3 3 

Pane’ tn diosa _ _ —_ _ _ snr — ——- — sfeotle 5/19-1120 (5/19) Dene: tn bloom =~ = as a — = —— asim 5-812 

161 MPTISTA (Bantiaia Lecantaen) 176 AMBONE (Anemone cansdenes) 
Seale tn boo — — one oe s—- assl29 act _ _ 6h Sauk: in loom 6/15? Get SfaTeb/ak lagen zsr/1 —5/sor/a_—/3-7/e. Slaser/as 57/25 6/3 

162 wares (Yicta anmetifolia) ATT YROSTWEED (Heltantheme canetouse) 
Seats tn blooe — _ _ — _ — a GT S/30-7/4 by 6S (6/1) as cee oe ons = = = axe =e —- — Ghaz-ties 
ane! fn Bio08 1 

ene net 183) Taset'ta hiees = a ce = sleet -—- — relerr-TleeC6/3) 165 ANBWOME (4nsapne crlinirtea) 
aes et — — pet Se 5/2564 5/e3-6fan +P 6hs7 65-6 6 ie eicatx Gaal ieeniieas) 

Dane: tn i208 _ — = —~ — _ o a METIS 6h TAT/6 (6/229 on | a — = ese a 6/s5- Oat ebay Iw 

16U smAoRARK RICKORY (Curyn ovata) 179 woonc0Cr (Butlenela eines) Last reenting 
Vo See: tn potten - soo — _ so 67 8 2U5/S1 oo Sra: eT -—— oa 6ler sis ea 63+ 5/3. 66 oy 

Danet in pollen She 7 Me ee oes oo noe 5/23/28 6/96/44 (6/2) fuse ae wae os $5, disse ae 7alks fas oo ny 
‘Toe catkine appear with the leaves, bat are aot tn pollen until leafine 4 completed, 

so HITE CIOTER (Zrifottus revens) 
165 "IID ROS (oan blanta) Smiki fret bean ==> _ — 67 cn ee oe 65 on 

v Smikt {2 bloom _ a by G/M 276/17 G/F? 5 18G/Ih 825-6125 Inb/25  5/29-6/26 EF13~7/16o/2 Dane: ftret bloom === sn 529 6/3, sler oe a o sf29 in 
‘ os Lt oes x Sa ae : Se seer euade ee Teoe! tn blo08 ost sit Gler/e0 (6/2) 11 SPATFERDOCE (lias vortenatus) 

165 RED RASPSEARY: (Rubus ideews) Seak: 1p bleow — _ by 5/9 — _ G/s-8/13G/10-9/7 —5/29-8/5 —6/5-8/15 os 

Sak: tn bloom = = sa) —s seu 6h 6g Sy 2 wy 66ND Tpane: tp Dlooe === siiet sleet me sleet — = — when 
fratt fiat ripe ee re —_ —_ _ sle9 slee a Wa wis me 182 BACK 10CW9T (Hottnte Proucenewota) 

Dane: tn fratt - _ _ — _ _ ts a ATA Gl2eer/22 (6/29) gee oe = = — Sle3t5/30-6/76/9-6/33.5/z9-6/3. 6/64 5 
167 ALSIRE CtoveR (Ir4so\tua bebeius) ane: Am bls = 5f29 _ _ sles _ a  ) 

Sea firet Voss = = = = = ae sles és 62 a ats Testing ty consid wy the oloning gartod. Clones (Whicets) differ from exch other in lasttog ant booming dates, tut the trees within fo Slone leaf ao bloom tonetzer. 

165 SPIOSRTORT (Zradescwatta canslieuata) 183, IID FARSUIP (Eustinnce antes) 
ns bioom _ 70 6lo 6/30 s/30-7/19 6/7i1g sfaser/s 6/13 Seskt tn 01 Cle — MeT/3slar-bl30 6/900 H/25-6/30 /30-719 GMLe7/ag s/es-7/a5 6/13+7/20 6/2 a (un are ial os -. ds on cs! Riga RTE ear 

Dane: tn bloom _ _ Olt me se S/R meee SISer/25GteT!29 6/2 F 
i SU CANIN FRAS (Eigun entivus) 

ASOELICA (AnjeLtcn atromurmires) ae ee tn aie === le i as eas ae 5 gin 6 in 
Paso: tn boo = _ _ — get fet get 6/56/20 Slamelor 62 Herik Sie in nie in _ an ae ie a 

(Eentatenon eractlis) 170. PEITSTBOE ( 165 RED CIOWER (Irifolius oratense) 
Souk: im bloom _ — _ _ 6fe-t S231 5/30-7 6/51 sves-r— 6/16-1/5. 6/3 seus figiti00n —_ sate: a —_ _ os 6/5, oe 6/5 «en 

171 CANADA YAYFIOWER (Uatanthemn cunatonse) Dane:! i “b100m a — 67 _ _ 5/29 — 5 65 (6a) 

Saiki firet bloom _ —_ =: re on sal od 63 a Ran We 186 CURLY DOCK (Rugex orismus) 
172 Wnmane (Zarsccanme oualifolsas) Dane: in bloom === _ _ _ — ~~ —- 6/23 azs/es 6/7 

Sekt tn di00 _ o ha 529-67 GIGI G/rO-b/an 1-6/9 6/5-6/20. 6s ar bat 5 

oe PED Ors ie SE | eG Saye re ied» uaieie CL seamen | giana ae fect in Moon — 5 = — et AyY ethT «Sheth IT 
Lasting {0 completed before Ploomtng. 

18 wU0TA (Kiteda bitiora) 
‘DeWant (Rubus Cagellarie) = : Seok: tn bloom = _ = sipe6ier sista lagen shyoer/3. hehe IT 
Smit tn bloom _ — — _ 6-1 —5/29-6/11 5/30~6/2e 6/5-6/26 G/p-6/2T 5-1/3. 6/3. eaee Sateen on “om: re _ slerer sist a= 6/11-6/90—6/25-7/13 (6/13) 

fruit ripe _ = marsas = 8/90 meee reset terete 9/3 2 
‘TOWNS (Lyehnie alba) 
Smak: in Dloon =a — Chet ste eet Szs-7/26 . Sures/e 63-77 aeglage IT 
ase: tn bloom — — _ — — 6s sfagelan = s/t CL)



Species, Station, aver ‘Species, Staton, aver 
Thea 1937 1938 1939 aslo ag, ashe asi gt 195 “e Tee 1937 1938 1939 ago ag age ass oy 195 ~ 

190 ASPARAOUS (Aaparagus offietualts) 205 QUICY GRASS (Aaronrren repens) 
bn Sankt aproute gathered — - a _ SN-sle7 s/ao-5/ 15-1 Wai ft fit tm bead _ _ _ _ 6s 63 60 6/25 

ftret deo = — ower a — 5 on one wn first pollen —— _ _ Sst six ens oles 69 "5 ons 
eect ‘ aa es —_ a eet 

or /SrrraROMET (Celastrus scandens) Dane: An head ols 3 os on 

Zo. ep oo _ — —_ 5/30-7 by sin-t Glass 6 — a = cas a i = ee 
wont ta een ld _ _— _— _ _ _ — oft V- 206 miowmrwo srunan (Busborbia coroliata) . 

192 LION S9°=P LOVMiasJotne cttistoslis) Seok: in bloom a= fa5e8/20 6/71 Sie 6fassl7 eat a9 G/a-e/sk La 9f10 6S 

Smikt fret bloom = ae Ae a on 6 Ge eens oe ee = Meme a ox = = sis — een oe (6h) 
1 plant bears o few preliminary bloseoss a month before Degine, Fatlure to detect account for the Large spread Denes tn bloom =-—- a A —_ = a sits s/si-1/25 (5/30) a es tote reer eee Te ee Re ee eae 

195 AIST (Chryennthema Jeucenthessn var, ninnatifius) 207 SCUTRLIARIA (SeutelJaxia pervade var. esbicua) 
‘Sete fo Vien id —_ oe _ _ — Ost 6/1-6/20 69-1 (6/a) ‘Dane: in blow — — _ a le. 619-0 sate: =. ot. 63) 

Dane: te bloom =~ _ _ _ oa — ees twa (6/2) 
206 onowwo OmeRY (Ruvaslis virginiana) 

igh scr onANOE (Etladelshas on.) Inet An bloom =e _ — — _ “9 —- ones 6h 6/3) 
Danes in Blonm — =on ae — —_ _ salar ablee Gaet/y (6/9) isis mate seis tees 

J 196 suxsn stmriao (inte vizetates) Yq? Souk: te boos /1-t ISP ta 6/5630 6/TaT/26 Gas-T/9—_ S/aneT/5' 6/77/29 ty 
Smut tm loom ae ones sis om 1 Grier Get fazer @) ly ion oe hee — ‘es ts ols ee ee eC) 
Daves in Bless == —_ — _ — 6a 56/28 Gfao-6/en TB) 

209 (MBHRLLA-TORT (Qxvbantue ayetactoeus) 
nse: tn blocs =e - _ _ Cre _ _ —  oers (6A) 

195 PIMEYTY (Hiseciy Lasridae) iret seen 
‘sme ons a ona — sist 67 ey ens ene on 210 Stt°Y n00%000 (Gorsus ob1 taxa) 
ES ae = as ae = — 6ho on 6s ny Sauk im blooe  =ne tefl Ser Git 676/23 6-7/5 6a5-T5 zBTID IW 

es (tien salina) 21. ALPALYA (Medicago entiva) 

wee eet tet Car ferent a eee ences je ay | eee 
fetterens ee eS oo ging STITT GATT! ew _ — Wah 199 YORE SEDSTHAN (Qndiva borenie) uy 5-1 

jae = = = —— ern 6set/5 Sts Pas SND Date from Metabe and Hawkine ( , Pig 6) and Dosw ( , p.30). i 

Danet in bloom _ — —_ _ ert 6/97? _ G/t-1/16 —6/15-7/23, (6/20) 21 Warme svent C1OTmn (HeLdotus atts) 

Sask tm Blaow == =o _ Saget — en 126 als 616-9) 
200 poTsOM IVY (ie radtcane ate == = = oes — _ _ 2 a) 

fea: in been = — _ — m= syob/22 aT6l25 set Sarr one Dene tn bio Geese Uae 

Danet in bloom = _ _ a3 — a Ce Sate) 215 s'to-mr's smd (Pozgonatun Morse) 
Seok: te eos m= -~ _ —_ 6/16/25 ager get Tea 

201 SUTs (Gonstonta cerules) z es 266 26/3 
Sekt te blos _ _ — 6 ams Sag asin TIS O32 Dane: tn Boos =o a ee _ 5/26-6/21 6/i2-6/28 

216 TAM wmnow Re (Raahigtns dagrearm) 
zoe DAISY Muse GErtcoron ramos) a Mom a — — 6h = 0 

Seukt in boos _ _ ast et teB/ay Daye GIEB/10— 32 Soak: An amt Sher 6ho-rhs 6/71/10 “ ne 4 a oe 
2 aie | = = om a a = erly 6/777 (20 

ee ae ae ae = a = a sfaeafan a+ 8/201 (6/5) 

v 
‘AT FIELD SISDWEED (Convolvuius arvensis) 

203 MANERLL (Goomama rotundifolia) ae a. — — — — 1 7 Slee (hs 
Sent “tm bloom = _ wen AKT THAIS SIIB I SHT/aT—*/IE6-9ak* fz Tanet firet bisoa oh @ ) 

‘ 228 conroaLa (Zotagal solugom) 
20h TORRLIA (Lobelia snicate) ‘ Dene: in bien = os _ _ a ots —_ —-  e-rfeo—(6N15) 
a — — _ _ mre 1/30 Waste : 

Danet tn boos = ms -- —_ or _ = aT/26  GeT/28 (62) 219. iaoo8 STNDRERD (Goarolraine sentsa) 
a ae Sauk in Boon =o _ _ i 

‘Sei: im bloom _ _ 66h 6/20-1 6/i-r Cr-6lee aT 65-7 25-0 oy Dane: in tom _ _ _ _ _ — _ 5-0 G/23-9/23 (6/28) 

Dane: tn boon — _ _ _ 69-1 a= eb seis (6/9) 
220 1400 (Bromma abromarmarens) = 

197a SORTENER'S PASTC (Eustous sorttnertanss) geist bloom eT THI SIT SaBRTIO TS Tat 66 

See and Danet tn baad _ - _ wee sie alg sles 5 az, : 
tn potten — ee _ - -—- = — aes (wl) —————— 

5 _ — _ —_ 6/aa-t 81 a ot 
weed ripe a5 Ws _ _ wee eS Wer ver = 25, Ig jax 5, 

2a canst (Gataisa anata) 
Dane: tn Soos — _ ener _ _ —— ae asaya lad 

‘mite de the collective record of 10 trees in iadison, In 1945 sone individual trees An nearhy villoges Vloomed 2 weeks later. 

? 
| Crnrrere ee an yr ann tot ? 

a



Species, Stati beer Species, Bratton aver 

te 1937 1938 1999 a9 asa ase a9 ag. 195 ed a a7 1938 199 gto aa age 193 ae ag ed 

SS 
a a 

222 ‘YIROTHIA EER (Giocatens rineiniama Soreslis) iret record of: 237 9t som's wort (Breexisun perforata) 

Seis fut ret feats in Doon _ _ — Giag-1 — 6/2s-rlese G/26-T/1ge 6/29-7/17%¢ §=— A-SI 

ee ee Nee ie een tn Neen — dayne eae 
ape ae ona os on 622 ons oe ene on : : 

browsing of Bittersweet 
5 

we vonee — on ny or oer 6126 mn _ 238 CANADA THISTLE (Qhratud arvensis) : 

Sere ee. ON ou _ 65 sles _ ons ons 60 Dane: tm Mion = — —_ _ _ — peti cena Sianeli 6/26 

aoe : _ eae sles wits Hie _ : - . 
wy 129 i 

223 WoTMMVORT (Zeomurus cartincs) Dane: in bloom _ — _— _ _ —— aster f23-7/30 16-8125 (en 

Danet in Dion a _ _ — _ = Mash 6/66/95 (6/29 
‘261 GROUND CHERRY (Porealie heteromhrla) 

22h WRAL-ALL (Prunella vulearis) , Danet in bloom — — J _ _ _ _ eet me wen 

Dane: tn bloom = = ~ =_ _ r8/5 rer/29 sheaf fae (6/2) 
239 pore AND 9205 (Linaria rulaaris) 

(205 LOEHSERRY (Santuous canadensts) Sever im Bloom _ Wer = 6/ay-aage Tis-s/zor  Tr-alao —G/a6- 9/15 + a8 

See: im Doom — enrs wth ter, feather 6/T=T/20 6/TeT/t0e The wf 6/ak aa = sus ee or ae — 6 salee ere (whe 

Dane: tn bloom ~ noo _ _ = sees GfaseT/e—GaT-t—6/a6-shae (6/21) Im 1944, tn Sauk, dioom cessed during an August drouth, but remumed Sept, 1-Qot. 17. 

226 aurreD (Aeclenian saplextonulis) 2h2 COB (Cioute maculata) 

‘Smuk: in boom ~ ~ — — o — — 6/11-6/25 1/17/20 (ay ‘Sauk in bloom _ _ ~~ _ _ 18/2 6/26-8/20 — 6/27-8/17 Wis (628) 

Inne: tn bloom — — — —_ - a ohieyfs lasers (6/20) teset tn tien — —— — — — — —— — as-8/tefasafaT C625) 

227 ‘YmwuSY 10OKING OLAS (Suemularia sexfoliate) 243 THW0TmT (Phieun geatente) . 

ee ite = = eal eit a —_ Shs-1 slae-rico (6220 fea tn bent ee — _ _ — ons ong ons one 

he a tn potion by 6/2 _ fers 629 6faaarfan 6/26-7/9  SlaTeT/or-/25 a 

ee = ase: tn pollen === _ —_ -- _ — =~ G/rs-t/10 G/zent/25 C623) 

_ Oat are ger Glaeti—olaaea/ae —/a5-Tlese 6/89/32 
ESS 9 ROE (Hestroeta vineiutena) 

eee aia ae aS = on — a= fags 6/58/27 (6/16) Re 
iy 7 Dane: ta bloom == —_ _ — —_ _ 5-119, th-TI6I29) 

moet 4m bloom —_ — _ _ — = awry s/as-r/ey (6/20) 2¥5 NOTE AVENS (Geum onmadense) 

Ne cia as « Dose: ta bleom | == — _ _ — _ —_ tht earale (a9) 

aie | ie a io Shree 6fa27 fost SIaT-6a9 eo" chee 2G WRT FeRORY TEA (Qeanotve amertone) 

Dane: in dloom — _ _ cS aa = ae Gleyia — Ws-ti2e (6/29) ‘Sauk: in bloom _ = _ — vy Get 627-723 Gfa7-T/eb 6/ag-7/it% = /9- 8/8 0 

Testing sot groving precede bios. ‘ane: Am Bloom om tho _ _ — — sey ate ei 

23 Marts TATR LITY (Gastadin oforata) 247 MACK BIOMED (Pozgomn Convolraias) 

Saukt in bloom — 6/25-7 _ wy 2 AT Gleaner 6/26-9/7 613-7 6/25- 9/20 6/26 Souk: in Bloom == o —_ — — ~ lett Wet oer 60) 

232 eatoony (Gichoriwa Intybas) : 
Dane: first bloom —-— a - —_ - ofa 6h oes wen 

RL ven — —_— — — — = m5 29 mo 

235 SPREADING TOOSMNE (Apocrmun adressen folisa) 
sess tn boon — _ —. oer 2 626-1 ast Tee oes 

wee oes = _ _ J ast mses 629 

29h too Fn (thesis catuis) 3 
tee — _ —_ — fanetig ama, lame 8/35, (6/25) : Z 3 

oon arores ; = 

‘236 ORANGE DAY LEY (Hamsfoosliie tule) ~ A c - 
a i _ _ a é ony oie ens 66 

Soe ae _ —_ Ghrer— G/2r-rlas 629-125 Shar-T/a8 le WA 6/6 

jaan — cS eae aos —— 6a eet 9 les) 

i



hte 7 Pamotegy for July 

Speotes, Station, ‘Species, Station, — 

Tee 1931 1938 1939 1980 ya age 1985 19k wy Tien 1931 1938 1938 sto 190 agte 1985 19 195 = 
 — ee ——————— 

Pay 
° 

» (Gncesnate_salaata) V 262 surrenrty HED (Asolentan tuberven) 
Souk: in bloom —_ _ = _ 6g Wigs, Us wamay e/g ‘Seukt in dleom _- Wer Wy? _ 69-2 aes 58/eR TAIT hs sf, 5. 

ae oa aa <= — ee — Maetae res) Dane: tn Bloons mut _ _- -_ oe = = Ws-le (1h) 

* 259 FRINGED LOOSHSTRIVE (Jyrsimmchia ciliata) : Sits set ine ener otter entens arto met semen eng Ma Toe firet sprouts appear about June 1 ant are a foot Bigh Wy 

Seas tn Doon a _ _ sng rns 98/23 a8? yy oh 
‘CLOVES (Desmedive scuainatus) : 

‘Dane: in bloom —_ _ teal eee Saal —— — 6/25-8/20,1/2-8/26 ni = — 
. Dane: tn blo Ws _ _ = — —— Maxey as-efeye (8) 

V 0 come wrace=o (Agolenien exzines) 264. Manse AITIMEND (Aiplentae snceraata) 
Beaks in loon — ast we = tesla 626-120 6lagrig’. 3-8/5 Sek in Doom _ we we at ahs elena 6 

Dane: tn bloom — _ _ aes a aes — a0 —-es/en ED Dane: {2 boom — —_ — — — _ wer = aeaiy Wa> ae 18 

7 . ‘Rodert A McCabe (unpubl. | i. orous bark MN ‘of this plant constitutes the principle nesting material for 

251 mort wep (Dromag mmericom) ‘ Hr fn SPL Ru Ta i rn ee i ser Stn ete 
ieee eee ace oa — = se hese ge 12) i 

255 SAGGED ORCHTS (Jabenaria 1ncern) 265 YOPSERD (Fiucxme Javtostachra) 

‘Souk: in bloom = =~ al — a — hea thet fame ao-a/a a3 Dane: tn bloom ee — — — — —- = mals ase 8) 

= 254 RASSWOOD (Ti240 mmerioana) 266 MACK MISTARD (Brasaicn nigra) 

Sekt im Moon = _ met = = ie abe a a on Daoet tm bloom =~ _ _ _ _ os a Wale aie oe 

ee ea a eis See te —  sertro oeIhg (la) 267 mo 1000 (Hnserdamactata vee, siliteeniis) s 
the Sauk station | often #0 severe! at eankerwore no dloom occurs i att ytation basewood 18 oft nly defoliated by cankervorm that no blo “ Saukr in bloom _ _ — wy Heo — Waele 5-e/ez i820 IT 

‘9 MOTETICT (Ajthaen roses) 7 
Genta ta Dice, et — as, 16 iia ‘ / 266 MOUNTAIN LNT (Erepanthewun vineinians) 

arises ewe ie, ie Ue een whait— Ws/5 cite oS ae an oa = — ie as “tH 
= eee = Ws 6/25-1 s/ze-ef27 (6/29) mn 

J ° 252 VERONICASTROM (Yeronieastrus virginica) 269 wmapowswxer (Spiraea olbifiers) - 

Seukt in bloom, — ra ret amefe apt tsa toafez Mea we-gh2 Saki in bloom - _ _— theomel2,  6laa-t—S-T/3* 9+ Wat s+ ie 

Dane: tm Bloom = Ws ~~ > — _ “= ess 16-83 ay tase; tn vloom — — _ _ = _ — he 

255 ‘BUME VERYAIS (Yerbene hastate) 270 TaD PLANT (Asorshe canescens) ‘ 

Sex tm doe _ _ _ eee1 sei 5-8/7 og THe9/5 THN Sek: in loom == _ _ _ —— si rtlasThetiag ieee 

Dene: in Doe _ _ _ _ —_ mrs 6f26-aen 1/6 THae (7/6) Dane: in Bloom = _ _ — = _ whet 6/26 esha 

256 WNOHANTER'S MIOMTOPADE (Circgen latifolia) 27L TURESOAP LITT (L4}ium superbus) 

Dene: in book —_ _ _ _ —_ — e/6_ tele aM) Sex: te vicem—t7leg terfesTisetas HO — oases ea 119 

Dane: im bloom om _ _ _ _ —_ — aes Haas CAD 

257 crriwonr (Pojzanla saaesines/ 
Sa us ~ eae ar Ws = Uyele seize Tele — Te faye ‘rll seen dae mena 7 

Taso: tn Boom == —- so - ~<. ny isi ate iD feat: tn Mom — — rhe — hain 96 hs, 0-9/5 ae 

‘A few Viooms every year stragele through Septexber. ~ 7S omnes IIH (Ageraten niztedis) : E 

58 wom estasesn Base) ‘ fein tn mt ay teeta et 
—_inae. = pe = "6 —— eels 51 1-915 Sesshise 05. 

arma (Solas carolinaase) 
aon aa a: _ 5 pest 6/28 8/30" (2) (te cram 

Benet te oem = — ‘ese: tn Doom _ _ _ _ Wat et resis. _ tho 

260 wren Parunoes (Cunotpera urcaoserss) —_ = 

~ 6 = ste se8fers Tinea Teese 5 25 mm (Yardena urtionsfolis) % 
Souk: im blogs. —w oe ww faa Haw (7) Seukt in bleem _ _ a _ elt Way _ a 

Danet in dies _ seis — a: aaa Dane: in Moon = _ _ _ _ = — Wer wars 7/0) 

‘261 GuMaNORR (Syarisa oonadanse) 
- 

Sauk: tn bloom _ ais ‘ai _ _ Were = 61/25 TP Wess US FN sc (Hangta Qataris) 

si a i Le igus tewliel Cte fi fies tn Moon _- ws _ Wagers St alse ~~ eorafas 

ee = ar are tase: tn Diem — _ => a - — othe oe 

x aston. ander) 
f 

Sais firet Dees — ~ —_ — — ms wy us —_— om 

q mat fret Bteem_ = mS es _— —_ _ _ oles. on 

; - jak x 
‘276 PRAIRIE WHITR FRINOR OROETD (Jabenaria Leneosbes) 3 eet ajar of 

i 
‘Danet in Mleom _ yer ae asst —Lo- hem thew 

OTT a Te bee tear a 

; | eee 
doko P ta “eer



Srecten, station, mee (oo eee ‘ont 
ie 28, 
ac i es i ete ee ee ee ee 

ae eee 

279 SMART YERYATN (arbana stricta) i 296 RATTLESAKE MASTER (Srvngtun Y0ifoliua) 
Dei in bien = ae es = = re oe arses atime, C11 Sauk: in bloom (oe plant, introduced) _ _ — rsle —- heals e288 (78) 

20 MAIRIE Door (ShAphiun terebintntoaeess) —iaue = 0 tae a — ~ Yet Tho-slo gf (7/a8) 

Pie tal 1 eee — se = eee jd al 
mena versie thesis eee 

ae ae iia = a = MRS Wipes rie) Sek in bloom == ral28 whs-1 aor —- — rhesles aygo §—aTa/9—a-9/6 TS 

281 -SOUOTND BET (Sapowmrie offictnalie) 
He 296 tame SURTMEED (Polzcomss coocknews) 

cee ie asa — sae s—- rhag-sl2yreslawe — Wa-s/3 eos rhe Wes ieeipeee | gd Tie a aan aes Pe ae ate ee Cian 

Inset tn Doss = ss — =< pes = _ 6/25 6/30" sfasr_ cele) 
X Tats wood nearly slways straggles. Ta 19104 tn Sauk County tt ceased bloom during an Angust droath, but then atragcled through Septesber. 299 our (Anena_sative mara Vigeland) (Seo _ for sowing dates) 

- : fiat ripe me le 
eee eee, Dane: ftrat ripe m9 7s 1120 vo aes tht 123 125 q 

ea ne Dotan from University Paras by courtesy of Fr f. i. 1. Shante, Dent, of Agronomy, College of Agriculture. Outting 4 wmally about 2 days 
: im Bloos — _ m _ —_ 18/5 wo-t tho-t qepef2s The after ripentag, 

Daoe: aa ae as 
pone or oe co a ethes he (70) a aoa one 4 e: 

in blocs —_ — — - — —-. — i + se 

aay PURPLE PRAIRIE CLOTS (Zetalostemm wlpares) 
Dane: tn bi aigslere —1Ha5-8/2 (7/20) 

ee = nm - —_ rho-s/2 teslen—ao-s3.—et-sfoy Tae joi TROWMEED (Termonte altieataa) 

Dene: An Moog == te Oy Ee aa es 5s We. ube aie = ea when Je cme Thastfame HaseelnThreelsef20-995 11a 

. ——_ toe: ta blow =o — _ — _ — a= rhiesler 8/9/20 (1/25) 

26 WILD seo? Wonarda fistalow) : 

Senet ta Niven == _ het wy 75 <= ae by 7h? 138 yes efies rhe jee Jon-rre-nerD (Bunatariun murmarea) ; 
‘Dane: in bloom — - 

‘Soak: in bloom -— _ Wis-t —_ _— W27-9/19 126-9) Wrs-9/ W29-9/16 Wes 

or ey ome — War W376 Wise 8/29" (7/8) 

et 15 bros Tibaria fetuloss vars solliy)— cS es oS Geet Gv Wer Denes te bises _ _ — - _ rfi_thrafa rasan (1he0) 

303 coMPASS PLANT (SLLphiua lactntotus) 
205 SAIIY SLTEED( Rigas Lonciniun) e 

teas ts Wek Fratrte ta Sne: in blow _ — — _ - Wet tho-r er-el2t (7/23) 
2 — as = aS ame a wal / 

els ees ES es a Dane: in bloom — — — — — — — ho-t wire Aw) 

Denes tn Boge _ _ _ = _ seth the? hy 
- 304 THEE CRICKET (Qecanthus nivens) Firet chirping 

‘Ho WILD MINT (oaths arvenste var, canadensis) = tase: wee ya va a lee Wea qa tes als mes 
Rast in woes = as = es as oa a Nab alaie Tn-9f23 1) Dita fro J. H. 4. Alexander, State Conservation Dept. Additional dates: 7/21/21, ste B.A. Ales ry Stat ynservation 5 or lates: 1» 1e2f2e, 1/20-23, 1/21/2h, 7/26/25, 7/20/26. 7/2W2T, 

De foe. ependey tat Coenen ep pater gen ALE lee i ollceeae gah ot ll ag tw, alent 
Qs] SDRSETATL MILEMMED (Agcleniae vertiot Late) prior & 1925 at O15 Spatght Street. 

Dene: tm Bloom === — = _ Sd _ cea aA) 305 UATRIS (LMatrie mrens atachya) 
sta veo Hz ! . 

ges 110 UmrT00E (Lactuce canstonste) 
Sraks tn U1 + ves ms wer reales er-s/23 meee 20 8/38/30 ae 

a _ a = _ v “1 18) 
Peoria ee a 2 a es a yale eae Gh) Daae: tn OH We erat Tharesf2 (7h) 

‘ate woecten has vistble tate for nearly « aoath before tt booas. 

209 comer COMEPLOTE (Rateckta lnctatate) 
Seuk: tn bloom = — — — — emt aes 5-8/7 a5-9/5 15 306 EARLY GOLDEMOD (go)idago tuacen) 

Dae: tn Poon === _ — _ _ ales i58/25 7h 19 Sac iret Pose by 1/01/23 es We _ rhs es ver waste 

290 SOEEHfen: pees (honoL iene ranchaiamat Dares) Piret record of fume trevelline with doe, aoe! fret bloom == = _ _ — = —— theslaw these Che 

See: ths te 16 _ —_ = eo oe ees) gia yoeeue 

21am wePTLe (Jacorten conateneis) 7 ~ Sauk: tn bloom === — — To _ reals. e9-3/7 argo a5-9/9 (15) 

* tte —— raethage o ise atest 16 Pane: tn bloom == ms a = = Sa To baa yas 4 

= creamy Gat ae e ‘308 MALLARD (Amas platyrhynchos platyrhynchos) Young seen flying. 

Seu: ane — = a a ths 1h 1 ae i Sea: _ va 8/5 eo _ hg a5 ws wer We 

Doe: cee, ae ee ee | a ect ga) ie Dae: ee) yf mee ee) eee 

ma 4 nox 
295 MPrTTa (ation urocers) 

309 CANADA/CLOVER (Deemedina consdiense) 
_ 

Dane: in dloos ee: _ _ _ — —_ — — eaaf2e — the-sf2e (1) ‘Sets to Vows are by 1/28 ies wer _ Wet thsi Wapelr 5-0/2 1/26 

S Dane: in bloom —_ _ ~ _ _ — ny qhag-ofs ha 

ey worror 5st (Qemslantina coottentelis) 
me ee 

ese: tn Doon _ ey tage afk gg Tat, 

Dane! ta Moon => — — _ _ —— sale ete ese (TNS) . on 

995 rrommm, tum (pateteria cortats) 
An ree ord brielleel 

feist vem = RR = rhsaly ass!7 Ta-8/9 He fz0 This E 

ite = ass on — - — = Gays —ay-9/9 (713)



Table § Phenology for August 
ee, Station, aver Station — a me 1931 1938 1939 1980 Fey we 1985 ag 195 a ee ass7 coe are ce ie ae aa i“ we - 

Se ———  — —— 
310 win Tarseux (Otretun raleare) 321 INDOOR (Axctium Zamna) . 

Seu tn book “~ _ = a= tesfeye—thasealere rat a8 9/5+ (1/27) a ks = see — we wer " 0 ” 
Demet ta Bece = oe a c2 = — —Wesie _tae Tanet in bloom — ae — a oe = weet ayes 9/30 Ca 

‘312 PRATRIB CORDORASS (Spartina pectingts) ‘322 PRICKLY LETTUCE (Jectuca Scariols) 
Sask: tn pollen — — We rsht assis san aet yest yet howe ss een = us cave he ee gapaeceatn eee wa 

prisGetien) lene i oe os = ae can es aiyge8/20 
eal 323 omar mom (daabate tritite) x 

312 mse? (Rinatorium perfoliata) Sein ‘tn eon Be wn a = ids — eee Py 
Smei tn blow == Teer —_ _ reset 97 ees l59f15. eT 
Tene: tm bloom = —_ _ _ = = = eseht resto. a3 32h YELLOW FoxGLOTE (Aneclaria sn.) 

‘Seu tn Dloom _ _ Se) 25 8/56/20 _ s/a-e/23 9/2 _ ed we 
313 ARBOMMMAD (Sagdttarta latifouls _) 

Sekt firet bloom = by 7/27 _ _ _ sh wr by 13 sho cen 325 MTN SHAREROOT (Bunatoriua romomas) 
a Seukt An bloom — _ — _ 19/20 6/29/20 — o/s Hy 

jie turer (Hanecstan ralears) Taner An vioos —_— a ~ = s — — aysfes aie eee 
Pratrie du Sect tn bose — — — _ er ere/29 ast ee ofts Tet 
Tanet tn bloom —— - _ _ _ _ —— ase (19) 32 SIME-OATS ORM (Zoutelona curttpendsla) 

‘Danet in bloom _ _ _ _ _-— ~ WR-6/20+  8/15-9/1% asd 
ji CAROTIAE FLOM (Jabelte cartinalia) 

Smet tn Bloom = a 190-1 an tsfessfag/3 1-9/7 Ta9-9/an ag 9/15 7108 37 ORM ORASS (Joutelonn hireuta) 3 
Taner tn bloom —— _ _ — ~ —_ —— yee afi-o/27 HO 3X7 TIID CUCUUMER (Jehinoerstin Iobata) - 

‘Danet in bloom —_ _ _ _— _ _ _ Wears af 9/97 (7/29) 328 TURTLE HEAD (Ghelone clabza) 

: Danes tn bloom - _ _ - - — wars fs-afe SD 4 US SWIRAELS (ox and Gray) firet ent bur oak acorns = 

fen ant Benet — a — oa a5 We ar We 329 AMERICAN BORE (Gammerodiae albus acretts) Tandering young firet seen. 
Sens _ any a5 sone one one one one none (8/9) 

x 35 CamADA PLEAnu (Beiceron canadensis) Dane and Jeftersont 7/5 es 5 she ws a _— _ sneak 
Smikt fret bioom = se — wie ae ee) s/ sh 123 Ws 
Dane: in bloom — — — _ _ — s+ elesf2r 3 (les) 330 CUDNEED (Quaphaliwn obtusifolicm) 

Sat nes = = = isk oy a — a aay 9/22 (afd 
‘319-BTO BLURSTEM (amgronogon furcatus) ‘ 

Seka tn pollen nn _ — ove eee resin et gais i Pe Pak es ae eee nn oo SO = ‘“ 
Tenet in pollen === _ — = — —_ re/eg Tare/26 af 9/26 (1/27) aan ww es —— ay _ 23 was 8/20 We mts 

(Giatrie snberotiaa) 320 WHITE FINE (Ejmus strobus) Bad scales firat shed from new growth 32 mares 

Sets — = wes Es ae ie iis Hi als aa Seakt in blocs — — wags) sft aT ASAT 8/20 9/35 afte 
Tamm in Yoon —— = — - - — — —us8ies at (ah 

333. "SK CLOVER (Jampedece canttata) 
Suet A bloom _ = — oy vet —— rato tmtfee af tn. fzna h 
Danet tn dlooe —_ — bth cog _ _ — eda yess ne 

334 TASSER RAGWEED (Ambronia artemietifolia) - 
s ‘Seat tn bloom _ a Wot ier 1-9/2 8/15-9/13 8/20-9/1 E915 BGs ath 

Danet tn blocs _ — _ _ _ = 89-1 3-6/2 o/t- 9/28 (aD 

335 WoRmooD (Artenteia cantata) 

Manat in dloom _ =_ _- - _ oo — ees sh 

336 THDLAN mAS8 (Sorehastnon mutans) 
Sats to Veen = — — oar Har wfrae/256/17-8/29 ~- yee ik 

Danet 4 Nome - = - — = M9 y09/3 egaiee a 

\ 337 YOmTA (Duan lenctolate ) : 
‘Sault first bloom —— = 25 = yh wy 13 a — 5 va
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‘tanle 9-12 Poanology for September to Decesber 
‘Species, Station any Station — 

ie 1837 138 1999 190 wae 1985 19 195 “ seater eee ss TEM 
—_ 5 SUN Gude eee ane ON ea 

338 MEV NWOLAND ASTER (Aster Noveentngline) ‘uy CLOSED GENTIAN (Degyaterbane Andrewsii) 

Tenet first Vecm | — ys = oe = ay alae ae ae an Seuka An bloom ——— _ _ — ft n0/rz_— fast Sft-t_——f2-20/25  9f2r10/12 8130-105 9/2 

339 WHITE ASTER (Aster otloms) 
‘Danet in bloom --—~ _— — —_ oe ee — — —_— — _— 

Seukt tn bloom —_ _— — 1-10/9 _— _— 120/19 20/18 8/2 (a/24) 30h LaDTEs masses (i 

Danet fn Bloes | cts est Sibtireeni( tieeh Minow see a eee a ee 

380 SIUE ASTER (Aater lasvia) ay 3% smommx mcroer 
Seva firet blown | ye — wao/g 10/26 —- tothe cE) Y  etiawawt » 92 — —_— 3 _ ot on 5 — mamta oft 

Danes first boo 3H) OARS (Quareua) Souk ant Dane, Ripe acorns first fall. 
3M. FRATRIE GOLDERMOD (So24ago rhatta) [J tat Oe Go Aen eel gs oeiiae bent hose Renee gos 97 9x0 

‘Seukt in bloom — — _ 9/9/25 Hf 2H9/15 Bf 21-9/31_—9/1-9/20 2-920 W/25 ‘Makte Oak _ 28 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- 9/10 (9/10) 

ener tn blocs _ _ _ = — — — 8/5 s/35-9/27 (8/35) Mack Oak mar 

342 BIDRNS (Bidens corgrs) Jue POISON TYY (Sime Foxicodentron) 

; Seuss tn blocs - — _— — amr — sett sero. fae Seukt Legros fret show fall color — _ a —_ gfe 97 sft 95 seo faa 

351 WHITE PIM (Eigus strobdus) O14 needles die and fall, 

: ‘Seukt — ee aor _ —_ <= before 10/11 10/3 20/3 920 9/25 im 

380 RED PIE (Eigue resinogs)O14 needles te ant fall. 

‘Souler ae — _~ aed _ ——- before 10/11 — 925, 920 925 (ey 

38 RUNTED OROUSE (Jonas uabelius) 

| Smoks ftrat £012 druming = —_ Ss ie ae as = ole 90 yn Oe 

B 39 ‘TEITE INROATED SPARROW (Zonotrtchie albtcol,ia) iret atgrante arrive 
Sout ae 15 Ba Bd eT ‘10f3 me 10/2 9/20 — 9 

uv wy Nas ee a ee 
352 FITONMCYED POTASLOT (Fhastame torcustua) iret f411 ceckling ant crowing. 

fee ee a aa 

v eme a tgok —- —- ys os 

. ‘383 JACK PINE (Eigus bankeians) Old needles turn yellow and fall. 

Seis ty f23 sts a5 

‘355 MVSKRAT (Qutaten sibetites sitetiies) Firat house-tutléing, 

v Mine a SS mam Os es see an we 925 30/3 

354 CANADA 900SE (Branta canadensis consdensig) First migrante arrive, 

Seiet —_— — — —_ 20/24 10/ar ro/aa 9/26 10/16 20/24 w/5 10/9 
a aot oe woz —— wis ont Me _ fee 9/20 1/3 w/t 

356 WAHOO (Enonvmue atromarmunes) Pruite open. 

sais — - -—- — » — We wt we wy RD ye 
soraxnt 

‘357 VIROTHIA DEER (Qocodleus vineiaiams toreslig) Pucks firet rub horns, 

‘Smukt — a 93 u/iet ni — oa ee. 20/29 ofa wr 

358 FIRGT NILLIWO WHOSE AP UADISOE Record by Us 5, Souther Barone 
Dane: _— _ 20/13 wT 20/14 wn 20/28 925, 20/17 20/25 9/29 10 

. 
| 

359 ‘FALL CAMEERVORM (Apis opertyx potnetarig) Ascents trees. 
sect _ — RY) 10 10/1/25, "fe, (0/22 

| 
3eO AMERICAN ROUOH-LEOOED SAME (Buteo agoms 84 Johannie) Arrives: we 

Sek aot Danes wn eter wt ee es 

361 WOODOOCE (Ehilehela minor) Last scent Z 

seu —_ — uno Twas w/e wfk IT ws “3 ows Ts 
k i ‘HS yea, — ~~ 7 — _ _ — ay ~ 7" $62 rane rims a9 aiarace, noord by i rs 

fasta ee = Yes e- Uav—- — i —- wm 
Cverage ante 1887-1895 was Yor. 26, See Ting, —« pe 156) 

| 
363 TAKE MENDOTA AT MADISON. Record by UjS. Weather Bureay. 

| Preveee overs 2 oles wit was ye wm ah whe saat 

| 
TNT Sige wee Root. ane ns, «be
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A PHENOLOGICAL RECORD FOR SAUK AND DANE COUNTINS, WISCONSIN, 1935-1945" 

Aldo Leopold and Sara Blizabeth Jones 
University of Yisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 

en Introduction 

Bach year, ofter the midwinter blizzards, there comes a thawy night when the tinkle 

of dripping water is heard in the land, It brings strange stirrings, not only to creatures 

abed for the night, but to some who have been asleep for the winter. The hibernating 

skunk, curled up in his deep den, uncurle himself and ventures forth to prowl the wet 

world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the melting snow, His track marks one 

of the earliest dateable events in that cycle of beginnings and ceasings which we 

Gall a year. 

From the beginnings of history, people have searched for order ani meaning in 

these events, but only a few have discovered that keeping records enhances the 

pleasure of the search, and also the chance of finiing order and meaning. ‘These few 

are called phenologists. 

The events comprising the anmual cycle are immmerable. Wisconsin, for example, 

has about 350 species of birds, 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, 

20,000 insects, and 1500 higher plants. ‘The life of each of these 22,000 species 

consists of a sequence of events, each a response to the advancing seasone No one 

phenologist can hope to recognize, mach less to record, more than a microscopic frac- 

tion of this prodigious drama. 

Many of the events of the annual cycle recur year sfter year in a regular order, 

A year-to-year record of this order is a record of the rates at which solar energy 

flows to and through living things, ‘hey are the arteries of the land, By tracing 

their responses to the sum, phenolosy may eventually shed some light on that ultimate 

enigma, the land's inner worlingse 

“Journal Paper No, 8 of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum,
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Yet it mst be confessed that with all its weighty subject-matter, phenology 

is a very personal sort of science. Once he learns the sequence of events, the 

phenologist falls easily into the not-very-objective role of successful seer and 

{ prophet. He may even fall in love with the plants and animals which so regularly 

fulfil his predictions, and he may harbor the pleasant illusion that he is calling 

shots for the biota, rather than viee versa. 

Phenologists are a heterogeneous lot, and have found shelter under diverse 

intellectual roof-trees. Thoreau, the father of phenology in this country, scorned 

any roof-tree but his own, hence his records (for the period Looe 0b 1861) remained 

unpublished for half a century (20). Hough (1604) was a doctor of sidhbiiin, and 

the Bureau of Patents published his tables (12). Henry (1881) was an agronomist 

and a dean; the Board of Regents published his reports (10). Hoplins (1918) was an 

entomologist; the Weather Bureau published his findings (11). Among contemporary 

phenologists are botanists, foresters, game managers, ornithologists, range managers, 

and zoologists. Phenology, in short, is a "horizontal science" which transects all 

ordinary biological professions. Whoever sees the land as a whole is likely to have | 

an interest in it. 

Phenology is more ancient than the "vertical" categories which it transects; 

its first paper, published circa 974 B.C., cuts across three sciences, then not yet 

born: meteorology, botany and ornithology: 

Lo, the winter is past, 

The rain is over and gone; 

The flowers appear on the earth; 

The time of the singing of birds is come 

And the voice of the turtle is heard in the land. 

(Solomon, 2:12)
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Parpose 

The purpose of this paper is to assemble a comwsite phenological record 

for the wild plants, birds and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling of 

items relating to other animals, waters, crop plants, and plants used in landscaping, 

Such a record is occasionally useful to a worker in one of the many fields of 

land seience who has learned the date of some event important to him, but who wishes 

to know, as background for thet event, the current status of development in other 

plants and animals, 

For example, a wildlife manager needs to examine some pheasant nests, He lesrns 

from the literature that in south central Yisconsia, in an average yeer, the most 

frequent date of first egg-laying 1s May 6, Sut it is not an average year; it sel- 

dom is, How shall he know when to search? The status of vegetation is his best enue, 

Our tables show thst in an average year the following first blooms are expected within 

a day or two of May bh sugar maple, chokecherry, winter cress, lousewort, white trillium, 

and Jacob's ladder, Lilac has been blooming three days; wild crab will bloom in three 

days, Withethese “cross shots" on his problem, the vegetation will tell him in any 

year, early or late, when to begin his search, 

Again, a land owner wants to ring hia trees for spring cankerworm, When shall 

he apply his tanglefoot? Our tables tell him that the moths ascend trees a week after 

the arrival of fox sparrow, and just after the first cricket frog sings, Wo signal i 

could be clearer, 

Again, an ornithologist wishes to see the flight of rough-legzed hawks, which, : 

for some of us, makes October an eventful month, When to go? On the average, when 

the wahoo berries suddenly burst their carnels and turn from pink to deep cerise, 

It is strangely difficult to arrive at such correlations by comvering specialized 

publications, 

To facilitate such correlations, we have merged all of our events--plants, birds, 

mammals, insects, and weather==in one common sequence (‘ables 1~12). 

It is not to be assumed, of course, that the sequence of averages repeats itself
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exactly each year, and still less that the average sequence for our region is iden- 

tical with that for other regions, Indeed the whole concept of a sequence of average 

dates is in Sag sense an abstraction, for it can never be found in toto in the field,. 

\hevertheless it exists, and it is an important property of the flora and fauna, ‘The 

reasons for this will apvear later, 

Seope 

We do not, in this paper, attempt to derive the correlations which are its 

principal purpose, ‘They are so numerous that the reader can best derive them for 

himself, if and when needed, We do attempt to suggest how to select items for pheno= 

logical recording, and to deduce some resnonses of animals and plants to weather. 

It 1s unnecessary for a vhenologist to record as mony species as we have, A 

smaller number, well assorted as to site and season, would be equally valuable, 

Our arrival dates of migratory birds are confined largely to a few common, easily 

recognized species, Compvlete lists of average arrival dates for the Dane Station have 

been published by Schorger (18), and for southern Wisconsin by Barger et al (4). 

The phenology of birdsong is largely omitted, and will be covered in a separate 

paper, The phenology of leaf+fall is omitted because it is difficult to define sharply, 
and there is excessive variability between trees. 

Our references to the literature cover only our own region, plus a few nationally- 

known pe.pers that have influenced our work, We are aware that there is a large 

Buropean literature, and that many important American papers are not mentioned. 

Stations 

this paper records some 326 events at two stations, herein called "Sauk" and 

"Dane", The first includes two or three square miles around the Leopold shake in 

Sec, 33, 1.13, 2.68, Sauk County, Tse second is an area of similar size including 

the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, and adjoining parts of the eity of Madison 

and University of Wisconsin campus, in Dane County. The Dane station is 33 miles 

south and nine miles east of the Smk station,
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In a few instances, a scattered date from outside one or the other station has 

been included in it without specifying the exact point of origin. Such dates are 

considered eligible only when they fall within the following geographic limits: 

Bast to West North to South 
Sauk Station Portage to Wisconsin Dells Summit of Baraboo Hillis to Wisconsin 

(20 miles) River. (10 miles). 

Dane Station Faville Grove (Jefferson Co) Poynette to south line of County 
to Prairie du Sac. (40 miles) (30 miles) 

Whenever all of the dates for any item originated elsewhere than Madison or the 

Leopold shack, their point of origin is specified. 

Climate. The following comparison of the two stations is taken mainly from 

"Climate and Man” (3:1191), and is based on 17 and 40 years' records respectively. 

re (Wis. neta Station) ition Station) ania 
Mean anmal yy “ug? 45 4),.6° 1 degree colder 
January average 16.0 16.7? 0.7 degree colder 
July average 71.6° 72.4" 0.5 degree colder 

FROSTS, GROWING SRASON | 

Laat frost in spring May 11 April 29 12 days later 

Wirst frost in fall Sept. 27 October 17 20 days earlier 
Growing season 139 days 171 days 32 days shorter 

PRECIPITATION 

Average anmal 30.78 30, 60 0,18 inches wetter 

fhe only large difference disclosed in these data is in the length of the 

frostless period or growing season, which is 32 days shorter at the Sauk station. 

During the detade here reported (1935-1945) the growing season at Sauk was only 

13 days shorter (see items 79 and 323)0f Tables 1-12). 

; late Soups. Asooréing to Merriaata tate ea the Wiedonsin River bettomland, 

inoluding the Suak stafion, io commonly songidered ag “Quyolinian", and hance more ; 

aoutherly in ite affinities than Dane, which da “AQleghanian”, (24). Smuik does 

| \ : us f
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LAG Zones. Wo shali not attempt to describe our stations in terms of the biotic 

provinces proposed. by various conflicting authors (16, 22), Both stations ite in the 

general region of confluence of prairie,cak-hickory forest, and coniferous forest. ‘The 

first two categories are peprosented within the area of beth stations; the third occurs 

only within the ares of the Sauk station. This Sauk station exhibits certain southern 

species like red birch, red bellied woodpecker and prothonotary warbler, but it also 

exhibits gertain northern species such as red squirrel and the three native pines. 

All of those species are absent, or only casunl, at the Dane station. 

Blevations. lake Mendota at Madison is 849 feet above semelevel; the Wisconsin 

River at Wisconsin Dells io 815 fect. The nore southerly station 4s thus 34 feet 

higher. 

lang Use. The Sauk station and that part of the Dane station comprising the 

University Arboretum are alike in that both consist of reverted farms on which old 

fields, woods, and mrshes are interspersed. Both are surrounded by active farms. 

The remainder of the Dane station is suburban. Hs 

Sojis. ‘the soils of the Saul station are Coloma sands and Dunning sands, with 

Local traces of rod clay from the bottom of glacial Lake Wisconsin, All Lowlands 

have been reworked by viver action. (23). 

The soils of the Dane station are “iiami 411+ foen* and peat, the latter under 

lain by marl. (23). 

Haters, The Sauk station lies on the south bank of the Wisconsin River and its 

lowlands are flooded yearly. It has few springs and only smil lakes. The Dane 

station has many springs, several large lakes, and no rivers. Its lowlands are never 

flooded. 

Wilddesg. The Gavk area is wildor, retaining deer, ruffel grouse, pileated
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woodpecker, and a few otters and prairie chickens, These species are absent from the 

Dane station. 

F Observers 

This paper embodies three main blocks of phenological data: 

1, A. Carl Leopold, plants and animals of the Sauk Station, 1935-1940. (13). 

2, Sara B, Jones, plants of the University Arboretum, Dane Station, 1941945, 

3, Aldo Leopold, plents and animals of the Sauk Station, 1935-1945. 

All of the Sauk dates, and a majority of the Dane dates, were taken by these 

observers. The remaining dates for the Dane aie have been generously contributed 

by the following collaborators. 

What Part of Reference 

Anderson, Harry T. mh plants, Arboretum 1935-1939 (1,2) 

Barger, Norval R, Bird arrivals Dane County 1935-1945 (4) 

Buss, Irven 0. Birds, plants, Faville Grove 1937-1942 
mannals 

Denes Seve Oe. bal Upland plover Faville Grove 1935-1943 e3 

Curtis, John 7. Spring plants ane County 19-1942 

Feeney, W.S. Birds, mammals Arboretum 1938-1939 (2) 

Gastrow, Albert Horned owl, Prairie du Sac 19351945 
slcunk 

Hale, James 3.’ _. Bird arrivals Stoughton 1939-1945 

Hawkins, Arthur 8. Birds, mammals, Faville Grove 1935-1936 
plants ' 

Jackson, Arnold 8. Bird arrivals Dane County 1936-1942 

Koehler, Mrs. Arthur Bird arrivals Dane County 1936-1944
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Kumlien Ornitho~ Bird arrivals Dane County 1935-1945 
logical Club 

McCabe, Robert A. Birds, mammals, Arboretum 1945-1945 
plants 

Robbins, Samel D.Jr. Bird arrivals Dane County 1940-1943 

" Shands, H.H. Grain and hay University Farns 1935-1945 
crops at Madison 

Sowls, Iyle K. Birds, mammals, Faville Grove 1938 
plants 

Sperry, Theodore KM. Bird arrivals, Arboretum 1938 (2,19) 
plants 

Thompson, Donald R. Plants Arboretum vs. City 1946 

Zimmerman, James Plants, birds, Dane County 19h 194s 
mammals 

PhenoLogical Tables 

We now present our basic tables, in which our 328 events are assembled by 

months. Hach month bears its calender mmber, beginning with Table 1-2 for Jamary- 

February. 

Rach event on which we have dates 4s called an item, and each item bears a serial number 

(at the left), and af overage date (at the right). Dates for both stations are given when 

available. When an event has a definite duration (such as the bloom of a plant), a double 

date indicates the duration. Yew durations were recordéd during the first three years of 

the decade. 

The items are arranged chronologically, in order of the average date for the Sauk stations 

Standards and terms, Nomenclature. Averages based on leas than four years are given in 

Parenthests. Such averages are regarded as sub-standard, and age computed only to place the 

item in the chronological sequerice. Incomplete dates, such as "by 3/1" are not used in 

computing averages.
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Many dates for the Dane station are based on daily observations; few on less than 

trieweekly observations. Most dates for the Sauk station are based on weekly visite. 

Dates for events occurring between field trips are often interpolated by 

estimation, but only for such events as present evidence for estimating the probably 

date. ‘The nature of guch evidence is discussed later. Dates for bird arrivals, or 

for other animal behaviors, were never interpolated because they present no such f 

evidence. | 

Blooming dates of plants are given in two ways. For plants without a perianth, 

the term "in pollen" is used, and means the dates between which pollon was found. 

In other plants, the term “in bloom" means the dates between which o perianth was 

found. When only an initial date is available, the term “first bloom# is used. 

A plus sign after a blooming date means that a few straggling blooms were 

observed beyond the closing date, Blooms on plants which have been mowed over, or 

in which bloom has been otherwise artificially deferred or renewed, are excluded. 

Thus weeds in stubble are artificially deferréd by shading, while those in lawns or 

mowed roadsides ore artificially renewed by mowing. Valid phenology in such cases 

must be taken from fencerows which have been neither shaded nor mowed. The 

equivalent of mowing ennuen when insects sever the stems of wild lettuce (Latues, 

gumedengig) and Canada tick clover (279], or when deer decapitate Yeronicastrum 

(236). ALL those resprout, and the sprouts boar delayed blooms beyond the normal 

J
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termination dates. 

“Leafing" means the span of time from the bursting of the first leaf-buds ‘- 

the completion of the earliest leaves. Additional leaves of course contime to form 3 

as long as new growth Gontinues. 

The budding period 1s given only in a few plants which exhibit extraordinarily 

long budding periods, or in which the period varied greatly from year to year. 

"Ripe" means that a fruit has colored, become edible, started to fall, or given 

other evidence of maturity. Fruiting phenolegy is shown under the item for bloom, 

except when the two are separated by many months (as in acorns and mts). 

In birds, the term "Migrants arrive" means that some individuals commonly winter 

here, but the arrival date refers to individuals which seemed to be migrants. In 

species which do not winter, the term "arrives" is used without further specification, 

The nomenclature of the following reference works is followed, except for some 

recent revisions: 

Plants through June: Fassett's "Spring Flora of Wisconsin" (8) 

Plants beyond June: Deam's "Flora of Indiana" (6) 

Birds: Peterson's "Field Guide to the Birds" (17). This follows the American 

Ornithologists Union Check~list. 

Mammals: Hamilton's “The Mammals of Bastern United States" (9) 

Amphibians: Wright's "Handbook of Frogs and Toads" wo 

Herbarium specimens of most plants of debatable identity have been filed either 

in the herbarium of Sara H. Jones, Bellaire, Ohio, or in the herbarium of A. Carl 

Leopold, 2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madison. A few residual items of debatable identity 

are asterisked in Tables 1-12. ; 

We are indebted to Professors Norman G. Fassett, John T. Curtis, and H. ¢, Greene 

for checking many plant identifications, to Professor Kenneth J. Arnold for supervising 

the computation of standard deviations, and to James Zimmerman, now phenologist for
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the Arboretum, for many kinds of help both in field and office, 

Selection of Items. Most of these records were collected as an incident to other 

field work. Experience has developed certain criteria for the selection of items which 

are "good" under these conditions. fo illustrate these criteria, we draw upon Tables 

1w12 for examples, giving each its serial number. (Serial mmbers appear in brackets, 

bibliegraphic references in parentheses.) ; 

Labor. A "good" item should be not too laborious, Thus horned owl nesting (2) 

and cardinal song (3) were detectable without labor, out during the same season it 

would have required tapping of trees to detect the first ascent of sap. 

Sharpness. A good item should be sharp, in the sense that two observers looking 

for it will recognize and date it alike. 

Thus the first cricket frog (25) is mech more likely to be noticed than the first 

leopard frog (20) because the latter is silent on first emergence. ‘Two observers 

could hardly avoid identical dates for cricket frog if they worked the same region, 

wut they might well differ on the leopard frog. 

In some items sharpness is a matter of adequate definition, ‘Thus in breakage 

of ice in inkes (14, 22, 27) several days my separate the first break from the final 
dissolution, but when breakage is defined as "when one can row a boat across" the 

item becomes sharp. 

Fortunately the bloom of most flowers is sharp, but in those grasses which do 

not extrude their pollen it is Middle to tents first bloom. 

Ripeness in fruits is sharp only when 4t coincides with falling, as in silver 

imple (26). A wild grape is "ripe" on Septonber 1 for jolly, visited for 
Srouse-er wine. 

Some items are inherently difficult to define sharply, “hms in house-building 

by miskrats G19). variability in seeing or interpreting the evidence may exceed 

the year-to-year variability of the event, 

This item is also beclouded by the fact that housebuilding dates differ by marshes, 

and this raises the question: how many marshes are represented in the record? We fear 

that our record embodies little year-to~year consistency in this respect.
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An occasional item is so sharp that it would be possible to record it to the 

nearest hour, Thus on August 18, 1946, Leopold found a single head of Indian grass 

Goi) wnicn had extruded a single staien from ite terminal flower. This was at 6:00 

A.M, An hour later he happened to pass the same head and found it had extruded dozens 

of stamens, 

Gommonnegs. ‘The chance of detecting the first oceurrence of an event, and 

especially of detecting it through a series of years, is obviously greater in a 

common species than in a rare one, 

Visibility or Audibility. This specification is related to sharpness but is not 

identical with it. It often attaches to the observer, rather than to the phang or 

‘animal, “hus the nesting of horned owl is invisible to the unskilled observer, but 

is easily detected 1f one is working on an owl territory, and looks for the eors and 

tail of the incubating owl silhouetted above a nest. Incubation and first egg coincide 

in this species. 

Likewise, the arrival of woodeock {ig) is apt to be invisible to the observer 
without a bird-dog, and inaudible to the observer who is tnd during the "song* 

period at dawn and dusk. 

The first call of the cricket frog [25] is an example of perfect audibility, 

tt low visibility. : 

An exahple of perfeot visibility is the ascent of the spring cankerworm ed ’ 

but the visibility depends on ringing an infested tree with tanglefoot. 

tT When an event is hard to see, cannot be heard, leaves #0 Wark, and pertains = 

to an uncommon species, it becomes highly probable that the first occurrence is 

regularly missed. We suspect that our record of emergence of Branklin ground squirrel 

Bt] Ae tate for tris reason. 
1 ; Recurrence. Some otherwise good items do not recur yearly, and to this extent 

are poor. Thus horned owls did not nest on the Prairie du Sac observation area during 

four of the ten years covered. (See note after item 2). Some orchids fail to bloom 

in some years. Fruits often fail to set by reason of frosty disease, or insect 

attack. CGankerworms by defoliating basswoods (233) prevented all blooming and fruit- 

ing at the Sauk station in 1944 and 1945. Moat of the flowers of the bush clover
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(29911946 moro: d14ehted by soneunioom;couse.at the, Sauk stationy and tn parts; 

of Dane Countye,, | 
hi In one items hs onisien of yearly recurrence is confused and unanswerable at ai 

the present moment. For example: do skunks fa} in this region hibernate with sufficient 

regularity to give validity to a series of emergence dates, such as those presented 

in Item 1? Albert Gastrow, who recorded the dates, is sure they do in his particular 

locality, but other observers are equally sure they do not in other parts of the Dane 

station area, ‘The literature indicates that female skunks are more likely to hibernate 

than males, but unless both sexes hibernate in most winters, emergence dates have no 

meaning. In such debateable cases we present our dates for What they are worth, 

pending further local kmowledge of the animal. 
It seems possible that age, stored fat, and kind of winter dens (rock caves or 

burrows) may affect hibernation phenology. ‘The dens on Gastrow's area are mostly 

' Caves in rock ledges. 

Contimity. Onee an event occurs, it is a great advantage if it is contimous 

or recurs daily. All blooms have this advantage of contimity. On the other hand 

most animal behaviors (such as birdsong or the emergence of hibernators) are liable 

to be interrupted by bad weather, especially in early spring, or to occur only at 

limited hours. ; 

The breaking of ice in rivers and lakes is, in effect, discontinuous when 

followed by refreezing. 

Bvidence of Newness. ‘The song of a bird carries no evidence of whether it has 

been going on for a day or a week, but a freshly opened flower among numerous un- 

opened buds tells its own story. A sidewalk littered with fragments of squirrel- 

epened acorns (es8}, some fresh, others oxidized, tells its own story if the same 

sidewalk was clean a week ago. 

Dates of events beginning between field trips cannot be interpolated without 

evidence of newness.
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In an occasional instance, evidence of newness develops after the event, and one 

can check back on the date, Thus woodcock were first recorded at the Sauk station 

on March 16, 1946, ‘This was nine days ahead of average, and the birds were silent, 

as is usual on first arrival. later Leopold found a nest which hatched on April 14, 

Allowing 20 days for incubation and four for laying, the first egg must have been 

deposited March 21. A blizzard on March 10-13 crowds the March 16 arrival from the 

other direction; hence its substantial accuracy is assured. 

Distant Factors. Arrivals of migrant birds are likely to reflect distant as well 

as local aenbiine On the other hand, the behaviors of resident birds, (such as song), 

and all developmental phenomena in plants, are inherently local. ‘The break-up of ice 

in lakes is probably the most perfect example of the cumulative effeat of purely local 

factors. Other things being equal, locally-determined events are preferable as phen= 

ology items. 

Abnormal Items. In addition to the forgoing positive characters to be sought in 

phenology items, there are negative cautions to be observed in the acceptance of 

observations. { 

‘ae Bloom in dandelion (53) often osours in March when the particular plant 

stands above a buried steam pipe, or huge the south wall of a building. Such abnormal 

bloom is an interesting oddity, but poor phenology. 

The development of plants on recently flooded areas is likely to be abnormal. 

The bloom of stubble weeds, suppressed until midesummer by the shade of the 

grain, and also the bloom of forbs cut off by insects or deer, have already been 

‘ mentioned as abnormally late, 

Some abnormalities are too rare to be important as phenology, but they are of 

interest as physiology. Pugoon Gs) normally ceases blooming about July 1. In 

1946 it ceased on July 6 at the Sauk station. But on August 5 dlaveanie seedling 

in a nursery bed bore two flowers, and on September 10 another bore one flower.
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No other seedling in the row showed any sign of blooming, The plants were only half ‘ 

the height of mature plants, and had only single stems, We have never before seen 

blooms on immature plants, 

Populations vs, Individuals, At least two variables, over and above weather, 

affect the phenology of plants: (1) the site variable, 4,e. differences in local 

environment, and (2) the genetical variable, i.e, differences in response to the same 

environment due to different genetical constitutions in the individuals involved, 

4 clear mental image of these two variables is essention to intelligent recording. 

A developmental record for any given species, to be valid through a term of years, 

should either (a) embrace the entire gamut of site and of genetical constitution, or 

(b) 4¢ should be limited to certain individuals which have been selected in advance, and 

in which site and genetics remain constant. Alternation or mixture of the (a) and () 

types is fatal. 

Most of our plant items embrace a wide range of site and genetical constitution at 

the two stations, Unless marked (b), the record for any given item may be assumed to 

approach the (a) category. That is to say, items not specifically designated as (b) 

are supposed to span the period from the earliest bloom on the earliest site to the 

latest bloom on the latest site, This implies, of course, that the observer examines 

an equal Fescaang sites for each date for each year, Needles to say this ideal 

was not always carried out, but we believe that it usually was, especially for common 

species, 

The choice between type (a) and type (b) is usually dictated by commonness, In 

some of our species, the population was too small for a record of the (a) category. 

Thus there is only one lilac bush (113) at the Sauk station. In such instances the reo 

cord is marked (b) and an appropriate specification, such as “one bush" or ‘one ‘¢lump" 

is added, 

By and large, the (a) tyne 4s possible only for comnon species, while rare or 

locally uncommon species automatically assume the (b) type. ‘The practical point is 

to reach a decision, and stick to it, in species of intermediate abundance. 

In aquatic and bog plants, whole ponds or bogs sometimes display uniform earliness 

or lateness depending on the presence or absence of springs. Yor example!
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een, Uithout springs 
Item 28 Skunk Cabbage, Dane March 20, 19 About April 10, 1945 
Item 71 Marsh Marigold, Dane April 1, 1946 April 15, 1946 

For this reason a single specified pond or bog (phenology of the (b) type) is 

preferable for aquatics, A single water (Lake Chapman) was used for our Sauk records, 

Sources of “rror 

The foregoing discussion describes certain particular sources of error, There re- 

main two more general questions} 

(1) How much difference will occur as between two observers, looking for the same 

list of items in the same area, through the same years? 

(2) How mech difference arises from differing intensity of observation? 

Difference between Observers, During parts of 1937, 1938, 1942, and 1942 Irven 0, 

Buss recorded phenology at Faville Grove, Jefferson County, 20 miles east of Madison, 

This is in the eastern end of the area defined as eligible for the Dane station, We did 

/ not see his record until he returned from military service in 1945. Upon comparison of 

his record with ours, we find 39 pairs of dotes in common, covering 33 items during eight , 

months of the year, Of the 39 pairs of dates, six are for birds, one for a manmal, and 

32 for plants, The disparities classify as follows: 

Identical with ours 13 pairs 33 per cent 
1+ 2 days difference i ais 

! 3-4 days difference 7 5 “= ° 8 
5 = 11 days difference = * = . 8 

# “ ” 

The sum of all disparities is 101 days for 39 pairs, an average of 2.6 days each. 

About 65 per cent of the pairs fall below this average, 

These disparities represent the -rror of observation plus anyactual differences 

that may exist between the two localities. There is no available means for serregating 

these two components. 

Inia tty of unetia ital Boariene We have. become convinced that.most animal 
behaviors in late winter are first exhi “by a few precocious individuals, and become general 

4 % ‘ aS fs A in the pépulition by widw dbsPeoss” 1i'19H6 "Gime special FeodPas Word kept to"test this point, 
Many trained men, just, returned from military service and .esger, to rasume, field wore, enabled 

us not only the first oceurrence of a behavior, but its gradual development, The 

Beier: ter cite tore > following covers observations of a dozen men afield daily on the University 
Campus Ena RVhoveteapreice? wen, Just retirued from wilitery service, were seger to resumes ; 

field work in avtoral history. Sale phowided! Wn wxeertierel dutensity of obgerretion. |
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Dane-Seetiont--~ 

inal song ane 5,6,9,12,13, 30 Heb, 17 
Pheasant crowing Jen. 10,18, 30, Feb,25 Mareh 1 

2 Marshhawk arrives Feb. 16 Feb, 24 
Chipmunk emerges Feb, 8,10,18,Mar, 7,8 March 14 

23 Brown bat flying Feb. 9 March 13 
39 Rufffed grouse drums Yeb, 3 March 16 

x Garter svake out Jan, 26, Feb. 17 early March 

The early dates for Items 3, 4, and 8 are believed to represent a slowly develop~ 

ing frequency; those for 5, 23, and 39 are believed to represent isolated early occur- 

rences, In either case, a lesser intensity of observation would have yielded later 

"first dates" for most of these items, the degree of lateness and the selection of items 

depending on chance, Such chance errors probably account, in part, for the large deviation 

from average in early spring phenomena. This will be discussed later, : 

We believe that this intensity-error in animal events diminishes rapidly as the season 

advances, We believe that it is never large in vlant items, except in a few species to be 

discussed later, 

We believe that an intensity-error also exists in autumn animal items such as 316, 

SLT, 319, 322, 324 and 326, 

ine population, the chanee of mocording Ata dar leak Som erence cde panda im the munbor! of ob- 
servers afield, To explore the mgnitud8*this factor, we now compare the bird arrival ie of 
ond obuerver With Yiose’ of 10 cbservers at’ the Thine Stutidd, T'S) Jeter wells 

of hah rae aning n-1913_ A.M, Sehorger recorded, the arrivals later publisheds.as aver- 
ages, in cehinds of Dae ty" ae? He used only his own observations, and his cit aaa 
ornithologist is nationally , Tile other workers studying birds as an avecatiol\he was ab] 

‘ wean sat" Geter during week days, His dates represent the best possible single-handed 
avocational effort, 

We Now Goinparé’ Schorcer’ s dates with ‘thise gathered @urtnk the past dethde vy’ the’ 1°" 
collaborators already listed, and ourselves, yillot, all of the 15.observers, covered all groups of 
birds, but it would be fair to assume that our dates are the earliest obtainable by 10 observers — 
oovebing'ali’ groups, aid 1088 confined to weeleends’ than’ daeeer wan.” Our Roh ed" you fe sti 
shorter, but both spans seem, to be lon. enough to evoid distortion by exceptionsllyyearly or | 
late seasons, 

KVP PAB. 

| 

i |
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Ttem Species oe 10 Mon Rarlior bys 

| 5  Marshhawk 3/16 3/5 11 days 
7 Bluebird 3/1. 3/9 2 
0 = Rettwing 3/21 2/28 12 

See a 1 sparrow 

gs a 
4g «Upland plover 4/18 4/16 2 3 
2p Towhee WL 4/7 6 

Brom thrasher M23 4/17 6 
668 American bittern uf 4/13 3 

2 oon wea 4/30 4/22 Some 
i % + average . 
i 86 ‘Kingbird 5/4 5/1 é 

87 Crested flycatcher 5/7 5/3 
9 Baltimore oriole 5/5 5/3 2 

| 4 Warbling vireo 5/7 243 2 
' 99 Rose breasted grosbeak 5/7 5/ 1 
i re] N. yellowthroat 5/8 ei 7 

1 Wood thrush 5/9 / 28 12 
i 1120s Whippoerwili 5/10 4/ah 16 
i 115 ~=—s Indigo bunting 5/12 5/10 1 

: lll —s- Searlet tanager 5/9 5/9 0 
i 122) = Gatbird 5/6 5/2 Bis 

124 aoe 5/14 5/6 : rye 
» average : 

23 Birds, March to May 5.6 days 

' We believe the five day difference to represent the greater intensity of the ten=- 

man effort. It-could-repredento-weathor tifferente; bot hetie- periods tre teockeng 

to mike- tits prababte. 

Intensity of Observations Plants. In flowering spurge [196] the first bloom 
are borne singly, and are so inconspicuous, as compared with the later massed corymbs, 

that one mst learn to look for them. During the process of learning, they are likely 

to be overlooked. The result is that in a series of annual records, the early years 

ave likely to show dates which are later than they should be. 

There are some plants in which the very earliest blooms are perfectly visible, 

but they occur on so few individuals that they are likely to be overlocked. This 

gvoup includes hedge bindweed [205], chicory (218), bull thistle (282), white snake- 

root [293], greater ragweed (295), lesser ragwood (298) § Liateis schoroiden (500) ,.
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end Canada goldenrod. We put these species in the variable category because we have 

records which definitely sustain it. In addition, we have the impression that all 

asters, oaks, hickories, poplars and willows likewise display wide variability, includ= 

ing a small proportion of extra early individuals. 

‘ We suspect that extra early individuals represent genetical, rather than environ= 

mental, variations for the following reasons: 4 aii 
aptre cants 9 iy 

(1) In anmals like the ragweeds, we heve never found them twice in the same 

place. 

(2) In white snakeroot, at both stations, the very earliest blooms for three 

years have occurred at two particular spots, both on a north slope and 

shaded. The two sites would seem to be cold rather than warn. 

(3) In chicfory, at the Dane station, the earliest bloom for the last three 

years has occurred at a particular spot on a north slope which seems cooler 

than the usual “curbstone" habitat of this species. 

(4) In villows, cai thene and lateness seem to show a clonal distrimtion. At 

the junction of two clones one gene ped disparity in earliness on identical 

sites. 
j : | 

| 

Vanupege ta weg ; " netanaes » , 

sl ph net 
| 

is ‘ | 

| 
:
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A, TR 
Town vs. Country Error. It is our impression that, plant development in urban \ 

habitats is commonly earlier than in rural ones. To test this belief, Donald R. Thompson 

kept records on 15 plants common to Madison and the University Arboretum, spanning 

the period March to May, 1946. He found that 13 of the 15 species were earlier in 

Madison: 

Deys Jarier in Town 
2 forbs 2ylyll 8 o0y4y6,0,-3 days 

woody plants 242,242,716 days 

Average 4 days 

Thompson's data are certainly not conclusive, tut they are consistent through 

March and April, thes” first inatances of earlier rural bloom appearing in May. \ 

Until 1944 we made no conscious effort to avoid recording a plant in town one 

year, and in the country the next year. ‘The bulk of our plant records are therefore 

subject to this error. It cannot, however, affect items of the (b) category (fixed 

stations), nor can it affect plants found only in the country, such as prairie and 

marsh plants. It 4s most likely to affect wild flowers in gardens and trees on 

bs lawns or streets. : 

Form of Reoords. Phonological errors can be greatly reduced by a form of record 

which cutomatically reminds the observer, while in the field (not afterward), what 

gurrent items are likely to terminate, and what new items are likely to develop, on 

the date of any field trip. Without such an automatic reminder, the observer is 

less likely to detect the earliest occurrence of new items, and termination dates 

are likely to be overlooked entirely. 

Our records were changed tc the automatic-reminder type in 1939. } 

liven with the best of records, terminal dates are usually cruder than beginning 

dates. ;
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General Discussion of Barors, We draw the following net conclusions from the 

forgoing discussions of errors, and of the peculiarities of thenolozical datat ey 

1, Any given aggregation of data is subject to numerous possible errors, only 

part of which can be identified, 

Be 2, The more species, the more years, the more stations, and the more observers jaa 

behind any given deduction, the greater the chance that errors will com- 

pensate, 

3. During the decade here trexted, the degree of error declines procressively, 

ih 4, Phenology of the (b) tyve (fixed stations) avoids some errors. 

5. Caution is necessary in attaching significance to differences of small 

magnitude, 

Plant Groups 

Those who work with soil, crops, wild plants, wild animals, or landscapes . 

sometimes wish to know what plants may be expected to be in-bloom, or in fruit, at 

a given time, Yor their convenience we have segregated such data, in diagramatie 

form, in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Thesd assemblies present an average of the two 

stations, and ignore deviations due to early or late years, ‘They include some species ag 

e which are omitted from Tables 1-12 because the record fa tas shart. oer. el 
“Wy Tho point of each arrow is the beginning date, and the length of the arrow 4 

t ia the duration of the event. PON a ccilials CR - 

¢ “i! | By projecting a vertical line through any given date, the reader ean tell at & 4 

a glance what species are likely to be in bloom (or in frait) on that date, 

It 1s perhaps of interest to note that all four groups of flowers describe, 

in their succession of "arrow points," a reversed "#" curve, ‘The groups differ 

only in the degree of curvature, and the dates of inflexion. Woods flowers 

inflect in May, prairie and sand plants and weeds in June (with some minor tndu= : : 

lations) and marsh plants in July, ‘The shape of these curves is of course Affected 

somewhat by the local assortment of sites and species, and by the degree to which | ; 

all are covered. ae 

Moods Flowers, Figure 1 assembles some of the wildflowers characteristic |
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of oakehickory, climax hardwood, and oalejackpine woodlands at their point of 

confluence in this region. 

A gonspicuous character of this group is the early bloom and short duration 

of bloom in the first 21 species. ‘Their average duration is 21 days. These species 

ploom before the leafing of trees is complete, and thus contrive to receive at 

least partial sunlight, even when occupying sites shaded by overhead trees, and 

often by a shrubby understory as well. ‘That this short early bhoon is sttually 

b an evolutionary adaptation for seizing sunlight 1s sustained in some species by the 

Zact that the leaves turn yellow and die as soon as fruiting is completed. Yor example, 

the leaves of Dutchman's breeches and dogtooth violet are yellow by the end of May 

{ and dead by mid-June. This early death occurs even in transplanted individuals with 

pleuty of light and moisture. The yellowing foliage of these two species is the 

| earliest "fall color" of the year. 

Prairie and Sand Flsnts, The average blooming dates of 59 forbs and grasses are 

assembled in Figure 2. 

Of the 14 flowers which bloom before June 1, nine are confined to hot dry sands 

: and gravels. On such sites, in very drouthy springs, snow water is the only ‘weietare ‘ 

likely to be available. Pasque (us) and. Draba, {s2) are exemples of sand plants which 

t . gan Dloom on snow water. 

: In some early sand flowers, the blooming period is short regardless of the ' 

weather; thus we have never know Draba to span more than two weeks. Other early species 

are opportuniety thus Arabis lyrata (7) bloomed from April 11 to June 6 and straggled 

to August 12 during the cool spring of 1945, whereas in normal years it ceases to 

Ddloom in May. 

Some prairie grasses and forbs start the season's growth very late. Oould this be 

an evolutionary device for avoiding damage from spring fires? Yor example, bluestem 

(290) grows no visible leaves until late May, whereas most other perennial grasses 

green in April. Butterfly weed (2hi] does not sprout until June 1, whereas the 
; Mionasen @& month earlier. :
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The p#vaixie group te peculiar in its interspersion of long and short blooming 

plants, Its long collective span, together with the tendency of prairie grasses to 

' golor in fell, gives 4¢ great value in wild landsoaping. very month from April to 

Ostober offers something to see on a prairie. 

Needs, The average blooming dates of 46 comuon weeds are presented in Figure 3. 

Ag has often been pointed out, there is no objective definition of the term 

*yeod", and wo claim none gor Figure 3, except that it includes plants whieh some- 

boty, for some reason, @islikes. The group might well be larger: thus Asiatic honey> 

sudkele (123) is probably a greater threat to the native flor in this region than 

any weed in Figure 3, barring quack grass [197]. Of the 46 species, not more than 

half a dofen are dangerous in the sense of usurping land that hae not been abused. 

Most Wisconsin weeds are objectiondly abundant minly in overgrasod pastures (239, 

255+ 259, 262, 289, 298, 307), and are preferable to the arosion which would be 
augmented wy their absence. Winter anima are largely dependent on weed seeds. 

The exotic perennials which comprise the bullc of our wood list have certain 

phenological charecters in comion. 

First, their period of bloom is Long. ‘the average duration, axelusive of 

atreggling, is 45 days. By reason of straggling, the termination of bloom often 

. lacks sharpness. 

Seeond, they commonly resprout and rebleom after mowing, and also efter inter 

ruption of bloom ty drouths, teuploss (53, 182, 255)- Some @ieplay straggling 

blooms even when not interrupted by mowing or droutha, Mony etraggle until frozen. 

Teamploot [277¢ 218, 258) « 
Hayfever Weetia. Thore is a discrepancy between the development of pollen in 

the two regweeds at tho Dane station, and the detection of scrlal pollen by the
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Allergy Laboratory of the Wisconsin General Hospital. In two of the last three years 

the hospital has detected pollen in the air before any phenologist could detect 

general bloom in the field. 
in ragweed, 

There is also @ discrepancy between first general bloom/ and first pollen in a 

few precocious plants. In two of the last three years we have found, by accident, 

one or more precocious individual plants far ahead of the general populations 

ee ae Precocious Plants Senered Pogalation Meher erates 

ee Tansee woe a 
ee neennteeneennctnnntntnnenapnetnnn attest 

Average differente qmmcremewwennnnmnn nen l 5 days eonnenen-enene 3 days 

The question is: does the earliest pollen detected by the Allergy Laboratory 

originate in other regions, or does it originate in these precodious local plants? 

Our data yield no clue. 

The precocious plants are very scarce, and are doubtless genetical aberrations. 

Three year's search has yielded only the three planta. 

Our average Dane County dates (August 5 for lesser and August § for greater 

ragweed) are later than the August 2 average for both species in this region given 

by Wodehouse in "Hayfever Plants" (81175). 

Marsh Pjants. The average blooming dates of 28 marsh plants are presented in 

Figure 4. This group consists, in large part, of conspicuous abundant perennials 

with long blooming periods (average duration 38 days). As in the prairie group, 

the collective span of bloom includes the entire growing season. 

As already pointed out, the date of first bloom in early marsh species is 

atrongly affected by the presence or absence of springs. 

Some marsh plants have highly specific animal relationships, ses Robert 

A. MeCabe (unpublished) has found that the alder flycatcher on the University 

Arboretum uses the dry stalks of Angelica (160) as « territorial perch, and depends 
on the shredded bark of the swamp milicveed (Wi) as his principal nesting material, _ 
The milkweed becomes "shreddable" only after spring sun and wind have loosened the 

dead bark, hence the relationship is conditioned by phenology. 

\ x



eade suspeata that the figeateher's fool Gieslys uring the orlttent wee of the nesting i 
 SensOie hhdtiges on the insects attmeted by coneurrent marsh blooms, and that shade for i 

- ootadies"Y WW Ue Sali ie Venting fatenlogy of o'er and sod dogood bushow in whieh 
| most but kine Bide? Buck pHiantmandinal’ dapendianotoa, partial or completo, are doustless 
© the sult! Athol! eh dh danlapldon, “tht” ew have boon explored ty reseasths | 

Mila Proits. A chronology of 27 wild fruits, arranged in order of first ; 

Ag ripening, is presented in Figure 5, The blooming periods are also given. Species 

without knom food value, such as wahoo (203), are omitted. Falling periods are 

indicated by dashed bara; indeterminate fallings after November 1 by plus signs, 

or by adding terminal dates of falling. 

These 27 fruits differ greatly in their ripening phenology, and in the degree 

to which they sre consumed by animals. 

Thus among mast fruits, all oaks fall as soon as they are ripe; walnuts adhere 

to the tree until frost; hazelnuts do not fall, but are gradually removed by mice 
i i “hws of, 

and chipmunks. Burr oak acorns im Medison are in most years completely consumed by 

squirrels (see Item 268) a month before ripening; to get the date of natural fall 

4 one mast search fence-row oaks in rural areas where squirrel pressure is less intense. 

duneberries at the Sauk station are completely consumed by orioles as soon as 

they turn red, and before they are ripe. Hence it is impossible there to record 

the duration of ripe berries on the tree. Grey dogwood berries ere consumed or 

knocked off by robing by 1 allie 

On the other hand, the propertion of the blackberry, dewborry and elderberry 

erop consumed by animals seems very small in this region, 

Of the fruits which adhere to the tree after November 1, some fall or are 

consumed gradually (grape, nannyderry) while others my be ignored until spring, | 

and are then obliterated in two or three days by cedar waxwings (mountain ash). 

The maximum variety of ripe wild fruits is available about September 1. 

fable 5 may be useful for planning a sequence of fruits for wildlife, or for 

determining the best date for gathering wild fruits for cating or preserving. The 

\ al



table 4s deficient in the phenology of saints dainoson: for which we have no records. 

Analyses 

In the pages whieh follow, we present six sample analyses ef the data in Tables 1-12. 

Our purpose is exploratory; we wish to show that analysis is possible, and if sound may shed 

light on a wide variety of questions, The muber of questions 4s probably limited mainly by 

techniques. We have no dilusion that our techniques are the hast. : 

Most ahalyses depend on comparisons with averages, means, or norms. [It 4s of the utmost 

importance to realige that the biota never conforms to averages. ‘The only physical meaning 

of an average is that the deviations from it should equalize. Significance inheres mainly 

in the frequency and amplitude of the deviations. 

Year to Year Variability of Species 

As a means of visualizing the yearto-year deviation of plant and animal species from 

their own averages, the longest series of dates from Tables 1-12 are presented graphically | 

in Mgures 6 and 7, in groups by months. Points above the baseline represent lateness (plus 

deviation); points below the baseline represent earliness (minus deviation). 

Visusl inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that there is a seasonal decline in 

deviation, the early spring curves being more "turbulent" than later ones. At any given 

season, some species seen more “turbulent” than others. 

In order to arrive at some meagure of turbulence, "estimated standard deviations" were 

computed for each of the species. The deviation, in days, is entered under each species 

name (for instance in siunk, @ # 17.0 days). The fommilae used to compute one station, 

two stations, or averages of several specics will be furnished on request, 

Decline in Deviation. To test the existence of a seasonal trend in the variability 

of items, we have averaged the deviations, by months, of all the animals and plante shown 

in Figures 6 and 7. 

28 Animals Rpeas Bh 
RobrmaryelMarch ag days x 10.3 days 

iy 6.8 og 
fly fuip- ast hugust ; by oy
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A progressive decline in variability is clear in animals from February up to ‘ 

the ond of bird migration in May, after which there are no data, Plants decline 

during April and May, but there is no large difference between months after May, 

The lumped data for both plants and animals show a progressive decline from 

February to May, followed by a relatively stable period, The net conclusion is 

that from Yebruary to May inclusive, the year-to-year “turbulence” of animals and 

plants diminished by asarly half, 

Length-of=Daylight Species. A few birds in Mgure 6 and « few forbs in Figure 

7 are conspléuaus for close adherence to their own averages. “e now compare their 

deviations with the averaze of other species during the month in which each occurs, 
Average Deviation of 

item Snecies Month Deviation others in same month 

Ww Upland plover April 32 days 961 days 
36 Baltimore oriole May 346 6.4 

Warbling vireo May 3.8 8.4 

99 Rose~breasted grosbeak May 3e1 a4 

= Northern yellowthreat May es 8.4 

i Indigo bunting TP | 5. cTiaI, ninmensidlt cpvinninepenatinsiiniedlanns 

6 birds above, April and May -------~---3.7 days 

“ER other,birds, April ma May snwemne--—na-n ne mnemn 8.7 days 

It is clear that in these six birds the deviation from their own average 

arrival date 42 less than half that characterizing other birds arriving during the 

same nionth, 

Wo next compare deviationa in four non-turbulent forbs with other plants 

Dlooming during the same month. 1 
Average Deviation of 

item Species Month Deviation gthers in same month 

246 =‘ Sheep sorrel. May nob days 6.6 days 
168 White clover June 26 7.6 
277 = Rarly goldenrod duly 6 59 
308 «= Closed _gentian (Sept, 1) 

4% forbs above, MaywAugiat s<----<<-----=-3,8 days 

11 other plants, May to August ----<--s--e--ee-----9-7,3 days 

in ial, ial tit A i il A he i ad ee dict i MN eh al lal
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In these four forbs the deviation from their own avorage blooming date 

is a little over half of that prevailing in other plants during the same ’ 

month, 

Thet some plants are governed primarily by length-of-daylicht, as é 

distinguished from other factors of current weather, is by now a familiar 

concept. The phenology of these four forbs suggests that day-length is 

a heavier component in their timing-mechanism than in that of other 

contemporary plants 

The six birds present a somewhat more puzzling case, for all of them 

winter in the tropics, where differences in day-leneth are much reduced, The 

plover, of course, winters beyond the tropics, where the seasons are reversed, 

One dan only conclude either that very small changes in day-length suffice to 

move them, or that there is some seasonal rhythm controlled by some other forces 

Of the 19 birds and 15 plants appearing in Mgures 6 and 7, white clover 

deviates least (2, days), and 49 also probably one of our most reliable records. 

Its wide distribution and abundance makes for agcuragy in detecting first 

bloom, and when bleom starts in a single plant, the rhole population acon follows. 

It seems clear to us that, given enough data, both plants and birds could be 

graded for your-to-year variability, and that such a gradation might throw Might 

on the biological distritution of physiological timing-mechaniaus, 

; The Character of Seasons 

Vasuel inspection of Figures 6 and 7 shows that certain years were 

prevallingly early, or late, during certain months. Thus wost birds and plants 

vere early in 1938 up to May. Again in 1940 birds were late throwh April, and : 

plants through dune. This whole question is now discussed in detadl. 

7
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Hach event has a normal or average date, from which it deviates from year to 

year atcording to the earliness or lateness of the season, ‘Thia being true, the 

character of a season can be expressed by a sudcession of deviations in its events 

through its component months, In Figures § and 9 we thus express the character 

of two seasons: 1944 and 1945. 

Rach has two graphs, 4 and 3B, in each of which the horizontal baseline 

represents average or normal date, 

In the A graphs the actual dates of about 280 events are plotted as deviations 

above or below the baseline, An event earlier than average is plotted below (Minus 

deviation); an event later than average is plotted above (plus deviation). Symbols 

differentiate animals from plants, and also the two stations. . 

In the B graphs the deviations are averaged, for each five-day period, for 

plants and animals separately, These average curves appear against a stippled back- 

ground of current temperatures, lilewise expressed as the net deviation from average 

during each five-day period. In these temperature graphs, minus deviations (in 

degrees Fahrenheit) are colder, henes they are plotted above the baseline to corres- 

pond with lateness in pheno logye Thus if the mean temperature for five days deviated 

from normal by “12°, ~10°, 5°, #5°, and =1°, the period ts plotted as deviating 

~26 + 5 © 23 degree-days above the baseline. 

Curves of cumilative temperature deviation, in terms of degree-days, wore tried 

as an addition to the B craths, but they did not seem to explain anything, and 

henge are omitted HecH?)neh, disulas,cuimlative curves ns of no value, but wo believe 
that agoumdations must relate to sone threshold temperature, Zero Yahronhett 1s a meaningloss 

Precipitation curves are omitted from Figures § ani 9 because both years were 

normal except for a wot June in 194% (#2,62"), and a dry July in 1945 (+170), and 

a dry October invhoth years (-2,19", =2.04"), The net deviation for the yoar was 

+0,13" in 1944 and -3.52" in 1945, 

The term "yhenograph" is suggested as_a short name for euch seasonal summaries — 

as we presented in Figures 8 and 9, 

sit
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Interpretation of Phenogranhs, Several precautions were observed in 

preparing WMigures $ and 9. Items with averages based on less than four 

years ave omitted, Sauk animals are omitted besause of the possibility, © 

already discussed, of ae. 

Autum items representing the onset of winter are omitted, because the 

terms “early” and "late then have meanings oprosite to their meaning in 

spring. 

It should be noted that each item is plotted perpendicular to its average 

date, 

When the weather changes (stippled area crosses the baseline) the response 

to the change is subject to a lag, and the extent of the lag is the horizontal 

distance from the weather crossing to the plant or mimal crossing. 

Of the two seasons here presented, 194 approached normaley in both 

weather and phenology, while 1945 was abnormal in both, 

Zhenogravh for 1945. After a normal winter, 1945 opened with an extra- 

ordinarily warm March and early April. During the period March 1 to April 13, 

all bat four days were warmer than normal, ‘Temperature deviations ran as high as 

28 degrees on single days, and for fiveday periods as high as 125 decree~days. 

On April 14 the weather turned from warm to cold, It remained abnormally 

eold through the remainder of April and May, June, and July, During this 77 day 

period, all but 17 days wre colder than normal, Normal temperatures did 

not reappear until August and September, ‘There was no drouth to mask the 

effects of abnormal temperatures,
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In short, 195 was a "self-recording experiment" in which more than 

i 50 animals and 100 plants at two stations registered their responses to 

a mideApril shift from warm to cold, Average dates for other years 

furnish the "control", We now discuss the results of thia “experiment”, 

Daring the early spring warm spell, migratory birds arrived earlier 

and earlier until the weather changed, at which time most birds were 

appearing five to 15 days ahead of schedule, ‘The onset of cold 

brought a rather prompt change to lateness; there were no early bird arrivals 

after May 1, The many speciés due during the first ten days of May were 

all from two to 14 days late. 

In strong contrast to this prompt response of birds to the mid-April 

shift in temperature, plants responted much more slowly, No plants were late 

until mid-May, a month after the onset of cold, Maximum lateness aid not 

develep until mid-June, tw months after the onset of cold, the average 

curve for plants crosses the baseline 29 days later than the average curve 

for onimala, Apparently the developmental. mechanism in plants set in motion 

by the early warm spell gathered a momentum which expressed iteelf in early 

bloom through a month of ensuing cold, 

So far 1945 phenology is diseussed in terms of plants as a whole and 

animals as a whole, We now consider the behavior of partiaular species : 

during the warm and cold periods, \ 

fable 13 presents the items normally occurring during the warm period 

Mareh § = April 13, These are classified by groups in a time-sequente. It 

48 apparent that the warm period produced the greatest earliness.in forbs 

> Hh i a ha i ke lll
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and woody plants, the least in birds and mammals, with lekes in an inter~ 

mediate position, It is of some physiological interest that subterranean 

mammals like mole and spermophile should have been early at all, ‘The mumber 

of mammal items is, however, too small to be conclusive, 

fable 14 4s a condensed swmary of the cold period, April 14 = duly 27. 

The left hand number of each pair is the number of items early or Sehet the 

right (in parentheses) the aversge number of days early or late, It is 

apparent that earliness in birds ond mumals ceased in mid-May, a month 

after the onset of cold weather, but that it persisted in some forbs into 

July. Woody plants, on the other hand, lost their momentum by the end of 

Mey, The impact of cold was very unequal as among species, as evidenced 

by the simultaneous existence of early and late groups, especially in forbs 

’ during late Mey, June and duly. 

It should be realized that some of the forbs versisting in earliness 

long after the onset of cold were still undereround when the cold hit. T,us 

white tri114um[i0l)| bloomed May 1 and April 15 at the two stations, ofx 

and 20 days early, It did not emerge from underground at the Sauk station 

until April 14, a day after the cold began, In short, momentumrearliness 

was inthe rot.



fable 13: The Warm Period, March 5 = April 13, 1945 : 

Mammals : 
Normal Date Birds Amphibians Forbs Woody Plants lakes & Rivers 

Wareh 5-15 Bluebird <6  Woodeluck -1 | | 
Meadowlark <=] | | i 
Robin -2. | 

snctecenesttiseahiaiiciselicicim accent periicncntiniiilicitmnnstarsiitginapipaiagtinilpiaiensicichianaeilidgitannmmutiiisinaingiaeaninenssiiiumnininiintn 

March 16-25 Grackle “10 Chipmunk -o | | Wisconsin River 
Dove -6) ole -8 | -6 
Woodcock -4 Leopard frog - 3 | | Lake Wingra -10 
Fox sparrow = 6 | | | 
Cowbird =3 | | i 

March 26- Field sparrow + 3 Bat “15 | | Silver maple “8-14 
April 5 Phoebe “13 Cricket frog - 9 | 

Kingfisher - 8 | Spermophile - 8 | Lake Mendota -12 
Sapsucker -h- | | 

In Hernit thrush -15 _ | 
Purple martin = 2 | \ i 

April 6-13 Towhee -13 | Pasque =16,~12| Pussy willow -13 
Cormorant -2 | | | Hazel = | 

| | Alder “16 | 

| i | Forsythie -17 | 
j | Gettonwood 22 
| | | Zim -19, -1 

Average earliness: - 6 days | ~ 6 days 15 days | - Lt days - 9 days 

| 

: i 

; 3
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fable 14; The Cold Period, April WeJduly 27, 1945 

; Mammals en er ne ne 

P od Birds & Insects Forbs Woody Plan 
i Late Marly | ha r ] Late far’ Late 

April 0 6(17) 1(17) 
April 2130 50 20 i) ci) bay} 
May 110 (5) 778(5) rrerx2ta6 M416) 
May 11-20 (lo [ rr LL) 2 4 2 [ (4) 
May 21+31 re $3} (5) 1(6) (7 
June 1-1 | cae 2(6) 8(9 

July 15-27 a). s)he) 2(8)
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Phonograph for 19. In 1944, temperatures displayed a mocession of short, 

mild deviations from normal, moh less gustained and less radicel then in 1945, 

Mareh and Avril were somewhat cold, May and June somewhat warm, the shift from cold 

to warm occurring on May 12. However, neither of these major periods was intense 

enough, or free enough from temporary reversals, to allow one to feel sure just 

which change in temperature produced any given deviation in phenology. 

In this climate, these short mild frequent deviations in weather define 

normality. 

In 195 Maseh Birds changed quickly from lateness to earliness in response 
to warmth; in 19) they changed quickly in the opposite direction, 

i mid-April both animals and plants returned very briefly to near-normal dates, 

for reasong not clearly visible in the temperature graph. We suspect that binds 

wore responding to the brief warm spell in early April, and plants to the preceding 

one in late March, which also opened the lakes. 

Marly May birds were back to norm) before the weather turned warm; the 

antecedent cold was evidently too mild to retard them 

The emerging mammals in 194) ghow the same response to current weather as in 

1945 (Zable 13), but only three species ara of record: 

Woodelmek Deviation “9 days 5 day temperature devintion +59" 

Charmane “13 days \ +30° 
Spermopi ile “10 days +10° 

The Gleareat fact in the Murth-tay segnont of 1944 B 4s the lay of plants 

behind animals after the shift to warm weather on May 12. ‘Tho plant curve crosses 

the baseline on June 1, 15 days later than the animal curve, and 19 days later than 

the general change to warm weather,
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The plent record for 1944 was analyzed by species, as in Table 13, for behavior 

following the general change to warm weather on May 12, ‘The analysis discloses 

less decisive responses, and no point of interest not already discussed, hence it 

is omitted, 

Gold, Frost, and Snow Effects 

Tt is well imowm, but perhaps not often enough emphasized, that winter animals, 

whether active or hibernating, are subsisting on last year's solar energy, stored 

either as living prey, body-fat, seeds and fruits, or bari and buds. Winter phenology 

reflects only the rate and manner in which these stored materials are drawn upon. 

As already pointed out, our winter items show extreme deviation in date. We suspect 

this is cuey not only to fluctuating weather, but also to lack of sim taneous 

development among individuals of a species, and this in turn perhaps reflects F 

inequalities of storage or of access to stored foods. 

Of the four hard winters of the decade, 1935-36) 193940, 1942-43, and igliehs, 

only the first shows consistent lateness in Items l~4. ‘This was also the hardest 

of the four for wintering animals (7#5). 

Winter snow cover may greatly advance the spring development of plants which 

winter as “rosettes", or which otherwise retain green leaves. "us in 1945, after 

nearly continuous snow cover, chickweed bloomed on Marth 20, whereas uncovered ; 

chickweed, being frozen, usually shows no bloom until May. ' 

late spring frosts may either destroy the bloom of plants, or injure the buds 

90 that no bloom develops, oriinjure the plant so that bloom is deferred. Thus 

all oak catkins on flat lands were killed by the frost of April 27-28, 1946, 

The same frost injured lilac buds at the Sauk station so that further develop= 

ment ceased, and the buds eventually died. An erroneous observation of "not yet in 

bloom" might be mde on such inhibited buds. 

7
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The same frost injured a lupine plant at the Sauk station, While other lupines 

bloomed normally from May 5 to June 23, this plant was yellov, undersized, and 

barren, On July 19, a week after uninjured lupines had shed their last seeds, the 

injared plant. burst into vigorous bloom, Had it not been under special observation, 

: a Gomeletely abnormal blooming date might have been recorded as normal phenology. 

Some frost injuries to trees are "stratified". Thus in 1945 and 1946 frosts 

killed the lower blooms and leaves of some black and white oaks, leaving the tops 

of the same trees undamaged ani able to bear mast. 

In years of late spring frosts it is only the intra-specific variability of 

blooming dates in oaks which saves any mast at all, ‘This variability in oaks 

mast have been of great importance to the passenger pigeon, which depended on Ha 

mast of the previqus year for food during nesting. 

; Drouth, Temperature, and Flood Effects. 

Once in a while a phenological record is accompanied by weather changes which 

. geem to isolate some factor in plant or animal development, When this happens there 4 

4s a chance to deduce the response of a whole commnity to its weather environment, 

The most important opportunity which arose during this stufy has already been 

described in the discussion of vhenographs. ‘fe now present, in briefer forms, 

some additional "natural experiments" on plants. We are aware that laboratory 

experiments on single species under controlled conditions cover the same ground, 

bat mach more acourately. Our only claim for these cases is that whole plant 

aommnities cannot be manipulated under laboratory conditions. 

All deductions from "natural experiments" are beset by the difficulty of 

distinguishing immediate responses from lag effects. ‘The weather often does not 

permit the identification of lag effects. 

Drouth and First Bloom, The most intense drouth of the decade extenied from 

April 10 to August 10, 1936. Our dates for this year are teo meagre to yield any ;
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measurement of how this drouth affected phenology. 

Your milder drouths covered the month of July in 1937, 1939, 1940, and 1941. ‘ 

The date of first bloom in 20 forbs and grasses during these four Julys shows no 

by conclusive retardation or accelerstion except in 1941, when July blooms were early, 

This was probably momentum-carliness from a warm April, May and June in 19%], _ 

July, 1946, while outside the period covered by this revort, offers a chance 

to check on the conclusion that drouth as such does not change the date of current 

first bloom, ‘The weather was very dry (+2,65") but the temperature was normal a 

(40,89), At the Saul station (used because its sandy soils ought to exagrerate drouth 

effects), 32 forbs starting bloom during duly were half early and half late as 

compared to their own averages, The average deviation was 1.2 days early, This 

diversity among species again suggests a lag effect from a very warm May and June, 

the species having lost their momentum earliness at different rates, as they did in 1945, 

In short, five July drouths show no aberrations in date of first bloom which 

are not more plausibly ascribed to antecedent temperatures, 

Dronth and Length of Bloom, While we ean demonstrate no effect of drouth on ut 

date of first bloom, it 1s possible that drouth might effect duration of bloom, 

Our best comparison is July 1945, which was cool and met, with July 1946, which was 

normal 4n temperature but very dry (#2.65"), of 19,forh terminating before the 

drouth was broken on September 5, 14 terminated earlier and five later than in the : 

cool wet 1945, ‘he average deviation was seven days shorter dupition in 1946, 

Sinee the average temperature in 1946 was normal, it seems likely that the prepon- 

derance of shortened bloom was due to drouth, ‘the diversity among species 1s worthy 

of note, No marsh species were used, 

Zemmerature and Length of Bloom. In 194 we had o hot wet June, which we now 

compare for duration of bloom with the cool somewhat dry June of 1945, Both stations 

are used, The comparison ia 0 strilcing. that we present the detail for one groupt 

eight woods forbs,
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2a 1245 Difference 
June temperature, departure from mean +2,4° “46° 7 colder, 1945 

Precipitation, departure from mean +2.62" “0.49! 3.1" dryer, 1945 

: 78 Small-flowered crowfoot 18 days 62 days 

104 White trillium 16,18 36, 42 

118 Jack in the pulpit il 20 

128 Yaterloeaf 27 35 

129 Columbine 22 a, Ub 

135 Wild geranium 25 30, 46 

139 Tall yellow ladyslipper 15 10 

149 Golden ragwort in 20 2 

Flumoge 19 days 35 days 84% longer, 1945 

Bight prairie forbs, analyzed in the same manner, bloomed an average of 27 days 

in 1944 and 43 days in 1945, again 60 pereent longer during the cooler June, 

fen woody plants bloomed an averege of 14 days in 19% and 24 days in 1945, 

agéin 71 percent longer during the cooler June. 

In short, the cool June of 1945 prolonged the duration of bloom 60-8 percent 

in three grouvs aggregating 26 species, This vrolongation is so pronounced as to 

leave little room for doubt. Desvite abundant moisture, blooming periods were short 

during the het June of 19, but long during the cool June of 1945. It appears 

that heat was the prime cause of short duration in June 19%4, 

Flood Bffects, On June 3, 1943, the Wisconsin River at the Sauk station 

overflowed the sandy old fields which are the habitat of Penatemon gracilis (sal. 

This species had developed flower buds by May 31, and the buds were about to open 

when flooded, The flowers were all Icllled, though the plants survived and bloomed 

normally in 1944,
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Floods may have opposite effects on the bloom of different species growing 

at slightly different levels, Thus ragweed (298) on the sandbars of the Wisconsin 

‘ River may not bloom at all in dry years unless subirrigated by a rise of the river 

in midswaner, whereas the same rise of water may flood and destroy such flowers 4 

a6 Mimalus ringens and Bideng (37) which have sprang up on the receding shoreline 

of the same sandbar. 

The two preceeding paragraphs deal with the destruction of blooms by floods, 

An even more common case is the distortion of blooming phenology in ammuals
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germinating on a receding shoreline. Polygonum and Bidens often show a zonal 

phenology on such sites, the earliest plants occurring on the higher levels, with 

cumlative distortion progressing toward the lowemilevels. All phenology from such 

sites is unrepresentative. 

Comparison Between Stations 

The dates of developmental phenomena are influenced by latitude, longitude, 

and altitude. The direction and magnitude of these factors is expressed, in mass 

data, by Hopkins' Law, which asserts that: "Other conditions being equal, the 

variation in the time of occurrence of a given periodical event in life activity 

in temperate North America is at the goneml average rate of four days to each 

degree of latitude, five degrees of longitude, and 400 feet altitude, later north= 

ward, eastward, and upward in the spring and early sumer." (11:7). 

Our tables offer a suitable variety of events for a mass comparison with 

Hopkins’ law, tut the distance between the two stations is too amall to be advantageous 

for this purpose. Nevertheless, as Hopkins pointa out, his formla may be used 

not only to predict the average difference between localities, but to evaluate the 

intensity of the local factors which cause local deviations from the law. From 

this viewpoint a comparison of our two stations is worth making. 

Bligible Dates. We exclude all of our animal data, because of the difficulty, 

‘already explained, of interpolating animal dates between weekly visite to the 

Sauk atation. 

We include all pairs of phant dates in which a given plant event was recorded 

at both stations during the same year. There are 241 such pairs from April to 

June inclusive, and 96 in July and August, a total of 337. Because Hopkins specifies 

“spring and early summer" it seems advisable to segregate the midsummer data. We 

exclude alh items lacking sharpness, such as budding, ripening of fruit, and 

harvesting of crops. What remains is entirely dates of first bloom
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Sauk: vs. Dane Stations. Table 15 presents a summry of the eligible data by 

months, For the period April to June, the Dane station averages 3.3 daye earlier 

than the Sauk station, and each of tho component months shows a two or three day 

mt difference. In July, however, the difference is four days, and in August (on meagre 

data) seven days. 

Hopkin * Taw. fhe observed three-day difference for the April-June period is 

now to be compared with the expettation-difference under Hopkins’ Law. 

Latitudes Sauk Station 43° 36" North 

Dane Station 43° 5! North 

Difference 3u" $ Got & 0.52° x & days & 2.08 days later at Sauk 

Longitude: Sauk Station 89° 40t West 

Dane Station 9° 25! West 

Difference 15! + Got S 0.25? x Z days * 0.20 days earlier at Souk 

HOt eovenama a mnammnsinarmmmmmmammmmmmmenmmmmunnmnmmmumewamn 1,88 days later at Sauk 

Altitude; Dane (lake Mendota) 849 feet above sea level 

Sauk (Wis, RB, at Delis) 
815 feet above sea level 

Difference 34 feot + 400 foot = .085 x 4 days = 0.34 days 
earlier at 
Sauk 

Neat epectation -weanwaennennemnennn enema nanammanmenmmnnne 1,5 days later 
at Sauk 

The Sauk station, in short, averages about three days later than Dane according 

to our observed blooming dates, whereas Hopkins’ Law would lead one to expect only 

about a day and a half. This distortion of Hopkins! law either reflects some 

undetected error, or it measures the on strength of unimown local factors which 

tend to mke the Dane station earlier or the Sauk station later than their geographic 

positions alone would indicate. 

Since both stations lie on the common frontier of three biotic provinces, local ’ 

factors might well be more influential than within the interior of any one province.
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Table 15. Difference in 337 Pairs of Dates of First Bloom 
Sauk and Dane Stations, 19%5<45 

|Dane Harlier in |" Sauls Vaviter in |" Yotal | Aver. tay 

Chee eee Le era EV UE7o ays Vane 

April 36 163 10 4s 46 118 26 
May 8 519 19 153 100 366 3.6 

June v 4h) he Lhe: 9 Ae c 
f RO TUG A pc ed 8) : ; 5G y oe d 60 “5 

at oe 7 os 1363 os 

] 
] 

| 
| 

} 

- | 

/ 

/
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Of the various possible errors, the one most likely to affect Table 15 would 

be the "fom ve. Country" error, for there is no urban area at Sauk. However, 

the urban error is believed to be inoperative by June, whereas the earliness of 

the Dane station persists beyond June. Also the earliness of the Dane station is 

least in April (2.6 days). It should be greatest in April if distorted by this 

; error. It seems unlikely, therefore, that this particular error accounts for the 

difference between atations. 

Hopkins seems to have derived his forma from a few plants and insects in 

many localities. We derive our values from many plants in two localities. Our 

data seem to indicate that species respond differently to the combination of local 

weather and astronomie constants like length of day. If this ie true, one might 

expect some non»conformity with Hoplcins’ Law, 

In the case of the Sauk station, the tendency toward late spring frosta, 

working in combination with the prolongation or momentum effects demonstrated in 

this paper, might well have the effect of distorting Sauk phenology in the direetion 

of lateness through the spring and early summer, On the other hand we have often 

received the impression that the warm sands at Sauk, on certain sites and in certain 

early-apring sand species, distorted the Sauk record in the direction of earliness. 

These contradictory distortions probably exist, but their “valences" vary in such 

complex patterns that the mind cannot follow them, 

We suspect that there is damer of over~simplifying one's mental picture of a 

phenological forma like Hopkins’ Law. fable 15 shows that the Savk station was 

by no means always late; it was early in 70 cases (pairs of dates) and late in 

267. Moreover a single species often showed alternation between the two stations 

in successive years. All this again indicates that phenology refleote the interplay 

of many variable factors, rather than the contimous domination of any single factor, 

\
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Comparigon of 1880's and 1940's j 

We have found three published phenology records for localities in or near 
the stations covered in this study. These are now compared with ouy records. 

Henzy's Phonology, 1881-1685. This record was started by Dean W. H. Henry of 

the Wisconsin Gollege of Agriqulture in 1881 (10), ami was carried through under 

hie supervision by a succession of his graduate students (21), 

In fable 16 we compare 16 items common to Dean Henry's record and ours for 

the Dene station. It should be noted that his record ends with May, but that the 

items are well spread in time, and are carried thraugh the fourmyear period with 

considerable persistence. 

Of the 37 deviations from our average dates show in Table 16, only one 

(vlaek locust, 1881) dears a mime sign, That de to say, the early 1880's were 

uniformly later in their spring phenology tian the 1940's, and the magnitude of 

the deviation is prevailingly large, averaging over two weeks (see bottom line of 

table). 

Such a uniform deviation raises the question: was the weather also uniformly 

cola? The deviations from monthly meen temperature, according to the U. S. Weather 

Bureau were? ‘ 

Mean of 
1O7_year 86; 883 188k 1885 Yovruasy : 

March 3° “2 oP ot 

April 45° “ew?” 

May 57° ayo? we 2° 

In short, only two months out of the 16 were above normal in temperature; 

all the rest were cold, and some very cold. There were two warm months, May 1881 

and April 1883. ‘The former shows the ohly minus sign in Table 16; black locust



Table 16. Phenology for Madison (Dane Station) 1880's vs. 1940's 
Data, for 1881 from Henry (10), for 1883-1585 from Trelease (21) 

Averaze 
Species Item Recent 1881 1883 188% 1885 Average Deviations Lateness 

No. Aver. 1381+85 Tee Tey aaa 1881-85 

March 
nae maple, pollen 26 3m Yf1z +17 ‘ 

Apri : Lake Mendota, open 27 4/4 5/2 4/13 4/15 4/20 4/20 #30 +12 41% 419 +19 : 
Hazel, pollen & 4/2 “/LT 23 4/20 “15 +210 (+18 2 
Amer. elm, pollen kJg 4/15 4f26 4far +6 +17 «+12 
Aspen, pollen ya 4/10 4/20 +10 : 
Cottonwood, pollea 45 was - kro dfes 5/3 Sez +6 ~ +20 «414 : 
Box elder, pollen NT a/v — B/17 Nf/28 5/10 4fes ~3 40h 426 a1) “ é Wild plum, bloom g2—ssfag 45/35/10 5/41 +1) +Lh +125. : 

Black oak, pollen 88 (5/3). 5/29 #26 : : Lilac, dlom 03 0 5/3 Hf O5/25 3/2 ay «e +19 White oak, pollen 88 (5/5) 5/48 5/23 5/2. 5/2 +13 (+13) (#16) (+16) ‘ 
Sugar maple, pollen oT 5/5 5/17? 5/9 5/18 +12? +14 +13 j 9 Chokecherry, bioom 100 5/8 - 5/16 5/20 zat 5/22 “* 6 +12 +19 413 : 
Amer. elm, fruit 46 5/12 (Sauk) 5/26 6/3 5/30 ; +1) 422 «418 : 
Asiatic honeysuckle, bloom id  §A3 6/1 +19 3 Silver maple, cunt z. (2/233 aie a 5/32 we wis ¢ be (426) ious ; 
Black raspberry, | loom ; : ae he 
Black locust, bloom 175 5/29 a ene the “2 +18 +68 

Average lateness, 1881-1685, in dayg mana mne name] +13 +1) +19) 415 :
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was two days early. April 1683 was only one degree above normal. Its phenology 

wag uniformly Late, no doubt due to the "nomentwn" of the preceding March cold. 

The warm May of the cold spring of 1561 was especially noted by Dean Henry, 

whe says? “The large masses of snows « +» neutralized the rays of the sun and long 

delayed the coming of spring, but when vegetation once started into life, it was 

with that celerity which is so characteristic of Alpine and Polar regions." 

The coldness and lateness which prevailed during the early 1860's raises 

the question: was this period the low yhase in a climatic cycle? ‘The best answer 

4@ found in Wing's graph of the opening and closing dates for Lake Mendota Bs 

149, 153). During the entire period 1879-1886 Mendote opencd late and closed early. 

During the decade 1935-1945 Mendota opened early in gine out of 11, anf closed 

late tn /ae out of in woe It is tmaeclear that Dean Henry's record coincides 

with a cold period, and this paper with a warm period. 

Whether these fluctuations are seguents of a recurring cycle is another 

question which only time can answer. 

Bough! Phenology, 1851-1859. During this decade, the volunteer weather 

observers of the Smithsonian Institution were asked, by circular letter, to record 

a standardized phenology on 229 items covering "the dates of putting forth and 

fall of leaves, blossoming, ripening of fruit, (ana) times of appearance and 

@isappearance of animale". The data wore compiled by Dr. Franklin 3. Hough and 

published in 1864 (12), 

Of some 300 stations at which observations were recorded, three lie within 

or near the areas covered in this study. These were Madison (Dane station), 

Baraboo (Sauk station), and Milwaukee (50 miles east of Dano, tut on Leke Michigan, 

and hence not properly comparable). These stationa resorted 26 items common 

to our record, but few of these cover more than a single yoar, 1851. These 26 

items have been analyzed by the same method used in Table 16, the analysis shows —
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no large or consistent difference between 1651 and the recent average. ‘The data 

do not seem worth including in this paper, especially since there ia no assurance 

that the recoriers were equally competent or adhered to any uniform standard. f 

A decade of dates of 326 seasonal events at two stations, 33 miles apart, 

were analyzed and compared with prior records, 

Spring events during the decade 19351945 were two weeks carlier than the same 

events at the same station in 1851-1585. 

The northern station is three days later than the southern one, which isa twice 

the expecfation under Hopkdns' Law. ‘the difference between the two stations is 

least in early spring and greatest in midsummer. 

The year-to-year variability of events, as compared with their om averages, 

tends to be greatest in carly spring, and decreases progressively through May. 

Sone plants show little varinbility; they seem to be governed more by length 

; of daylight than by current weather, White clover, the least variable plant, has 

a standard devintion of 2.4 daya, which is ohly a third of that provadling in other 

plants during the same month, 

Some birds show little variability, but they winter in or beyond the tropics 

where changes in length of day are moh less pronounced. 

Bind migmtion reeponie, to changes in temperature much nore quickly then the 

bloom of planta. In 1945 the momentum of on carly warn period persisted in plants 

through two months of subsequent cold. ‘This momentum caused early bloom in white 

trillium despite the fact that it was still underground during the warm period. 

Duration of bloom in a cool dry June, as compared with a hot wet June, was 

protracted 6 to percent in various groups of phante.
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Dates of first bloom in five ary Julys did not differ from average except 

in two years, which were early, probably by reason of antecedent heat, In one 

very ary July, drouth seemed to shorten duration of bloom. en 

Fhenological records are subject to many errors, but these do not affect all 

apeeies or seasons alike, A comparison of two independent phenologists shows a 

third of 39 paire of dates identical, « third up to two days apart, and a third up 

to 11 days apart,
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| Skunk Cabbagg (Symplocarms foetidup) 

| "_Matsh Marigold (Caltha palustris) ; 
| Early Spxigrage (Saxifragh pennsylvanica) 

| Goldpn Alexander (Zizip aurea) 

| Goldpn Ragwort (Seneci. ( mureus) 

| Angelica (Angelita atropurpurea) ‘ 

Marsh Blue Flag (Iris virginica¥ yer. Sued) 

Tall Meadpw Rue (Thalictrum dasycarpum) : 

Geum (Geun strictum) 

Showy [ady's Slipper (Cypripedium reginae) 

| Blue Vervain (Verbena hastata) 

Winged Loosestrife |(Llythrum alata) 

|tysimachia (Iysimechia quadriflorum) 
Swamp Milkweed |(Asclepias incarnata) 

Mountain Mint) (Pycnanthemum virginianum) 

Jewelweed (Impations biflora) | 
| Turk's Cap anense) 

Joe Pye Weed (Eupatorium|maculatum) 

Bonpset_(Bupatorium pf rfoliatum) ___> 

Swamp Thistle (Cirsiym mticum) ; MARSH PLANTS foe, 
| LEGEND a 
| Ironweed (Vernonia fasciculata) 
| ren 010M? paeeene 
| ee eee, Straggling bloom Monkey Flower (Mimalus ringens) 

Turtlehead (helone glabra var,| linifolia) 

| Gerardia (Gerardia aspera) (}o.. fpr corboee 

Lobelia (jobelia siphilitica) 

Bottle Gentian (Gentiana Andrewsii) 
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Hepatica| (Hepatica american 

Datchmpn's Breeches (Dicentra Cucullaria) 
Bloodfoot (Sanguinaria canadensis) 

Toothwort (Dentaria ladiniata) 

: Meadow Rue (THalictrum dioicum) 

food Anemone (Anemdne quinquefolia var.interion) WOOD FLOWERS ; 

Bellwort (Uvularig grandiflora) LEGEND 

Dogtooth Violet (Erythronium albidup —— /n bloom 

Arabis (Arabis Drumnondi) ---————— Straggling bloom 

White Trillium (Trillium grandifflorum) 

Nodding Triljium (Trillium Gleason) 
Wake Robin (/Trillium recurvatu 

Jacob's Ledder (Polemonium reptans) 

Blue Phlox |(Phlox divaricata) 

Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema itriphyllum) | 

False Soldmon's Seal (Smilaciina stellata) | 

Wild Geranium (Geranium maculatum) 
Waterleaf (Hydrophyllum virginianum) Me 

Yelldw Lady's Slipper (Cypripedium parviflorum var. pubescens) 

yjapple (Podophyllum peltatum) 

Sweet Cicely (Osmorhijza Claytoni) 

yptotaenia (Cryptotaenia canadensis) 

False Spikenard| (Smilacina racemoqa) 

Cenada Mayflower (Maianthemm carladense) 

Black Snakeroot (Sanicula marilandica) 

Solomon's Seal (Polygonatum bifflorum) 

: nenpne (Anemone virginiana) 

Geum (Geum canaden Piles 

Enchanter's WN. ghtshade (Circgea 1gtifolia) 

Tick Clover (esmodium acuminatum) | ———~" 

Iopseed (Phiryma Leptostachya) 

Jewelweed |(Impatiens pallida 

Cardinal Flower (Idbelia ¢ardinalis) 

Peg ore ope ll 
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Asparagus spropte (Asparagus off} cinalis) 

Meee ssee canes aonnnon gil Stra berry (Fragaria virginiana) 

sadsalsnecwed Juneb (Amelanchier canadensis) . 

nel all b Morus alba) 

. Se lene Re Ozier Dogwood (Cofnus stolonifera Supe (SE 2 

ne ar. 
dguccl soe oect Red Raspberry (Rhbus idaeus var. st\rigosus) 

| = 7 : 

rr eee, Depbe: (Rubus flagelllaris) 

Sa seeuiesed Blackberry (Rubus| allegheniensis) 

ip) ele Wild Cherry (Prums serotina) 

Bnel < Dort_Oak} (Quercus macrocarp 

gare Mountain Ash (Sorbus decora) t03/! 

pemee aiee zuterocey_(Saowe cond ensis) 
Bee ees Grey Dogwood (Corms racemosa) 

nee Chokwech pians) 
tpithericse Willd Crab (Malus eorpnaria) _ 

cametbuntaliccee Wild Grape (Vitis vulpina) ____| 

Maeanetenakeesk Bittersweet (Celastrus scandens) |, 

aa Shagbark Hickolry (Carya ovata) 

Geshe Nannyberry |(Viburnum Lentago) + 

Ms Ld cea LEGEND Hazel (Cofrylus americanus 

— ——— Ripe Bae Oak (guereys, 
: ---——- Falling Black Walnut 

muwrenssscsssecscece Blooming Coxiens nie)
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eat Small flowered Croyfoot (Ramunculus g4bortivus) 

(Capsella Bursa-Pastoris) 

Winter Cress (Barbarea vulgaris, 

Sheep Sorrel (Rumex Acetdsella) 

tough Bedstraw (Galium|Aparine) 

Goat's Beard (Tragopogon pratensis) 

Yarrow (Achilleq Millefolium) Peak ei ig dea ct ce hese cas gs MU att see 
Wild Parsnip (Pastinaca sativa) | 

Evening Iychnis chnis alba, alseie eee ei 

Yellow Sweet Glover (Melilotus officinalis) 
Ox-eye Daisy paver Cnatioas ofPictan: ver, pinnafifidum) 

ee Daisy Fleabaye (Erigeron ramosus) Rs ha aaa 

11d cared: (Omous Carote)_| ce 
White Swedt Clover (Melilotus| alba) ? 
Field B: daweed_(Convolvulue fr nsis) . 

Hedge Bindweed (Convolvulus| sepium) 

Mothezwort (Leomurus Cardjiaca) 

Heal de 
Wat culata) 

ada ‘Thistle (Cirsiup arvense) 
hie (Mek tial telethon s ck 
Ddg Fenne1 (Anthents borate) |, 
os gokate Sort (Mberione gartirecal_, 

| Black Bindwoed (Pofiygomzn Convolvulud) 
clepias Syriaca) 

Great Mullein (Vprbascum Thapsus)_ eg 

Bouncing Bet (Baponaria officinalis) 

Black Mustard] (Sraseton nigra) | > 
Evening Primrose (Oenothera py qnocarpa) _ 

Catnip (Nepefa Cateria) = =| 

Ho: Vervain (Verbena stricta es gae 

Common Plantain (Plantago Rugellit) | 
Horse Net$le (Solamm caroliinense) 

Lamb's Quarters (Chenopodium album) 
WEEDS Sow Thistle (Sonchus arven ' ae 

LEGEND Stinging era) 
A biose Wood Ne: te avoreen one mais) 

 ------- Straggling bloom Bapl Tistle (Cirsium valgare) ____ 
Canada Fleabane (Erikeron canadensis) 

G eat, fat Regweed (ambrosia trifida! , ; 
\Ledsev Smaii-Ragweai (Ambrosia elattd otha iat 

Bur-Marigold (Bideng cernua)
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Pasque Flower (Anemone pateng var. Wolfgangiana| 

Draba {Draba reptans) 
Afabis (Arabis lyrate) ere ang 

Bird-foot Violet] (Viola pedata var} Zineariloba) 
Ho: Pugdon hospermun canescens) 

Geum (Geum trifflorum) 

Wood Sorrel (Oxalis violacpa) 
Toadflak (Linaria canadensis) 

Shootipg Star (Dodecathepn Meadia) 
Pink Phlox (Phlox pilosa var. fulgida) 

Blue| Lupine (Iupinus pprennis) 

Arenbria (Arenaria stricta) 

Pucbon (Lithospermm angustifolium) 

Pupoon (Lithospermm| carolinense) 
Baptisia (Baptis{a leucophaea) 4 ele ae 

Spiderwort (Tradescantia reflexa) atid 
Penfstemon (Penfstemon gracilis) 

Frostweed (Heljanthemm canadense 

Krigia (Krigia|biflora) 

Anemone (Anemgne cylindrica) 

Seneca Snaketoot (Polygala Senega) 

Fotentilla (Potentilla arguta) 

Baptisia (B¢ptisia leucantha) 

Scribner's Panic (Panicum Scritnerianum) 

Flowering Spurge (Euphorbia |corollata) 
Ground Cherry (Physalis virginiana) 

lobelja (Lobelia spicata! 

June Grass (Koeleria cristata) 

Polygala (Polygala polygama) 
Asclqpias (Asclepias amplexicaulis) 

P¢nfistenon (Penfstemdn Digitalis) 
Pirsh Plantain (Plantezo Purshii) 

Goat's Rue (Tephrogia virginiana var. |holosericea) 

Iysimachia (Iysimadhia lanceolata) 

New Jersey Tea (Cqanotius americams 

Coreopsis (Coreorsis palmata) 

\lorse mithT— 2 BeoBetm (Monerda punctate var. |villicaulis) 
Tead Plant (Amorpha canescens) 

Prairie White Fringe Orchid (Habenaria leucophaes) 

hite Prairie Clover (Petalostemm candidum) 

Coneflower, (Ratibida pinnate) 
Prairie Dock (Silphium tere}inthinaceum) 

Horsetaill Milkweed (Asclepias verticillata) 

Purple [Prairie Clover (Petalostemm purpurein) 

Silphipm (Silphium integiifolium) 

PRAIRIE & SAND PLANTS [CinitossPlnitc ee Jecintaten) 
Canada| Tick Clover (Desmddium canadense) 

LEGEND Rattlesnake Master (Eryngium yuccaefolium) 

UE oe ee Lisalyi 5 —_ptesthe-Gear (Idatris mfenostachya) soto ---- Straggling bloom i to 
urple Cone Flower (Brquneria purpurea) 

bebtoua (Pestomn visdetem) 7 
Bluestem (Andropogdn fureatue) 

Side-oate Gram (Boutelgua curtiyendula) 

Bush Clover |(Lespedeza capitata) 

Iiatris (Lilatris sphaeroides 
Prairie 3 jerdgrass (Andropogon scoparius) 

Wormmood (Artemisia caudata) 
Indiay Grass (Sorghastrum mutans) 

Prairie Goldenrod (Solidago rigida) 

pera soee ese eee mn MRL) 5) ts lh pv) 
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A PHIMOLOGICAL RUCORD FOR SAUK AMD DANE COUNTINS, WISCONSIN, 1935-1945" 

University ef Westnet Yadleon, Wisconsin 
Introdu ction 

In January of each year there comes a thawy night when the tinkle of dripping 

water ie heard in the land. It seems to awaken thoughts of epring, not only in creatures 

shed fox the sight, Wut fn come who huve bean asleep for the winter, The hibernating 

skunk, curled up in his deg den, uncurls himself and ventures forth to prowl the 

wet world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the melting anow. Mie track marks 

one of the earliest dateable events in that cycle of beginnings and ceasings which 

we Gall a year, 

Many people are interested in these beginnings and ceasings, and the degree to which 

they are valid as indicators of seasonal development. Only a few have discovered, 

however, that keeping records enhenses the pleagure of the search, and also the chance 

of finding order and moaning. Those few aro called phonologists. ‘ 

The events comprising the annual cycle are inmmmerable. Wisconsin, for example, 

has about 350 species of birds, 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, 

20,000 insets, and 1500 higher plants. The life of each of these 22,000 species 

consists of a sequence of phenology items, each a response to the advancéng season, 

No one phenologist can hope to recognize, moh less to record, more than a microscopic 

d fraction of this prodigious dram. 

Meny of the events of the anmal cycle recur yoar after yoar in a regular order. 

A year-to~year record of this order is a record of the rates at which solar energy 

flows to and through living things. They are the arteries of the land. By tracing 

their responses to the sun, phonology may oventually shed some light on that ultimate 

enigma, the land's inner workings. 

* Journal Paper No. 8 of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, 

j
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Purpose 

The parpose of this paper is to assemble a composite phenological record 

| for the wild plants, birds ead mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling of 

items relating to other animals, waters, crop plants, and plants used in landscaping, 

Such a record is usefal for two main purposes, First, £t permite one to inter- 

polate, for any given event or any given date, a backeround of contemporaneous events. 

For example: a game manager learns from the literature that in Dane Coundy the mst 

frequent date of first egg-laying in pheasant is May 6. What else of possible impor- 

| tance to nesting vheasants is going on at that time? A glance at Tables 4 ond § shows 

yi that spring grain has been seeded two weeks ago and should be well up on May 6; 

that Franklin-Grount Aquirrel (91] has already emerged; that binegrass [a2] wilt 

head out in eight days; that alfalfa hayfields (200) will be ready to cut in 36 days, 

which just about equals the time necessary to complete the cluteh (12 days) and 

inoubate it (21-24 days), 

The second main purpose of a phenology table is to permit one to correct for 

early or late seasons by translating calendar dates into phenological "dates", Assume, 

for example, that the same game manager needs to find some pheasant nests, but that 

the season is very early, henee the average date of May 6 1s invalid, How meh 

earlier shall his search begin? A glance at Table 5 shows the following contemporaneous 

first blooms: sugar maple, chokecherry, winter cress, lousevort, white trillium, 

Jagob's ladder, Lilac has been blooming three days, wild crab will bloom in three 

days. With these “eross shots" on his problem, the vegetation will tell him in any 

year, early or late, about when to begin his search. 

It 49 strangely difficult to arrive at such correlations by comparing specialized 

publications, fo facilitate them, we heve merged all of our eventse-plants, birds, 

mamials, insects, and weather-~in one common sequence (Tables 1-12).
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Purpose i : 

The parpose of this paper is to assemble a composite phenological record 

for the wild plants, birds and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling of 

items relating to other animals, waters, crop plants, and plants used in landscaping, 

Such a record is useful for two main purposes, First, it permits the interpo- 

lation of ecological background for any event the date of which is Imown. Second, 

it permits calendar dates to be translated into phenological sequence, and thus to 

correct for early and late seasons, Often the two purposes combine in a single 

problem, 

For exemple, a wildlife manager needs to examine some theasant nesta, He learns 

from the literature that in south central Wisconsin, in an average year, the most 

frequent date of first egg-laying is May 6. But it 1s not an average yeart it sel- 

R dom is, How shall he know when to search? The status of vegetation is his best cus. 

Our tables show that in an average year the following first blooms are expected within 

a day or two of May 6: ugar maple, chokecherry, winter cress, lousewort, white 

trillium, and Jacob's ladder, Lilac has been blooming three days; wild crab will bloom 

in three days, With these “eross shots" on his problem, the vegetation will tell him 

in any year, early or late, when to begin his searche 

Again, a land owner wants to ring his trees for spring caakerworm, When ghall 

he apnly his tanglefoot? Our tables tell him that the moths ascend trees a week after ; 

the arrival of fox sparrow, ond just after the first cricket frog sings. Wo signal 

© @ould be clearer. 

Again, an ornithologist wishes to see the flight of rough~legged hawks, which, 

for some of us, makes October an eventful month, ‘hen to go? On the average, when 

the wahoo berries suddenly burst their carpels and turn from pink to deep eerise. 

It 4s strangely difficult to arrive at such correlations by comparing specialized 

publications. : | 

fo facilitate them, we have merged all of our events==plants, birds, mammals, | 

insects, and weather=-in one common sequence (Tables 1-12). { 

a
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It is not to be assumed, of course, that the sequence of averages repeats itself 

exactly each year, and still leas that the average sequence for our region is iden= 

tical with that for other regions. Indeed the whole concept of a sequence of average 

dates is in one sense an abstraction, for it can never be found in tote in the field, 

Nevertheless it exists, and it is an important property of the flora and fauna, The 

reasons for this will appear later. 

Seope 

We do not, in this paper, attempt to derive the correlations which are its prin- 

cipal purpose, ‘They are so numerous that the reader can best derive them for himself, 

4f and when needed, We do attempt to suggest how to select items for phenological 

recording, and to deduce some responses of animals and plants to weather. 

It 4s wanecessary for a phenologist to record as manyspécies as we have, A 

smaller muiber, well assorted as to site and season, would be equally valuable, 

Oor arrival dates of migratory birds are confined largely to a few common, easily 

recognized species, Complete lists of average arrival dates for the Dane Station have 

been published by Schorger (18), and for southern Wisconsin by Barger et al (4). 

The phonology of birdsong ia largely omitted, ond will be covered in a separate 

paper. ‘the phenology of leaf-fell is omitted because it is difficult to define sharply, 

and there is excessive variability between trees, 

Our references to the literature cover only our own region, plus.a few nationally- 

kmown papers that have influenced our work, We are aware that there is a large 

Buropean literature, and that many important American papers ‘ie not mentioned, 

Stations 

This paper records some 326 events at two stations, herein called "Sauk" and "Gane", 

The first includes two or three square miles around the Leopold shack in Sec, 33, T.13N, 

R,6B, Sauk County, The second is an area of similar size including the University of 

Wiseonsin Arboretum, and adjoining perts of the city of Madison and University of Wiscon= 

sin cams, in Dane County, ‘The Dune station isa 33 miles south and nine miles east of the 

Sauk station, 

;
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Item 26 Slounk Cabbage, Dane ae 295 Ree 1945 
Item 7l Marsh Marigold, Dane April 1, 19 April 15, 1946 

For this reason a single specified pond or bog (phenology of the (b) type) is prem 

ferable for aquatics, A single water (lake Chapman) was used for our Sauk records, 

Sources of Error 

The foregoing diseussion deseribes certain particular sources of error, There remain 

two more general questionst 

(1) How mach difference will occur as between two observers, leoking for the same 

list of items in the same area, through the same years? 

(2) Bow moh difference arises from differing intensity of observation? 

Difference between Observers, Daring parte of 1937, 1938, 1941, and 1942 Irven 0, | 

Buss recorded phenology at Faville Grove, Jefferson County, 20 miles east of Madison, This — 

4s in the eastern end of the area defined as eligible for the Dane station, We aid not 

see his record until he returned from military service in 1945, Upon comparison of ; 

his record with ours, we find 39 pairs of dates in common, covering 33 items during eight i 

months of the year, Of the 39 pairs of dates, six are for birds, one for a mammal, and 

32 for plants. ‘The disparities classify as follows? 

Identical with ours 13 pairs 33 per cent 
1+ 2 days difference am 6 bh a 
3-4 days difference ¥} * um? . 
5 + 11 days difference 3 : 3 : : 

fhe sum of all disparities is 101 days for 39 pairs, an average of 2.6 days each, 

These disparities represent the error of observation plus any actual differences that 

may exist between the two localities, There is no available means for segregating these two 

components. 

Intensity of Observations Animal Behaviors, We have become convinced that most animal 

behaviors in late winter are first exhibited by a few precocious individuals, and become 

general in the pomlation by slow degrees, In 1946 some special records were kept to test 

this point, Many trained men, just returned from military service, enabled us to record not 

only the first occurrence of a behavior, but its gradual development. ‘the following covers 

the combined observations of a dozen men afield daily on the University Campus and Arboretum.
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Y fo Sees cal 
5 Marehhawk arrives Feb, 16 Feb, 2h is 
8 Chipmnk emerges Heb, 810,15, Mar,7,8  Yarch 14 

3 Emhatte m5 oa ‘ 
x Garter snake out Jan, 25, Feb, 17 early March 

The early dates for Items 3, 4, and 8 are believed to represent a slowly develop- 

ing frequency; those for 5, 23, and 39 are believed to represent isolated early occur- 

rences, In either ease, a lesser intensity of observation would have yielded later 

"first dates", the degree of lateness and the selection of items depending on chance, 

We believe that this intensity-error in animal events diminishes rapidly as the season 

advences, and that it 4s never large in plant items, except in a few species to be dis= 

cussed later, We believe that an intensity-error also exists in eutumn animal items such 

a9 316, 317, 319, 322, 324 and 3266 

Intensity of Observation: Bird Mieration, liven if an event develops nearly siml~ 
taneously in a population, the chance of detecting its earliest occurrence depends on the 

mumber of observers afield, To explore the magnitude of this factor, we compare the bird 

arrival dates of one observer with those of 10 observers at the Dane Station, 

¥Yor 16 years beginning in 1913, A. ¥, Schorger recorded the arrivals later published, 

as averages, in his "Birds of Dane County" (18). He used only his own observations, and 

fi his skill as an ornithologist 1s nationally kmown, He was able to make few field trips 

during week days, lis dates represent the best possible single-handed avocational effort. 

We now compare Schorger's dates with those gathered during the past decade by our 13 | 

collaborators and ourselves, Wot all of the 15 observers covered sll groups of birds, mt 

it would be fair to assume that our dates are the earliest obtainable by 10 observers 

overing all groups, and less confined to weel-ends than Schorger was, Our span of years is 

shorter, but both spans seem to be long enough to avoid distortion by exceptionally early 

or late seasons.
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and Canada goldenrod, Ye put these species in the variable category because we have 

records which definitely sustain it, In addition, we have the impression that all 

asters, oaks, hickories, poplars and willows likewise display wide variability, inelud~ 

ing a emell proportion of extra early individuals, 

We suspect that extra early individuals represent genetical, rather than environ= 

mental, variations for the following reasonst a 

(1) In ammals like the ragweeds, we have never found extra early plants twice 

in the same place, 

(2) In white enakeroot, at both stations, the very earliest blooms for three 

years have occurred at two particular spots, both on a north slope and 

shaded, ‘he two sites would seem to be cold rather than warm. 

(3) In chicory, at the Dane station, the earliest bloom for the last three 

years has occurred at a particular spot on a north slope which seems cooler 

than the usual “curbdstone"” habitat of this species. 

(4) Im willows and sumac earliness and lateness seem to show a clonal distribu- 

‘ tion, At the junction of two clones one can see wide disparity in earli- 

ness on identical sites,
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Comparison Between Stations . 

Tho dates of developmental phonomena are influenced by latitude, longitude, 

and altitude, The direction and magnitude of these factors is expressed, in mags 

data, by Hoplein’! law, which asserts thats "Other conditions being equal, the 

variation in the time of occurrence of a given vertodical event in life activity 

4m temperate North America is at the general average rate of four days to each 

degree of latitude, five degrees of longitude, and "00 feet altitude, later north= 

ward, eastward, and upward in the spring and early sumer," (1187). 

Our tables offer a suitable variety of events for a mass comparison with 

Hopkinb! law, but the distance between the two stations is too small to be advantageous 

for this parpose, Nevertheless, as Mopldins points out, his forsmla may be used 

not only to predict the average difference between localities, but to evaluate the 

intensity of the local factors which cause local deviations from the law, “From 

this viewpoint o comparison of our two stations is worth makings 

Eligible Dates, We exclude all of our anime) data, because of the diffienity, 

already explained, of interpolating animal dates betweon weekly visits to the Sauk 

station, 

We include all pairs of plent dates in which a given plant event was recorded 

at both stations during the same year, There are 241 such pairs from April to June 

inelusive, and 96 in July and August, a totel of 337. Because Hopkins specifies 

“goring and early summer" it seems advisable to segregate the midsumer data, We 

exelude all items lacking sharpness, such as budding, ripening of fruit, and 

harvesting of crops. What remains is entirely dates of first bloom.
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no large or consistent difference between 1851 and the recent average, ‘The data 

do not seem worth including in this paper, especially since there is no assurance 

that the recorders were equally competent or adhered to any uniform standard. 

Summary 

A decade of dates of 325 seasonal events at two stations, 33 miles apart, 

were analyzed and compared with prior records. 

Spring events during the decade 1935-1945 were two weeks earlier than the same 

events at the aame station in 1861-1885, 

The northern station is three days later in spring than the southern one, which is 

twiee the expectation under Horicins' Iaw, ‘The difference between the two stations is 

least in early spring and greatest in midewmer. 

The year-to~year variability of events, as compared with their ewn averages, 

tends to be greatest in early spring, and decreases progressively through May. 

Some plants show little variability in date of first bloom; they seem to be 

governed more by length of daylight than by current weather. White clover, the least 

variable plant, has a standard deviation of 2,4 days, which is only a third of that 

prevailing in other plants during the same month, 

Some birds show little variability in arrival date, despite the fact that they 

winter in or beyond the tronics where ¢hanges in length of day are mich les® pronounced. 

The least variable birds were rose=breasted grosbeal (3,1 days) and upland plover (3,2 

days), both only a third of the deviation prevailing in other contemporary migrants. 

Bird migration responds to changes in temperature mich more quickly than the 

bloom of plants. In 1945 the momentum of an early ware period persisted in plants 

through two months of subsequent cold. This momentum caused early bloom in white 

trilliun despite the fect that it on still underground during the warm period. 

y Daration of bloom in a cool dry dune, as compared with a hot wet June, was 

protracted 60 to 84 percent in various groups of plants.
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